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Preface
Writing this preface is for this writer a study in irony. Some thirty years ago he set out to write an introductory
book of keyword astrology so students could learn by doing and by the direct experience of intuition instead of
relying on books that try to tell one what given combinations mean (if that is possible at all), much the way
computer programs now spew out canned “interpretations” with apparent precision. He wanted to help to develop
astrological students who lived and worked in the present and not in the past expressed in blurbs of concentrated,
dead experience. He never got beyond the introduction. Being young, immature and excessively abstract, he got
hopelessly entangled in paradigm definitions, convoluted grammatical structures that were supposed to parallel
metaphysical relationships, too many painfully precise modifiers to mollify insecurity about not being exactly
understood, and unending sentences which were supposed to represent continuity of consciousness. Now, many
years later, he finds himself with a completed book on simple astrological technique for learning by doing and no
introduction. Irony.
During those intervening years the writer found himself working with more people and horoscopes than he ever
conceived of doing. Thousands. The experience paid off. Theoretical ideas often need correction and focus in
practice. Convoluted and rambling sentences that amount to filibusters do not go very far toward solving real life
problems. Only directly facing issues and working one’s way through them can do that. Spiritual counseling does
just that. Working as a friend and coworker, a counselor can form a team with the counselee, to work together on
issues of utilizing their different talents and experience to face life and character issues to the benefit and satisfaction
of both. Exposed to the issues in a manner similar to the counselee, the spiritual friend was brought into shape and
focus by the same lapidary of life in a way that he never could have as an aloof authority. Not being blessed with
omniscience or with an understanding of the basis of the fundamental relationships of life (the early horoscopes
might just as have well have been blank sheets of paper and the counselees, Martians), he often had to resort to tools
in the box and even a few not there yet, because thinking and praying, immensely helpful though they were, didn’t
seem to be enough to give the understanding and application required to resolve the issues of life that won’t go away
without resolution. The results of some of those efforts have made their way into this workbook and,especially, into
comments and answers on the tapes that accompany this workbook. It was not a fruitless irony.
This book and set of tapes is also a consequence of another activity of those thirty-some years: instruction. Since
1969 this writer has been offering free-for-the-effort courses in spiritual astrology and modern mystical philosophy.
The instructional activity has also been an on-the-job training activity for this writer. For about half of those years
they were offered through the local Free University and for the other half they have been offered at Microcosm Book
Shop, Madison’s oldest money losing business. Most of the astrology classes build in a progressive,spiral manner.
They include: Topics in Astrology, a broad, lecture based introductory course for folks with pedestrian interest as
well as new students; Astrological Tools and Techniques, which is a beginning, applied course for those who actually
want to dig in and practice astrology; Character Appreciation with Astrology, an intermediary, technical
course to carry one deeper into both astrology and spiritually understanding character; Astrology, Psychology and
Modern Spiritual Philosophy, an advanced course probing all three previously named subjects; and other courses
in special areas of interest in astrology, such as horary astrology or the astrological aspects. The classes are just
as much of a team effort as the counseling. Students are friends first and students second. As much as possible
everyone participates in the courses, even the lecture courses. The material in this workbook is a compilation of
the most recent rendition of the beginning course, Astrological Tools and Techniques, as offered between the Fall of
1998 and the Spring of 2001. The sense of participation is best carried through the tapes. With very few exceptions
it hasbeen a joy to this writer. We are all learning together and this book is the product of that work. By now the
reader has probably gathered that this the part of the preface filled with statements of gratitude. No statement of
gratitude seems sufficient for the blessings this writer has received. Most of the thanks must go to the students,
without whom this writer could never find a means to express and share, which is as important as breathing. The
students who have participated in this class have been outstanding. They have shown eagerness, a willingness to
work, intelligent and inquisitive minds and fine human affections. I love them dearly. Their questions and creative
contributions have made the course a success. Of course, special thanks are expressed for the friends who helped
bring this into this final form. It is more formal than anything ever done by this writer before, which is still
informal by the standards of the world, for which apologies are offered. Thank you to darlin’ Aimee for general
assistance and special suggestions, Eddie Anderson for computer help, and most especially Roselyn Hamilton

for layout and close, final editing. Special thanks to Jerry Reich for the almost impossible job of editing very
rough writing and doing so without deviating too far from the material on the tapes so the listener won’t get lost
or confused between the written and spoken word. Thank you to all of the readers for studying and applying this
material for general human betterment and for all of the feedback you will give.
All horoscopes in the text were constructed using WinStar Plus software from Matrix Software, 407 N. State St.,
Big Rapids, Michigan 49307.
R.K. July 2001

Preface to Second Edition
Most of the work for the second edition was done by the author who is extremely grateful to the people who helped
so much with the first edition and from whom the author learned enough to be able to produce this edition without
having to call on others excessively.
In this edition all of the horoscopes are from the now (unfortunately) defunct Astro-Databank, exceptions are
documented in the text with reference to their origin. Horoscopes that are holdovers from the first edition are from
the original sources given in the Apologia.
Horoscopes in this edition were cast using IO software from Time Cycles Research, P. O. Box 797, Watterford, Ct.
06385
R.K. July 2013

Apologia
In this workbook there are fragments of pieces of approximately 120 horoscopes and 12 complete horoscopes. The
reason for this is that the writer is fascinated by human character and behavior and appreciatively enjoys both. He
also believes that loving, understanding and appreciating people is fundamental to becoming a good astrological
student, especially if one is to be successful practicing therapeutic astrology. One must be looking for the good to
find it and to help its becoming. The horoscopes and pieces of horoscopes were also included to give living
examples of character and behavior through astrology in order to catch and hold the interest of students that might
otherwise be lost in dry, hypothetical astrological exercises.
It is also obvious, especially from the live tapes, that a primary, practical rationale for doing this was to foster
confidence in the students, confidence in themselves and in astrology, by building simple keyword sentences and
seeing them work with the famous people with whom they were familiar. The best learning is learning by doing.
The exercises were given and done before knowing the names of the people used in the example. The order of
operation is important (more important than the writer conceived at the time). Again, the order used in this course
was to first proceed from astrology to the lives and character of the people used as examples. Proceeding from
observation of the subject to the astrology behind that life and character is important too, but not so much so in the
early stages of development when one is compounding simple keyword sentences. Because of this order, the
examples would be much the same if imaginary data and horoscopes been used; this is especially important to the
reason for this apologia.
The distinction in the order of operation stated above gained importance in the face of the difficulties encountered
in publishing this workbook. In the late stages of preparing the workbook for publication, the writer encountered the
most devastating circumstance an astrological student can meet with: bad data. In applied astrology incorrect birth
data is hard for the counselee because it is always painfully impossible to try to relate or resonate to an untrue image
and to respond to incorrect information, especially when it relates one to the cosmos and is delivered from an
authoritative source. It is difficult for the astrological student because intuition is to some extent proportional to the
degree of attunement to reality and, in the writer’s eyes, intuitive astrology is usually the best astrology. The writer
once had a friend who on her maiden visit to an astrologer was told that the birth data she had given to the astrologer
was for a dead person. She left in a huff only to have to return later and sheepishly admit that she had mistakenly
picked up the data for her twin who had died at birth. Some astrological students are sufficiently sensitive and
skilled to do things like that, most are not, but to do the best that we can we must all be very careful about obtaining
accurate data and checking it, even good data, as much as possible. In this way we can avoid doing harm.
When using the horoscopes of celebrities and historical figures as examples, the first problem, the problem of the
counselee trying to relate to untrue image or non-applicabale information, is virtually eliminated because the native
is not part of the process. But the second problem, the problem of the attunement of the astrological student to the
horoscope and the native, is not completely eliminated. In this class the students had no idea of who the natives
were and their work was done strictly from keyword astrology. The instructor knew who the natives were but was
honor bound to use keyword astrology to be on the same ground as the students—in many cases he didn’t know
much about the natives or their lives—so the cases of bad data did not really have as bad of an effect on the
material as it could have but, since nobody is immune from the influence from foreknowledge, there was some effect
which was enough to produce some thorny and disconcerting problems.
Most of the horoscopes and horoscope fragments were from books of horoscopes by the late Lois Rodden as cited
below and in the body of the workbook. When this writer communicated with Ms Rodden about obtaining
premission to copy, he learned from her that it was possible that up to twenty-five percent of the charts might be
incorrect. He was devastated. He should not have been because this is the way science often works. Early data is
usually not anywhere near as accurate as later data. Moreover, there was no one to blame for the mess. Ms Rodden
could not be blamed for publishing the best data known to her at the time and this writer could not be blamed for
trusting published data. Nonetheless, there was a problem, a problem that has probably occurred in many
astrological publications and not been often addressed. The writer has rarely seen an Apologia to address the
problem—most seem to ignore it when it occurs and just let the published work stand as is.

Apologia (continued)
In this case, though the writer addressed it directly, the dilemma could not be resolved. During the correspondence
with Ms Rodden, the writer stated that in cases where there were data difficulties (there were few) that would
normally be remedied by giving different written examples (a thing easily done), that practice could not be followed
because, if it was followed, the written sentences would be radically different from the information on the tapes (the
greater part of the information) which would be more confusing to the student trying to follow the course through
the tapes than not having the exact horoscope of the personage in the example (which was not known to the student
in the first place). Ms Rodden, though not completely happy with the situation, agreed. Together we worked out an
optimal solution to a bad situation. That solution was to include three major points: 1. a statement that astrology
and a sound application of the principles of astrology are not invalidated because applied to a horoscope that is
incorrect; 2. that the data for all horoscopes taken from her publications be rated using the Rodden rating system
where the data is rated as AA, A, B, C, DD and X or XX as determined by her, and that personalities for whom
better data may be known than those printed in the books used in this workbook be marked with a * (actually more
information than a just * is offered whenever possible); and 3) this Apologia be written to explain the impossible
situation and why things were done as they were. Ms Rodden was helpful in accomplishing #2.
Quite a few fragments and three complete horoscopes were taken from An Astrological Who’s Who by Marc
Penfield. Mr Penfield, though very generous about sharing the right to reprint, expressed similar reservations about
the quality of some of the data published in that book. In the final preparation of this workbook for publication. The
book by Mr. Penfield presented a different set of data problems, as will be seen below.
Actually each of the data sources for this workbook presented its own unique set of problems and, after recovering
from the shock and the work of doing the best that he could with the situation, the writer now has a mildly jaded and
jaundiced view about the accuracy of celebrity and historical data and wonders if any of it is true. He certainly
recommends that all students check all data for all horoscopes, especially for counselees, and then recheck it.
Simultaneous with feeling jaded and jaundiced this writer has enormous gratitude for the researchers who do this
work that is so valuable. He is also exceedingly thankful for their open generosity and willingness to share.
Six sources were used in deriving the horoscopes and horoscope fragments used in this workbook. Each is listed
below along with the history of the problems it presented.
Profiles of Women (abbreviated as POW in this workbook) by Lois M. Rodden published in 1979 by the American
Federation of Astrologers. Permission to copy wholes or parts was granted by both the publisher and the author
under the conditions described above. Some of the charts have been found by the author to be incorrect. Charts so
indicated by Ms Rodden have been marked with a * and all have been graded with the Rodden rating system.
The American Book of Charts (abbreviated as ABC) by Lois M. Rodden published byAstro Compting Services of
San Diego, California in 1980. When contacted, Astro Computing Services stated that all rights to reprint had
reverted to the author who graciously granted them under the conditions given above.
An Astrological Who’s Who (abbreviated as AWW) by Marc Penfield published by Arcane Publications—no date of
publication given. Arcane Publications no longer exists but Mr. Penfield freely and generously granted permission
to copy but warned that subsequent research may indicate that some of the horoscopes may be according to the best
data available. This source introduced a new problem because Mr. Penfield did not give the times of birth for the
horoscopes in the book. In some of his publications it is stated that he uses rectification (an art at which he
supposedly excels) for more accurate charts but it is not clear whether he did so in this book. In any case, lacking
sufficient information, this author was forced to use the charts as there were published; however, when it is
suspected that there is better data the notes are marked with a *.
The Circle Book of Charts (abbreviated as CBC) by Stephen Erlewine published by Circle Books of Ann Arbor,
Michigan in 1972. Permission to copy has been granted by the publisher and the author: Matrix Software,
126 S. Michigan Avenue, Big Rapids, Michigan 49307.

Apologia (continued)
Their website is www.astrologysoftware.com. Most of the horoscopes published in this source, including the
three used in this workbook, are solar charts and thus do not have solar charts and thus do not have accurate house
data. The very simple charts used from this source did not use houses so there are no data problems other than the
expected vagueness that comes with solar charts. The horoscopes were selected because of the writer’s interest in
the individuals.
Horoscopes of Musicians & Composers (abbreviated as HMC) by Robert C. Jansky published by Astro-Analytics
Publications of Venice, California in 1975. Mr. Jansky passed on in 1982 and Astro-Analytics seems to have died
with him. Finding an individual who currently held the rights to copy proved futile. Only one horoscope was used
from this book. It was the horoscope of Jules Massenet whose organ music has always thrilled this writer which was
the reason for its inclusion.
The Baby Book of Richard Koepsel (BBRK) lovingly published by his parents in 1938. All rights were inherited by
the writer. This the very best kind of data which one can find.
There are two morals in this long route to publication. The first is that there are times when one must do things
which one would rather not do but they must be done in order to avert a worse condition. Even though bad data is
unpleasant, losing consistency and coordination between two instructional media (one of which could not be
undone) would have been much worse for the student. The astrology is good, fundamental, keyword astrology
which is explained very clearly on the tapes even though what that astrology is applied to in a few instances is not
the best and that could not be sacrificed. The other moral is that astrological students cannot be too fastidious about
insisting on good data and even checking that.
Again, this writer wishes to express thanks to the authors for their hard and uncertain work.
R. K., August 2003
Problems such as the ones given above are endemic to research though the writer must commend the conscientious
efforts of the folks at Astro Databank and their successors for minimizing errors and persevering in the work of
providing reliable data for research and education. Gratitude is not wasted on them.
R.K., July 2013

Foreword and Introduction
The contents of this book were originally handouts from a class entitled Astrological Tools and Techniques. Most
of the material in that class was presented orally. Informal recordings of those classes are still available as are
recordings for the version of the class offered after the publication of the first edition. It is strongly recommended
that readers of this book obtain the recordings from either version of the original class because the book
doesn’t make much sense without the recordings and the recordings don’t make much sense without the
book. As might be expected, class handouts do not always work out well in book form. Please be merciful in
judging the visual appearance of the format.
Foreword and Introduction to the Second Edition
The second edition of this book is meant to accommodate the recordings from the original class and the recordings
from another presentation of the class presented after the publication of the first edition. To do this the following
table lists which tapes accompany which parts of this book.
Part One Progressive Keywording		

Identical for both versions of recordings.

Part Two Keyword Exercises		

For use with the earlier version only.

Part Two-A New Keyword Exercises

For use with the most recent recordings only.

Part Three Facet Analysis			

For use with the earlier version only.

Part Three-A New Facet Analysis		

For use with the most recent recordings only.

Part Four Images and Metaphors		

Contains the materials for both versions of recordings.

Part Five Problem Solving			

For use with the most recent recordings only.

Part Six Observation Tools			

Identical for both versions of recordings.

Part Seven Keywords			

Identical for both versions of recordings.

Concerning the Recordings
The recordings were never intended for publication. They are very rough and unprofessional. They were meant for
students who missed a class and wanted to get a rough idea of what had been missed. The equipment used was not
professional equipment and the classroom is certainly not a recording studio. Moreover, there is a lot of chaos in
the presentation of the classes. Of course, there are errors of all sorts. Sometimes equipment was not started or there
was equipment malfunction. For several of the classes a very tiny, almost invisible wire was loose and acted as an
antenna picking up a local Mexican radio station. The recordings are not offered as finished products. You are free to
use them as you like but you are on your own when you do so.
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Part One
Progressive Keywording
There are several reasons for this very elementary section.
The first and foremost reason is to get the student used to tuning into intuition which is all-important in astrology.
There is no way that one can, by knowledge or computer, derive insights into character, only by intuition. By
filling in the blanks with different keywords one can usually find one or keyword a set of keywords that sparks the
intuition. Observation and good sound judgement can be used later to assure that it was indeed intuition and that the
intuition was understood.
The second reason is to overcome the barrier that often arises when approaching something new, something that
can have the student in awe. By filling in blanks and creating new sentences using the keywords from the keyword
section of this book, the student quickly becomes familiar with the astrological elements and what they point to in
character.
The third reason is to begin to build a keyword vocabulary and to become familiar with the words. Some of the
keywords may have to be put into a different grammatical part of speech according to the sentence. Some of the
examples of keywording use words contextually.
Dive in and have some fun while learning and becoming creative and independent of authority. Fill in as many
words as you have time to try. Keep trying until you find a keyword that works. Use horoscopes of family members
and famous people to try out the technique. Do not be afraid to create new sentences to suit your taste or your need.
Consider it like painting, play with the word colors and enjoy yourself.
Hopefully, these and other fill-in-the-blanks keyword sentences and keywords will eventually be computerized so
that the student can fill in the blanks and keep changing keywords by the click of a mouse until one is found that
sparks the intuition. This writer is not certain that computerization will be as good a way to become as intimately
familiar with the elements as actual writing, but it will save time and paper. If the blanks are replaced with a pair
of horizontal slits and the keywords are put in long vertical columns that fit within the slits the same result can be
accomplished with nontechnical ease.

Very elementary 1st house keyword sentences

House Sentences

1.

An important element in my environment is __________________.

2.

I see __________________ in the external world.

3.

The external image I project is __________________.

4.

__________________ was (were, is, are) an important factor in my early childhood.

5.

The basic nature of my body is __________________.

6.

Important ingredients in my diet are __________________.

7.

__________________ is my most problematic, personal idiosyncrasy.

8.

I am __________________ at starting things.

9.

I relate to challenge __________________.

10.

__________________ is (are) crucial in my early development.

3

4

House Sentences

Very elementary 2nd house keyword sentences

1.

I relate to responsibility __________________.

2.

I consider possession __________________.

3.

I spend money (on) __________________.

4.

My income is likely to be __________________.

5.

I value things by __________________.

6.

Savings to me depend on __________________.

7.

My investments are __________________.

8.

__________________ are important materials to me.

9.

I can objectify __________________.

10.

A good source of capital or income is __________________.

Very elementary 3rd house keyword sentences
1.

__________________ is a concern in sibling relations.

2.

__________________ pervades my short trips.

3.

I can develop communicative abilities though __________________.

4.

I relate to reciprocal exchanges __________________.

5.

The opportunities to develop practical thought come through __________________.

6.

My reading habits are __________________.

7.

__________________ is a significant factor in elementary education.

8.

__________________ is/are the source/subject of rumors known to me.

9.

I can progress in technical education by __________________.

10.

__________________ are/is important fact(s) in my intellectual development.

House Sentences

5

6

House Sentences

Very elementary 4th house keyword sentences

1.

I can __________________ in the latter part of my life.

2.

__________________ is central in relating to my subjective parent.

3.

My domicile is __________________.

4.

I solve personal problems by __________________.

5.

Family ties are likely to be __________________.

6.

My subconscious memory is permeated with __________________.

7.

I incubate ideas by __________________.

8.

My most subjective attitude is ____________.

9.

__________________ real estate may benefit/harm me.

10.

__________________ is/are a domestic issue(s) to me.

Very elementary 5th house keyword sentences
1.

I can express __________________.

2.

I find __________________ recreational.

3.

I tend to speculate on/about __________________.

4.

My attitude toward children is __________________.

5.

A __________________ would be a good pet for me.

6.

__________________ usually comes up in courtships.

7.

I give __________________.

8.

My fertility is __________________.

9.

My general or intermediate education could be __________________.

10.

__________________ as a hobby or avocation relaxes me.

House Sentences

7

8

House Sentences

1.

__________________ is important in occupation.

2.

__________________ could be a cause of illness.

3.

__________________ is an important volitional activity.

4.

I am __________________ with patients/servants.

5.

__________________ is important to maintaining health.

6.

I relate __________________ with co-workers.

7.

I practice __________________.

8.

My attitude about service is __________________.

9.

I develop techniques and skills __________________.

10.

Labor means __________________ to me.

Very elementary 6th house keyword sentences

Very elementary 7th house keyword sentences
1.

I learn __________________ through marriage.

2.

__________________ may be a condition to commitment.

3.

My partner is likely to be __________________.

4.

I have __________________ public circumstances.

5.

My open enemies/opponents are __________________.

6.

__________________ is a likely factor in law suits.

7.

I share __________________.

8.

__________________ is a subject of my fine art interest.

9.

My individuality is unfolded through __________________.

10.

My agreements/treaties/legal contracts are __________________.

House Sentences

9

10

House Sentences

Very elementary 8th house keyword sentences

1.

I learn __________________ through death.

2.

__________________ is key to regeneration.

3.

I am __________________ about shared finances.

4.

I am likely to loss through __________________.

5.

I solve shared problems by __________________.

6.

I learn hidden meaning or secrets by __________________.

7.

My out of body experiences are __________________.

8.

__________________ is helpful to learning astrology.

9.

My attitude toward taxes or subsidies is __________________.

10.

I transform things by __________________.

Very elementary 9th house keyword sentences

House Sentences 11

1.

My religious training suffers through __________________.

2.

My travel is __________________.

3.

Higher education means __________________ to me.

4.

A good attitude for me about insurance is __________________.

5.

__________________ is a means to sensing purpose or aspirations.

6.

My highest personal value or principle is __________________.

7.

__________________ a potential theory or philosophy.

8.

I am __________________ about ceremony or ritual.

9.

Opportunities to develop the higher, ideational mind come via __________________.

10.

__________________ is important in expansion, generalization and self-broadening to a sense
of proportion.

12

House Sentences

Very elementary 10th house keyword sentences

1.

__________________ is important in relating to my most objective or direct parent.

2.

Social position or community standing are founded in __________________.

3.

I can bring __________________ to my vocation or profession.

4.

__________________ is a key attitude in relations with authorities, employers, supervisors and others
above me.

5.

Goals and ends are __________________ to me.

6.

__________________ is a good self-run business.

7.

I develop perspective objectivity by __________________.

8.

__________________ is a gate to fame, honor or reputation.

9.

I use __________________ in developing management or executive ability.

10.

The highest fruits of my actions are __________________.

Very elementary 11th house keyword sentences

House Sentences 13

1.

I make friends through __________________.

2.

The children of my mind are __________________.

3.

__________________ is important to my view of utopia.

4.

I __________________ for its own sake.

5.

I can offer an attitude of __________________ to a collective.

6.

__________________ could describe my spouse’s children or their relationships to me.

7.

I see __________________ in the future or in future human development.

8.

My wishes are along the line of __________________.

9.

__________________ is key to universal expressions, relations or general knowledge for me.

10.

My relation to the general good (democracy) is __________________.

14

House Sentences

Very elementary 12th house keyword sentences

1.

__________________ is a probable cause of self-undoing.

2.

Superconscious experiences come through __________________.

3.

I can __________________ to help solve universal problems.

4.

I retreat or seek asylum in __________________.

5.

Secret enemies could use __________________ effectively against me.

6.

__________________ is a source of ripe or hung-over destiny.

7.

My habit of __________________ is a source of limitation, restriction or confinement.

8.

__________________ describes past, past-life or pre-birth conditions important to my present.

9.

I could be likely to persecution or exile because of __________________.

10.

__________________ is a major factor in involuntary service or duty for me.

Very elementary keyword sentences for the Sun
1.

Planet Sentences

I realize my inner self image, my essential being, my “I am-ness” through __________________
__________________.

2.

In matters of __________________ __________________ I am most likely to be conceited or
self-important.

3.

__________________ about __________________ is important for conserving, rejuvenating or
accumulating life, vitality and stamina.

4.

My __________________ attitudes toward mature males or masculine parental figures in matters
of__________________ are important to ego development.

5.

__________________ opportunities of a __________________ flavor increase my light of
awareness—my awakened self-consciousness.

6.

I rule __________________ and dominate __________________.

7.

I meet the strongest people through __________________ and they help me to develop active will by the
quality of __________________.

8.

__________________ pride focused on __________________ is a likely source of laziness.

9.

I can build self-esteem and positivity through __________________ __________________.

10.

I meet luminaries, authorities or people of great importance through/with/at/on __________________
__________________, people that enlighten me to honor or nobility.

11.

The attitude of __________________ is of central significance to a life purpose centered around
accomplishment or achievement at __________________.

12.

__________________ __________________ could affect my sense of vision or cause eye problems.

15

16

Planet Sentences

Very elementary Venus keyword sentences

1.

I learn to love through __________________ __________________.

2.

A misapplication of comfort and/or enjoyment in/of __________________ __________________ is a
likely source of license, pleasure seeking or vulgarity.

3.

__________________ about __________________ helps me become socialized, refined and cultured.

4.

__________________ attitudes towards girls, young women or figures of grace and beauty in matters of
__________________ are key to the development of higher feelings.

5.

__________________ opportunities of a __________________ nature unfold peace, compromise and
accommodation as expressions of love.

6.

I attract __________________ and love __________________.

7.

I meet merciful people through __________________ and they help me to develop tenderness, kindness,
affection and responsiveness by the quality of __________________.

8.

__________________ vanity focused on __________________ is a likely source of fickleness or jealousy
in me.

9.

I can build a sense of care and a positive perfection via __________________ __________________ .

10.

I meet artists, decorators or designers via __________________ __________________, and they cultivate
taste in me or move me to ornamentation or decoration.

11.

__________________ cheerfulness complemented with long-suffering, sacrificing sentiments help me to
smooth, soften and round my rough edges through expression at __________________ .

12.

Excesses or deficiencies of oils or a similar condition with estrogen, thymus or other female hormones
could show up in __________________ __________________.

Very elementary Mercury keyword sentences

Planet Sentences 17

1.

I learn to think and develop my concrete mind by __________________ in/with __________________.

2.

Shallow, surface tendencies in __________________

__________________ could lend to lies, gossip or

slander.
3.

__________________ about __________________ helps me to become logical, scientific, conversant or
diversified.

4.

__________________ mental attitudes towards intellectuals or mental mentors in matters of
__________________ help me recognize, understand, and live by facts.

5.

__________________ opportunities of a __________________ nature unfold conscious memory,
descriptive, or persuasive abilities.

6.

I perceive __________________ and discriminate __________________.

7.

I meet witty, clever people through __________________ and they help me to develop curiosity,
thoughtfulness and adaptability by the quality of __________________.

8.

__________________ dishonesty, focused on __________________ is a likely source of indecision or
vacillation in me.

9.

I can build a sense of truth, honesty and clarity via __________________ __________________.

10.

I meet writers, speakers and readers via __________________ __________________ and they cultivate
articulation, communication, verbalization in me or help my delivery.

11.

__________________ neutrality aided by clarity help me to deduce the consequences of plotting, trickery,
bribery or theft in/at __________________.

12.

Nervous conditions or thyroid conditions could show up in gestures, jitters, tics, enervation, neural
stimulation or __________________ (in) __________________.
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Very elementary Moon keyword sentences

1.

I express my feelings and emotions in/with/by __________________ __________________.

2.

Fretful moody tendencies in/with __________________ __________________ could lead to aimlessness
or changeability.

3.

__________________ about __________________ may cause me to become sympathetic, empathetic,
dreamy or psychic.

4.

I have __________________ subconscious attitudes toward the general public in matters of
__________________.

5.

__________________ opportunities of a __________________ nature unfold motivating, animating,
activating or fructifying abilities.

6.

I am impressionable to __________________ and imagine __________________.

7.

My mother image is most influential in __________________ and has fostered nurturing, maternality,
domesticity and protectiveness (to) __________________.

8.

__________________ receptivity focused on __________________ is a likely source of primitivity,
instinctuality or negativity.

9.

I can develop useful cleaning, comforting or domestic talents via __________________
__________________.

10.

My associations with females in general, and mature women especially are marked by
__________________ __________________.

11.

__________________ fertility helps me to instinctively dampen or withdraw from attachments to
__________________.

12.

Stomach conditions, problems with fluids, or a sense of biological state of being could be detected by
__________________ __________________.

Very elementary Saturn keyword sentences
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1.

I learn discipline, control and mastery through __________________ __________________.

2.

Separation, limitation or singularity in __________________ __________________ could be a source of
darkness, ignorance, fear, selfishness or hatred in me.

3.

__________________ about __________________ helps me to develop a sense of time, age, history,
maturation, patience, forethought, faithfulness or conscience.

4.

__________________ attitudes toward dignified authorities, paternal/patriarchal figures or elders in matters
of __________________ are key to veneration and respect.

5.

__________________ opportunities of a __________________ nature help me to develop concentration,
contraction, consolidation or one-pointedness.

6.

I manipulate __________________ and obstruct, delay or negate __________________ .

7.

I have a mandatory destiny, fate or obligation with __________________ and it helps me to learn caution,
reserve or circumspection by the quality of __________________ .

8.

__________________ suspicion focused on __________________ is a likely source of cunning,
shrewdness and secretive scheming in me.

9.

I can develop a sense of frugality, austerity and efficiency with simple means via __________________
__________________ .

10.

I meet deep, silent and serious people via __________________ __________________ and they cultivate
a sense of security or ambition in me.

11.

__________________ judgment coupled with potentially grim, legalistic ways could lead to deliberation
and calculation about __________________ .

12.

I am likely to colds or deposits in __________________ and could manifest worry, melancholy or
depression about __________________ .
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Very elementary Jupiter keyword sentences

1.

I learn generosity, benevolence, thanks and gratitude via __________________ __________________ .

2.

Misjudgment, oversight, abstraction or carelessness in __________________ __________________ could
lead to dissipation, sloppiness or sloth.

3.

__________________ about __________________ helps me to develop a sense of relaxation, lightness,
joviality, happiness, humor or laughter.

4.

__________________ attitudes toward high-minded, beneficent or big-spirited figures in
__________________ are key to developing orthodoxy, religion, philosophy or morality.

5.

__________________ opportunities of a __________________ nature help me to develop expansiveness,
broadness, generalization, grandness and inclusive judgment.

6.

I open or encourage __________________ and bring progress or success __________________.

7.

My brightest positivity and optimism is in __________________ and in it I learn goodness, pardon,
sportiness and carefreeness by the quality of __________________.

8.

__________________ greed focused on __________________ is a likely source of extravagance,
exaggeration, prodigality, and inflated over doing.

9.

I can develop a sense of pride, honor, and preservation of the good and the right via __________________
__________________.

10.

I meet lofty, edifying and educating people via/at __________________ __________________ and they
open my higher, abstract or ideational mind to abundance or opulence.

11.

__________________ misjudgment together with indolence, roguish, gambling ways could lead to bias or
bigotry about __________________ .

12.

I am likely to swellings, enlargements or dilation in __________________ and could manifest mania,
bombast or giddy folly over __________________ .

Very elementary Mars keyword sentences
1.

I express energy, action, vigor and industriousness, work, effort or constructiveness through
__________________

2.

Planet Sentences 21

__________________.

Temper, lust, desire or passion in __________________ __________________ could lead to
impulsiveness, competitiveness or other preemptive attitudes.

3.

__________________ about __________________ helps me to develop a sense of pride, challenge,
respect or assertiveness.

4.

__________________ attitudes toward youthful, fresh or straight-forward figures in matters of
__________________ are key to developing gallantry, frankness or fitness.

5.

__________________ opportunities of a __________________ nature help me to deal with temptations,
emergencies or friction.

6.

I combat, provoke or activate __________________ and conquer, dominate, overcome or win
__________________ .

7.

My spot of greatest courage or bravery is with __________________ and it helps me to learn daring, trial
and decisiveness by the quality of __________________.

8.

__________________ ferocity, anger, cruelty or meanness focused on __________________ is a likely
source of violence, aggression, strife, belligerence or warfare.

9.

I can develop a sense of initiation, application, push or motivation via __________________
__________________ .

10.

I meet young men, sanguine masculine figures, soldiers, police, athletes or rivals via __________________
__________________ and they cultivate feelings or deeds of virility, valor or strength.

11.

__________________ fool-hardiness, temerity and egotism along with gaudy, tasteless seeking for frenzy
or excitement could lead to blunt, brutish, brazen, coarse, crude, tactless arrogance about
__________________ or vicious behavior about __________________ .
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Very elementary keyword sentences for Mars (continued)

I am likely to cuts, bruises, strains, breaks, burns, rashes, hemorrhages, lesions, contusions, irritations,
flushes, fevers or bleeding in __________________ due to manifestations of overbearing, boisterous,
forceful or vicious behavior about __________________ .

Very elementary keywords sentences for Uranus
1.
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I express creativity, ingenuity, inventiveness or innovation in spontaneous or improvisational activities in
__________________ __________________ .

2.

Irregular, uncontrolled, unpredictable, unreliable actions in __________________ __________________
could result in sudden, unexpected, daft upsets.

3.

__________________ about __________________ helps me to develop a sense of mystical, spiritual
feeling, receptive direct knowing, faith and the cosmic feminine.

4.

__________________ attitudes toward oddballs, bohemians, artists or romantics in matters of
__________________ are key to developing open-mindedness, originality or acceptance of new things.

5.

__________________ opportunities of a __________________ nature help me to deal with intensity,
electric, temperamental explosiveness and violence.

6.

I liberate, rebel from, or free __________________ and am __________________ socialistic,
communistic, radical, revolutionary, libertarian or anarchistic.

7.

My spot of greatest awakening or sudden awareness or understanding is with __________________ and it
helps me to learn originality, freedom, independence and impersonal progressive attitudes by the quality of
__________________.

8.

__________________ perversity, stubbornness, unconventionality, licentiousness, impulsive egoism
focused on __________________ is a likely source of fanaticism, vampirism, mania or crack-pot
tendencies.

9.

I can develop a sense of hunches, speculation, satori, paradox, intuition and irrationality or the infinite in
general via __________________ __________________.

10.

I meet electrical or electronics people, mechanics, tinkers, fixers, technicians, practical jokers or scientists
via __________________ __________________ and they cultivate a feeling of genius, wisdom, wonder
or awe in me.

11.

Vivid, striking, upsetting __________________ attitudes can lead to haphazardness, opinionation, fixity or
irresponsibility about __________________.
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Very elementary keyword sentences For Uranus (continued)

I am likely to spasticity, stuttering, over-excitement, shock or accidents with my __________________ and
quick, miraculous manifestations of wisdom, grace, altruism or universal love in __________________
could be a source of healing.

Very elementary keyword sentences for Neptune
1.
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I express rare, inspired, visionary, idealistic, comprehensive, connected genius qualities in
__________________ __________________ .

2.

Dreamy, weak, will-less, passive sensitivity and receptivity in __________________
__________________ could result in mediumship, hallucinations, superstition, illusions and other
uncontrolled psychic experiences.

3.

__________________ in/about __________________ helps me to develop a sense of the occult, spiritual
intelligence, conceptualization, instrumentalism, magic, alchemy, cosmology, and other manifestations of
the spiritual masculine.

4.

__________________ attitudes toward psychiatrists, spiritual teachers, prophets, poets, composers or
others spiritually knowledgeable in matters of __________________ are key to developing spiritual
ideation, super-knowledge, memory of nature, holistic ideas and other manifestations of the
superconscious.

5.

__________________ opportunities of a __________________ nature help me to deal with confusion,
vagueness, uncertainty, diffidence and other unreliable tendencies.

6.

I imagine, visualize, picture, dream or symbolize __________________ and am __________________
unusual, mysterious, profound, ascetic, aesthetic, weird or uncanny.

7.

My spot of greatest compassion, understanding or spiritual subtlety is with __________________ and it
helps me to learn connections, chaos, healing, clairvoyance, divination or other recondite or arcane
knowledge by the quality of __________________.

8.

__________________ gloominess, darkness, morbidity, twistedness, inversion, dislocation, melancholy or
convolution in relation to __________________ is a likely source of habit, dependence, stupor, torpor,
laziness or other parasitical attitudes.

9.

I can develop a sense of spiritual wholes, complete ideas, compositions, interweaving, metamorphosis,
schemes and other spiritual projections, manifestations or creations in a state of ecstasy or reverie via
__________________ __________________ .
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Very elementary keyword sentences for Neptune (continued)

I have liaisons with foreigners, strangers, gods, demons, faeries, discarnate entities or other other-world
beings via __________________ __________________ and they awaken fascination, intrigue, bizarre,
eerie feelings or a sense of the macabre, disgust or divine inspiration and spiritual respect.

11.

Sneaky, deceptive, fraudulent, ugly, fiendish, baroque, ghoulish __________________ attitudes could lead
to fakery, espionage, treachery, traitorous actions, misleading, flattering or glamorous actions in
__________________ .

12.

I am likely to hypochondria, psychological illness, trance, allergies, intoxication, insanity, addiction or
undiagnosable conditionswith my __________________ and psychiatry, homeopathy, Invisible Helpers,
healers could bring me to devotion or inspiration in __________________ for magical healing.

Very elementary keyword sentences for Pluto
1.
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I express will, power, potential, megalomania, irrevocability, absoluteness, arbitrariness or pressure in
__________________ __________________.

2.

Opinionation, prejudice, bias or bigotry in __________________ __________________ could result in
coldness, brutality, ruthlessness or rapaciousness.

3.

__________________ about __________________ helps me to learn or get the sense of regeneration,
reconstruction, redemption, rebuilding, remodelling or renovation.

4.

__________________ attitudes toward dictators, strong people, authorities, plutocrats, godfathers,
potentates or others in complete or absolute control in matters of __________________ are key to
developing determination, discipline, mastery, influence, domination, gumption or syndication.

5.

__________________ opportunities of a __________________ nature help me to deal with fixation,
obsession, fetishes, perversion, sin, evil, iniquity or decadence.

6.

I conserve, preserve, keep, recycle, fix or make stationary or static __________________ and am
__________________ indifferent, cold, removed, indirect, grave or serious.

7.

My spot of greatest passion, desire and zeal or overwhelming, overpowering, extreme emotions is with
__________________ and it helps me to learn to be unmovable, unbending, unyielding, steady, static,
reliable stances by/in the quality of __________________.

8.

__________________ cruelty, rage, wrath, bitterness or jealousy focused on __________________ is a
likely source of repulsion, rejection, repugnance, repellency or other isolating attitudes.

9.

I can develop a sense of mystery, secrecy, darkness or hypnotic, magnetic influence in a state of reaction,
rebellion, uncooperation, negativity or resistance via __________________ __________________ .

10.

I have interactions with reactionaries, heirs, wealthy people, trustees and august nuclear figures
from large, influential organizations, syndications or combinations via __________________
__________________ and they develop drive, depth, diligence, attention, dominance, permanence and
obligation in me.
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Very elementary keyword sentences for Pluto (continued)

Stern, sinister, destructive, dissolving __________________ attitudes, if not transmuted, could lead to
crime, disintegration, disgusting degradation and dense final, frozen, feelingless, unlimited demands
__________________.

12.

I am likely to sexual malfunction, death, decay, rot, eliminative problems, paralysis or deep-rooted
psychological problems with __________________ and unbudging faith, will power, creation, personal
alchemy or self-defined determination in __________________ promote healing.

Very elementary conjunction keyword sentences
1.

Aspect Sentences
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I can concentrate (on) __________________ and __________________ to deepen my
__________________.

2.

I tend to fuse __________________ and __________________ to the degree where they are
indistinguishable in matters of __________________.

3.

I can bring unity to __________________ by specializing __________________ with it/them in
_____________.

4.

My combination of __________________ __________________ __________________ could be
blinding.

5.

My singleness of __________________ brings power to __________________ for __________________.

6.

I may be limited or one-pointed by/about __________________ __________________
__________________.

7.

I can develop raw potential of __________________ by beginning __________________
__________________.

8.

My penetrating accuracy of __________________ __________________ may be piercing or cutting to
__________________.

9.

__________________ provide(s) opportunities to simple oneness or union of __________________ and
__________________.

10.

I could become eccentric about __________________ through __________________ and be a purist about
__________________.
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Very elementary opposition keyword sentences

I am keenly sensitive to dualities, dichotomies, distinctions and differences between __________________
and __________________ .

2.

I am likely to vacillate and/or be ambivalent about __________________ __________________ versus
__________________ __________________ .

3.

I can find fulfillment in __________________ and __________________ by balancing
__________________ and __________________.

4.

Through comparison of __________________ and __________________ or paradoxical contrast of
__________________ and __________________ I can develop adaptive abilities.

5.

By polarizing __________________ __________________ I tend to develop opposition or counteraction
with _________________ __________________ .

6.

Through silhouettes of __________________ and __________________ and/or extremes of
__________________ __________________ I can learn to delineate or weigh things.

7.

By separating __________________ and __________________ and dividing or pitting
__________________ against __________________ I tend to become unsure and indecisive.

8.

Complementing __________________ with __________________ and compensating for
__________________ with __________________ can help me mitigate __________________
__________________ polarities.

9.

Because of either-or attitudes in matters of __________________ and __________________ I am likely
to reversals of __________________ __________________ and inversions or renegade attitudes of
__________________ __________________.

10.

Through leverage or plying __________________ with __________________ or by juxtaposing
__________________ in argument or counterpoint with __________________ , unsteadiness in
__________________ and irregularities in __________________ can be equalized or further split.

Very elementary trine keyword sentences
1.
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By efficient use of __________________ __________________ I can find ease in __________________
(and) __________________.

2.

Because of attainment in __________________ (and) __________________ I may tend to take
__________________ (and) __________________ for granted.

3.

I can bring concord to __________________ (and) __________________ through harmony with/of
__________________ __________________ .

4.

Because of a natural talent at __________________ __________________ I may rest or luxuriate in
__________________ __________________ .

5.

By triangulating or taking a slant on __________________ __________________ I can get a transcendent
or abstract view of __________________ __________________ .

6.

I can resolve __________________ (and) __________________ by refining __________________ (and)
__________________.

7.

My smooth ability at __________________ __________________ may appear to be so effortless in (its)
__________________ __________________ that my past labor is invisible.

8.

Artful simplicity at/with __________________ __________________ can bring spiritual perfection to
__________________ __________________ .

9.

My seeking minimal requirement in/of __________________ and enjoyment of __________________
may lead to an elemental sameness of __________________ in the plane of __________________ .

10.

Creative completion of __________________ __________________ can provide purposeful fulfillment
of/in __________________ __________________ by composition in __________________
__________________.
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Very elementary square keyword sentences

I tend to manifest resistance in __________________ __________________ by obstructive
__________________ __________________.

2.

I can constructively build __________________ (and) __________________ by crossing
__________________ (and) __________________ despite difficulties.

3.

I tend to block __________________ and/with __________________ in matters of __________________
and __________________.

4.

My __________________ __________________ is tested or measured in __________________
__________________.

5.

My harsh __________________ __________________ tend(s) to be squared-off with my constantly
demanding __________________ __________________.

6.

The objectification of __________________ __________________ can provide a measurement of my
__________________ __________________.

7.

My unbudging __________________ __________________ could generate or crystallize
__________________ __________________.

8.

By materializing __________________ __________________ I can gain a dimensional understanding of
__________________ __________________ through great trial.

9.

I tend to conglomerate __________________ (with) __________________ and demand
__________________ to corner __________________ with crucifying results.

10.

Through obstruction or stabilization of __________________ __________________ I can experience
fundamental structure of __________________ __________________.

Very elementary sextile keyword sentences
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1.

I can reflect my ability to/at __________________ to expand to/on __________________.

2.

__________________ could be universalized to a macrocosmic overview of __________________.

3.

My precocious development in __________________ __________________ could lead to a light or
shallow attitude of __________________ __________________.

4.

__________________ __________________ diversification could magnify into abundance and
appreciation of __________________ __________________.

5.

My budding talent of __________________ __________________ could lead to exaggerated
complications with __________________ __________________.

6.

Abstraction and assimilation of __________________ __________________ gives a complex or
multidimensional awareness of __________________ __________________.

7.

Pre-emptory over confidence in __________________ __________________ could develop into
generalization of __________________ __________________.

8.

Synthesis of __________________ __________________ re-enforces or supplements
__________________ __________________.

9.

A scattered attention on __________________ __________________ may cause me to overlook
__________________ or be distracted from/by __________________.

10.

Variety or exposure in __________________ __________________ promotes adaptability in or
inclusion of __________________ __________________.
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Workspace

Part Two
Keyword Exercises
There are several reasons for this section. First and foremost is to get the student used to tuning into intuition, which
is all-important in astrology.There is no way that one can, by knowledge or computer, derive insights into character.
That can only be done by intuition. By writing simple keyword sentences the student begins to get the mind
working. If the mind is questioning the meaning of an astrological combination and has an open, expectant attitude,
the intuition will fill the form of that questioning attitude.
The second reason is to look at the same combination from as many ways as possible. Each individual who utilizes
a given astrological combination will do so in a different manner. In order to use astrology to best advantage the
student must be willing to look at each combination in each chart with a different perspective each time the chart is
studied, because people are very creative when working with the materials of character. If it is appropriate for the
astrological student to suggest a new line of endeavor for what has become a stale outlook in the utilization of an
astrological combination, the student has to be creative enough to see and suggest new possibilities that are within
the bounds of the character pattern. Keywording helps to do this.
The third reason is to begin to describe what one experiences with intuition and understanding. One of the problems
of working with intuition is that everything seems so clear and so true that one doesn’t take the time and trouble to
think it out and carry it to completion to be sure that one really knows. Consequently, many intuitive insights are
lost or misunderstood by being taken for granted. Describing what one sees with the senses and with the inner eye is
an ongoing process. One cannot become proficient or perfect at it unless one works at it continuously.
Dive in and have some fun while learning and becoming creative and independent of authority. Create as many
descriptive keyword sentences as you can. The examples given in this section begin with very simple sentences and
become progressively more complex and entailed. Some of the sentences begin to overlap into the area of analysis
and explanation which will be covered in the next sentences. Have fun, make errors if necessary but do something
because that is the only way one can ever learn. Someday people will ask you for assistance and you will realize
that it is serious and then you will be glad to have developed the tools to be able to truly help.
The work done in this section will, hopefully, never be computerized. The computer is a fine instrument for what it
does but it is not a substitute for creativity. The only creativity it can express is what has been programmed into it,
so why not just do the creative work on your own?

Sun descriptive assignment

Descriptive Exercises

Please try to write descriptive keyword sentences for the following twelve astrological configurations:
1.

Sun in Aquarius, 5th conjoined Mercury and opposite Neptune in Leo, 11th. [male]

2.

Sun in Taurus, 3rd trine Moon in Capricorn, 11th. [male]

3.

Sun in Aquarius, 10th trine Mars conjoined Uranus in Gemini, 1st and opposite Pluto in Leo, 4th. [female]

4.

Sun in Pisces, 8th square to Jupiter in Capricorn, 5th. [male]

5.

Sun in Scorpio, 4th sextile Moon in Capricorn, 6th. [female]

6.

Sun in Pisces, 6th square Mars in Sagittarius, 4th. [female]

7.

Sun in Capricorn, 12th trine Uranus in Gemini, 3rd trine Neptune in Libra, 7th.[female]

8.

Sun in Sagittarius, 1st square Uranus in Pisces, 4th. [female]

9.

Sun in Scorpio, 7th opposite Uranus in Taurus, 1st and trine Neptune in Pisces, 12th. [male]

10.

Sun in Taurus, 4th trine Saturn in Capricorn, 12th. [male]

11.

Sun is Capricorn, 1st square Neptune in Libra, 9th. [female]

12.

Sun in Aquarius, 2nd conjoined Venus and trine Saturn in Libra, 9th. [male]
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Elementary Sun keyword sentences

1.

I know myself mostly though ethereal expressions of a highly mental character; however, my bizarre
fascination with the mysterious or the unknown, manifest in recreations of randomness, could be my selfundoing. I am unlucky at love because I am too mental and my friendships are likely to be treacherous or
illusions in my imagination.

2.

Authority is manifest through statements of material possession and positive relations of a protective nature
are formed with friends and allies who are also considered property.
I see myself as a determined communicator and a protective, faithful friend.

3.

Vitality and energy are abundant and fame is immanent through acts of bravery and daring but much
apparent progressiveness in me is really reaction to existing powers.
Polarizing, violent early childhood experiences feed my positive freedom-loving professional direction but my
relationship with a dominating father may promote willful arbitrariness in my self-image.

4.

My true inner nature is hidden in complex mystery and manifest though somatically detached states in
generous but uncontrolled practical outpouring.
My selfhood is expressed through abstract but practical teaching from a spiritual generosity expressed from
beyond the doors of death.

5.

My authority is gained though my family and though it is ruthless it can be helpful for the common laborer.
My inward image is subjective and founded in a sense of power which is expanded by practical steps to help
the public function efficiently.

6.

My self-image is weak and infirm and I try to build my pride through liaisons with proud men and the result
is much pain and suffering.
Strife and struggle with pugnacious young men that remind me of my father help to bolster a meek ego and
direct it to service work.

Elementary Sun keyword sentences (continued)
7.
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My ego nature is hidden beneath an accumulation of earth destiny and in my self-undoing I can communicate
more flashes of creative brilliance.
I see myself as earthy and identify with the suffering and down-trodden and share this sensitivity with the
public or through fine art with brilliant flashes of soulful insight.

8.

My relations with men, though unorthodox and irregular, are up-front and temperamentally noble.
I am an expansive personal presence with a trying, exotic temperament that forces itself electrically from my
subconscious into my outward personality, creatively building childhood experiences into creative quirks.

9.

I shine through my partner’s criticism and I am prone to peculiar personal tastes but I can learn to see myself
clearly through spiritual retreats.
I am a difficult partner because of my eccentric, personal individualism but after seeing through things in the
context of general problems, I have exceedingly clear psychological self-knowledge.

10.

I can know myself with great accuracy by sounding inner depths and recording the past.
I have earned the right to accurate, self-judgment and conscience from difficult but objective experiences ripe
from the past that are brought to me by a solid relationship with my father.

11.

I have a distorted personal and spiritual image of myself as being a figure of glamour and am likely to
sustain that image through false ideals of upliftment that are perhaps drug-induced.
False ideals with a desire to spiritually please others that are of an unrealistic degree foster an illusion of my
being as my body and I am psychologically abused until I can see myself accurately and clearly.

12.

My uncomfortable self-image is one of a stingy but loving man who may travel as a result of an artistic selfactualization.
I know myself through loving deeply but impersonally in objective terms and my ideals are fair but kept
simple, spare and compensatory.
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People whose charts are used for the Sun descriptive keyword sentences

1.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Source: ABC, Rodden Rating:B

2.

President Monroe*(?)

3.

Angela Davis

4.

Edgar Cayce *(?) Source: AWW

5.

Indira Gandhi Source: POW, Rodden Rating: A

6.

Patti Hearst Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA

7.

Janis Joplin Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA

8.

Maria Callas Source: POW, Rodden Rating: A

9.

John Philip Sousa Source: AWW

Source: AWW

Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA

10. Charles Richter Source: AWW
11. Linda Lovelace Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA
12. Jack Benny Source: ABC, Rodden Rating: C

Venus descriptive assignment
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Please try to write descriptive keyword sentences for the following astrological configurations:
1.

Venus in Aries, 6th sextile Saturn in 8th, Gemini.[male]

2.

Venus in Aquarius square Uranus in Taurus.[female]

3.

Venus in Taurus, 12th conjunct the Pleiades trine Mars in Aquarius, 9th. [male]

4.

Venus in Libra square Mars in Capricorn and square Pluto in Cancer and trine to the Moon in Aquarius.
[male]

5.

Venus in Aries, 9th conjunct Saturn and conjunct Mercury. [male]

6.

Venus in Pisces, 10th square Moon in Sagittarius, 6th and sextile Mercury in Taurus, 11th. [male]

7.

Venus in Leo trine Uranus in Aries. [male]

8.

Venus in Gemini, 8th in opposition to Saturn, 2nd and sextile to the Moon in Aries, 6th. [female]

9.

Venus in Aquarius, 9th Trine Pluto in Gemini, 1st. [male]

10.

Venus in Capricorn, 3rd in opposition to Saturn in Cancer, 9th. [male]

11.

Venus in Sagittarius, 11th trine Moon in Aries, 3rd and trine Uranus in Leo, 7th. [male]

12.

Venus in Scorpio, 2nd trine Neptune in Cancer, 10th and trine Saturn in Pisces, 6th. [male]
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Very elementary Venus keyword sentences

1.

My love is spent assertively on my patients but not without circumspection and deep, hidden purpose.
My personal aesthetic is bold and utilitarian and reflective of history and therefore, conservative and not overt.

2.

I find beauty in the spirit of friendship though my efforts at altruism are somewhat irregular because of
possessiveness.
I have a routine of romanticism that is tastefully cosmopolitan and uniquely earthy.

3.

My artistic taste is rich and vigorous in qualities of religious or political activism and bears a peculiar stamp
of creative genius.
I like to fall in love and do so with great bravado, perhaps while traveling, and some of my affairs are secret
but sensuous.

4.

My love nature is poised and balanced but I am still bothered by passions to mastery and obsessive demands
which are best relieved by more intellectual, friendly relations with women.
I understand women in their humanity but am much troubled with sexual passion, perhaps with age or social
difference, and I suffer from deep emotional obsession.

5.

Beauty is my religion and I dramatically fuse it with my mentality to penetrate more deeply and express my
ideas more dynamically—solos are my forte.
Energetic, intellectual artistic perfection with daring aspiration is my central focus in life.

6.

I learn to love through suffering born of a conflicting perception of women as religiously serving mothers or
pious sacrificing lovers and the lessons are difficult because of their scandalous notoriety but verbalizing my
feelings with steady friends will aid the educational process.
My profession brings me into contact with sensitive sacrificing lovers with a persuasive, utopian practicality,
but working together with them may prove trying because of overblown emotional excitement and a basic
misunderstanding of women.

7.

Lyrical expressions of a clear, direct, eager quality flow through me spontaneously.
My love is big, bright and sunny and I can express it with brilliant gusto without premeditation.

Very elementary Venus keyword sentences (continued)
8.
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My love is fraught with nervousness and insecurity and is bound up with matters of possession and loss but
maturity can come through useful employment, especially self-willed service.
I am likely to have a variety of lovers who might be lost to me and I am likely to be insecure because of it.
I may try to find security in vast wealth, but if I employ myself vigorously I can relieve some of the fear
and round out my entire femininity.

9.

I love humanity absolutely and have the personal power to edify my love.
A wide diversity of intense human experiences in childhood expanded by impersonal meetings with many
lovable people, especially cosmopolitan women, while traveling help me to deepen and perfect humanitarian
love.

10.

My love is earthy and voyeuristic and in my emotional insecurity I am likely to be covetous and grasp
opportunities with practical expedience to excuse moral deficiency.
I can communicate my sense of beauty through slow and clipped communications and can play on themes and
their opposites to show depth, but doubt of my ability to love may result in personal and dubious deceitful
higher values.

11.

My sense of beauty is lofty, idealistic, inspired and outright; it is extremely positive and fluently active in a
grand dream for all through channels of human interaction.
My love is grand, utopian and unbounded and thoroughly permeated with altruism shared heartfully and
communicated directly without stint and I continually perfect every aspect of my loving and emotional nature.

12.

I love having money and its power and I have sexy lovers.
To me love is inseparable from sex and I treat it as a commodity, but I do have a rare and deep aesthetic
sense and a fluent, faithful love nature which is given great latitude through success in all aspects of my
professional life.
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People whose charts are used for the Venus descriptive keyword sentences

1.

Sigmund Freud Source: ABC, Rodden Rating: AA

2.

Buffy St. Marie Source: CBC

3.

Richard Wagner* Source: ABC, Rodden Rating: C

4.

Woody Allen Source: CBC

5.

Rudolph Nuryev Source: ABC, Rodden Rating: DD

6.

Baba Ram Das (Richard Alpert)* Source: CBC

7.

Ahmad Jamal Source: CBC

8.

Jackie Onassis Source: POW, Rodden Rating: A

9.

John Steinbeck Source: ABC, Rodden Rating: C

10. Frank Sinatra Source: AWW
11. Albert Schweitzer Source: ABC, Rodden Rating: AA
12. Aristotle Onassis* Source: AWW

Mercury descriptive assignment
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Please try to write descriptive keyword sentences for the following Mercury configurations:
1.

Mercury in Pisces, 4th trine Neptune in Scorpio, 12th and also square Moon in Sagittarius, 1st.[male]

2.

Mercury in Aries, 7th opposite Jupiter in Libra, 1st. [female]

3.

Mercury in Sagittarius, 5th (unaspected). [male]

4.

Mercury in Cancer, 8th sextile Mars in Virgo, 10th and sextile Jupiter in Taurus, 6th. [male]

5.

Mercury in Sagittarius, 10th conjunct Neptune in Sagittarius, 10th. [male]

6.

Mercury in Virgo, 11th conjunct Moon and Saturn. [female]

7.

Mercury in Gemini, 11th square Mars in Virgo, 3rd and trine Uranus in Aquarius, 7th [female]

8.

Mercury in Aquarius, 8th sextile Moon in Taurus, 10th and square Uranus in Gemini, 11th. [male]

9.

Mercury in Taurus, 1st conjoined Neptune and square Jupiter in Aquarius, 10th and sextile Mars in Cancer,
3rd. [female]

10.

Mercury in Libra, 2nd trine Moon Aquarius, 6th. [female]

11.

Mercury in Leo, 10th exactly conjoined Sun and sextile Moon in Libra, 12th. [female]

12.

Mercury in Gemini, 9th (Virgo ascendant) sextile Uranus in Pisces, 7th. [both]
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Very elementary Mercury keyword sentences

1.

I have a baroque, subterranean mind with amazing, knowledgeable intuition that is likely to be touched off by
personal, occult inspirations with spiritual figures and I have an intimate personal knowledge of psychological
problems but I may elaborate too extensively.
My mind is suited to solving personal psychological problems by sensitivity to the same psychological
conditions and principles as they are found in general societal conditions, though emotional excitement and
exaggeration may disturb my mental bearings.

2.

I am an aggressive, collaborative thinker easily abstracted into enthusiasm and I enjoy butting heads for the
sake of others but have difficulty keeping my mind set or focused.
I am mentally assertive in encouraging others but sometimes I overdo it and exaggerate my personal outlook.

3.

My mental nature is light, happy and playful but it is difficult to work with because it is not in tune with my
basic nature and is without direction.
My mind is like a balloon that floats off when I am having fun.

4.

My mind is occupied with the absence of protection, with critical strength in perspective and solid, useful
spaciousness and its domestic bent is an afterthought to my individual interest in life.
I think in images that disclose hidden meanings and those images expand on abstract ideas of substance and
utility and my mental forcefulness is a reflection from clear images applied with professional pride in
exactitude.

5.

I have an edifying mind of epic proportions likely to fame for its inspirational value and it is basically
projective and nondestructive.
I mentally tune in on societal value systems about which I am orthodox but open-minded.

6.

I am a hearty individual but my mind is heavy and dark and under the mental influence of my friends, I may
seek relief through fad or deliberate pranks that seem serious.
My mind is well-suited to service to which I am given with superlative dedication and selflessness but I am a
bit serious, moody and even fussy about my utopian ideals.

Very elementary Mercury keyword sentences (continued)
7.
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Quick wits and forceful communicative jabs applied with mental dexterity and cosmopolitan breadth suit me
well for impersonal expressions and I know intuitively how to get to someone as though I were their wife.
I have deft intuitive accuracy with my mind and it is applied to inter-human interactions but I do like to argue
or combat mentally.

8.

I think on shared problems; my mind is vast, brilliant and fluent and yet steady and I can achieve fame or
ignominy through thoughts formed in secret that may alienate my friends with their irreverent quirkiness.
I think in terms of intellectual destruction and some of my tactics, even with my friends, may seem crackpot
and quirky but my solid comprehensive mental abilities to combine thought with imagination will
doubtlessly carry my research into a successful career.

9.

I tend to be mentally stubborn with weird, exaggerated notions carried out personally to the extent of
notoriety but I can galvanize a peculiar mental energy and charisma expressed in movement.
My mind is slow, steady, and deliberate and I may be a child prodigy—not by intelligence but by creative
genius—and even my exaggerated cultural ideas will expand my career; but it is the communication of energy
experienced as charisma that drives my mental externalizations that will be my mainstay.

10.

My mind has a good lyrical quality and functions well on the instinctive and rational levels but it functions
best when applied to substance or method.
Mental equilibrium focused on facts as substance can carry me to excellence in process and even health in an
otherwise dry, aloof maternal nature.

11.

My mind is subject to my self-image as an institution of motherhood and my mind flows into a fashionable
maternal mode which could weaken it.
My mind is subordinate to the ambitions of my fertile selfhood and the men in my life which could offer an
image of matriarchy and secret feminine fulfillment.

12.

My mind, my philosophy and my body are swiftly changeable and my odd notions of otherness are clever to
me.
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People whose charts are used for the Mercury descriptive keyword sentences

1.

Victor Hugo* Source: AWW

2.

Shirley MacLaine Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA

3.

Jonathan Winters Source: ABC, Rodden Rating: AA

4.

Frank Lloyd Wright* Source: AWW

5.

John Greenleaf Whittier Source: AWW

6.

Princess Anne Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA

7.

Iva Toguri (Tokyo Rose) Source: POW, Rodden Rating: C

8.

Bobby Fischer Source: ABC, Rodden Rating: B

9.

Isadora Duncan Source: POW, Rodden Rating: A

10. Sophia Loren* Source: AWW
11. Rose Kennedy* Source: AWW
12. Christine Jorgenson* Source: AWW

Moon Descriptive Assignment
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Please try to write descriptive keyword sentences for the following Moon configurations:
1.

Moon in Libra, 5th square Mars in Cancer, 1st and square Saturn in Capricorn, 7th. [female]

2.

Moon in Aquarius, 11th sextile Mars in Aries, 12th and square Mercury in Taurus, 1st. [male]

3.

Moon in Aries, 6th trine Saturn in Leo, 10th trine Venus conjunct Mercury in Sagittarius, 2nd. [female]

4.

Moon in Scorpio, 10th conjunct Saturn and square Jupiter in Aquarius, 2nd. [male]

5.

Moon in Cancer, 10th conjunct Pluto in Cancer, 11th [female]

6.

Moon in Pisces, 1st conjunct Neptune and trine Mercury in Scorpio, 8th. [male]

7.

Moon in Aries, 10th conjunct Jupiter and trine Pluto in Leo, 1st. [female]

8.

Moon in Aries, 5th trine Neptune in Sagittarius which is conjoined to Saturn in Sagittarius, 1st but Moon is
not trine to Saturn. [male]

9.

Moon in Libra, 4th [rules Asc.] trine Uranus in Aquarius, 8th and opposite to Pluto in Aries, 10th. [female]

10.

Moon in Virgo, 5th square Uranus in Gemini, 2nd and trine Mercury in Taurus, 12th. [male]

11.

Moon in Sagittarius, 2nd in opposition to Sun conjunct Pluto in Gemini, 8th. [female]

12.

Moon in Pisces, 8th sextile Jupiter conjoined Pluto in Taurus, 10th. [male]
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Very elementary Moon keyword sentences

1.

My emotional nature is primitive and actively involved with violence and jealousy with irregular restraint in
matters of appearances, rivalries and expressions.
My nurturing feelings toward my children are social in nature and are harsh and emotionally excited (perhaps
having to do with my own childhood) and I almost hate my children because I may hate my husband because
of a forced marriage.

2.

My feelings are impersonal and humane though highly charged to the extent that I block my mind or
stimulate it beyond its limits, even though I may be a prodigy.
I derive expansive emotional enthusiasm and primal drive through secret friends but my emotions are so
expansive they are dry of intimate sentiment and carried away with fixed childhood notions built into
elaborate utopian ideals.

3.

My motivations are extremely positive and assertive but in control and persuasively communicated with
optimistic objectivity and they are all bent to professional ambitions.
Emotional control, high in pride and assertiveness, that includes my basic emotionality, my loving emotions
and my concrete mind applied to all phases of work or profession help me to attain my goals, though some
may find my feelings overbearing.

4.

My nurturing nature is cold, controlled, demanding and focused on my goals so intently that I may misjudge
the value of the materials I work with.
Most will find my emotions ruthlessly cold, silently masterful and power-oriented and many will say that I
misjudge and curb my friendlier ideas that could be the stuff building to greater fame.

5.

I have an almost excessive attraction to people in high places and their powerful friends and associates.
I feel very much at home in high society and I can form intimate friendships with people of influence, cold
though they may be.

6.

My imagination is exceedingly sensitive and stimulated by weird and unusual external events, which
imagination moves me to intellectually understand secrets, mysteries and hidden motivations.
Extreme receptivity and sensitivity in childhood forms strange impressions and images in my emotional
nature and perfect my mental ability to penetrate secrets and mysterious unknowns.

Very elementary Moon keyword sentences (continued)
7.
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I am famous for my exaggerated, happy maternal ideas based on intense and undeniable experiences in early
childhood.
Through my powerful personal presence I can create an emotional, expansive atmosphere and express my
weird sense of humor.

8.

Dark, heavy melancholy impressions and the effects of a perhaps malfunctioning physiology are burned out by
driven, decadent, emotional expressions.
I am likely to have had an unhappy childhood perhaps due to religious extremism but I can get beyond my
depression through forceful emotional expressions that are very imaginative and are, perhaps, about adventure
and/or danger.

9.

My instincts and intuitions flow easily from my subconscious to discern universal mysteries but the
impressions from my environment that dwell in my subconscious memory may be influenced or controlled by
powerful people in high places.
If I can maintain a delicate emotional equipoise and refrain from compensatory subjectivity, I can feel and
intuitively discern secrets from universal wisdom; if not, I am likely to obsessive behavior and likely to be
under the sway of my own compulsions and under the forceful assertions of masterful people.

10.

I can sensationalize trivial facts to the level of the expression of gossip though I have a solid mental grasp of
the mundane or earthy moods of the masses.
I express my emotions by fuss-budget mothering of petty matters with hysterical testiness and I consider
facts and details important commodities, but all of this can be curtailed by coordinating my emotions with a
steady mind that understands general problems.

11.

I excessively mother my finances in the face of fear or self-conscious awareness of economic dangers and the
possibility of losses.
I can expand a nest egg by balancing feelingful concern for personal finances with a deep understanding of the
powers behind societal finances by feeling out data to get a broad picture.
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Very elementary Moon keyword sentences (continued)

12.

My very broad emotional conceptions (covered by other people’s money) reflect into massive, grandiose,
renowned productions that have a moralistic tinge to them.
An exotic feel for the emotional motivations of others can be widely expanded into great power, influence and
renown in massive popular venues.

People whose charts are used for the Moon descriptive keyword sentences
1.

Marie Antoinette Source: POW, Rodden Rating: X

2.

Orson Welles

3.

Sally Field Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA

4.

Arturo Toscanini* Source: AWW

5.

Rona Barrett Source: POW, Rodden Rating: A

6.

Robert Louis Stevenson* Source: AWW

7.

Lily Tomlin Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA

8.

Edgar Allen Poe Source: AWW

9.

Mme. Blavatsky Source: POW, Rodden Rating: C

Source: ABC, Rodden Rating: AA

10. William Randolph Hearst* Source: AWW
11. Sylvia Porter Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA
12

Cecil B. DeMille Source: AWW
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Saturn descriptive assignment

Please try to write descriptive keyword sentences for the following Saturn combinations:
1.

Saturn in Aquarius, 1st trine Jupiter in Libra, 9th; also sextile Uranus in Aries, 3rd and also opposite Pluto in
Cancer, 7th. [male]

2.

Saturn conjoined Pluto in Pisces, 5th sextile Moon in Capricorn, 3rd; also square Uranus conjoined Neptune
in Sagittarius, 2nd and also trine Sun in Scorpio, 2nd. [female]

3.

Saturn in Scorpio, 7th sextile Jupiter in Capricorn, 10th and trine Uranus in Pisces, 12th and sextile Venus in
Capricorn in 9th and trine Pluto in Cancer, 3rd. [male]

4.

Saturn in Cancer, 3rd conjunct Mars and conjunct Moon. [female]

5.

Saturn in Virgo, 2nd trine Moon in Taurus, 10th and sextile Mercury in Scorpio, 4th. [male]

6.

Saturn in Sagittarius, 4th opposite Neptune in Gemini, 10th and trine Venus in Virgo, 12th. [female]

7.

Saturn in Scorpio, 7th conjunct Mars and square Neptune in Leo, 4th and trine Uranus in Pisces, 11th.
[male]

8.

Saturn in Leo, 12th square Pluto in Taurus, 9th and sextile Sun in Libra, 2nd. [female]

9.

Saturn in Leo, 8th trine Moon in Sagittarius, 12th and trine Mars and Sun in Taurus, 4th. [male]

10.

Saturn in Libra, 4th square Mercury in Cancer, 12th [Sun in Gemini, 12th]. [female]

11.

Saturn in Aries, 1st sextile Sun in Aquarius, 11th. [male]

12.

Saturn in Aquarius, 11th square Sun conjunct Venus in Scorpio, 7th. [male]

Very elementary Saturn keyword sentences
1.
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Outwardly I appear to be a cold, dry, punctilious utilitarian; I am also a very high-minded, fair idealist with a
great sense of justice and I am energetically inventive in adapting proven standards to new circumstances, but
I am dark and difficult to share with and intimacy is not easy for me.
In my austere personal demeanor I may seem shy and my shyness may extend to isolation from counterparts
and my loner’s idiosyncrasies may be reflected into odd ways of communicating, forceful and direct, but I am
broad-minded, gracious and cultured from much travel.

2.

My expressions are deep, dark, sad and melancholy and are reflected in my spare communicative style and
graphic imagination; my serious side is so profound that it approaches psychological disturbance and
expressive blockages except that my penury, due to exaggerated psychological evaluation of goods, spiritually
builds into expressive statements about the poor, and the severe limitations develop an accurate and powerful
sense of self with no fat.
Both soul and spirit are appreciated through emotional obstacles, perhaps with children or the lack thereof; the
opportunities of my life are more personal than societal and my character is severely serious to the extent of
seeming warped or psychologically distorted, but my generally grave disposition will not allow pathological
perversion.

3.

My emotional coldness may limit my opportunities for successful partnership but the extraordinary discipline
of my creativity and intuition combined with debonair sophistication and superb abstract analysis of worldly
institutions could expand into political greatness.
I am a tough, hard collaborator and a trying alter-ego but underneath I am an emotional innovator with
creative emotionality suited for uncovering secrets and getting to the hidden basis of social problems with a
socialistic compassion, and I know how to control power and powerful people through the press and my
tactful diplomacy is broadcast with sincerity.

4.

I may try to suppress my passionate instincts in the name of my parents but, while it may partially clot my
emotional communications, it eventually intensifies them.
Emotional control of general feeling and passion could lead to boiling relations with my siblings and
dramatic statements of frustration.
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Very elementary Saturn keyword sentences (continued)

5.

I can learn the value of emotional restraint in terms of material parsimony from my mother and though some
folks may consider me a cheapskate, I am clever enough to mentally plan for old age.
I can evaluate materials in great detail and my appreciation of the fine points of things assures career success
through nurture of massive responsibilities and that mitigates emotio-mental vacillation by focusing the mind
on creative use of subconscious desire.

6.

Although I may be regarded as venerable in my older years, it will not be without withdrawal and depression
from the illusions of fame, but my steadfast love and delicate, rare affection and fancy for universal
understanding should serve me well in my retreat.
Hard but idealistic values from my father combined with weird, varying mental brilliance from my mother
lead to a dramatic but melancholy inconsistency that is redeemed by faithful love and rare taste, possibly
garnered from past lives, to dramatic ripeness.

7.

I may be frustrated in marriage and feel both blue and frenzied by my home life but my emotional dedication
to my spiritual friends will perfect my finer feelings.
Control or suppression of the sexual energy may not make for a good marriage but it does help to compound
libido into a spiritual force if I can redeem my inner demons and direct the energy into futuristic dreams of a
mystical nature—through control, the stuff of night dreams can be directed to conscious dreams.

8.

Imponderable forces of grave purpose and travel fatigue may cause me to be an exile but my self-conscious
caution, manifest in an ability to balance my finances, will conserve my resources.
Dark ponderous relations with religious and retreat matters may be a constant weight on me but they can help
me to build conscience so that I can positively objectify a serious self-image with great depth.

9.

My true inward nature, which is forceful, exuberant and sincerely deliberated, may remain hidden from the
world in all respects and even the circumstances of my death will be a closely guarded secret.
Much of the better part of my character is hidden and while I may fear death that fear can anchor a spirited
exuberance that otherwise might burn up in a hidden flame of glory.

Very elementary Saturn keyword sentences (continued)
10.
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Morbid instability and worry about repressed personal habits and hang-ups could lead to my self-undoing.
A hidden fear, perhaps of my father, and a persistent and exacting hereditary condition may cause me to
psyche myself into a grotto of mental and emotional blocks making it hard for me to perceive and become
myself without extreme turmoil.

11.

I present a staunch, severe, faithful image to the world that is carefully aggressive and my conscience,
persistence and accurate self-estimation help me to keep my promises and fulfill my dreams.
A strict upbringing shepherds a primal vigor into a deep reflective individuality and a vigorous, yet
controlled, view of the world.

12.

My associations with friends could be mutually dark, and grave insecurity could box me into perverse
agreements and collaborations.
I know how to build on people’s insecurities and secretly use friendship and sex bonds to make my hate-filled
wishes manifest.
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People whose charts are used for the Saturn descriptive keyword sentences

1.

Ralph Nader* Source: AWW

2.

George Eliot Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA

3.

Bobby Kennedy* Source: AWW

4.

Liza Minelli Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA

5.

Prince Charles Source: ABC, Rodden Rating: A

6.

Helen Hayes Source: POW, Rodden Rating: A

7.

Carlos Castaneda Source: ABC, Rodden Rating: C

8.

Eleonora Duse Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA

9.

Lee Liberace Source: ABC, Rodden Rating: AA

10. Judy Garland Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA
11. Douglas MacArthur Source: AWW
12. Charles Manson* Source: AWW

Jupiter descriptive assignment
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Please try to write simple keyword sentences for the following Jupiter configurations:
1.

Jupiter in Capricorn, 3rd conjunct to Pluto in Capricorn, 4th and trine to Mars conjoined Neptune in Virgo,
11th and trine to Uranus in Taurus, 8th. [male]

2.

Jupiter conjoined Mars in Virgo, 2nd and conjunct Uranus in Libra, 2nd trine Neptune conjunct Venus in
Taurus,10th & conj. Pluto in Gemini, 10th and also square Sun in Cancer, 11th. [female]

3.

Jupiter in Aquarius, 1st conjoined Mars and trine Neptune conjoined Pluto in Gemini, 4th and sextile
Mercury in Sagittarius, 9th. [male]

4.

Jupiter in Gemini,11th sextile Neptune in Aries, 9th & opposite Saturn in Sagittarius, 5th. [female]

5.

Jupiter in Gemini, 2nd conjoined Pluto in Taurus, 2nd and conjoined to Venus in Gemini, 2nd and sextile
Mars in Leo, 4th and trine Moon in Aquarius, 11th.

6.

[male]

Jupiter in Libra, 11th square to Moon in Capricorn, 3rd and trine to Mercury in Aquarius, 3rd and sextile to
Neptune in Leo, 9th. [female]

7.

Jupiter in Cancer, 1st sextile Sun in Virgo, 4th sextile Mars in Taurus, 11th and square Venus in Libra, 4th
and square Uranus in Aries, 11th. [male]

8.

Jupiter in Sagittarius, 8th square Uranus in Pisces, 11th trine Neptune in Leo, 4th. [female]

9.

Jupiter in Virgo, 8th opposite Mercury in Pisces, 2nd and trine Pluto in Taurus, 4th. [male]

10.

Jupiter in Aries, 4th conjoined Uranus and sextile Sun in Aquarius, 2nd and square Mars in Capricorn, 1st.
[female]

11.

Jupiter in Sagittarius, 5th conjoined Moon and trine Mars in Aries, 9th and square Mercury in Pisces, 8th.
[male]

12.

Jupiter in Aries, 1st square Moon in Capricorn, 10th and trine Mercury in Sagittarius, 9th. [female]
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Very elementary Jupiter keyword sentences

1.

My communications are concise, copious and with a definite practical, moral flavor which in no way detracts
from their fervent, charismatic and perhaps purist utopian idealism and their deep, hidden insights.
My communicated ideals are grand, powerful and personal; though conservative, they convey a proud spiritual
aura of gentle inspired service and their practical altruism has a sense of mystery about them.

2.

I take great pride in my ability to provide and inmy daring practicality, though some of my expenditures might
seem excessive or flashy, they are not without rich fancy owing to my prominent social grace and the power
I have to influence my associates.
My philosophy of personal finances is to spend with flair and gusto even in petty things because that gives
me mysterious social charm and enhances my spiritual prestige and impresses conservative colleagues.

3.

My pride is broad, open and martial and it goes beyond the surface of my character into a controlled
spirituality in my subconscious mind that may manifest late in life; it also rises into the rational focus of my
high ideals offering opportunities for a lofty higher mind.
I present a cosmopolitan martial pride to the world which, though it may seem cool and snobbish, is backed
up by a staunch conservative subconscious attitude that has a variable charismatic mystique and that can
inspire extraordinary, lasting confidence and the religious bent of my mind is appealing to quick-witted
friends and allies.

4.

My enthusiasm is infectious, perhaps because it is unattached, and it wins me many friends and though it
may seem to vacillate, it reverberates with vigorous educational ideals, with genius and plenty of positive
bravado which are necessary to counter education obstacles that might tend to diminish the scale of my scope.
My sense of judgment is challenged in matters of personal or impersonal expression or education and my
fragile optimism is shaken by resistance, all of which are alleviated by an almost feverish spiritual faith and
an experiential religion that helps me to resolve my echoing deliberation.

5.

My practical and flexible ideas about substances and investment are massive, moral and humane; they radiate
and burst with energy and, while they may reflect some of my energies into real estate development, they will
primarily be nurtured in projects of pure humanitarianism.

Very elementary Jupiter keyword sentences (continued)
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I am able to accumulate substantial wealth from a variety of sources because I have a variety of tasteful ideas
and a good sense of judgment of value and I am willing to pioneer investment in grand estates, and my
expansive love of travel, combined with an altruistic concern for people, indicates that this may be
accomplished world-wide.
6.

I may be emotionally careless in communication with my women friends because of indecision in my
feelings but I can connect with them mentally both abstractly and concretely and I covey an optimistic, hearty
idealism or religion which can conflict or contradict with my mind, which is more scientific.
My ideational mind is characterized by ambivalence because it is swayed one way by literature with a broad
range of facts and another by ardent experiential spiritual optimism which doesn’t always agree with the airy
facts and this is compounded by conventional emotions, perhaps fearful, that are exaggerated by my friends.

7.

My outer image is of a big feelingful person; it is fortified by an extremely self-confident, brave and daring
innermost nature expressed in interactions with friends and/or family, but my dissipating emotional
carelessness and gambling ways with friends and/or family could be bad for my personal well-being.
Mixed interactions with associates and family make for an outer image and higher mind of enormous
emotional inconsistency because, on one hand, I derive great pride and a feeling of self-worth in small things
from my family and a never-say-die confidence from my friends, and on the other hand, I get a libertine
indulgence and carelessness from my family and an impatient, preemptive aggressive speculative push from
my friends.

8.

My vast endowment by inheritance could be lost by associations with peculiar friends of utopian ilk that are
not careful and my moral regeneration is best accomplished by retreative spirituality developed with sensitive
striving family members or individuals.
My hidden, expansive optimism is drawn out by friends with odd emotional tastes that may introduce me to
eccentric behavior in the guise of compassionate, do-good work but it is the spirituality of my loyal family
and the intuitive dreams that are something like an inherited dream sense that keep me from the potential of
enormous losses.
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Very elementary Jupiter keyword sentences (continued)

9.

I have an amazing positiveness of will through which I can redeem much of my general character and analyze
secrets but I must be careful of mental carelessness and boastfulness which could cause my demise.
Mental misjudgment and careless psychological oversights in an ongoing struggle between the ideational and
concrete mind could be the cause of my death, which even my considerable and ponderous will cannot
prevent.

10.

I have an extremely dynamic character with pronounced masculine elements; it has hot, broad idiosyncratic
elements which I can expand profitably through my exotic individuality but my exaggerated earthy physical
pride and aggressiveness may be offensive to some.
My unique, objectified individuality is buoyed by my eccentric, expansive, aggressive pride that may have
been derived from subconscious impressions of fierce battles of pride with masterful boys in my childhood.

11.

I have a broad, expansive feeling nature that loves adventurous play and I have fierce feelings of individualism
that are the basis of a value system based on courage and challenge, though I may be likely to fateful,
foolhardy notions that could be deadly.
My higher mind is grand, idealistic and expressive while simultaneously uniting emotions and thoughts
because I have perfected pride and respect through a value system based on facing issues directly but, because
I can be mentally psyched out by conflicts with feelings, my impaired judgment could be the source of my
demise.

12.

I have the broad, beneficent personality of a helpful pioneer which could conflict with traditional social
opinions about the place of women in society, but my wide, idealistic mind directed to high principle should
aid me to persevere by providing help in situations of immediacy.
If I can overcome the overblown emotions of conservative women in society, I can apply my higher mind to
initiating vigorous new ideas to immediate conditions and perfect it with concrete mental input, idealistic in
attitude and subject matter, to fulfill a higher purpose.

People whose charts are used for the Jupiter descriptive keyword sentences
1.

Sir Walter Scott Source: AWW

2.

Edna Ballard Source: POW, Rodden Rating: A

3.

Charles de Gaulle Source: AWW

4.

Maria Montessori* Source: POW, Rodden Rating: ?

5.

Henry Kaiser Source: AWW

6.

Sybil Leek Source: POW, Rodden Rating: A

7.

Jesse James Source: AWW

8.

Gloria Vanderbilt Source: POW, Rodden Rating: A

9.

Houdini Source: AWW

10. Eartha Kitt Source: POW, Rodden Rating: XX
11. Sam Houston Source: AWW
12. Clara Barton Source: POW, Rodden Rating: B
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Mars descriptive assignment

Please try to write elementary keyword sentences for the following Mars configurations:
1.

Mars in Virgo, 1st conjunct Asc. and square Uranus in Cancer, 10th and square Sun in Capricorn, 4th.
[female]

2.

Mars in Cancer, 11th conjoined exactly to Venus and sextile Saturn in Taurus, 9th. [male]

3.

Mars in Sagittarius, 3rd sextile Sun in Libra, 1st also square Venus conjoined Neptune in Virgo, 12th and
also square Saturn in Pisces, 6th. [female]

4.

Mars in Taurus, 2nd (Aries rising) sextile Sun in Pisces, 12th and trine Moon in Virgo, 6th. [male]

5.

Mars in Scorpio, 11th conjoined Moon in Scorpio, 11th and square to the Sun is Aquarius, 2nd and also
square Venus in Pisces, 2nd (Venus is conjoined to the Sun) [female]

6.

Mars in Gemini, 11th conjoined Sun (close orb) and opposite Moon in Sagittarius, 5th (close orb) (total
pattern orb 21’). [male]

7.

Mars in Libra, 1st sextile Mercury in Sagittarius, 3rd and also square Saturn in Capricorn, 4th and also trine
Venus in Aquarius, 5th and also opposite Neptune in Aries, 7th. [female]

8.

Mars in Aries, 10th square Moon in Cancer, 1st. [male]

9.

Mars in Taurus, 7th conjunct Neptune and trine Mercury in Virgo, 11th. [female]

10.

Mars in Pisces, 10th conjoined Venus and sextile Jupiter in Sagittarius, 6th and sextile Moon in Sagittarius,
6th which is conjoined Jupiter. [male]

11.

Mars in Virgo, 5th conjoined Jupiter and square Moon in Gemini, 2nd and square Pluto in Gemini, 2nd
which is conjoined the Moon. [female]

12.

Mars in Aries, 8th sextile Sun in Aquarius, 5th and square Pluto in Cancer, 10th. [female]

Very simple Mars keyword sentences
1.
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I present a fiery face to the world that is expressive of my driving, impulsive inner nature which is manifest in
both my professional life before the world and my private, personal life in retirement from the world—I am
similarly driven inwardly and outwardly.
My pride may be peremptory and strain me personally; I am frontal with everyone and that sometimes causes
temperamental outbursts with my moody superiors and brands me as a social outcast, and scars from
childhood struggles over petty matters have penetrated to my core such that even my subjective retreats are
fraught with struggles of will, pride and superiority—I am not easy to get along with.

2.

My emotional nature boils with unprogressive passion for friends and lovers who are likely to be identical but
with time serious reflection will temper my instinctual drive with deep, steady principle.
My strict and dogmatic values and religious restraints can communicate to my turbulent drive as age asserts
itself over youth and principle prevails over associations so that my boisterous drives fuse into fluent and
faithful love.

3.

She shows a fierce pride in heated communications that help her to project a loving, sweet individuality and
personality to the outer world but there is a good deal of unrestrained passion and earthy sexual fantasy hidden
behind that sweet mask that could be her undoing, because she is also insecure in her love and frustrated in her
passion by fears and phobias which could undermine her health.
Broadside slams and primitive, vindictive struggles with co-employees and/or siblings could lead to escapist
sexual fantasy of a delicate, earth nature replete with daring, secret innuendo while she presents a loving, pretty
demeanor to the world with vigorous self-communication that could redeem all of her unbalanced emotional
battles.

4.

I am bossy and massively forceful about monetary policy and this energetic conviction may be the result of
self-knowing sensitivity won in a past life as proven by my ability to make money work fluently in dramatic
demonstrations, but decisive action is necessary to overcome vacillating indecision which makes me my own
worst enemy.
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Very elementary Mars keyword sentences (continued)

My pride is in my concrete personal possessions and my natural instinct to emotionally flow into vigorous
work habits of smooth, practical applications and I can relieve my potentially unhealthy withdrawing
tendencies that could lead to timidity by vigorous self-expression in objectifying work.
5.

I have a powerful, natural sex drive and feminine friends or associates that are similarly motivated but I may
fight with my possessive male lovers because they represent my cool, aloof individuality but this struggle
only intensifies my imaginative feminine sexuality and the desire to act out in aggressive dominance or
sacrificial feminine surrender to be an object of emotion.
Temptation lurks when I am out with the girls and I love every form of feminine excitability, though I may be
building sorrow through the unpleasant aspects of the struggle, and this battle is mirrored in strident struggles
with all facets of the masculine in my life; this is a classic construction of emotional integrity through all of
the aspects of emotional attraction and repulsion due to loving sacrifice and self-assertion in both the feminine
and masculine facets of my feelings—I had better be careful about lending money to friends or lovers.

6.

I am hyper-masculine but shallow and competitive with my male friends and my polarized masculinity,
intense but not deep, brings me to inconstancy and verbal opposition with my emasculated maternal
counterparts but some of the tension can be relieved with sharp verbal repartee.
I may try to be the man, but nervous tension and over-exaggerated imaginative feminine ideals may inhibit me
or it may be a matter of overweening ideas of natural expression with feminine figures meeting an enervated,
overcharged individuality that blows neural circuits—emotionally I might appear like a bubble bouncing on a
hot skillet.

7

I appear to be suave and lyrically witty with words of a lofty nature that I can charge with my personal
charisma, but some of it might be a product of confusion and febrile swoons of psycho-spiritual
misunderstandings about spiritual partnership all brought about by deep-seated, subjective, bogeyman fears
from precocious childhood thinking, all of which can be relieved by impersonal expression of love with
children or elevated art.

Very elementary Mars keyword sentences (continued)
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Mental communication and loving expression externalized with dashing verve give me a dramatic personal
charm that hides a dark, material ignorance and undermining fear in personal humility and a spiritual fervency
that impels me into the world through a sometimes false courage from a spiritual counterpart.
8.

My fierce, daring drive makes me famous and its overt constructions in the outer world are so emotionally
charged they are warped with passion.
Childhood imaginations build into immature, professional passions overwrought with intensity and focused
on anything classically charged with feeling: war, crucifixion and suffering people.

9.

Materially restrained passions and spiritually dramatic counterparts are perfectly projected into precise
dramatic expressions of an impersonal nature.
My mind feeds off of and creates graphic mental portrayal for my friends and associates from a spiritual drive
and charisma inspired by steady counter-parts that help me to contain my emotional drive until it can be
sublimated.

10. Ares and Aphrodite unite behind a steamy cloud of abstracted emotion for all of the world to see and
the fruits of their union are reflected in generous, lofty outpourings in service expanded almost to exhaustion.
All facets of the emotionality (general, masculine and feminine) are abstracted, edified and expanded into
professional activity until they are so enlarged and inflated that they could float away in a variety of religious
experiences in action and perspective.
11. Petty pride, puffed up and expressed with bravado and charged with emotional obsession, and pent up feelings
of need produce trials that strain resources and lead to speculative risks of exaggerated danger.
A magnificent obsession of magnum grandeur, emotional in nature but in a mental guise, blocks and forces
good judgement about materials and gambles by demand that exceeds light-weight materials.
12. My exuberant pride that expands with self-expression of an indifferent nature bears within it a rebellion against
powerful authority figures that frustrate it with feelings that douse its fire.
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Very elementary Mars keyword sentences (continued)

In the exertion of my demanding pride I might exercise my compulsions about discipline before the world in
ways that would expose my secret arrogance that is normally considered healthy, dramatic flare and impersonal
verve and expressiveness.

People whose charts are used for the Mars descriptive keyword sentences
1.

Sissy Spacek Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA

2.

Tom Jones Source: AWW

3.

Julie Andrews Source: POW, Rodden Rating: B

4.

Andrew Jackson Source: AWW

5.

Helen Gurley Brown Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA

6.

Bob Hope Source: AWW

7.

Therese de Lisieux Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA

8.

Francisco Goya Source: AWW

9.

Ethel Barrymore Source:: POW, Rodden Rating: DD

10. Vincent van Gogh* Source: ABC, Rodden Rating: ?
11. Amelia Erhardt Source: POW, Rodden Rating: ?
12. Zsa Zsa Gabor Source: AWW
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Uranus descriptive assignment

Please try to write descriptive keyword sentences for the following twelve astrological configurations.
1.

Uranus in Capricorn, 3rd conjunct Sun, conjunct Mercury and opposite Neptune in Cancer, 9th and trine
Jupiter in Virgo, 11th. [male]

2.

Uranus in Aquarius, 10th trine Mars in Gemini, 1st and opposite Venus in Leo 4th. [female]

3.

Uranus in Capricorn, 1st opposite Neptune in Cancer, 7th and square Sun in Aries, 3rd. [female]

4.

Uranus in Libra, 11th opposite Mercury in Aries, 5th and sextile Saturn in Leo, 9th. [male]

5.

Uranus in Taurus, 10th conjoined Venus [2’ orb] sextile Mercury in Pisces, 8th and trine Neptune in Virgo,
2nd. [female]

6.

Uranus in Taurus, 8th, retrograde opposite Mercury in Scorpio, 2nd and sextile Saturn in Pisces, 6th.
[female]

7.

Uranus in Scorpio, 3rd conjoined Sun and Mercury in Scorpio, 3rd and trine Jupiter in Pisces, 7th. [female]

8.

Uranus in Taurus, 7th conjunct Venus in Taurus, 7th. [male]

9.

Uranus in Taurus, 12th [conjoined Asc.] square Saturn in Leo, 5th and trine Neptune in Virgo, 5th. [male]

10.

Uranus in Aquarius, 1st [conjoined Asc.] sextile Moon in Aries, 2nd and opposite Saturn in Leo, 6th. [male]

11.

Uranus in Aries, 1st trine Pluto in Sagittarius, 9th. [female]

12.

Uranus in Pisces, 9th opposite Mercury in Virgo, 3rd and square Jupiter in Sagittarius, 6th. [male]

Elementary Uranus keyword sentences
1.
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I have a unique individuality that is modernly conservative and combined with a mental creative focus, both
of which provide many opportunities; however, the spiritual ideals associated with this individuality are
sentimentally confused so that my intuition may be interpreted to see things backwards, but my higher mind
is clear and practically seated in a dream to correct this.
If I can bring control to my intuition and bring it to serve my spiritual self and attune my mind to it, I can be
a very strong, clear communicator, the voice of my analytical friends and reserved associates; if not, one could
expect almost anything unusual from me, especially mawkish ideals that are insipid and dissociated.

2.

My intuitive impulses, which are mental and before the eyes of the world, come with speed and logical force
but I may be too odd to be socially acceptable (even to my family) because of my romantic notions.
My outward presence carries a brassy, neural verve about it and I might seem like I am constantly under a
stream of minor shocks that impel me, but this might be a relief or a way of coping with opposition and
tension between my parents, some of which may be due to gender ambiguity which also extends to me.

3.

I have identity problems inwardly and outwardly because I am brashly outspoken and distinctly idiosyncratic
and because I confuse my individuality and personality with my partners and the fine-arts alter-egos that I
represent.
I am something of a character, but a stately, opinionated character that is bold in my difference; there are
strains of psychological unbalance running throughout my spiritual identity and I am likely to say almost
anything; it might serve me well to bring stability though a lofty overview.

4.

I have a screwball mind that I can express personally and impersonally in jokes and irregular or incongruous
actions but what makes my humor successful is a sense of dignity and control founded in a value system of
history.
I may be conservatively closed or doubtful of religion but that doesn’t keep me from very futuristic utopian
views gleaned from mistakes of the past, views that are likely crackpot, daring expression that may betray
their more cultural basis.
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Elementary Uranus keyword sentences (continued)

5.

I can become famous and/or notorious because of an extremely strong but opinionated romanticism which I
attempt to expatiate with strange, emotional logic aided by secret backers; my intuition is balanced, clear and
likely correct but my sensitivity and my pocketbook will be affected by my extremity.
Etherically and endocrinely I am extremely feminine and may possess an unusual voice that could give me
fame and I can use it to phrase and persuade with strange, otherwise inaccessible thoughts that may come with
confusing arguments, but if I stay in the realm of love and intuition I should be able to maintain a reliable
stream of aesthetic income, even if I can, there might be ups and downs.

6.

In secret I am an earthy odd ball that may like dirty jokes because of their irony and because of a
psychological fascination with the material; fortunately, older co-workers stabilize and direct the hidden
creative potential invested in my contradictory mind.
My ability to blend old and new things could help me in matters of health and healing, especially in matters
of resistance and my throat, but if I strain my voice too much or use it with acerbity, I could lose it.

7.

Outwardly I may seem a stubborn radical but my careful sense of individual conscience and my ability to state
my case with select, dramatic, electrifying words teamed with my sensitive mental skills are bound to bring
me fame and endurance.
I may not be liked because of my ability to deliver psychological insights with sauce, but because I am
generous and good-natured my theoretical and speculative insights will be seen as positive understandings and
I will be seen as positively supportive of those with whom I share compassionately.

8.

My higher, romantic, intuitive love is coupled with a very rich, sensuous, affectionate love and they are
focused on my partner without distraction.
The value of love is that it is placed in the other and that I do even to exclusive extremes and my love my be
fixated and expressed in plush, decadent stuff, but it is genuine.

9.

While I may exhibit the personality of an irascible, cranky recluse, the extreme ripeness of my creativity
frustrated by expressive (and perhaps physical), blockages will eventually result in sublime, spirituallyperfected expressions pleasing to both mind and heart.

Elementary Uranus keyword sentences (continued)
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Both poles of intuition are well-perfected in me and the direct, knowing intuition is in a state of acute
ripeness for definitive expressions of pinpoint accuracy, but coldheartedness may bring expressive reserve
that thwarts the realization of these intuitive statements and this whole area of my psyche is atmospheric and
removed from the more personal aspects of my being.
10.

I am a natural innovator and renewer creating by counter-pointing and extending traditional expressive
technique and expanding on instinctive, primal materials.
I have a broad-based intuition and am electrically in touch with the external world but elements of tradition in
my employees thwart some of my creativity and I have to expand into fresh, emotional materials to overcome
the resistance and the contradictions between me and the other.

11.

Mine is the personality of a bold, enthusiastic originator and the initiator of a courageous, new outlook
(perhaps born in pain) that draws inspiration from the unbending power of pure religious edification: faith.
Intuitive acceptance of religious authority and orthodoxy brings discipline to my intuition and I am free to
look on the world with the awe and wonder of a vibrant child.

12.

My odd, other-worldly, impractical philosophy is pitted against a tedious, complicated, practical mind, both
of which elements of my character are built and developed by an imperfect technique of natural expansion,
though the excess of it may result in mental illness and psycho-philosophical perversion.
I am expansively speculative though maybe not very accurate because my petty, practical, lower mind cannot
adjust to the extreme exaggeration of theoretical ideas and bombastic technique or the odd, other-worldly
intuitions that love to go beyond the barriers of religious acceptance.
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People whose charts are used for the Uranus descriptive keyword sentences

1.

Barry Goldwater Source: ABC, Rodden Rating: DD

2.

Phillis Diller Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA

3.

Betty Davis* Source: AWW

4.

Charlie Chaplin Source: ABC, Rodden Rating: B

5.

Anita Bryant Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA

6.

Julie Andrews Source: POW, Rodden Rating: B

7.

Fanny Brice Source: POW, Rodden Rating: DD

8.

Warren Beatty* Source: AWW

9.

(imaginary, no such person)

10. Leonard Bernstein* Source: AWW
11. St. Teresa of Avila* Source: POW, Rodden Rating: ?
12.

Truman Capote Source: AWW

Neptune descriptive assignment
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Try to write descriptive keyword sentences for the following Neptune combinations:
1.

Neptune in Capricorn, 4th conjoined Jupiter in Capricorn, 4th. [female]

2.

Neptune in Cancer, 12th, retrograde and conjunct Ascendant and opposite Mars in Capricorn, 6th and sextile
Saturn in Taurus, 11th. [male]

3.

Neptune in Gemini, 10th conjoined Pluto and square Saturn in Virgo, 1st and trine Moon in Libra, 2nd and
grand trine Jupiter in Aquarius, 5th. [female]

4.

Neptune in Aquarius, 1st sextile Pluto in Aries, 2nd and square Sun in Taurus, 3rd and square Mercury
(which is conjunct Sun) in Taurus, 3rd. [male]

5.

Neptune in Aries, 9th sextile Jupiter in Gemini, 11th trine Saturn in Sagittarius, 5th and square Mars
conjoined Uranus in Cancer, 12th. [female]

6.

Neptune in Scorpio, 9th sextile Pluto in Virgo, 8th and trine Mars in Pisces, 2nd and square Moon in
Aquarius, 1st. [male]

7.

Neptune in Capricorn, 1st conjoined Uranus in Capricorn, 1st and square to Pluto in Pisces, 3rd and trine
Saturn conjunct Jupiter in Aries, 4th. [female]

8.

Neptune in Sagittarius, 1st conjoined Saturn in Sagittarius, 12th and square Mercury in Pisces, 3rd and trine
Venus in Aries, 4th. [male]

9.

Neptune in Leo, 6th square Saturn in Scorpio, 8th and opposite Jupiter in Aquarius, 12th. [female]

10.

Neptune in Taurus, 6th square Mars in Leo, 9th and sextile Moon in Pisces, 4th. [female]

11.

Neptune in Virgo, 12th conjunct Ascendant and sextile Mercury in Scorpio, 3rd and opposite Moon in Pisces,
12th. [male]

12.

Neptune in Capricorn, 2nd in revolving conjunction with Uranus and Venus and square Pluto in Pisces, 4th.
[male]
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Very elementary Neptune keyword sentences

1.

My spirituality is spent in enjoyable personal seclusion, perhaps with my family, but I maintain a careful
objectivity born of a rare, concrete optimism.
My spiritual nature is formal and it is so positive, expansive and universal that it is objective even though it
is developed in subjective and retreative retirement and focused on epitomizing prosaic material things.

2.

My extreme sensitivity is always backward looking with over-ripe nostalgia that could lead me into dangerous
encounters with forceful, masterful entities with practical abilities to control or overpower; fortunately a very
grounded material skepticism reflected in a friend or another’s child can keep me from going overboard.
I may appear weird and other-worldly to others and my tendency to empathetic tears enforces that appearance;
sometimes it is due to an overbearing, emotional force that overtakes me personally and these swoons could
be the consequence of a health condition. In any case I need to exercise rigid, stabilizing control as do actors
with similar conditions.

3.

I may become wealthy and famous for my mental ability at mystery and intrigue and my imaginative
understanding of the stuff of human nature and my broad expression of cultural knowledge, though my cold,
fussy personality may not share the congeniality of my humanistic spirituality.
Through familiarity with the dark and baroque mental machinations in the world around me that serve the
perverse ambitions to power that I observe, I can capitalize through my perfect imagination if I can keep my
equipoise and I can acquire great wealth and fame by freely expressing it in pseudo-scientific out-pouring.

4.

I have a materially and mentally complex individuality and personality that tries to sublimate or transcend
material dissonance and only a vigorous will based in responsibility can convert my stubbornness into
massive, retentive other-worldly constructs.
I require an active but objective will to keep me in my body and to sustain me in my convoluted, internal
dialog that could tend toward enormous mental blocks and serious self-delusion—dissonance

5.

Uplifting mentors awaken a fresh inspiration to lofty educational purpose and a broadly factual utopian
outlook that is possibly biased in patient, educational experience; however, the influence from exotic,
revolutionary figures from the past could jeopardize my whole philosophy with jarring impulsiveness that
feels like certainty.

Very elementary Neptune keyword sentences (continued)
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Inspiration glows in my ardent idealism fed by the air of factual enthusiasm and generous dreams, and it is
perfected in sober, educational experience that is accomplished with tempered idealism, but I must exercise
care in judgment and deliberation or else I could lose control in almost epileptic fits of rage and, by force,
undo all of my ideals.
6.

Mine is a theory of unscrupulous treachery with a will to secretly covet others’ material gains and reflect on
them as my aristocratic due because I have a vigorous, psychological lust for possession and I know how to
act to get things and I will go to the extent of placing a cool, deceitful, imaginative mask before the world in
fraud.
My purposeful inspiration is served by secret power and I use it to acquire wealth, which I value emotionally
and spend vigorously in defiance of my hyper-discipline, and it is expansively distorted by an inflated
imagination about things in the world around me.

7.

My excellent sense of judgment (in point and principle) about leadership that I developed in my family
extends deep into the expression of my character so that I can fuse both the rational and irrational intuition
into a poker-faced, concrete, outer image of spirituality, but my spiritual will to power that dominates my
sensitive communications may fossilize these into gems of genius.
I may become a personality in a concretistic, spiritual movement founded at the beginning of a spiritual cycle
but because the various forms of my sensitivity supersede my will-power, or they may manifest as stubborn
vagaries unless I can actively assert a personal but judicious subjectivity to prevent spiritual dogmatism.

8.

I project a sincere, serious, spiritual aspiration into the world and though I may be a person of destiny
representing the spirit of the present, I may have to struggle with a tendency to lie, connive and misrepresent
facts and communications but if I persevere in love and vigorous compassion I may solve general, personal
problems with fresh approaches.
My personality is fraught with melancholy directed toward the past and I tend to have strangely serious and
ponderous thoughts which I work out through psychological dialog, while the straightforward love of an
ardent woman helps me to develop my finer feelings humanely in the personal sphere of my family,
preventing me from dangerous liaisons with dark figures from the other world.
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Very elementary Neptune keyword sentences (continued)

9.

I try to develop a positive technique to struggle with the fear and depression attendant to illness and death by
countering with an inventive, large-scale, optimistic, evolutionary philosophy, but because I have to struggle
with bad judgment and false buoyancy, I may fail, though the failure will remain secret.
I am interested in mental health but in response to excessive struggling with deep, heavy facts about death, I
may sustain an exaggerated false optimism about the super-physical world and the benignity of its
inhabitants.

10.

My rare delicate subjective imagination (learned in personal retreat) is developed to an almost clairvoyant
technique but this gentleness is countered by a delirious, almost pugnacious frenzy of spiritual enthusiasm
and I have to hold together or sustain a stirred up psycho-emotionality with a gossamer conceit, like catching
a bull with a butterfly net.
Febrile rage or frenzy over matters of health in relation to active higher things is cooled in a mist of
withdrawn, air-drawn spiritual imagination which is lost if tantrums persist.

11.

My body is very sensitive but rooted in a retreative, anti-social, petty spirituality that is pitted against and
exaggerated by an almost superstitious imagination, especially where women are concerned, with a need to
find public, feminine counter-parts; there is hope of redemption if I can spiritually and emotionally tune my
mind and avoid stagnation through fluent emotional and mental communication.
Spiritual ripeness, to the edge of immediate manifestation, brings with it the need to control the emotions to
avoid vacillation severe enough to produce enemies, open and secret, and ill health; thus ripeness can be
brought to fruition through fixed application of the concrete mind to control and provide an outlet for the
imagination, and good food for it through reading.

12.

My subconscious soul nature is compassionately obsessed with various spiritual and love perversions from
pedophilia to compulsive possessiveness and an all-pervading guilt; this spiritual struggle to love could be a
reservoir of enormous practical spiritual genius objectified.
Penury causes me to fuse and objectify all forms of love in an otherwise cold affectional nature to compound a
spiritually-based compassion and altruism in the face of stubborn subconscious guilt and a tendency to
delirious perversion—I must either build spiritual character or starve and go insane.

People whose charts are used for the Neptune descriptive keyword sentences
1.

Emily Dickinson• Source: POW, Rodden Rating: ?

2.

Bishop Pike Source: AWW

3.

Agatha Christie Source: POW, Rodden Rating: A

4.

Jules Massenet Source: HMC

5.

Maria Montessori Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA

6.

Nicolo Machiovelli Source: AWW

7.

Mary Baker Eddy Source: POW, Rodden Rating: B

8.

Abraham Lincoln Source: AWW

9.

Elizabeth Kubler-Ross Source: POW, Rodden Rating: A

10. Helen Keller Source: POW, Rodden Rating: DD
11.

Richard Koepsel Source: BBRK

12. Dostoyevsky Source: AWW
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Pluto descriptive assignment

Please try to write simple descriptive keyword sentences for the following combinations:
1.

Pluto in Gemini, 11th trine Uranus in Aquarius, 7th and trine Jupiter conjoined Moon in Libra, 4th. [female]

2.

Pluto in Taurus, 9th trine Uranus in Virgo conjunct ascendant in 1st and trine Mercury in Capricorn, 5th
(orb 5’). [male]

3.

Pluto retrograde in Leo, 8th square Venus in Scorpio (7’ orb),10th and sextile Neptune in Libra, 9th. [female]

4.

Pluto in Pisces, 8th conjoined Mercury in Pisces, 8th. [male]

5.

Pluto retrograde in Taurus, 2nd opposite Sun in Scorpio, 8th and sextile Uranus in Cancer, 5th. [female]

6.

Pluto in Aries, 6th square Moon in Cancer, 9th. [male]

7.

Pluto retrograde in Gemini, 9th conjoined retrograde Neptune in Gemini, 9th, and square Mars in Pisces, 6th
and opposite Sun in Sagittarius, 3rd. [male]

8.

Pluto in Cancer, 6th trine Mars in Scorpio, 9th and square Uranus retrograde in Aries, 2nd. (Sun in Libra,
8th conjoined Venus). [female]

9.

Pluto in Leo, 2nd conjunct Mars in Leo, 2nd and sextile Neptune in Libra, 4th. [female]

10.

Pluto in Aries, 6th sextile Sun conjoined Mercury conjoined Neptune in Aquarius, 4th. [male]

11.

Pluto in Taurus, 2nd square Sun conjunct Mercury (1’ orb) in Aquarius, 12th. [female]

12.

Pluto in Taurus, 8th conjoined Jupiter in Taurus, 8th and trine Uranus in Virgo, 12th and opposite Saturn in
Scorpio, 2nd. [male]

Very elementary Pluto descriptive sentences
1.
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I assert my will for a human-oriented utopia; I can be a great emotional power for the good (especially late in
life), and my control of my intuition and common sense keep me in touch with the public sentiment and help
me to inspire them to an ideal state.
I have influential friends that are flexible as well as powerful which helps me to complement them by freeing
my intuition and their general attitude of positivism provides mental and emotional fluency and intimacy.

2.

I can mentally sculpt profound and accurate concrete expressions of classical and ultimate philosophical depth
and significance as drawn from my immediate environment by direct mystical knowing.
I find faith in conventional, even classical, religious structure and that, applied to my surroundings in a downto-earth way, facilitates intuitive understanding of the functioning of the world, which I am able to express
with pinpoint accuracy in exactly the right words.

3.

My ability to will my attention to delicate, compensatory, higher spiritual ideals and principles is the only
hope to avoid my secret and not-so secret pride and obsession with almost rapacious sex that is strengthened
by my professional feminine image.
I have a secret, inner power that can easily be misapplied to fame through a mesmeric sex appeal and this
desire obsession and attraction frustrates the more subtle spiritual religion I would like to find, but I can use
that subtle, invisible aspiration to turn my attention away from goals to open-ended, higher purpose.

4.

My mind is focused on solving chaotic, hidden secrets of nature to a depth that seems imponderable.
I have a strong curiosity directed to researching and solving seemingly impossible problems and this
preoccupation may detract from my emotional reliability.

5.

My potential and available will are deadlocked in a struggle about the potential of stuff in substances and
available, deathly power in reduction that I intuitively and radiantly feel in its expression.
I am extremely stubborn, especially about matters of possession, personal and shared, and I am obsessed with
power struggles about things; however, intuitions incidental to nurturing and child rearing could be
instrumental in breaking up my auto-paralysis and redeeming it through giving.
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Very elementary Pluto keyword sentences (continued)

6.

I have a maudlin, nostalgic value system constructed from a reactionary view about forced active labor.
I may have an active mother-fixation and occupy myself with vigorous obsessive-compulsive chores which I
set myself to with religious fervor as in “cleanliness is next to godliness.”

7.

I have a backward spiritual philosophy that works by dictatorial regimentation and terror toward the common
laborer and willfully dominates all general communication, including my own, which holds me bound up in
an almost insane life of struggle and repression.
I may be a religious, reactive nostalgic longing for a past that never was and I will not hesitate to use physical
and emotional violence to enact my philosophy, which is all bound up in my pride and egoism that are
inverted and almost insane, but also effective because versatile, expedient and adaptive and carried out
vicariously through others.

8.

My technique at emotional control helps me to serve my active philosophy and education about libidinal
energy and though initiated in a struggle for material and overall freedom, it satisfies my self-image as a
loving, sexual counterpart.
I know how to keep emotions and energies from stagnating by keeping them fluent and my philosophy of
activity is perfected in sustained practice though I may not be able to control some of my impulses to buy
things when I don’t maintain emotional fluency; I do all of this to satisfy a sincere need to understand the
mysteries of love and relational workings.

9.

My masterful discipline of my muscles and energy reflects well into solving my psychic hang-ups plus it
puts bread and butter on the table.
I want the power and the things that money provides and I will work very hard with great discipline to get
them and that energetic control will be unconsciously part of my personal consciousness—good habits.

10.

My self-image is one of a home-spun, intellectual and spiritual discoverer but my expansive and indefatigable,
vigorous work ethic demands success.
I can self-consciously and deliberately unite my mind with my rational intuition to tune in to the electrical
secrets of nature and I will stick with those intuitions until I can make my discoveries functional no matter
how much work it takes.

Very elementary Pluto keyword sentences (continued)
11.
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I am a profound intellectual, expatriate in self-exile with a very focused mentality that is indistinguishable
from my essential being but I block myself and my mind with the root of the stuff I work with, perhaps with
a materialism about words themselves.
I can get preoccupied with stuff and the very nature of stuff and I may be fundamentalistic about it and obsess
on little mental points and block my mind by trying to rationalize for it by thinking I am modern or futuristic
when I am really removed from reality in a very mentalistic egoism.

12.

My profound and futuristic ideas about the hidden power of materials and the solution of universal problems
of matter can prevail against the negative, reactionary attitudes about the distinct appearances of things that
could cloud my judgment and prejudice the solution of shared problems with adversaries.
I am a great force for the good working in secret with my unbending positivity based on intuitive
understanding of matter that seems otherworldly, but I must take care that my positivity does not attract
complementary opposition that would awaken a deep, dark negativity in me and deprive me of my needs,
material and emotional, and leave me destitute.
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People whose charts are used for the Pluto descriptive keyword sentences

1.

Joan of Arc Source: POW, Rodden Rating: DD

2.

Kahlil Gibran Source: AWW

3.

Goldie Hawn Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA

4.

Galileo Galilei* Source: AWW

5.

Marie Curie* Source: POW, Rodden Rating: ?

6.

Stephen Collins Foster* Source: AWW

7.

Francisco Franco* Source: AWW

8.

Sylvia Kars Source: POW, Rodden Rating: A

9.

Cher Source: POW, Rodden Rating: AA

10. Thomas Edison Source: AWW
11. Gertrude Stein Source: POW, Rodden Rating: B
12. Christopher Wren Source: AWW

Variety assignment number one

Variety Exercises

For the following complex combination write as many keyword sentences as you can. The object is to school
yourself in variety so that, when looking at a chart, you don’t always look at it the same way. There will be times
when you will have to dig deeply to find the correct interpretation for a combination because people are very
creative about their lives; they don’t always do the same things with the same combinations that others do.
1.

Moon in Sagittarius, 7th conjoined Mars in Sagittarius, 7th and sextile Mercury in Aquarius, 10th and square
Jupiter in Pisces, 11th and square Saturn in Virgo, 5th. (Gemini is rising). [female]
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The following are example sentences for the first variety example

1.

I will be emotionally frank and open with my partner.

2.

I may have an exaggerated instinctual fluidity with my partner.

3.

My partner may be very masculine and pugnacious.

4.

I may be emotionally aggressive with my partner.

5.

I may have fiery relations with my open enemies.

6.

I may like primitive or robust fine art, if it is at least simple.

7.

I may be fiercely projective in my transference.

8.

Ritual struggle characterizes my partnership.

9.

I can do well in rough-and-tumble team activities.

10. I am generously responsive, both from pride and great-spiritedness.
11. I am likely to over-compensate for others.
12. Rough, primitive culture may interest me.
13. I am emotionally and passionately turbulent.
14. My alter-egos like to have a good time.
15. People come to me because of my vigorous sportiness and my billowing, outgoing nature.
16. I may like jaunty young men, even braggadocios, to reflect me.
17. I and my counterparts are likely to get carried away in gaiety.
18. Expressive fun is a way for me to be responsive; I like play.
19. Thunderheads may build up in my shared interactions.
20. I am fluent and high-spirited in my desires and I won’t hide them.
21. I may become famous for my open-mindedness.
22. My relationship with my mother may foster impersonal intellectual expression.
23. My perspective on the world is very broad but not necessarily shallow.
24. I have a futuristic attitude for society.
25. I am likely to a mental profession at which I will be unique.
26. My erudition may be a consequence of intellectual ambition.

Example sentences for the first variety assignment (continued)
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27. My goals are selected deftly from a wide range of options.
28. My cool-headedness allows me to float or fly through society with ease.
29. The world may see me as mentally flighty and even insincere.
30. I can intellectualize vagaries of an intuitive nature.
31. I am likely to think in terms of fields or mass collections rather than limiting specifics.
32. I am more likely to be inductive rather than deductive.
33. My mind is at home with infinities and free-form structure.
34. I may be considered an intellectual authority.
35. Truth in freedom is how I would frame my democratic perspective for society.
36. I have exceedingly generous friends and I am generous with them.
37. My dreams are compassionately and emotionally syncretistic.
38. In my associations I try to encompass and hold together everyone including the downtrodden.
39. My friendships are either understanding and regenerate or roguishly degenerate.
40. My utopian ideas are either foggy and exaggerated or boundlessly caring.
41. I could go overboard with “do good” organizations.
42. I could spoil my partner’s children by being overly permissive.
43. My humorous hilarity and billowing largess finds cosmopolitan acceptance.
44. I may overplay and be the buffoon in impersonal expressions.
45. Sloppiness and carelessness of feelings may be shared with associates with disastrous but fun results.
46. I may be critically exact but petty with children.
47. A materially worrisome disposition may inhibit my generosity.
48. My general education will be punctilious and exacting.
49. I may like to play with grammar and details that others may consider tedious.
50. My concern with fact and my serious appreciation of materials would exclude speculation as an option.
51. I may not have children, perhaps because of selfishness, or I may have them late in life and I may be a strict
parent.
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Example sentences for the first variety assignment (continued)

52. I may get nervous in courtships because I am so unsure but I do consider the relationship seriously.
53. I am faithful to those I love but it could be from fearfulness.
54. I may be ignorant about giving because of too much attention to minutiae.
55. My concentration and depth of penetration into method or routine may slow down my general progress.
56. The broadness of my mental activity does not inhibit its zest and zing which are appreciated in all aspects of
public and social consciousness because my mind is universality oriented.
57. I can reflect my positive and vigorous emotional enthusiasm for my partner into a social perspective that is
intellectually cool and electrically twinkly simultaneously.
58. My frontal amorality or thoughtful indifference to convention can draw out or expand my capacity to
compensate in bombastic feelings without attachment.
59. The vigor and piquancy of my emotio-intellection could hex or vex society with an overblown or fiery
scandalous blast and I could be seen as a tart socialite.
60. My mind approaches the flightiness of a released balloon scooting through the air propelled by primal urges
sublimated to beneficent, public intent by feelings of goodness but I should be able to master it by using the
energy to steer it by thought.
61. Mental mentors in high places with a humane disposition can elevate my professional status by helping me to
complement my dry wit with vibrant passionate enthusiasm derived by compensating or responding to altergos in idealized partnerships which could help me to stabilize my flighty outward personality by keeping it
active.
62. My braggart’s pride could build into over-inflated, emotional excess and carelessness that strains inter-human
interactivities by constant stress from unending expansion.
63. Dissolute and decadent friendships could break or destroy my marriage, though seeming benign and harmless
while really generating overconfidence and inflated recklessness.
64. Primitive passionate releases from or toward my partner (or both) in their over-extensive reactivity could test
the compassionate generosity of my friends and also help me to learn emotional self-respect and constructive
strength through containment.

Example sentences for the first variety assignment (continued)
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65. Utopian sentiments toward the downtrodden could engage my partnership in zesty, active participation and be
the measure of emotional commitment through its strain.
66. Well-intended, misunderstood feelings towards associates in destructive sexual daydreams could be the result
of compensatory transference to avoid laziness in the guise of noble preoccupation.
67. Nervous restraint of affections in the name of purity could produce enormous frustration and emotional
pressure that could limit enjoyment of earthly pleasures and aspirations to sincere partnership bonding.
68. Fluent desire to release pent-up natural emotions for my partner could detract from my scant and tenuous
expressiveness incapacitating my ability to concentrate or anchor my otherwise floaty character.
69. Precise demands and limitations of finicky children could test the mettle of a marriage based on emotional
generosity or too much inflated emotional exertion toward my partnership could leave scarce resources for my
children, potentially leaving them emotionally deprived.
70. My inability to have children, perhaps due to mental doubt, could break my marriage because we both feel so
generous.
71. Overblown, emotional excess in inter-human interactions is so prevalent that compensation in the form of a
pinpoint constriction that cannot be abstracted away is necessary to maintain character integrity in a
conservation of the soul.
72. All of my extremely expansive intellectual and emotional venting with and for others may be just an overcompensation for a neurotic fear of an inability to say exactly what I would like to say.
73. I am captious and persnickety with my children and/or my lovers and I am flagrantly forgiving of my friends.
74. My ambivalence about my emotionally excessive dreams versus the paucity of my meager mental expressions
makes me the laughing stock of my friends and the kill-joy of my entertainments.
75. Because I am aware of my extreme, utopian eleemosynary tendencies, I may misjudge and counter by being
niggardly in my personal generosity.
76. If we both have children from previous unions, I am likely to be more liberal and generous with my spouse’s
children and will try to compensate by being strict and stark with my own children.
77. My overly effusive and sloppy daydreams are grounded by critical facts or data gained in secondary education.
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Example sentences for the first variety assignment (continued)

78. My fair, calm and neutral mind with its objective perspective is the only regulator for a complex and generally
exaggerated emotionality that is tempestuous and apt to lead to bad judgment without mental reflection.
79. A profession of intellectual pursuit that allows plenty of room for expansive knowledge and massive erudition
is the relief and resolution of supercharged dreams and picky, nagging doubts.
80. Integration of mental awareness of public and social standards into the emotional nature is a way to overcome
moral turpitude and potential depravity—mores to mental morality.
81. Tossed and turned by emotional extremism in the general character, the mind can unfold a compensatory
purview by reflecting on the feelings and actions of an alter-ego or counterpart of lofty emotional intent and
exuberant natural feelings (though troubled and misguided) to come to understand the general human condition
with intuitive mental clarity.
82. Reflective complementation and objective rational perspective is the solution to emotional problems in several
venues of sharing and expression.

First variety assignment charts
Edna St. Vincent Millay* Source: POW, Rodden Rating: ?
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Second variety assignment

For the following complex combination, write as many keyword sentences as you can. The object is to school
yourself in variety so that, when looking at a chart, you don’t always look at it the same way. There will be times
when you will have to dig deeply to find the correct interpretation for a combination because people are very
creative about their lives; they don’t always do the same things with the same combinations that others do.
1.

Neptune in Aries, 5th square Venus in Capricorn, 2nd and sextile Pluto in Taurus, 6th and trine Sun
conjoined Mercury in Sagittarius, 1st and opposite Moon in Libra, 11th and sextile Mars in Gemini, 7th
(Scorpio is rising). [male]

Example sentences for the second variety assignment
1.

My expressions combine sensitivity and daring.

2.

Children may think me weird and pushy.

3.

My genius may not show until secondary education.

4.

I may create with wild, primal connections understood only by the sensitives.

5.

I can project strange, speculative, intuitive hunches.

6.

I create with feverish, delirious intensity and aggression.

7.

My idea of fun may seem immature and crazy to others.

8.

I tend to psychologize in playful ways but not without force.

9.

Vivid imagination characterizes my creation and recreation.
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10. I may try to dominate my lovers with psychological twists or weird games.
11. I luxuriate in rich earthy materials.
12. I attract lovers as status symbols and am possessive of them.
13. I may be insecure about my needs and collect specific things for specific doubts.
14. I may try to love my responsibilities but they will still be a weight for me.
15. Young women are objectifications and aesthetic standards for me.
16. I may evaluate things according to their beauty but my sagacious taste is still practical.
17. My artistic feelings prefer somber color values contrary to my blithe spirit.
18. I am almost materially stunned by the artistic presence of definite things.
19. Young women may be sensual sex objects to me.
20. I could be covetous and voyeuristic of lovely things.
21. My technique is founded in rock-solid stability.
22. Will is the better part of my health.
23. I have enormous patience and emotional control in my work.
24. I may always feel discontent about my environment but will stubbornly resist my rebellious feelings.
25. I may have controlling ways with small animals through general dominance.
26. I have faith in perseverance in practice toward perfection.
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Example sentences for the second variety assignment (continued)

27. I am compelled to serve so it doesn’t feel free like service but I am absolute about it anyway.
28. Unbudging health conditions may restrain an otherwise flighty and active character.
29. The gravity of the way I go about things weighs on my general levity and even my person.
30. Compelling will and irrefragable control are key to hygiene.
31. I see myself as a perpetual happy child.
32. I individuate before the world with which I interact idealistically.
33. I like to laugh and be happy with my surroundings.
34. Challenges inspire me to a personal or self-made authority.
35. I look at the world abstractly, as I do with myself.
36. My first impressions are positive and may have something of a pantheistic eroticism.
37. My appearances are of one with a serious joy.
38. I am overcoming a somber dissatisfaction with an irrepressible levity.
39. In my light self-image I could have a shallow, surface take on the world.
40. I try to edify myself through myself in the face of a prior predisposition to emotional darkness or heaviness.
41. I may be mentally precocious.
42. I may try to state abstract ideas about my environment concretely but I will be positive about it.
43. The world may see me as an exaggerated fibber.
44. My optimistic mental attitude may be a rationalization in the face of a somber emotional sense of the world.
45. I get the idea of things around me very quickly.
46. Jovial childhood friends pluck a similar string in my intellectual disposition.
47. My ability to project my mind into the world may dissipate its concentration and give an overconfidence
about truth that is weak.
48. Mental impressions from without challenge mental philosophies and grandiose notions.
49. I will appear bright, witty, conversant and generally agreeable to the world.
50. My subtle daydreams may undulate through the air like a fragrant vapor.
51. I may compensate others in my make-believe world and try to protect them.

Example sentences for the second variety assignment (continued)
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52. My relations with maternal figures may suffer from treating them like associates.
53. I may socialize with a feminine art-for-art’s-sake crowd.
54. I choose women for my friends but there are a lot of ups and downs in those friendships.
55. I tend to epitomize even motherly figures as counterparts and I may not understand nurture because of it.
56. I would like my impersonal expressions to have public appeal.
57. If I get involved with charities, it will be with feminine grace and elegance.
58. Friends activate my imagination and give it variety with a sense of alternative views.
59. Light theater or inter-cultural theater evokes graceful images in me and lilts my instincts into sociability.
60. Arguments with my partner are like a string of fire-crackers.
61. I share with others deft bursts of wit and vigor.
62. Counterparts may be seen as vigorous, open enemies but mostly lightly.
63. The public may see me as a roustabout with fiery conversation.
64. I may project my easily aroused anger onto others but it dissipates quickly because it is externalized.
65. Working in a team with others invigorates me but there has to be an element of service or else my motivation
wanders.
66. I love to debate with my alter-egos even with harsh language.
67. I see guys as rivals but that is intellectually stimulating.
68. I transfer energy to others fluently and they reciprocate with sharp returns.
69. Action to the edge of light violence is fine art to me.
70. Love of rich, sensuous materials combined with fiery, spiritual expressive urges builds into art objects or
inspirational expressions that are rare conglomerations
71. In the struggle between exacting, perfectionistic responsibility and wild, primal, eerie speculation, I may take
flights of fantasy as a means to cope.
72. My love of women as voyeuristic appurtenances or status symbols mixed with my psychological fascination
for conquering love affairs could prove costly and demanding on my gentle imagination and creativity—my
love affairs my be illusory.
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Example sentences for the second variety assignment (continued)

73. My artistic creation and completion could be based on illusion from the substantive appearance of
shade or darkness and the illusion of expression in a spiritual light of unrestrained abandon.
74. The inspired generosity of my outpouring to children or whatever could be the test of my conservative, artistic
appreciation of the texture of stuff and materials, or my cautious attachment to things and money could
measure my outrageous inspirations; in either case, the gentle fantasy imagination will have grown into
something constructive through struggle.
75. The bright light that I see in the world I see in myself and it inspires me to flaming inspiration to give.
76. Elation and elevation in my childhood are passed on with spiritual understanding and sauce to children in my
adulthood.
77. The optimism with which the world sees me finds fulfillment in the edifying education that I bestow
magically to others.
78. The outer world is a spiritual experience to me that perfects positivity to a high form of spiritual enthusiasm
in rare expressions.
79. I can become a self-made authority in the ongoing completion of elation and exhilaration expanded and
sublimated to transcendent total experience in which everywhere is immediate illumination.
80. My childhood experience of knowing as a way of life carries into a lifelong education and seeking into the
inner meaning of things.
81. I and my mind are one, in both a concrete appreciation of the idea of everything and the basic spirit of self in
everything.
82. Engaged in the immediate present, my mind is enthused to publish the gist of the moment into luminous,
other-worldly outpouring permeated with the positivity of my essential being.
83. Am I happy and mentally alert because of my expressions, or am I generously and explosively outpouring
because of my basic simple confidence and joy in my mind and myself or both?
84. Direct, self-willed, mental engagement with the outer world with a benign, relaxed attitude allows me to
spiritually tune in to its inner meanings that are auto-educational and self-perpetuating in an inspired, spiritual
spontaneous combustion.

Example sentences for the second variety assignment (continued)
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85. The subtle flame of expressed illumination is grounded and stabilized by determined will applied to solid
technique.
86. Absolute demands of concrete methodology reflect, expand and structure elusive expressions of theatrical
spirit.
87. Expressions of elevated spiritual experience spread their benign influence into potentially resistant and
physically uncomfortable health conditions.
88. Arcane Teachers and masterful co-workers provide powerful but subtle, indirect influence into the inner life.
89. By giving glowing inspiration this individual can emanate and radiate to penetrate rock-solid resistant and
rebellious attitudes that stymie his health and physical capacity.
90. Trying to tame the spiritual imagination for expression, while sometimes giving in to degenerating fantasy,
awakens primitive, reflective fantasy and makes automatic daydreams a in factor in losing balance.
91. He has all sorts of illusions about women, both in their maternal, nurturing nature and in their socializing,
partnering, love nature and he doesn’t know whether to treat them as friends, lovers or possessions or whether
to treat them sensuously, neutrally or inspirationally—this all might be due to looking at the world with
extreme sexuality.
92. Maternal social friends and counterparts don’t seem to mix with ardent, masculine, independent spiritual
expressiveness, and feminine ideals that he puts before his imagination could overwhelm his intuition, which
would then be vented in superstition.
93. Whether I treat expression as an airy, impersonal, imaginative exercise, or as a personal, psychologicallydriven hallucinatory self-expression, it doesn’t feel comfortable.
94. I may manifest a schizophrenia replete with alternating psychic phenomena if I can’t learn to balance glaring
spiritual needs with instinctual needs already refined beyond comfort in matters of giving, be it with
children only or giving in general.
95. Lover’s liaisons with sharp-tongued counterparts heighten my enthusiasm and ignite my spiritual flame.
96.

Simple and demanding engagement with active problems of public art raise me to another level and put me
into an expressive overdrive.
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Example sentences for the second variety assignment (continued)

97. Variety and competition with challenging opponents expand my consciousness and galvanize spiritual
energy that is almost palpable in my expressions.
98. The educational value of my enthusiastic outpouring can be an inspiration and encouragement to my partner.
99. The path of the dynamic other diverts me from my individualistic mania and fascination with toying with life.
100. The complementation of will and imagination, directed to visible accomplishments in the world, that is
worked out between my personal self-application and fair-minded, feminine friends is the resolution for both
over-used imagination that runs off on its own in fantasy, awakened by tempting materials or dramatic
moments in special expressions and a hot-headed temper that cannot stand even the smallest challenge to my
superficial pride without instantly getting into bombastic arguments rife with over-blown sarcasm with people
who seem to be enemies.
101. Masterful control of energy by fusing it into unbudging technique, perhaps co-applied with a partner or trainer,
applied to expressing emotions fluently but with personal indifference and regulated stability in shared
relationships with partners, friends or co-workers is an excellent way to defuse the hyperactivity of the
imagination that seems to become exasperated with fundamental responsibilities.
102. The general complex behavioral pattern is so mixed that no part of it is free from some element of stress
and potential difficulty, but the self-concentrated, self-directed mind attuned to the knowledge-oriented
intuition through expression as a way of life and the non-visual imagination with impersonal equipoise for
friends, and the well-disciplined, other-oriented energy expressed without obstruction as in a jet stream in
situations where others are considered equals, are the best means to resolve the complexities—above all, this
individual must avoid “I and thou” conflicts if there is to be any hope for redemption.
1043.
the

Compound processes where two complementary virtues are applied simultaneously to a single pattern are

best engines to redemption and regeneration through restored balance, but at all costs setting up opposing,
contrary, or rebellious figures is to be avoided.

Example sentences for the second variety assignment (continued)
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104. Since most of the conflicts in the character involve advanced versus primitive qualities, such as spirituality
opposed to uncontrolled, atavistic, psychic imagination or philosophical idealism and volitional will power
applied to unruly, savage energy, static compromise is not possible or desirable—rather, balanced direction
toward progressive activity is the better way.
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Henri de Toulouse-Latrec Source: ABC, Rodden Rating: ?

Second variety assignment chart

Third variety assignment

Variety Exercises 101

For the following complex combination write as many keyword sentences as you can. The object is to school
yourself in variety so that, when looking at a chart, you don’t always look at it the same way. There will be times
when you will have to dig deeply to find the correct interpretation for a combination because people are very
creative about their lives; they don’t always do the same things with the same combinations that others do.
Venus in Sagittarius, 8th sextile Jupiter in Aquarius, 11th and sextile Mercury in Libra, 7th and square Moon in
Virgo, 6th and opposite Neptune in Gemini, 2nd conjoined Pluto in Gemini, 3rd.
There is an airy sign grand trine with Neptune, Pluto, Mercury and Jupiter.
There is a T-square with Venus, Moon and the Neptune-Pluto conjunction
(Pisces is rising). [female]
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1.

I may have exaggerated secret romances.

2.

I love religious or philosophical mysteries.

3.

My affections are light, ardent and flighty, and they may take into account other’s pocketbooks.

4.

By love I may be able to solve shared problems high-mindedly.

5.

Absence may make my heart grow fonder and lead me to travel to satisfy it.

6.

I am generous and carefree with collective resources in my high-blown notions of charity.

7.

My love always aspires to progressively higher levels in arcane endeavors.

8.

Divine love and inspired enthusiasm could carry me across the threshold of death.

9.

I can find the hidden values in ideals by caring.

10. Sloppiness, carelessness and too much of a happy-go-lucky attitude could cause great losses of cherished
things.
11. My dreams are expansive and highly speculative.
12. My friends are great-spirited, generous and altruistic.
13. I can put on a magnum, impersonal show of progressive-seeming principles.
14. I appreciate the good for its own sake even when it is not grounded.
15. I have yes-people as associates and they affirm me in no small way.
16. I could have a dream of a beneficent activity of cosmopolitan scope for any children.
17. My ideas are so modern or futuristic that they seem as much like intuitions as theories.
18. The positive figures in my life are electrifying in their visionary intents but I may overdo my charitable works
under their influence.
19. My influence may be cosmopolitan because it is so expansive and stratospheric in its edification.
20. Even normally indifferent people find me likable and are happy to affiliate with me in humanitarian, do-good
ventures.
21. I present the public with a sonorous, modulated voice.
22. My mind is excellent at compromise in attitude and opportunity.
23. Speaking is an art for me.

Example sentences for the third variety assignment (continued)
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24. I may vary partners but will always have good taste in selecting them.
25. Weaving arguments and convincing strings of words is how I deal with my open enemies.
26. My ability to reason from the other person’s point of view or to convince them that my thoughts are theirs is
my forte.
27. My mind is fascinated by social symmetries and reflections between partners.
28. My perceptions are more directed to others than to pleasing myself.
29. I am likely to have persuasive dialog with alter-egos or transference figures.
30. I could do very well at team approaches for solving problems mentally.
31. I am likely to fret and worry about my health and may be hypochondriacal.
32. I congeal sympathy among co-workers.
33. Emotional stress is a likely cause of illness for me.
34. Immaculate washing and cleansing are a good part of my hygiene.
35. Absorbing data and repeatedly analyzing it is how I process things.
36. My servants might see me as an acrimonious complainer.
37. I develop a habit of voluntary service through my mother.
38. My mental sympathy and emotional considerateness could serve me well as a nurse.
39. My instinctual mind is rational and applied to doing.
40. Maternal, natural and nurturing things are somewhat artificial in me.
41. I may try to sell spirituality at a variable price.
42. Even will-o-the-wisp psychic experiences are objective to me.
43. An other-worldly vocabulary is a choice possession for me.
44. I objectify rare, uncanny thoughts.
45. I evaluate by things that inspire me.
46. I have an intuitive grasp of the divine nature of thought and the variety of ways it presents itself.
47. I hum airborne over my responsibilities and see through polarities that might ground me.
48. My needs are spiritual and intellectual.
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49. I have a deft way with arguments because I have immediate knowing about the substance of thought and
argument.
50. Delineation of divine lines of thought leads directly to a means of their communication.
51. I may try to objectify spiritual experience and convince others that I have been successful.
52. I state my case with absolute certainty, as though divinely inspired.
53. I am mentally demanding of my siblings.
54. I try to read things of absolute intellectual authority.
55. I apply my will like the containment of air pressure.
56. My communications seem like hermetic transmutations.
57. I bring a good deal of power to reciprocal or exchange activities.
58. My elementary education is dense with a drive to certainty.
59. Dark, powerful figures with mental influence are to be found in my near relatives.
60. I may be the subject of telltale gossip which I treat with the indifference of strength.
61. I may be seen as a literal despot by my neighbors.
62. I am immensely popular because I am not too much before the eyes of the world but when I am, I present
myself as a joyous person with no barriers to humanity and with a greatness and generosity that seem
utopian.
63. Relaxation and expansive openness make me beloved internationally and in secret.
64. I can present the idea of love in all forms very pleasantly because I keep it as a hidden source of inspiration,
not as a personal possession but as something to give.
65. Love may carry me beyond the threshold of the living and allow me to see and portray the beneficence of
heaven as a reality filled with Christian altruism.
66. My associations with broad-minded people are without barrier and they strike a chord with my secret desire to
love with divine inspiration and solve religious, moral and aspirational problems as they arise in family
settings.

Example sentences for the third variety assignment (continued)
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67. Because my love aspires beyond the clouds it can lead my mind to think in loving equipoise and kindly
consideration.
68. Familiarity with the love nature of the crowd helps me to be a skilled, thoughtful, soft-hearted public speaker
that can speak to the secret and cherished affections of others.
69. I am an inspired speaker or writer because I know what ideals others hold dear and because I think of them and
try to compensate for their mental concerns and keep them in mind at all times.
70. I can figure out what luxuries and liberties my partners may desire and their objectification of ideal love and
romance, and I can reflect or expand these to their benefit.
71. I use all of my personal skills in complementation and reflection that seem poetic to others and others are a
very important matter to me. [Sun in 7th, Libra also]
72. I may not be sure of myself as a woman; my maternal qualities are too willfully mental and serving and my
affectional love is too inspired and angelic.
73. A fastidious, fussy mother driven by cleanliness when internalized may cause me to react by building a secret
desire for exaggerated, emotional carelessness.
74. Because my open-ended and boundless love nature refuses possession by others and because my protective
maternal nature is discriminating and critical, I may not fit into the normal views of a woman, but that
outsider status may help me to build my own emotional nature that is not so biologically or culturally
defined.
75. My taste may be a bit high-blown, and liking hidden things and my instincts a bit gritty and practical; I may
have to struggle with my feelings and never feel quite settled.
76. My large losses, emotional and material, may be the test or measure of my innate tentative practicality or my
negligence of emotional detail may break open my libertine lover’s secrets.
77. When I am down and out I may like to retreat into extravagant romantic fantasy which may then become
magically objectified, at least in my mind.
78. Sublime images of love and euphoria oscillate through my inner consciousness and apparent outer needs and
they are light, variable and innocuous.
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79. By alternating between successive manifestations and dissolutions I can delineate ideas of love in loss, and
whims of thought gains, though I may never feel balanced or completed in either.
80. I may be subject to the illusion of a veneer of glamour about trivial things and grandiose romantic secrets that
perpetuate a false feeling of euphoria through extending or projecting it infinitely.
81. I become intoxicated with the idea of love and its seeming spiritual source or foundation, though I may be
intellectually lying to myself about it and may suffer loss because of it.
82. I may also be obsessed with the idea of love and secret communications that almost take me out of my body.
83. Guilt and sin may hold a fascination for me that lead me to secret desires clothed in divine garb or other fluff
and I will pursue a course of alternately being in a hidden heaven or an open hell.
84. My love nature may seem generally light but there is a persistent and insistent drive that impels me with
a hidden, forbidden-fruit psychology.
85. I may become addicted to affection and command it in my secret dreams of myself as a goddess, or my
thoughts and communications may become fixated on perversion divinely commanded.
86. Powerful figures, and documents from them, may prove a problem, considering my lax manner of evaluation
of worth for taxation; I could be summoned by powers beyond my ability to charm my way out of things.
87. By learning to share mutual, concrete thoughts elegantly I can open my abstract mind about as far as possible
and derive universal ideas which can again be shared with gratitude.
88. Sharing a dream of boundless benevolence gives me an overview at the edge of pure intuition from which I can
deduce appropriate conclusions for individuals with whom I am in sync mentally.
89. My loving mental concern for human counterparts perfects my mind so that I form a very good general idea
of the human condition and the humanitarian conceptions to which I can give myself to utopian endeavor.
90. Upliftment of others to a lilting, dreamlike happiness and mental positivity is possible for me because of my
light, buoyant state of mind and my attention to inter-human interactions.
91. My sense of humor is based on a perfect perspective of proportion and the interrelation of the great with the
small and exactly how it touches others—I want to make others happy and know enough about them to do so.
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92. I can tune in on the stuff of thought with almost miraculous mental clarity and I can speak to my
correspondent as though he/she were lovingly conversing with self.
93. Divining the thoughts of others (mind reading) is key to my universal success with the public.
94. Because I see thought as stuff (divine stuff) I can weigh it mentally and share it like spiritual wealth.
95. I evaluate a variety of things spiritually and from the perfection of that I can use my mind to compensate for
the exact and appropriate need of others with grace.
96. I may be able to communicate directly from the Holy Ghost and translate its meaning publicly.
97. Because I am lovingly concerned for others I can keep my concrete mind on something until I have an answer
suited to that individual, which does not usually take a long time.
98. Demands to share equitably and reciprocally with my siblings have helped me to develop a loving, sharing
mind for my partner, the public and even my rivals in adulthood.
99. Reading with a fundamentalist attitude prepares me to communicate my thoughts with love and lyricism
because of confidence.
100. I am intellectually fascinated with practical matters which I ponder with profundity until I derive clear
common knowledge.
101. Perusing facts as though they were absolute truths gives purpose to my collaborative thinking so that I can
find sociably acceptable ways to share them.
102. Generous friends see my needs and endow them with a generous spirit.
103. My dreams have such spiritual and idealistic optimism that they materialize as spiritual and material
riches—prosperity consciousness.
104. Dreams and visions are one and the same thing to me, and what will be and what is are all part of the same
spirit.
105. The responsibilities of visionary experiences draw out the utopian, altruistic generosity into factual
manifestation.
106. Ideational associations and things from spiritual sources triangulate to coincidence through human organization
and magical consolidation.
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107. Greatness and power collaborate to universal, spiritual dreams with dignity and authority.
108. The larger, more powerful and more opulent the association the more likely to succeed.
109. Practical and linear human demands facilitate intuitive ideas and beneficent schemes conceived for their own
sake.
110. Will concentrating divine instrumentality, objectifies and communicates the spirit directly.
111. Collapse into a black hole at the end of a cycle results in consolidated human understanding with power that is
manageable.
112. Combining inspiration with power and influence could lead to some problems of narrowness, especially if
applied with materialistic intellectual attitudes, but such a combination could be an antidote to materialistic
humanism.
113. Sustained practical application, especially if other-oriented, can perfect the concrete, the abstract and the
spiritual mind in every aspect of human understanding and every relationship of inter-human interactions.
114. Absolute positivity and mental variety can succeed at anything desired.
115. Caring thought for the individual before me finds purpose in the ideal of general good for general humanity
and that ideal finds purpose in objectified manifestations and communications of spiritual reality and authority
and that spiritual power finds purpose in an individuality to focus on with balanced concrete thought.
116. Focusing too much on others detachedly might result in petty preoccupation with the details of my own
health; because my natural instincts feel abandoned, this preoccupation could build into imaginative extremes
that are out of control.
117. I am likely to illusory and imagined illnesses from living too much in a mental world and because of being
tried or tested too much by responsibilities and service duties.
118. My true spiritual experiences may result in the more primitive and less capable facets of my character getting
bound up in superstitions, but even though there is a germ of truth in them I will have to learn that thoughts
are things and that thoughts and images not controlled will result in the body functioning out of control.
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119. Trying to cure illusory mental imaginations might result in obsessive rituals and routines of purification
possibly having do with feminine functions because of a struggling with femininity—compulsive deeds to
meet symbolic imaginations.
120. Because I am not a very emotional individual [nothing in watery signs], I may try to manifest absolute
emotional control to compensate by pressure what feels blocked by too much mentalism.
121. My primitive emotionality might misinterpret and construct slavish, dutiful observances of what it feels is
service under what it sees as compelling, spiritual influences—guild propitiation.
122. If I stay within the spirit of my humanitarian ideals and humane spiritual impulses and do so through mental
focus, I am almost assured whatever success is desired; but when I try to build from compulsive, unsure
emotions or try to overpower emotional blocks, I almost ensure loss and emotional and physical dysfunction.
123. Balance, especially through comprehensive consideration of all sides of and on all levels of the human
condition and inter-human interactions, is bound to be beneficial for humanity at large and satisfying for me,
but unbalanced building through emotional mismotivation or dysfunctional desires is trying and barren for
myself and the world.
124. The lofty, well-developed mind, intuition and will appear to be regenerating the dark and deeply secretive and
demanding desire nature by perfecting edifying humanitarian endeavors and the intellectual tools to
accomplish those works.
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Fourth variety assignment

Variety Exercises 111

For the following complex combination write as many keyword sentences as you can. The object is to school
yourself in variety so that, when looking at a chart, you don’t always look at it the same way. There will be times
when you will have to dig deeply to find the correct interpretation for a combination because people are very
creative about their lives; they don’t always do the same things with the same combinations that others do.
Venus conjoined Saturn in Sagittarius, 11th and square Mars in Virgo, 8th and sextile Neptune in Aquarius, 1st and
square Uranus in Pisces, 2nd and trine Pluto in Aries, 2nd. (Capricorn is rising). [male]
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The following are the Venus in Sagittarius sentences:
1.

I love ideas for their own sake.

2.

My friends are likely to be philosophical, artistic, or both.

3.

My love can be unattached and without conditions.

4.

My love can be gay and impersonally theatrical.

5.

Associations with variety and challenge are dear to me.

6.

I must beware the possibility of loving the idea of someone instead of the individual.

7.

My lovers are found in my friendships.

8.

I like sporty young women that love for the joy of love.

9.

My lovers might be so romantically idealistic that they are ungrounded.

10. Socialization with me must be light, purposeful and charitable.
When one encounters two very different planets in a house one must first get a feel of them individually and then
synthesize, as with this case of Saturn and Venus.
In the following sentences I have tried to return to a sub-theme several times to see it from various points of view:
11. My friends may be treacherous because roguish.
12. My aesthetic of art for its own sake is deep and far-reaching.
13. I may be continuously squelching a generous streak toward charity.
14. My aesthetic of art for its own sake may involve limiting myself to a few simple concepts.
15. I may seem like a cold impediment to enthusiastic associates.
16. My aesthetic of art for its own sake may involve religious themes seen in a dark sense.
17. I may be afraid of travel and international associations even though the opportunities are available.
18. My aesthetic of art for its own sake may involve exposing blind spots in wide angle-vision.
19. My concept of good is based on impersonal expression and specific synoptic cases.
20. My aesthetic of art for its own sake may involve exact proportioning.

Example sentences for the fourth variety assignment (continued)
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The following are the Mars in Virgo and the 8th examples:
21.

I could be self-destructive with nervous energy.

22.

I could have secret, petty hostilities.

23.

I could have enervated, intestinal disorders from hidden anger.

24.

I could be impulsive and spend other people’s money on a whim.

25.

Hasty and harsh criticism could result in losses.

26.

I may be reckless and fearless about death but it irritates me mentally.

27.

A harsh wit may exacerbate rather than solve shared problems.

28.

I am likely to lurching actions that could spell my demise.

29.

I could do my research on the fly and try to force facts to my desire.

30.

In absence I am likely to be antsy and short tempered.

The following sentences are for Neptune in Aquarius and the 1st house:
31.

My personality is exceedingly sensitive through the ethers.

32.

I see universal spiritual principles in the external world.

33.

People see me outwardly as someone that is open and so different that it may not be open.

34.

Extreme, intuitive awareness meant an aloof childhood.

35.

I could be fantastically idealistic with altruism.

36.

I may have an uncanny sense of space more than of things in the external world.

37.

The seeming infinite magnitude of the external world could overwhelm my sensitivity.

38.

My sensitivity to barometric and ionic changes in meteorological air masses could cause ill health.

39.

First impressions could be intellectually stunning and amazing to me.

40.

My ability to magically transform my surroundings is based in non-attachment.
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The following sentences are for Uranus in Pisces and the 2nd house:
41.

My intuitions flit through my feelings like electric eels but things tend to ground them.

42.

I have an instant knowing of the nature of stuff experienced as much in emotion as in sense.

43.

I am apt to near hysterical excitement by discovering new substances.

44.

I have altruistic feelings about personal possessions.

45.

I may feel that I am too excitable and skittish for responsibilities but I obtain them through fascination with
novelty.

46.

My income may fluctuate and I may have instant gains and losses probably involving creativity.

47.

I may intuitively appreciate new substances on the basis of their ability to enhance awakening within divergent
feelings.

48.

I may be an irrational spender because I evaluate things on whims of emotion instead of material value.

49.

My needs are unusual and seem to be chaotic.

50.

My weird risks could cost my partner losses.

The following sentences are to give a variety of viewpoints on Pluto in Aries and the 2nd:
51.

I want to be master of my finances.

52.

Some things are evaluated on their basis to represent power or authority.

53.

I need a profound, basic foundation to work from.

54.

I evaluate some materials on their ability to sustain long term activity.

55.

I like objects that command power and force.

56.

I can will my way through nascent financial conditions.

57.

I can be obsessive and demanding about acquiring things.

58.

I like things of primal, instinctual value.

59.

The imponderable presence of things of compelling strength drives me.

60.

I select materials on the basis of their potential, especially their potential to strike one as new.

Example sentences for the fourth variety assignment (continued)
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The following sentences are for the Saturn-Venus conjunction:
61.

My aesthetic may involve taking philosophical ideas and solidifying them through concentration.

62.

I might like lovers that are older because they are more mature and hence, more philosophical and interested in
the friendship aspect of love.

63.

My philosophy of impersonal caring and friendship might cause me to try to unite and fuse love and hate into
an ontological tension of profound stability.

64.

My aesthetic of beauty for its own sake may involve a philosophy that can maintain patience for a long time,
which is apparent in my impersonal expressions.

65.

My aesthetic of art for its own sake may involve a continuity of love of a universal nature sustained over long
periods of time with a minimum of extravagance: classics for all time appealing to principles of beauty for all.

The following sentences are for the Saturn-Venus conjunction squared to Mars. This time the conjunction is taken as
a synthetic unit instead of broken down, as in the examples immediately preceding these.
66.

My love might be quite variable, including earthy passion and broad affections as well as a vigorous, but
light, struggle and animosity with friends about secrets as part of the interaction, but a general inhibition
deepens both the secret, unruly and even violent feelings that draw me to my lovers, and the lofty, removed
affections that I tender as if they were dramatic presentations.

67.

My aesthetic of expression as an impersonal universal gift might try to incorporate the spectrum of human
experience from hidden, lethal, primitive animosity squared off with historical, civilizing and refining social
feelings in painstaking, principled, exact expressions that always have feelings of containment about them.

68.

I may try to construct an idea space that forces one across the threshold between worlds that propels one from
aggressive nervous tension to an utopian, idealistic heaven, teleologically ordered and passionately devout in
its compression.
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69.

I may harbor hidden hatred and petty grudges against friends and lovers because I build up projections of my
own insecure jealousy and my inhibited desire for unrestricted power until I almost burst from restrained,
grandiose urges.

70.

My concentrated philosophical love blocks my rude, enervated primitive drives, or my mentally vigorous
emotions try to destroy and reconstruct my myopic, aloof, guarded, presuming emotional containment in a
snooty, priggish nature, or both.

The following sentences are for the Saturn-Venus conjunction sextile to Neptune. Again the conjunction is taken as
a unit and again I am focusing primarily on the aesthetic aspect so you can see variety in even one facet of the
combination.
71.

I can sustain my spacey, sensitive perceptions of the external world long enough to reflect them into a gentle
imaginative, aesthetic notion that is auto-corpuscular and complementary to my aesthetic.

72.

I can synthesize my extraordinary awareness of outward openness with my idealized dream of a contained
idea space into exact but impersonal artistic expressions.

73.

Sage, kind and noble friends can help me to control my hyper-sensitivity so that I can endure the world and
have some social life without seeming too different.

74.

If I can perfect my ability to hold my feelings of classical, ideal beauty, I can express things into the external
world of rare, humane and spiritual value.

75.

Open impressionability excites my imagination for a long time and almost tangible images of ideal states
excite my viewing of the without.

The following sentences are for the Saturn-Venus conjunction square to Uranus with the conjunction taken as a
synthetic unit:
76.

When my dreamy and foggy emotions are excited by intuitive appreciation of new materials and feelings
about them, they become difficult to constructively deal with, partly due to a reversionary resistance to new
things that might upset a philosophy that has traditionally worked, and partly due to swoons of abstract
emotional delirium and romanticism also not appreciated by more staid notions of beauty.

Example sentences for the fourth variety assignment (continued)
77.
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I struggle between extravagance in expenditure and conservatism in principle and my prudish philosophy,
from the ideal examples of friends, tends to test and resist shocking waste and over-excitement.

78.

My friends, though lofty and high-minded, may let me down in my need because the things I ask for seem
too radical, and because these needs are expressed in emotional turmoil and are possibly priggish; or, I might
fail my friends by misjudging the value of what I have asked from them because of over-optimism about
some new stuff that might be foreign to my more time-tested, conservative ways.

79.

I may experience excruciating travail in trying to creatively objectify in new forms the concentrated ideas of
beauty with succinct ideological constraints that I have developed over a long time.

80.

Things and utopian notions do not mix especially when the things are valued with poetic emotion and
spiritual intuition and the notions are classical, reserved and maintained with some degree of emotional
insecurity.

The following sentences are for the Venus-Saturn conjunction trine to Pluto:
81.

I have a patience that seems absolute for its weighty, ponderous nature and though it is controlled and a bit
reserved, as all controlling things must be, it does dare to be bold with a classical boldness.

82.

When I love, I truly love forever, no matter how my affect may vary, and my love is direct though slow to
mount and it is both heavenly and objective.

83.

I have some friends that are absolute and they will stand with me through anything and always help me to be
aware of my ardent idealistic attitudes and my material duties.

84.

I have the ability to concentrate and penetrate to the very core-spirit of things so that through love I can see
things both in ideal and in prosaic experience as absolute standards.

85.

I can transform dreams into things which act as anchoring responsibilities to my spirited nature and I can do
this by remaining resolutely faithful to my ideal of perfection until the last drop of love is objectively
manifest.
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The following sentences are for the implied opposition of Mars and Uranus:
86.

I can be exceedingly volatile, with a violent temper in matters of gains and losses, but these feelings change
quickly and are not very deep.

87. I may be subject to extremely sharp pains, especially in my intestines, if I act preemptively about “mine and
yours” matters.
88.

My intuitions are often opposite from my desires such that I tend to be emotionally romantic and carried away
about what is there and nervously emphatic about what isn’t there.

89. I may be dangerously impulsive about spending and consequently suffer wide swings of sudden gains and
losses but the funny thing is that these impetuous urges do not have long-term value for me.
90. Sudden or early deaths around me may open the way for intuitive feelings and discoveries about the nature of
things but these hunches are chancy and need plenty of testing or I will rashly make the same mistakes
repeatedly.
91. The ability to hold my imagination and impressions [indicated by the Neptune sextiles to the 11th] is old
enough in my evolutionary development to carry into the transcendent spirit itself where the power of will can
control spiritual instrumentality.
92.

Spiritual projections into the outer world that are both rare and universal are at the command of demanding
assertions of will and faith rooted in responsibility.

The following sentences are to synthesize the T-square between Mars, Saturn-Venus and Uranus:
93.

There is a good deal of gender ambiguity in this character; perhaps due to fear and insecurity about women
combined with daring bravado about men; perhaps due to experiences of universal love coupled with a good
deal of repulsive animosity in inter-gender, passional affairs; perhaps due to an atavism of pure Greek
classicism; perhaps due to a wide-open passional nature open to anything, along with doubt that he can love
normally or that he is lovable as he is.

Example sentences for the fourth variety assignment (continued)
94.
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There is a good deal of violence and anger in this character; perhaps because he has such a long-standing ideal
of love that he can do whatever he wants with those other feelings; perhaps because he is trying to match an
extreme and unbalanced primitivity with an extreme and unbalanced, preemptive, futuristic pseudosophistication; perhaps because he feels anything coming from the intuition, even if misunderstood and
misused, is good; perhaps because he is selfish about his “unselfish” creation; perhaps because he creates
his own frustrations by perfectionistic inhibition of desires that work better with less restraint.

The following sentence is to give an example of a synthesis of the implied Yod between Mars, Neptune and Pluto:
95.

The hidden (and perhaps repressed) primal energy of Mars is a nervous irritation that pushes up like a boil on
the unblemished surface and substance of spiritual control by reflection with its bursts of spiritual fever and its
hitches of petulant rebellion that demands control to drive a transcendental sublimation process made manifest
in the most obvious, prosaic things of life: things and appearances.

The beginnings of an example of the double sextile to a trine pattern are already suggested in sentence 91.The
following sentences are examples of a general synthesis of the entire pattern:
96.

This is a pattern of emotional extremes in the attractive/repulsive or asserting/uniting emotions wherein the
extremes of very well-controlled, patient, perfecting imaginative abilities are mixed with all sorts of
impatient, short-tempered, mean, savage, temperamental outbursts.

97.

There is a conglomeration of both unselfish, giving attitudes and selfish, demanding attitudes, but if he can
follow his ideals and hold true to his sensitivities while continuing to express and to observe the
consequences of his giving, he may be successful in refining the primitive and giving it to the world, bringing
the spiritual perfections right into the crude things of his life—time is his ally.
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Part Two-A
New Keyword Exercises
There are several reasons for this section. First and foremost is to get the student used to tuning into intuition, which
is all-important in astrology. There is no way that one can, by knowledge or computer, derive insights into character.
That can only be done by intuition. By writing simple keyword sentences the student begins to get the mind
working. If the mind is questioning the meaning of an astrological combination and has an open, expectant attitude,
the intuition will fill the form of that questioning attitude.
The second reason is to look at the same combination from as many ways as possible. Each individual who utilizes
a given astrological combination will do so in a different manner. In order to use astrology to best advantage the
student must be willing to look at each combination in each chart with a different perspective each time the chart is
studied, because people are very creative when working with the materials of character. If it is appropriate for the
astrological student to suggest a new line of endeavor for what has become a stale outlook in the utilization of an
astrological combination, the student has to be creative enough to see and suggest new possibilities that are within
the bounds of the character pattern. Keywording helps to do this.
The third reason is to begin to describe what one experiences with intuition and understanding. One of the problems
of working with intuition is that everything seems so clear and so true that one doesn’t take the time and trouble to
think it out and carry it to completion to be sure that one really knows. Consequently, many intuitive insights are
lost or misunderstood by being taken for granted. Describing what one sees with the senses and with the inner eye is
an ongoing process. One cannot become proficient or perfect at it unless one works at it continuously.
Dive in and have some fun while learning and becoming creative and independent of authority. Create as many
descriptive keyword sentences as you can. The examples given in this section begin with very simple sentences and
become progressively more complex and entailed. Some of the sentences begin to overlap into the area of analysis
and explanation which will be covered in the next sentences. Have fun, make errors if necessary but do something
because that is the only way one can ever learn. Someday people will ask you for assistance and you will realize
that it is serious and then you will be glad to have developed the tools to be able to truly help.
The work done in this section will, hopefully, never be computerized. The computer is a fine instrument for what it
does but it is not a substitute for creativity. The only creativity it can express is what has been programmed into it,
so why not just do the creative work on your own?

These are the new, additional exercises used in the newer version of “Astrological Tools and Techniques” if you are
listening to the newer version of the talks.

Sun descriptive assignment

New Descriptive Exercises
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Please try to write descriptive keyword sentences for the following twelve astrological configurations:
1. Sun conjunct Mars in Aries in the 8th house. [male]
2. Sun in Taurus and the 4th house trine Moon in Capricorn and the 1st house. [female]
3. Sun in Gemini in the 7th house square to Neptune in Virgo in the 9th house. [male]
4. Sun in Cancer and the 10th house sextile to the Moon in Taurus and the 8th house. [female]
5. Sun in Leo and the 7th house conjunct Jupiter in Leo in the 7th house. [male]
6. Sun in Virgo and the 4th house square to Pluto in Gemini and the 12th house. [female]
7. Sun in Libra and the 10th house conjunct Mercury in Libra and the 10th house and both sextile the Moon in
Sagittarius in the 1st house. [male]
8. Sun in Scorpio and the 9th house conjunct Mercury in Scorpio and the 9th house and opposite Neptune in
Taurus and the 4th house. [female]
9. Sun in Sagittarius and the 4th house conjunct Jupiter in Sagittarius and the 4th house and square to Saturn in
Pisces and the 7th. [male]
10. Sun in Capricorn and the 12th house trine Uranus in Gemini and the 3rd house and trine Neptune in Libra and
the 7th house. [female]
11. Sun in Aquarius and the 1st house square to Neptune conjunct Jupiter in Taurus and the 3rd house. [male]
12. Sun conjunct Jupiter in Pisces and the 1st house square to Saturn in Sagittarius and the 10th. [female]
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Sun keyword sentences

I am, in my true inner nature, very bold, brazen and daring but this tendency is so much that some of it
might seem hidden or missing outwardly.
I am a natural, courageous leader who leads with strong self-assertion though my leadership might be 		
from behind the scenes and it might prove transformative by solving shared problems.

2.

I am most myself in my subjective home environment wherein I am stable and that comfort is harmonious
with my personality and outward circumstances so that I can accomplish and perfect in what I choose. My
earthy nature and talent is well-developed in my inward nature, which is private, and my outer personality.

3.

I see myself as a good partner because I can adapt and change though I may be deluded about myself
because of weird and particular ideas that I hold. I struggle with self-identity and may try to build a
self-image by doing strange, unusual things that may be a bit shallow.

4.

Though I am basically a shy, family-oriented, maternal individual the opportunities and circumstances of
my life have been out for the whole world to see though I can draw on a stable, inward femininity to stay
my course. I am sympathetic and empathetic and my profession may call on me to solve family or
inter-personal problems with down-to-earth practicality.

5.

My identity is associated with big fires and my expansiveness causes me to be seen as a positive alter-ego
to everyone. My awakened nature is broad, regal and liberal and it is very much directed to the basic good
of others.

6.

My self-conception is mental and probably petty and picky and I am likely to battles of will with powerful
people with whom I have resistant relations from the past. I struggle with authority figures with whom I
may be willful and authoritative and they with me and it may well be a standoff.

7.

I am likely to be famous because of my thoughts and words which are likely to be lyrical and, though I am
a likable, positive outgoing personality, I prefer to collaborate for better perspective. I have a light-hearted
view of the external world and my expansive observations of the environment reflect into my career.

Sun keyword sentences (continued)
8.
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I have a high, idealistic central purpose in life which carries into my professional success but people could
get subconscious illusions about me, especially with regard to my earthiness and sexuality. I like to travel
as and adventure and I like ruggedly individualistic places to go to but I also have a spiritual nature which
opposes that tendency with a desire to comfortable retreats—an internal identity conflict.

9.

My self-consciousness is extremely expansive and broadening to the point of absurdity because of possible
severe misjudgment and ensuing censure from my spouse and the public about my personal private life. I
like to direct but seem to overdo it by trying to share my exaggerated subjective conceits with limited
complements.

10.

Despite some self-undoing tendencies from past earthy experiences, I have concentrated self-awareness
that is very spiritual. I know myself intuitively through sharing and communicating opportunities to
be mentally open to others and away from my spiritually ripe but suffocating withdrawals.

11

He tends to overestimate his abilities when carried away in a trials of enthusiasm when he communicates
and gets carried away with himself. He sees himself as an intellectual in both his inner individuality and
his outer personality and this self-opinion is deeply set in his character.

12.

This is someone who can expand on her misjudgments and insecurities or self-doubts which arise in
society so that she can laugh about herself. She may expand because she is trying to compensate for
feeling personally inadequate before tradition or her parent and ancestors.
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People whose charts are used for the Sun descriptive keyword sentences

1.

Herb Alpert

2.

Tammy Wynette

3.

Pat Boone

4.

Ann Landers

5.

Ray Bradbury

6.

Taylor Caldwell

7.

George Gershwin

8.

Gerogia O’Keefe

9.

Woody Allen

10.

Janis Joplin

Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

11.

James Joyce

Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: A

12.

Erma Bombeck

Source: AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA
Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA
Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: DD
Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA
Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: C
Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: A
Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: X

Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

Venus descriptive assignment
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Please try to write descriptive keyword sentences for the following astrological configurations:
In some cases there are more aspects to the Venus than those mentioned to keep it simple, in those cases only the
strongest aspects are used.
Write as many sentences as you like. The more you write the more you will become familiar with the medium.
You can try to guess who the native is but that is extremely difficult unless you have an exceptional intuition.
1

Venus in Aries and the 8th sextile Saturn in Gemini and the 9th and trine Jupiter in Leo and the 11th.
[female]

2.

Venus in Taurus and 3rd sextile Mars in Pisces and 1st, and square Uranus in Aquarius and the 1st. [male]

3.

Venus in Gemini conjunct the ascendant in the 1st sextile Uranus in Aries and 11th. [female]

4.

Venus in Cancer and the 12th conjunct Saturn in Cancer and 12th. [male]

5.

Venus in Leo and 6th conjunct Sun in Leo and 6th both square Neptune in Scorpio and 8th. [female]

6.

Venus in Virgo and 7th square Mars is Sagittarius and 10th, & trine Uranus in Taurus and 3rd, and
opposite to Saturn in Pisces and 1st. [male]

7.

Venus in Libra and 10th conjunct Jupiter in Libra and 10th both; sextile Saturn in Sagittarius and 12th.
[female]

8.

Venus in Scorpio and 6th, sextile Mercury in Capricorn and 8th, and square Jupiter in Leo and 4th. [male]

9.

Venus in Sagittarius and 5th square Neptune in Virgo and 2nd and square Jupiter in Pisces and 8th and trine
Saturn in Aries and 9th. [female]

10.

Venus in Capricorn and 11th trine Saturn in Virgo and 6th. [male]

11.

Venus in Aquarius and the 3rd trine Jupiter in Gemini and the 7th, and square Moon in Scorpio and 12th,
and opposite Pluto in Leo and 9th. [female]

12.

Venus in Pisces and 3rd trine Neptune in Scorpio and 11th. [male]
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Elementary Venus keyword sentences

1.

She has an ardent love nature and sees herself as a being of love and though she may try to keep her affections
secret, she gives her love so whole-heartedly to her friends that it cannot possibly remain hidden. Her social
grace is measured and prudent while remaining high-minded and carefully reflective with variety and vigor.

2.

He has very rich taste and appreciation which he can communicate to the appearances of others and he can
communicate with expansive masculine vigor that is also gentle and demur. He places himself in unique
environments, and conflict between altruistic and personal love may cause him to show outrageous facades.

3.

I project an outer image of love and knowledge which has a quality of enlargement into fresh, new views
about how things should be in a utopian society of love. My electric modernity and license cause me to
be charming and appealing to a variety of people, especially young women who find me liberating.

4.

This love nature is cautious, prudent, very secretive, specializing and even insecure so it is kept behind the
scenes lest it be his undoing. Love may be restrained and jealous under the guise of clandestine intrigue
and he may suffer hidden emotional sorrow in sentimental myopia behind a masculine outer image (7 in 1st).

5.

My love, my self identity and my health are all united and they are all bound up with deep-seated, unbudging
psychological problems which are compounded by secrecy. I may be proudly indulgent while negligent of
hygiene because I hide in magical fantasy world to escape myself.

6.

Doubt and insecurity about my ability to love manifest from early childhood may cause me to be picky and
petty about care and partnership and I may combat this tendency through scandalous alliances with young
people with bravado. I have a down to earth, spontaneous, creative talent which I share with the public
with deft taste.

7.

My gracious goodness focuses favor on me before the world and I am liberal in bestowing affection and
positivity with great popularity and this is reflectively expanded with philosophical maturity which is
not obvious before the world. I use my grand social position to give overview to dark societal problems.

Elementary Venus keyword sentences (continued)
8.
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I spar with problems of excess and indulgence from my home life, perhaps from an extravagant father,
which cause me to be libidinous and vulgar with an unhealthy regimen. I also have a way with words
and thoughts that can relieve these tendencies by supplementing daily routine with exact other-oriented
shared problem solving.

9.

I am excellent at expressing light, bright, cheery love but some of my love may be fantasy and I might
be psychologically dominated and boxed in for monetary reasons and I could incur massive debt from
shallow, perverse indulgences of my partner. By maintaining a strict religious belief with prudent and
modest pleasures I can find emotional security.

10.

This love nature is sensuous, earthy and demonstrative with utopian idealism but it is also impeccably
controlled with a sense of perfection that is venerably methodical. Shrewd care given to details brings
concord through loving support from tried and true friendships.

11

She fights within herself, hidden from the world, over problems of femininity between woman as mother
and woman as lover, but both poles are concerned with power, especially sexual power and she is
caught in a deadlock emotional stance. She wants to love in an altruistic Christian manner and associating
herself with generous, open-minded partners gives he alternatives which she can utilize practically.

12.

This love nature is light, spiritual and fanciful and it can be communicated with charming persuasion in
idealistic flights of fantasy. Spiritual friends inspire him to make practical refinements through letters and
documentation of things he cares about and things he can imagine.
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People whose charts are used for the Venus descriptive keyword sentences

1.

Isak Dinesen

2.

Oleg Cassini

3.

Ruth Westheimer

4.

Donald Trump

5.

Whitney Houston

6.

Jerry Lee Lewis

7.

Lillian Carter

Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: A

8.

John Denver

Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

9.

Tina Turner

10. Henry Miller

Source: AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA
Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: B
Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: A

Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: A
Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA
Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA
Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: A

11. Tammy Faye Bakker

Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

12. Hans Christian Andersen

Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

Mercury descriptive assignment
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Please try to write simple keyword sentences for the following Mercury configurations:
In some cases there are more aspects to the Mercury than those mentioned to keep it simple, in those cases only the
strongest aspects are used.
Write as many sentences as you like. The more you write the more you will become familiar with the medium.
You can try to guess who the native is but that is extremely difficult unless you have an exceptional intuition.,
1

5 in E, 5th K - in }, 2nd, & K = in Y, 8th & 8 in T, 9th [male]

2.

5 in R, 1st F 3 in R, 1st & K 4 F ; in Asc., 5th [female]

3.

5 in T, 9th J 6 in U, 11th [male]

4.

5 in Y, 9th J = in I, 11th, & J 0 F - in R, 7th [female]

5.

5 in U, 3rd a = in Q, 9th, & L ; in E, 11th [male]

6.

5 in I, 7th F 0 in I, 7th [female]

7.

5 in O, 10th K 7 in Y, 8th, & K 0 in }, 2nd [male]

8.

5 in P, 1st, F Asc, & J 0 F 7 in I, 10th, & K = in U, 9th, & L ; in Y, 8th [female]

9.

5 in {, 10th K 7 in W, 1st, & K = in I, 7th, & L 0 in E, 2nd [male]

10.

5 in }, 4th F 0 in }, 4th, & J 6 in W, 6th, & K = in E, 7th [female]

11.

5 in Q, 11th F 3 in Q, 11th, & L 8 in T, 3rd, & K = in P, 7th [male]

12.

5 in W, 8th F 6 in W, 8th, & K 0 in {, 4th [fenale]
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Elementary Mercury keyword sentences

I am a daring and even speculative thinker and I express my mental creations in unorthodox and
iconoclastic forms and materials, and there is always a hint of something strange and hidden which seems to
disappear. I can engineer and entertain theatrically even though the things that I construct are confused and
illogical.

2.

My thoughts are at one with my self-image and both are externalized for the world to see and there is some
tendency to try to overpower in objectifying performances. I might try to solve impossible problems with
my mind and may doggedly build elaborate rationalizations and complicated structures to appear generous.

3.

My mind is light, quick and versatile applied to philosophy and religion which reflects into persuading my
friends and associates successfully. I try to synthesize thoughts and emotions and seek to expand into
a compelling utopia but the purview might prove so broad that my shallow mind might take it simplistically.

4.

My mind is inclined to domestic or nurturing philosophy which I diversify with stolid practicality that is so
grounded that it seems eccentric and even faddish. I show genius in both inventiveness and uncanny
tuning-in on things for my associates and partners so that I might even seem like a religious guru to people.

5.

My concrete mind is naturally inclined to be practical & transient but there may be some confusion or
outright dishonesty or moral misrepresentation to say the least. With bold but stable associates I can be
successful in my questionable schemes involving transportation and communication, long and short.

6.

My mind has excellent, pin-point focus and accuracy and I pay great attention to detail even to the degree
of being tedious in public display or things done for others. Time or age is a factor in my mental
development so discrimination, method and definition in the fine arts or in feedback from alter-egos is
mentally important.

7.

This mind is lyrical and artistic enough to become famous or professionally proficient and its focus can be
built or developed through careful objectification which might mean blocked or limited finances. It is also a
mind that can be energetic and vigorous by trying himself through harsh emotional standards so that he
may seem demanding in a building activity which is always a work in progress.

Elementary Mercury keyword sentences (continued)
8.
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This is a mind which is complicated with many aspects to it. It gives an outward appearance of being
provocative and tantalizing and desire-filled while simultaneously branching out into societal standards
in ways which are both hot and cold, and always verbal and which has confusing spiritual like intimations
of some higher purpose or and ideal way of life and beyond this there is a mental steadiness which seems to
get behind the appearances of things to serious, even grave thoughts which are transformative.

9.

This is a mind which has a religious or moral quality to it but it is also influenced by prestige and honors of
the world and in his building for upward mobility and the good life, he and his partner might become
mentally intoxicated he might become deliriously rash and mentally macho, erring for the world
to see. However, if he is willing to accept little wealth and live a simple life he can be mentally penetrating.

10.

This mind is accurately attuned to the subconscious whence it derives penetrating observations about the ways
and methods of love. Because it is so limited, worldly and subjective it may be very depressive about
partnership despite her expansive reflections about love and its ongoing activities.

11

This mind is clear, bright, open and it breathes knowledge; he is everybody’s friend in spirit and in worldly
circumstance and he is capable of communicating his cheery positivity with dexterity. Friends aren’t
always good partners so he may have mistaken notions fixed in his mind that make marriage problematic

12.

This mind drinks deep droughts of fantastic nectar from some unseen source in her being and she attempts to
verbalize mysteries. Perhaps limitations in her home life or with her father have built a soulful tinge into
her poetic way of thinking and cup of sorrow is beautifully intoxicating but probably not pleasant.
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Charts used for the Mercury descriptive keyword sentences

1.

Samuel Beckett; Source: AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: B

2.

Barbara Streisand; Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

3.

Tom Cruise; Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: X

4.

Martha Stewart, Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

5.

Jesse James, Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: C

6.

Grandma Moses, Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: B

7.

Sonny Rollins, Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: A

8.

Anita O’Day, Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

9.

Jim Bakker, Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

10. Colette, Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA
11. Chris Rock, Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: B
12. Maya Angelou, Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

Moon Descriptive Assignment
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Please try to write simple keyword sentences for the following Moon configurations:
These configurations are taken from horoscopes of famous people who you may or may not know. Actually
fictitious configurations could be used just as well but they wouldn’t have the interest value or the sense of truth
about them. The people have been selected with little prejudgment. Many are entertainers only because that is a
likely common denominator of our experience. They are horoscopes with which this instructor is unfamiliar so we
are on equal footing except for experience. Use your textbook for keywords and examples. Enjoy yourself, begin to
appreciate people, and have faith in the genius within you.
In some cases there are more aspects to the Moon than those mentioned to keep it simple, in those cases only the
strongest aspects are used.
Write as many sentences as you like. The more you write the more you will become familiar with the medium.
You can try to guess who the native is but that is extremely difficult unless you have an exceptional intuition.,
1

4 in E, 2nd a 6 in O, 8th. [female]

2.

4 in R, 5th F 0 in R, 5th & F - in R, 5th & L = in I, 8th. [male]

3.

4 in T, 9th L 7 F 5 in O, 1st. [female]

4.

4 in Y, 12th J 7 in R, 11th, & L 3 in P, 5th. [male]

5.

4 in U, 4th L 8 in {, 8th. [female]

6.

4 in I, 5th L 7 in }, 8th & K ; in T, 1st. [male]

7.

4 in O, 6th L = F ; in T, 2nd, & L 8 in Q, 11th. [female]

8.

4 in P, 2nd, J 8 in }, 4th, & L 0 in W, 6th, & L ; in Y, 10th. [male]

9.

4 in {, 6th L 3 in U, 3rd. [female]

10.

4 in }, 5th J 3 F 5 in P, 4th, & K 8 in O, 3rd. [male]

11.

4 in Q, 2nd F 0 in Q, 2nd & L 8 in O, 9th. [female]

12.

4 in W, 7th L 5 in P, 3rd, & L ; in U, 11th & a = in I, 12th. [male]
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Elementary Moon keyword sentences

I am an emotional paradox because on one hand my maternal instincts are aggressively objectifying my
keen imagination and on the other I have a hidden, delicate femininity that lacks decisiveness. I am
ambivalent between vigorously protecting my possessions and tenderly compensating for others secretly.

2.

My austere emotional control might seem too rigid for expression but it compresses my feelings so much
that the results are unique and they triangulate with weird mental insights into universals. My cold,
condensed, sentiments in my creations give expression to ghoulish, paranoiac ideals of perfect genius.

3.

My impressionable mindfulness in elevated settings produces an attitude atmosphere to successfully project
an outward appearance of poised and considerate mental alertness. My aggressive thoughts and
environmental observations externalized gracefully accomplish changeable mental-emotional opinion
which are adaptable.

4.

My drive toward utopianism held with bedrock steadiness expands and reflects into fruitful imaginations
about universal problems and general emotional impairment. These emotional conceptions about general
suffering foster and perfect a self-image which will fiercely express itself with theatrical determination.

5.

My maternal instincts and fostering feelings though hidden and perhaps subjective are regal and noble and
they edify my ideas of generosity, for others and bring me to general emotional idealism. My partner or my
alter ego elevates me from proud, personal moodiness so I can imagine ways to simply my personal
problems.

6.

I might emotionally obsess about the niceties of words and grammar because of an early childhood spent in
a dry, staunch, literary environment which might block me from expressing my feelings in a containing
perfectionism but if I simplify my desires vigorously to secret ambitions I can succeed while in action.
My desire for earthly success, though productive of emotional health through action or acting, may leave
me childless in petty sterility, especially if demand corners my hypochondriac fretfulness.

Elementary Moon keyword sentences (continued)
7.
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Motherhood is a thoroughly positive experience for me because I treat it as a loving service. I have powerful
financial support which also has spiritual stability through flexibility and variation and I have excellently
buoyant friends who resolve maternal feelings into higher altruism so my parenting is a higher calling.

8.

My mother was strict and formal with me and helped me to perfect an impeccable emotion discipline through
absolute and exacting limitation and this has served me in every aspect of my work life. My basic feelings are
very deep and I am responsible for my desires whether working with others or responding to social influence.

9.

My basic emotions are harmonious with my inner self and both are spirited, outgoing and find opportunities
for expression in practical matters such as elementary education and occupation. My imagination soars to
higher things which I offer in service and I am able to accomplish and succeed because I know myself in it.

10.

My feeling nature, which is a reflection of my mind and ego, is cold, patriarchal and there may even be
cruelty in it that arises from a subconscious inner darkness. To relieve myself from the darker and heavier
tones I try to build the ability to express more jocular sentiments but instead I communicate emotionalism.

11

I am cautious and possessive of my feelings but I am also objective about them but I have good sentiments
of commonwealth and I have a supurb sense of justice and equality which are purposeful and inclined to
loftiness. My emotions are generous without being excessive and they are careful without being petty, I have
good sound emotional judgment highly perfected.

12.

This emotionality is compassionate to even the delicate conditions of others but it is complicated and
perhaps leaning toward superstition if allowed to become too excited. In general the emotions and feelings are
controlled by a combination of staunch, sincere application of will and by an educated concrete mind that
delves into mysteries of the emotions.
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People whose charts are used for the Moon descriptive keyword sentences

1.

Barbara Boxer Source: AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: X

2.

Bob Dylan Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

3.

Barbara Walters Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: A

4.

Will Rogers Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: A

5.

Barbara Milkuski Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: A

6.

Lawerence Olivier Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: B

7.

Rose Kennedy Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: DD

8.

Warren Beatty Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

9.

Elizabeth Dole Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

10.

Paul Joseph Goebbels Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

11.

Sophia Loren Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

12.

Richard Koepsel Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

Saturn descriptive assignment
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Please try to write descriptive keyword sentences for the following astrological configurations. Descriptive means
only describing and not necessarily probing or explaining.
These configurations are taken from horoscopes of famous people who you may or may not know. Actually fictitious configurations could be used just as well but they wouldn’t have the interest value or the sense of truth about
them. The people have been selected with little prejudgment. Many are entertainers only because that is a likely
common denominator of our experience. They are horoscopes with which this instructor is unfamiliar so we are on
equal footing except for experience. Use your textbook for keywords and examples. Enjoy yourself, begin to appreciate people, and have faith in the genius within you.
In some cases there are more aspects to the Saturn than those mentioned to keep it simple, in those cases only the
strongest aspects are used.
Write as many sentences as you like. The more you write the more you will become familiar with the medium.
You can try to guess who the native is but that is extremely difficult unless you have an exceptional intuition.
1

0 in E, 10th F 6 in E, 10th, & F 5 in E, 10th, & a 4 in O, 4th. [male]

2.

0 in R, 2nd J = in Y, 5th, & L - in }, 11th, & a 8 in P, 8th, & L 6 in I 7th. [female]

3.

0 in T, 11th J ; in U, 1st, L 5 in O, 3rd. [male]

4.

0 in Y, 1st J 3 & - in I, 4th, & L = in P, 5th. [female]

5.

0 in U, 10th K 6 & 7 in R, 7th. [male]

6.

0 in I, 3rd a - in W, 9th, & J 3 & ; & 6 in Y, 12th. [female]

7.

0 in O, 7th J 6 in {, 9th, & J = in U, 6th. [male]

8.

0 in P, 10th, K 6 & 3 in Q, 2nd. [female]

9.

0 in {, 5th F 4 in {, 5th, & J 6 in Q, 7th, & a - in T, 11th. [male]

10.

0 in }, 12th F 7 in }, 12th, & F 8 in }, 1st. [female]

11.

0 in Q, 7th K ; in R, 10th, & a - in U, 1st, & L 3 & 6 in O, 4th. [male]

12.

0 in W, 4th F 4 in W, 4th, & J = in R, 6th. [female]
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Elementary Saturn keyword sentences

His concentration, which is not without vigor, brings concrete thoughts and artistic emotions into pinpoint
control for mastery and universal acclaim. In the process of specializing for grace and neural focus in his
dynamic activity to be the highest, he has diverged from his subconscious and subjectivity with uncertainty.

2.

She lacks judgment in sometimes being small about tangible personal possessions and sometimes going
overboard with shared finances. However, because her use of concentration and limitation has brought
control to her faculties of genius and creativity, she will likely always have enough and more than she
wants to spend.

3.

His view of history is intellectual and idealized or other-worldly and decidedly dark and it reflects on the
grave things he sees in the world and maybe even his mien. Though serious his views are likely correct and
he can communicate them with verbal perfection with a concrete mind that focuses on what others care
about.

4.

She might appear mature beyond her age perhaps because of an early childhood around older people and
certainly she sees herself as old. Because she takes herself so seriously she can draw on technical, creative
genius in an intellectual unconscious and she can express deep, fascinating, spiritual concepts purposefully.

5.

I selfishly seek rulership or dominance in high places and I am willing to build toward it by forming
whatever affiliations are necessary and persisting in them even if they are insensitive and brutal. Because
of this I am likely to be building on a foundation of emotional insecurity and may block the very ends I
seek blindly.

6.

I am likely to be a person of few words carefully chosen, minimalistic, and particular, and this taciturn
outlook is spread to the way I see myself, the way I love and the way I try to control everything so that I
have a deep darkness about me which could cause me serious, large-scale problems in retreat even though
my self-concern is sincere. My anxiety about petty, practical things causes me to try ingenious things,
theoretical and concrete, which may seem incongruous, irregular and even dreamy to my own practical
outlook on life.

Elementary Saturn keyword sentences (continued)
7.
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My strict attitudes about fairness may limit my opportunities for and my attitudes about sharing and
partnership but my love is deep, patient and as lofty and idealistic as I can manage. My austere attitudes
about the attitudes and forms of justice parlay into a sincere, heart-felt, practical, workable spiritual utility.

8.

A controlled passion and deep psychological curiosity allow me to materialize an ambition relentlessly and
it could mean riches and wide wealth. However, my cool indifference and scientific stance might block my
ability to love and have a measure of appreciation making my goals as hateful to me as they are demanding.

9.

Control of basic desires, loving sentiments and transcendent feelings is important. Both loftiness and cold,
concentrated control of my imagination reflect into a broad, cool, aesthetic and creativity in fine arts.
Though control is the origin, exotic, unusual, free-form, art-for-art’s sake creative adventures may be the
escape from it.

10.

My exterior might seem noble, distinguished and dignified but just beneath the surface is a one pointed
savage drive and ambition which could be my undoing. I try to look at universal problems in a
dispassionate manner but competition and the desire for broad personal esteem might skew my judgment to
worldly ends.

11

On the surface an almost romantically bright and loving appearance behind which lurks a mammoth
darkness and blackness that blindly seeks fame and public recognition. Indifferently using partners to
construct an access to material power and position constructs a quirky personality capable of giving or
taking energy from others according to a regal whim.

12.

She has every aspect of imagination under close control for practical spiritual purpose and seeking insight
in hidden things. With penetrating emotional focus she can understand feminine motivation in herself and
in the problems which arise between others, especially love problems, and she is spiritually practiced in
seeing how others function psychologically which she will use for material ends.
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People whose charts are used for the Saturn descriptive keyword sentences

1.

Rudolph Nureyev; Source: AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

2.

Lucille Ball; Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

3.

Michael Crichton; Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

4.

Mary Shelley: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

5.

Adolph Hitler: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

6.

Leona Helmsley: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

7.

Norman Mailer: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

8.

Oprah Winfrey: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: A

9.

Henri Matisse: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

10.

Margaret Mead: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: A

11.

Aleister Crowley: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: B

12.

Mata Hari: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

Jupiter descriptive assignment
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1

8 in E, 9th J 6 in T, 11th, & K 5 in Y, 12th [female]

2.

8 in R, 10th K 3 in U, 12th [male]

3.

8 in T, 12th J (5 in Y, 3rd F 0 F = in U, 3rd) [female]

4.

8 in Y, 10th J 4 in R, 8th, & L 0 in P, 2nd [male]

5.

8 in U, 7th F ; in U, 7th, both J = in O, 8th, & both K 0 in P, 9th [female]

6.

8 in I, 3rd J 7 in Y, 12th & K 0 F - ( - in P, 0 in {, both in 5th) [male]

7.

8 in O, 9th L - in T, 6th [female]

8.

8 in P, 1st, K 3 in U, 10th [male]

9.

8 in {, 1st L 4 in E, 4th, & K ; in I, 9th [female]

10.

8 in }, 1st J - in W, 2nd, & L 3 in R, 5th [male]

11.

8 in Q, 11th J 6 in {, 8th, & L 5 in O, 6th, & L ; F = in T, 2nd [female]

12.

8 in W, 7th L 7 in P, 2nd, & J 3 in }, 5th [male]
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Elementary Jupiter keyword sentences

She can be eagerly positive and daringly philosophical and that reflects into her loving friendship and ideals
of universal brotherhood which could make her popular. But she may get carried away in her enthusiasm
and it might get out of hand so that she lacks temperance in writing and speaking, a trial which could be
hidden.

2.

Concrete, earthly generosity might be the test of his self-pride, he may give pleasure for the world to see
and do so to prove himself, his self which he does not see because of past character accumulations. He has
a big spirit from is past but he might struggle with a tendency to indulge his senses in society and undo
himself.

3.

She can make a big thing out of little thoughts, problems we all encounter, and when they are perfectly on
target and communicated succinctly they are brightly humorous. She may do this because her punctilious
mental and psychological control might produce depression which she can incline toward jocularity to
solve problems for herself and the world.

4.

He has a famous feel for what is funny and he can draw on basics and hidden emotions to give a large scale
perspective on the world. His humor is not based only on emotions and exaggerations but also on a terse,
deep, probing understanding of motivation and desire through which he objectifies carefully his glee.

5.

She is a heartfelt, sincere power for the good which she emanates to the public, partners and collaborators.
It is a spiritual optimism that she enlarges for others and it has a hidden effect of balancing them in their
woes. Her philosophy may be deep but o\if she fights with it too much, it could contain her joviality in
darkness.

6.

He tends to philosophize about petty things, especially expanding on emotional energy from occult sources,
but he lacks good judgment and teaches things that lack perspective and proportion. He has an infectious
emotional enthusiasm and pride that almost persuade one of his forced attempts at expressing philosophy.

Elementary Jupiter keyword sentences (continued)
7.
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Joy and happiness are a way of life for me universally expressed with style and taste but not without a good
dose of humor. I have inventive, witty ideas that work through unusual contrasts and my humor tends to
be exaggerative and I have a quirky way of delivering it but none of it is heavy only light and breezy. A
funster.

8.

The world sees me as a bright and beaming individual and I might be famous for my shining positivity. I
really have made a positive person of myself but I might be overconfident and living in notions that are
constructs. This giving positivity might make me hugely sexually attractive in person, something I overdo.

9.

I am a big personality in attitude and in physical size. I am also positive in my emotions which I am not
shy about showing to the world even though their root may be subconscious to me. The outward expres
sion of my conflict with reactionary solemnity in matters of religion or social form, is with people who are
powerful and petty.

10.

My outward appearance is positive but also dignified and classy. I probably had a childhood that inflated
my self-esteem but kept me down to earth, practical and dedicated to education. I use my expansive
expressions in new ways and my progressive ideas are unprecedented with an odd and electric objectivity.

11

Being genuinely loving and extremely and expansive gives me a hidden love attraction that makes me
widely popular and appealing because of my basic positivity. My thoughts and ideas are seriously spiritual
but they are not somber but rather light, airy and as fluent as the wind. I am a universal friend, I believe in
spirituality furthering financial success, I think in terms of others and expand on the idea of love as an
occult force for good.

12.

His philosophy is a philosophy of belief that is founded in eerie higher feelings to which he is sensitive,
sensitive enough to be influenced by others in positive directions . Religious sentiments are strong enough
to be a passion and arouse a strong fervor which is not spent in zeal but are under the reflective control of a
self that is dignified, proud and very self-respecting, which self directs and deflects them or echoes them
into expressions which are grand, vigorous and deliberate. Greatness in basics applied with emotional
energy.
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New Descriptive Exercises People whose charts are used for the Jupiter descriptive keyword sentences

1.

Alice Bailey : Source: AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: C

2.

Andy Warhol : Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: B

3.

Phyllis Diller: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

4.

James Thurber: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: DD

5.

Whoopi Goldberg: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

6.

Wilhelm Reich: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: B

7.

Goldie Hawn: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

8.

Magic Johnson: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: X

9.

Sarah Ferguson : Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: A

10.

Malcolm X: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

11.

Aimee Semple McPherson: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: A

12.

J R R Tolkien: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: C

Mars descriptive assignment
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1

7 in E, 1st J 8 in Q, 12th, & K 5 F 3 in }, 11th. [male]

2.

7 in R, 11th J = in W, 10th. [female]

3.

7 in T, 10th F ; in T, 10th, & J 5 in U, 11th, & a - in {, 3rd. [male]

4.

7 F 5 in Y, 1st J - in R, 11th, & J = in I, 4th. [female]

5.

7 in U, 3rd K = in P, 6th, & a 5 in Q, 9th. [male]

6.

7 in I, 10th J ; in Y, 8th, & K 8 in T, 7th. [female]

7.

7 in O, 1st J 6 in {, 3rd, & J ; in U, 11th. [male]

8.

7 in P, 12th, K 4 U, 9th, & J 3 in I, 10th. [female]

9.

7 in {, 1st J = in O, 11th, & L 6 in E, 4th. [male]

10.

7F - in }, 3rd K 6 in E, 6th, & L 3 in R, 7th. [female]

11.

7 F - in Q, 4th J 4 in E, 6th, & L = F ; in T, 8th. [male]

12.

7 F 5 in W, 2nd J 4 in }, 12th, & K 0 in T, 5th, & L = in Y, 6th. [female]
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Elementary Mars keyword sentences

He has great pride and daring, most of it in the open for the world to see, though the better, more expansive
and high minded pride is hidden. It is with his more conservative friends that he is likely to quarrel and
have harsh disagreements, based on both egoism and egotism, that become violent and personally
destructive.

2.

Sustained energy directed to utopian but practical ideals reflect and expand into a universally accepted
spiritual view that while delicate and poetic is also durable because of its down to earth values. A rare,
objective spirituality generates a thorough enthusiasm in acquaintances from her imagination and charisma.

3.

I am famous for being an archetypal tough guy or dictatorial strong man and I talk the talk with force that is
even oratorical and clear enough for the masses to understand. I am likely to be around the violence that is
found around power and seeking of high position but is likely to be theoretical or in word more than in
deed.

4.

Fleet, fluent, and positively impulsive with excellent coordination are words that describe this personality
which is quick to learn through emotions as well as thoughts. Even though her energies are turbulent and
rapid-fire, they are spontaneously adapted from stimulating suggestions from unique, creative friends.

5.

This man talks as a habit which would be difficult to change because it is deep-set. When he speaks it is
witty and it has a psychological edge to it, an edge which confuses others in his workplace. He
communicates forcefully and there is a strange charm about his statements but is not serious, only vicarious
hoopla.

6.

I am famous for the men in my life. Those men are likely to be powerful and my influence with them is
hidden. I am likely to public scandal because of my high social position and because too much is made of
my partnerships. I am likely to have battles of pride with men but mostly in word and they are not long
lasting. Discipline is important to me to keep from overdoing and thereby harming myself.

Elementary Mars keyword sentences (Continued)
7.
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An element of personality that is dashing and blended with a love quality that is more philosophical and
inclined toward style than passion. Energy that benefits and is enhanced by discipline and control as
exemplified in staunch friends. Equipoise and art can tame a drive and perhaps avert egotism via
sociability.

8.

She has an enormous passion ripe from past lives but hidden from the world. The passion can be easily
spent through a philosophy that desires are best dealt with by letting them flow which could be her undoing;
however, knowing herself through action, her ambitions and the drive to get to the top can prevent that.

9.

I have great personal pride and self-respect and I maintain by body through a philosophy of physical culture
which makes me desirable to potential lovers and even gives me a charisma. Throughout my passional
nature is an urge to go beyond myself to do things for others and it reflects into spirituality and manly
charm.

10.

Vivid vitality that is unpredictable and creative which communicates itself well but the irregularity of it
can dissipate energy through the practice of free love and other displacements of freedom by licentious
impulses. Perfecting identifications with male counterparts complete kinetic behavior in graphic
practicality.

11.

Pride of cosmic proportions contained in the subconscious that is kept from repression through tactical use
in bursts of energy. The inward containment of energy results in subliminal perfection that give him a
mystique not outwardly visible but of considerable power and hidden influence that extend beyond the
personal sphere—a pride larger than life from the underground.

12.

I give myself to men without restraint in passions which are as objective as things to me. I can put my
desires into mental forms or words that are objectified with a mystical clarity so clear that others can use
them for their own higher understanding. Nonetheless, my lovers lie to me and argue with me and I am
frustrated in all of my associations with young men.
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People whose charts are used for the Mars descriptive keyword sentences

1.

Tycho Brahe; Source: AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

2.

Ella Wheeler Wilcox; Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: XX

3.

James Cagney; Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: DD

4.

Wilma Rudolph: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: C

5.

Ed Gein: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

6.

Jackie Onassis: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: A

7.

Richard Koepsel: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

8.

Marlee Matlin: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: X

9.

Curtis Sliwa: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

10.

Katherine Hepburn: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

11.

Charles de Gaulle: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

12.

Billie Holiday: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

Uranus descriptive assignment
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Please try to write descriptive keyword sentences for the following astrological configurations. Descriptive means
only describing and not necessarily probing or explaining.
These configurations are taken from horoscopes of famous people who you may or may not know. Actually
fictitious configurations could be used just as well but they wouldn’t have the interest value or the sense of truth
about them. The people have been selected with little prejudgment. Many are entertainers only because that is a
likely common denominator of our experience. They are horoscopes with which this instructor is unfamiliar so we
are on equal footing except for experience. Use your textbook for keywords and examples. Enjoy yourself, begin to
appreciate people, and have faith in the genius within you.
In some cases there are more aspects to the Uranus, than those mentioned to keep it simple, in those cases only the
strongest aspects are used.
Write as many sentences as you like. The more you write the more you will become familiar with the medium.
For this assignment also start to create sentences that probe the deeper meaning of the combinations. Speculation,
provided it is not assumed to be automatically true, is a good way to give a vehicle for intuitive expression. Also
begin to write sentences that suggest means of using the combinations in positive, therapeutic ways because
eventually you will be called upon to help people and it is better to learn in exercises and not when entering into
people’s lives.
You can try to guess who the native is but that is extremely difficult unless you have an exceptional intuition.
1

- in E, 2nd J 0 in Q, 12th, & J 3 F 5 in T, 4th, & L 4 in U, 6th. [female]

2.

- in R, 7th J 6 in Y, 8th, & K 5 in U, 9th, & L 7 F = in I, 10th, & L 4 F ; in } , 3rd &
a 8 in P, 1st. [male]

3.

- F 0 in T, 9th J ; in U, 11th, & L = in O, 1st. [female]

4.

- F 4 in Y, 2nd J 5 in I, 5th, & K = in O, 5th. [male]

5.

- R in U, 6th a 6 F 0 in Q, 12th. [female]

6.

- in I, 2nd L 4 F = in R, 10th. [male]

7.

- in O, 3rd a 3 F 5 in E, 9th & 10th, respectively. [female]

8.

- R in P, 5th, L 6 F 8 in W, 9th. [male]

9.

- F 8 in {, 3rd & 4th, respectively L 7 in U, 11th. [female]

10.

- F 6 in }, 11th J 0 F 5 in W, 1st, & a = in Y, 5th. [male]

11.

- in Q, 2nd L 0 F 4 in R & T (0 in the 6th & 4 in the 7th). [female]

12.

- in W, 10th L ; in Y, 1st, & a 3 F 5 in I, 4th. [male]
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Elementary Uranus keyword sentences

I like to work with bright materials which carry energy. My intuitive consciousness and self-knowledge
through insight is intellectually bright. I have an intuitive feel for the stuff and the technique or method of
my work. I have a very well controlled creativity developed from deep in the past which is now ripe. The
best way for me to be helped is for me to self-consciously participate in the help activity and to appeal to
my extraordinary sense of feeling for things. My intuition is objective, and though my center of being is
mentally subjective, it does not mean that it is inaccurate; in fact, because it is based on carefully measured
intuition (and intuition is always objective), it is likely to be correct and provide an unique point of view
because of it.

2.

My intuition is practical and developed to a very high degree of perfection. I have a mystical feeling for
the outlook of others and this helps me to achieve my goals which I pursue aggressively and with divine
inspiration and enthusiasm, goals toward which I have an emotional obsession for power and position. My
intuition is not always understood correctly perhaps because I become overly optimistic and speculative
because of some crackpot theory. It is wiser for me to pursue objectives on the basis of sensible grounds
than on the basis of perhaps mistaken mental ideas.

3.

I have deep scholarly insight based on pinpoint facts which gives me power and influence among my
associates. I am sensitive to the general intellectual environment around me perhaps because I am willing
to share my insights. Though I am willing to explore unorthodox ideas and publish writings of a different
than ordinary nature, they are accepted because of the great care and caution I use in a strict focus on the
facts of the matter. In all matters spiritual, intuitive and scholarly I am exceedingly impersonal, and my
expressions are as though they came from a divinity and had no part in human consciousness.

Elementary Uranus keyword sentences (Continued)
4.
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My intuition is associated with a super-charged emotionality and it is likely to be confusing and lead to
misunderstanding. It is likely that I will have the intuitive impression that my apparent insights into these
emotions are as objective as objects, which could be true, because the weird, psychological expressions
might be in the expression itself because of a basic conflict between material and expressions based on that
same material. The best way to correct these errors or potential errors is to expand the impressions using
the mind to produce carefully delineated expressions. I could make an art form of confusion and
expression.

5.

I am likely to have a spontaneous, artistic creativity but it is likely to error or great irregularity so that I
might even be inverted in my insights. This tendency to unreliable understanding of intuitions could be
due to deeply ingrained emotional or love insecurity from the past which might even give me very unusual
attitudes about my loving femininity. It might be very difficult for me to discover the truth of this matter
because it is so deep and so dark and because, in my recalcitrant opinions, which seem like pure truth to
me, I might oppose clear insights. Being stuck on a seesaw of intransigence, I may persist in my emotional
blindness until illness forces me to light.

6.

My intuition is dry and droll and it is very much based in things of the senses, objects and perspectives that
are anything but other-worldly. Nonetheless, my insights are accompanied by images which are clear and
substantial, and so objective to the world that they are appealing to all of society. I am likely to sudden
influxes of cash as well as unexpected expenditures both due to my fame. I have a good vision of how to
make money but I may not be stable enough to hold on to it because of a notion that keeping it is not a
healthy thing to do with money. The correctness of this outlook on income and expenditure will probably
not matter because my position in society may indicate a perfect and regular flow of money.
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Elementary Uranus keyword sentences (Continued)

I have the creative temperament of an artist, a communicative artist, but I am likely to be an intense and
volatile prima dona and these tendencies are likely to be fueled by fame. I have a rebellious mind set that
this is how creative people are supposed to be, that famous and creative people have the license to do
whatever they wish, and it may even be done for the fans. These thoughts and individual impulses are
likely to be due to immaturity and one way to successfully work with them is to find balance with loving
counterparts or alter egos whose intuitions speak to me and counter my egoistic self-assertiveness.

8.

I may be a bit rebellious, renegade and iconoclastic in my creative expressions and in what I believe should
be given to the world, but I have an excellent creative intuition that is very unusual and that speaks to the
emotions of my audience and because of it, I am popular and am given great positivity by people who
accept my philosophy. This philosophy may be very broad in its strange inclusiveness, it may be accepted
in academic circles, and it is likely to be almost giddy in its sense of humor. Because Venus is in a different
sign from the Sun, this aesthetic expresses my emotional nature more than it expresses my basic, central,
inner nature.

9.

Though seeming subjective, my intuitions and positive speculations are extremely broad and universal.
They are impersonally expressed with benign pride and vigor that is heartfelt. My philosophy about things
done for their own sake is sanguine and is based in a spirited dynamism and much of it is learned in the
action itself. I improve in the art of perfecting, especially perfecting interactions with others. My
intuitions flow best and I am most likely to be free of the subjectivity of them when I am working with
noble, energetic friends. Intuition and creative impulses come to me when I am communicating
expansively.

Elementary Uranus keyword sentences (Continued)
10.
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I can express and create about very specific things without training but I benefit greatly by carefully
thinking things out and seeing them in my environment, and in doing this, I disprove the false notion that
spontaneous creativity cannot coexist with education and careful mental deliberation. I do have to be
careful about accepting superstitions that confuse me and I have to be careful about idle, fantasy imaginings
that are like wishes or pipe dreams. The best way for me to keep from psyching myself out or drifting
away in dreams is to verbalize everything very carefully. With practice I can reflect all varieties of intuitive
experience, even very rare ones, into clear, open distinctions.

11.

I have archetypal intuitions about the nature of things and I try to share them as a definite service, which
activity triangulates or stabilizes my intuitions that I feel in my emotions. If I can form an image that
expresses my insights, an image that I can share with others, I can avoid the tendency to misrepresent
intuitions which can’t be completely delineated by trying to explain them with uncertain knowledge.
The best way to deal with inexplicable insights is not to consider them as things in themselves apart from
external reality, but to try to put them to use because in function the light of truth finds objectification and
delineation.

12.

I am startlingly famous for my wondrously strange mental and personal interpretations of things that are
very subjective and peculiar to my mental psychology. Because of having to live with myself as being so
different and so opposite to the way society looks at things, I may tend to be metastable or unstable and it
is only by an act of will that I can stabilize my emotions and my reactions to the environment to bring the
best out of myself—this is best done in intimate environs where I can feel at home. I may be a case of
someone becoming so subjective that I have societal appeal for insights derived in private, but things must
be carried out to perfection and individual satisfaction to avoid the neurotic dithering and quirkiness.
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New Descriptive Exercises People whose charts are used for the Uranus descriptive keyword sentences

1.

Mary Cassatt : Source: AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

2.

Napoleon Bonaparte: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: A

3.

Elaine Pagels: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

4.

Pedro Almodovar: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: A

5.

Gertrude Stein: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: B

6.

W. C. Fields : Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: B

7.

Mariah Carey: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: X

8.

Max Ernst: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

9.

Helen Hayes : Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: DD

10.

W. H. Auden : Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: DD

11.

Lady Bird Johnson: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: B

12.

Bobby Short : Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

Neptune descriptive assignment
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Please try to write descriptive keyword sentences for the following astrological configurations. Descriptive means
only describing and not necessarily probing or explaining.
These configurations are taken from horoscopes of famous people who you may or may not know. Actually
fictitious configurations could be used just as well but they wouldn’t have the interest value or the sense of truth
about them. The people have been selected with little prejudgment. Many are entertainers only because that is a
likely common denominator of our experience. They are horoscopes with which this instructor is unfamiliar so we
are on equal footing except for experience. Use your textbook for keywords and examples. Enjoy yourself, begin to
appreciate people, and have faith in the genius within you.
In some cases there are more aspects to the Neptune than those mentioned to keep it simple, in those cases only the
strongest aspects are used.
Write as many sentences as you like. The more you write the more you will become familiar with the medium.
For this assignment also start to create sentences that probe the deeper meaning of the combinations. Speculation,
provided it is not assumed to be automatically true, is a good way to give a vehicle for intuitive expression. Also
begin to write sentences that suggest means of using the combinations in positive, therapeutic ways because
eventually you will be called upon to help people and it is better to learn in exercises and not when entering into
people’s lives.
You can try to guess who the native is but that is extremely difficult unless you have an exceptional intuition.
1

= F 7 in E, 11th J 6 in T, 12th, & a 4 F 0 in O, 5th. [male]

2.

= F 8 in R, 12th K 5 in Q, 10th, & L - in I, 5th. [female]

3.

= F ; F 4 in T, 5th K 5 in W, 2nd. [male]

4.

= in Y, 7th K 7 F 8 in W, 3rd, & L 3 in W, 2nd, & a - in {, 12th. [female]

5.

= in U, 3rd K 3 in P, 6th, & J 0 in O, 5th. [male]

6.

= in I, 3rd L 7 in }, 7th, & L - in R, 11th. [female]

7.

= F 0 in O, 3rd J 7 in {, 5th, & J ; in U, 1st, & K - in Y, 11th. [male]

8.

= in P, 3rd, J ; F 5 I, 12th, & K 6 in U, 11th. [female]

9.

= in {, 2nd K ; in W, 5th, & J 6 in O, 11th, & a 7 in T, 8th. [male]

10.

= F 8 in }, 3rd K 4 in O, 11th. [female]

11.

= in Q, 11th J - in E, 12th, & J 8 in {, 8th, & a 3 F 6 in U 5th. [male]

12.

= F 4 in W, 5th J 0 F - in R, 7th, & L 7 in Y, 9th, & a 6 in I, 11th. [female]
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Elementary Neptune keyword sentences

I have an intense spiritual energy. This energy may be intermittent and fluctuate up and down according to
whether I express it freely or frustrate its expression in dark psychological states. It is possible to
transform these states into something positive or to offset them by having someone to love intensely and
lastingly, someone who can care for me from behind the scenes. Perhaps this intense energy is a form of
spiritual, altruistic enthusiasm like that encouraged in the mystery schools but, in any case, it does not seem
wise to become too personal or to be competitively impersonal if I want to have a forward going
spirituality.

2.

My spirituality is very broad and positive. It is stable and preserved in my inner being but it may be seen
materialistically. I have mental and psychological blocks, perhaps because I recall psychological
experiences inwardly, which may be some kind of a destiny fixation from past lives. My mind is open and
objective in its freedom but my soul state is fixated in opinion and there is danger of psychological
self-undoing if I cannot release myself from boxing myself in a materialistic prison. The best hope for
release and freedom lies in sublimating in expression, perhaps literary expression, in form, that is without
restraint.

3.

I try to control my psychological and emotional states, perhaps obsessively. I try to do this with my
concrete mind but by entering into it I am subject to confusion, illusion and a general psych-emotional
struggle. One of the illusions centers on the conflict between income and entertainment and, since there are
so many sides to the issue, it may not be easy to break the illusion and know exactly what is true. I do
seem to get into a repetitive tape in my mind which amounts to a blocked indecision in which I can be
very unsure and vacillating. I get lost easily. The best thing that I can do with the situation is to never
assume that anything is true, no matter how much it seems so, until I have checked it out numerous times
and have weighed it against objective evidence. If accepted, it can be a good source of amusement for me.

Elementary Neptune keyword sentences (continued)
4.
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If I use objective standards to know myself, I can come to very good psychological self-understanding by
seeing myself through the eyes of others. However, if I make broad, daring assumptions about my
psychology on the basis of excited emotions because the things I say and write about myself sound good, I
am likely to wide, wild ideas that are probably not true. They key to the solution of this dilemma lies
with the intuition that not only apparently indicates the truth of something but also a reason why it is true, a
reason which can be tested. If I develop a hubris because of my public image, I am likely to illusion, but if
I am humble about my self, things come through with self-evident simplicity.

5.

My knowledge-oriented intuitions seem to come from my heart. If I am careful, judicious and control my
intuitions, they can be very penetrating and are excellent for my education, practical and general, but if the
way I see myself becomes too bound up with my practice of taking things apart and degrading them, I may
have an image of myself that is false which could lead to strange methods of doing things. My ability to
hold my intuitive consciousness steady until it is productive of truth that seems almost perfect is my
best asset in my inner psychology. Glamour about my inmost being is probably my worst psychological
trait.

6.

My spirituality seems perfect because it unifies both kinds of intuition, that which instantly knows the truth
and that which makes connections with other truths that can be checked. There is no doubt about my
intuition because it is not only clear but it is forceful and it raises enthusiasm within my being. My
spirituality is likely to be manifest in interactions with others as equals such as brothers and sisters, my
partners and my friends. One of the qualities about my spirituality is its practicality which is down to
earth and materially demonstrable. I am most likely to be intuitive when I am actively doing things,
especially when I am doing things for others and for the general public. One of the only potential problems
with my occult spirituality is that things come too easily and for that I may not appreciate it enough.
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Elementary Neptune keyword sentences (continued)

My alchemical (transformative) spirituality can be pivotal with pinpoint accuracy and balanced
communicability but it can also be depressive if control of my intuition becomes to severe. The thing that
most defines my spirituality is its association with power and energy, power from a robust will that seems
to exude from my personality and energy in the form of pride that I can give to others which is very
edifying. The danger in my spirituality is that I may feel so good in the spiritual stream of energy that I may
be carelessly lead astray by my friends, suffer accidents and other trying conditions which are the
consequence of not being able to jibe both kinds of intuition, neither of which can be denied.

8.

The knowledge oriented intuition, for better or worse, is involved in sex. On one hand, the mind in
retreat situations can be held single-pointedly on one thing by the power of will until she tunes in and the
super-knowledge begins to flow expansively and reflectively seemingly without end. On the other hand,
her desires and a heart-felt wish to love that may be unfulfilled might lead her to fantasy, even lurid fantasy,
which she can mentally understand and even take advantage of while feeling blocked in its attainment—
fantasy by nature is usually unattainable because of its retreat from forward-going imagination. She
intuitively understands the power of sexual energy and can mentally utilize it provided she does not swoon.

9.

Spirituality can be value oriented in high idealism in the face of conflicts with power which try to snuff it
and murderous treacheries including assassination provided it is well-founded in altruistic love and a higher
vision of sharing. Spiritual responsibility provides an anchorage where aspiration might cause it to float
away were it not for occult threats and repeated violent opposing actions which could cause the spiritual
stance to become habitually and fixedly defensive and counter attacking so the spirituality must always
appeal to the finesse and grace born of gentle love for its strength and subtle inspiration to spiritual equality
and the more delicate elements of the higher life.

Elementary Neptune keyword sentences (continued)
10.
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She has a very broad spiritual outlook on things that can be communicated because it is contained from
becoming overblown and out of proportion. In her poetic spirituality she struggles with the differences
between well defined ideas and balanced images which tend to build on each other. She wants a love with
no bounds and ideas that are succinct. Her almost superstitious fancies are air drawn and utopian but her
practical communication skills ground them and neither state is pleasant to her. Spiritual perfection in
images and the rigors of pragmatic communication will be an ongoing struggle as she acts on her intuition.

11.

Aloof visions in extremely lofty, other-worldly, infinite utopias characterize his spirituality. He has
amazing ideals which are a consequence of intuitive and ideational experiences wherein he tries to solve
universal spiritual problems intuitively and to bring them across the threshold of consciousness using
abstract ideas of the highest order. His image of himself is more personal and it is concerned with
individual or personal love are pitted against the higher principles in ways in which he may develop
deluded interpretations of the transcendent experience, which interpretations become inverted and
personalized. He sets himself against spirit and he does so with intense love and devotion.

12.

Superlative imagination of all sorts bordering on, if not into, clairvoyance yet tinged with fantasy born of
wishes and of love. Imagination that is not happenstance but born of careful control and raw creativity,
both quite stable and both done for the sake of others. A spiritual and intuitive consciousness basically
undimmed by preference for either type of intuition, hence spiritual transparency. Spiritual understanding
infusing images which may be other-worldly but comprehensible in the way that a picture is worth a
thousand words. The truth of spiritual experiences comes out in their expression because there is a desire to
do things for others and for the all even though that may be slightly romanticized. Vision in form and
feeling.
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Charts are used for the Neptune descriptive keyword sentences

1.

Alois Alzheimer; Source: AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

2.

Virginia Woolf; Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: B

3.

Jack Benny; Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: C

4.

Adelle Davis: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: B

5.

Christian Barnard: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: DD

6.

Lily Tomlin: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

7.

Christopher Reeve: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: A

8.

Madonna: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

9

Ali Baha’U’llah: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: B

10.

Emily Dickenson: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: B

11.

John Calvin: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: DD

12.

Mabel Collins: Source AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: C

Pluto Descriptive Assignment
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Please try to write descriptive keyword sentences for the following astrological configurations. Descriptive means
only describing and not necessarily probing or explaining.
These configurations are taken from horoscopes of famous people who you may or may not know. Actually
fictitious configurations could be used just as well but they wouldn’t have the interest value or the sense of truth
about them. The people have been selected with little prejudgment. Many are entertainers only because that is a
likely common denominator of our experience. They are horoscopes with which this instructor is unfamiliar so we
are on equal footing except for experience. Use your textbook for keywords and examples. Enjoy yourself, begin to
appreciate people, and have faith in the genius within you.
In some cases there are more aspects toPluto than those mentioned to keep it simple, in those cases only the
strongest aspects are used.
Write as many sentences as you like. The more you write the more you will become familiar with the medium.
For this assignment also start to create sentences that probe the deeper meaning of the combinations. Speculation,
provided it is not assumed to be automatically true, is a good way to give a vehicle for intuitive expression. Also
begin to write sentences that suggest means of using the combinations in positive, therapeutic ways because
eventually you will be called upon to help people and it is better to learn in exercises and not when entering into
people’s lives.
You can try to guess who the native is but that is extremely difficult unless you have an exceptional intuition.
1

; in E, 7th J - in Q, 5th, & K 6 in }, 4th, & L 3 in {,3rd. [female]

2.

; in R, 7th K 3 in U, 10th, & K 0 in Q, 4th. [male]

3.

; in T, 11th K 7 in I, 3rd, & a - in {, 5th. [female]

4.

; in Y, 10th K 7 in E, 8th, & L 0 F 4 in P, 2nd & 3rd respectively, a 8 in }, 4th. [male]

5.

; in U, 8th K 7 in R, 5th. [female]

6.

; in I, 7th L 0 F 6 in R, 3rd, & K 4 F 5 in T, 4th & 5th respectively, & J = in P, 9th. [male]

7.

; in O, 2nd J 7 in U, 12th, & J Asc in {, 4th. [female]

8.

; in P, 1st, K 5 in U, 9th, & L 8 in W, 4th, & L = in Y, 9th. [male]

9.

; in {, 6th, L = in U, 3rd, K - in W, 10th. [female]

10.

; in }, 2nd K 3F6 in E, 5th, & L 4 in I, 10th. [male]

11.

; in Q, 1st J = in W, 2nd, & K 5 in O, 9th, & L 3 in O, 8th. [female]

12.

; in W, 4th J 5 in R, 7th, & L 7 in P, 1st, & K = in T, 8th. [male]
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Elementary Pluto keyword sentences

I am a strong self-willed individual and in that strength I can be very creative. Because of my strength of
will I am likely to marry a man with power and dignity if I marry at all. Any courtship might be odd and
the relationship to children quite unique. If I do not marry it is due to the fact that I have earthy, lurid love
obsessions, perhaps one including my father, which might block marriage by absorbing my will in keeping
them subterranean. All of this might be grist for the mill of creation feeding both my interest in autobiographical communication and romanticized expression. I might be too strong of will and self-actualized
to even corroborate with others because for me creation is very much of an individual activity.

2.

He is likely to fame but not necessarily because of his bright spirits but more likely because of the darkness
of his disposition. He is likely to be pigheadedly stubborn and uncooperative and is cold enough to marry
for fame, favor or because of some morbid attitude of fate with regard to his father or the absence of his
father. No matter what his goal in life it will seem impossible to change and it will feel like he is fighting
city hall with no chance to win. His obsessiveness and dogged negativity make him vulnerable to almost
any kind of chronic condition and he might self-consciously come to identify himself with negativity.

3.

Powerful, reactionary friends opposed to idealistic, revolutionary schools of thought and squared off with
uncontrolled men who make sudden, lurch exertions in word and deed spell excruciating, unpredictable
and unbalanced experiences in life. All expressions of will are likely to be minimal, not sustained,
wavering, and sudden change—the active forces in life are stronger than the regulating forces in this life
and being. Volition, aloof and mental, is too removed to control volatile mental attitudes, perhaps because it
tends to work indirectly or in inversion and is too much based in conflict, violent, explosive conflict.

Elementary Pluto keyword sentences (continued)
4.
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I could become famous for an emotional (perhaps masochistic) obsession for fascistic preoccupation with
power that I might prejudicially feel is benign because it works in my personal life. My will is best applied
to controlling my emotions with heavy-handed but perfectly seamless insistency. I tend to apply my will
best with women (who I associate with emotion) because with men I have an overweening, masculine
pride and I tend to try to force matters with them; besides, I am prone to feel that women are meant to be
controlled anyway. Most of my obsessive pride is manifest in struggles unseen by the world and secret
ambitions and inward repressions may intensify my inner battles.

5.

She tends to fight with men in battles of will. She probably sees young men as petulant children that she
can control because she has the advantage of stealth. It could also be that they try to control her because
she carries herself a with regal bearing that challenges their masculinity. In either case, her life with men,
especially young men, is likely to be filled with trials and tribulations and it will be productive of ongoing
responsibilities, both overt and covert. It is a measure of her potential, her potency, for her to carry herself
with pride and dignity and to sustain that attitude in whatever adversity.

6.

Will-sustained inspiration can lead to very enduring love in all personal matters of sharing but it is just as
likely to be blocked and diverted into absolute dishonesty and chicanery. The simple quest for power of all
degrees of manifestation can lead to unprincipled and mentally devious thinking, some of which is
instinctive and obsessive, and some of which is an indelible faith in lying. Though there is positive promise
in love and it provides opportunities for perfection there is an emotional attachment and fixed fascination
with the mental fabrication of untruths—emotional security used as a bedrock platform for forays into the
unstable land of untruth. Perhaps mother-father conflicts and arguments become subconsciously implanted
in memory images and are strong enough to thwart the enduring experience of love.
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Elementary Pluto keyword sentences (continued)

I have a way of using my will to find a center of balance which allows me to manipulate, reflect and control
energy which could be productive of wealth, and that will result in stable income at least. This centering
for equipoise is more inward than outward, it is a spiritual activity and I am likely to see energy as a
inner force more than something external that I control. My position in life and the potential that I have is
more a matter of family or genetics than usual and it seems that I have earned it as a result of strong
applications in the past before I was born. I have faith in the power of financial balance of income and
outlay.

8.

His power is personal and can be sensed in his intense personal bearing. His power is also spiritual and
its physical expression is well founded in spiritual consciousness. His personal magnetism is a
consequence of giving from a subconscious positivity. His personal potency and influence are more a
matter of his emotions than of his mentality or individuality. His love seems absolute and participates in
his influential potency. He asks impossible, mind-boggling questions of a speculative, theoretical nature
and he persists in seeking answers but, since he is so emotionally secure, it does not interfere with his
emotional fluency. He may stump himself mentally but he will continue to love and will not lose faith or
scrimp on love.

9.

Will integrated with spirituality in practical ways pitted against emotionally erratic eccentricity that acts out
in unacceptable ways in society. A peremptory attitude about authority that is over-stimulated so that it is
disruptive to willful control of an otherwise perfected spirituality. A drama or struggle played out on levels
away from the more concrete experience, a spiritual awareness not well founded in mundane things. A
potency more theoretical than actual that seems potentially useful and insightful but may be more in spirit
than in body.

Elementary Pluto keyword sentences (continued)
10.
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I find strength in the power inherent in things of nurture and protection such as nature images or maternal
figures which are sensible; however, in my fondness for such objectification, I might try to identify with it
force or some kind of love obsession. Seen another way, the struggle between objectivity and speculation
as regarding self control or the power of love can be resolved or emotionally transformed through material
symbols as objectives that give general perspective. Though I might have a successful career I will still
fight with myself about being able to assert my will with regard to children, love and daring expressions.
These self-blocked battles of will are troubling to financial stability.

11.

Her will is spiritually derived, very much under self-control andis out there for all of the world to see. Her
will also derives from some unseen source and its character more of airy finesse that of brute strength, she
strives to personally promote the power of fairness and grace. She does struggle mentally with thought
about absolute justice and some theological questions about which she would like to be arbitrary but her
inner dedication to equality and egalitarian principles is likely to prevail, from the magnitude of her
personal power behind them if for no other reason. Though she is an individual of strong will, the will
be put into intellectual and cultural interests.

12.

Mentally directed will which directs intense creative energies with passion to actively change the world of
the immediate environment or the body; transformation. A will that works with unseen emotional power
to control obvious outer energies. A will which works, not always successfully, with arcane, occult forces.
A mind set by the will that never gives up until some kind of solution that can be shared is found. A
fascination with unseen things that, if controlled with subtle discipline, can drive passional energies that
can change the personality and the world. The mind must reflectively direct the will lest it get itself into
trouble with confused, seeming understandings that are perhaps both arbitrary and subjective.
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People whose charts are used for the Pluto descriptive keyword sentences

1.

Louisa May Alcott: Source: AstroDatabase, Rodden Rating: AA

2.

Samuel Taylor Coleridge: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: C

3.

Anastasia: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: B

4.

Yokio Mishima: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: A

5.

Ivana Trump: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: A

6.

Niccolo Machiavelli: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: B

7.

Lindsay Davenport: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: X

8.

Johann von Goethe : Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: B

9.

Marie Antoinette : Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: A

10.

William Wordsworth: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: B

11.

Queen Elizabeth 1: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: AA

12.

Robert Fludd: Source: AstroDatabase Rodden Rating: C

New variety assignment number one

New Variety Exercises
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For the following complex combination write as many keyword sentences as you can.The object is to school yourself in variety so that, when looking at a chart, you don’t always look at it the same way. There will be times when
you will have to dig deeply to find the correct interpretation for a combination because people are very creative
about their lives; they don’t always do the same things with the same combinations that others do.
1.

= F ; in T, 10th; both K 0 in I, 1st, and both L 4 in O, 2nd, and both L 8 in Q, 5th
(this is a air sign grand L) ( I is rising) [female]
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First variety example

First some variety sentences to look at simple positionings from intentionally diverse viewpoints to open up as
many viewpoints as possible, focussing description and interpretation can come later after one has intuitively hit on
something.
The following sentences are for Neptune in Gemini and the 10th.
1.

I may become famous for something unusual.

2.

I may get spooked by society.

3.

I am socially sensitive and nervously sensitive in general.

4.

My psychology might be quite variable.

5.

I might have a bizarre intellectual perspective on things.

6.

The double standards of government might seem foreign to me.

7.

I have an uncanny sense for gossip, duplicity, irregularity and other dissembling activities surrounding
scandal.

8.

I have mental compassion learned from my dominant parent.

9.

I have rare deductive subtlety in matters of protocol.

10.

Loquacious strangers in officialdom arouse my detached interest.

11.

I can pick up lying treachery and comprehend its aims and ends in my mind.

12.

I am factual about composing structure.

The following sentences are for Pluto in Gemini and the 10th.
13.

I influence or I am influenced mentally by powerful people in high places.

14.

I discipline my flexible reasoning to attain my ends.

15.

I am magnetically drawn to premeditated motivations of chthonian authorities.

16.

By will I can control my diffidence and vacillation to attain mastery or superior position.

17.

I might attain my literary ends by poison or bigoted lying.

18.

I might be paralyzed or august in formal situations but by controlling my nerves by volition I can
overcome.

19.

My profound cognition and cogitation can transmute or disintegrate regulations or parameters.

First variety example (continued)
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20.

Huge organizations or syndicates of diverse or inconsistent composition do much for my tough mentality.

21.

Thinking about guilt or perverse shame could make me famous or notorious.

22.

Zeal and desire can overwhelm and fixate inconsistent and flickering attitudes to attain success.

23.

Neutral and ruthless mental attitudes and instincts can bring out social conscience and social influence.

24.

Dexterous and versatile noncooperation and rebellion to status and pretense.

When one encounters two very different planets in a house one can first get a feel of them individually and then
synthesize as with this case of Neptune and Pluto.
25.

Concentration of will and psychological knowledge looking at a variety of sides of an issue of social
importance.

26.

Penetration by thought of the deep, dark psychic motivations for fame, power or position.

27.

Unifying knowledge and authority to administer mental information without being arbitrary.

28.

Purifying a fickle thinking by unifying insistent volition with supernatural understanding of hierarchy.

29.

Combining megalomanic obsession with decadent fascination to assemble schemes to extend to objectives.

30.

Cool to cold indifference melded with passive vagueness defines notoriety and illusions and lies about it.

31.

Holding stable super-conscious connections of facts points to profound fame.

32.

Literary professionalism, indifferent and unusual, breaks through to universal success.

33.

Probing indefinite and changeable but arbitrary and misleading societal standards.

34.

The ability to hold and control a sensitive instrumentality allows verbalization and delineation for
communicating institutional preferment or indistinguishable popular illusions concerning power.

In the following sentences it is back to the drawing board for exploratory research of the possibilities of Saturn in
Virgo and the 1st house.
35.

Excellence in discriminating critical details in the environment.

36.

Picky mental resistance to new beginnings and first impressions.

37.

Isolation in a dirty environment leads to obvious worry.

38.

A slow maturation in early childhood leads to premature intellectual development that separates.
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First variety example (continued)

39.

Carefully chosen words and definitions lead to tact and conservative appearances.

40.

Nervous deductions about external images but sound observations in efficient concentration.

41.

A hard, wiry body off to a slow start but with great longevity due to strict hygiene provided there is
sufficient roughage to avoid dry binding from concentrated foods.

42,

A good sense of a personal history which, though inhibited, gives good foresight and analysis.

43,

Enslaved by fear from direct experiences in the past she is humbly austere in old age.

44,

Somber judgment about words and calculation of externals allow me to control the moment.

45,

Old deposits on bone awaken severe awareness of my body, arthritis.

46,

Contracting bureaucracy to a minimum and economizing systems is something I can learn on the job.

Then it is back to combining the new information from Saturn to synthesize the square of it with the planets
in the 10th house that have already been unified
47,

I am prone to mental blocks due to a dark and heavy psychology.

48,

I can build will through adversity but I must overcome thoughts that give the illusion of impossibility.

49,

I see bad things in the world and I am likely to believe they are due to social structure.

50,

I had a hard childhood perhaps because I was raised by older people who had fundamentalist or other
severe spiritual views.

51,

Depression may be a way of life for me and it may build on itself causing me to see and believe in more
morbid things.

52,

I am sensitive to dishonesty and I find it everywhere especially among powerful people in high places.

53,

In darkness there is mystery and even more in macabre intrigue and if high society is involved it almost
has a corner on curiosity about the unknown.

54,

Failure or the thought of failure is a constant test or measure of my personality especially if I coordinate it
with power of the fickle opinion of the world and its elite.

55,

Psychological stress and feeling mentally boxed in and controlled by those above me is detrimental to my
body and its health.

56,

I have an impeccable sense of logical structure especially when it comes to detecting mental fraud and
motives for black schemes and the source of sorrows which I almost cannot bear.

First variety example (continued)
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Then it is again back to the drawing board to explore for possible meanings for the Moon in Libra and the 4th.
57,

Finances fluctuate according to moods which might have many ups and downs.

58,

Relations with her mother might be a matter of etiquette and social responsibility.

59,

Objects of art as bridges to pictorial imagery.

60,

Airy intellectual matter may dry out my emotional nature and perhaps destabilize it.

61,

Maternal responsibility may be handled tastefully with grace and diffuse mirth.

62,

Foundations of things for me have to be based on elegant or luxurious delicacy.

63,

Instinctive evaluation of sharing of material goods.

64,

Emotional reserves provided there is equipoise, else they are spent vapidly.

65,

An emotional sense of perfection and persuasion in compositions and other end products.

66,

A desire for very delicate, feminine merchandise and fancy decorations that are nonetheless homey.

67,

Sympathy for others and feelings of compensation with in an outlook of rapid change indicate little
tendency to save.

68,

A tasteful matronly way with wealth that might seem aimless or trivial to those with less taste.

Once again it is time to synthesize with the conjunction in the 10th house which is a hinge on which all other
planets in the general aspect complex rotate.
69,

A magnificent capacity for imagination but perhaps not visual imagination but imagination in the nature
of human character.

70,

Professional success in terms of both a variety of honors and rich personal reward.

71,

An unusual perfection combining both the standards of psychological complexity and the substance of
lyrical emotional simplicity.

72,

A unique perspective of strange but powerful drives to ambition and their fulfillment in objectification in
sentimental luxuries and other fine objects.

73,

Rare unusual control of even the most subtle and vague emotions in an oscillating atmosphere of attitude,
which control may be due a cool mental attitude, a strong will, or perfect attunement to social ends.
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First variety example (continued)

74.

A creative understanding of deep, arcane, spiritual activities that always seem to be changing or something
different by seeing their simple products with the eyes of another.

75,

Synthesis of higher psycho-mental objectives with basic, well-judged objects to approach complete
understanding.

76,

An ability to see how the dartk, heavy, baroque doings in supposedly high society can be seen in simple
desires for things that are seen daily.

77,

Knowledge of how power of will held steady in even unstable public scrutiny with an eye to magical or
psychologically seeming magic can artfully resolve itself into artful, emotional productivity or cultural
things.

78,

Beautiful things evoking productive of cherished emotions become refined into deep, psychologically
meaningful, cultural standards, or compositions of the variety of societal values.

Then it is again back to the drawing board, this time to search for possible meanings for the Jupiter in Aquarius and
the 5th house.
79,

Universal, generous giving or out-pouring with indifference.

80,

An abstract mind with innovative ideas well-suited for education or expression.

81,

Unconventional and unpredictable but good children may be the brightest spot in this life.

82,

Success in courtships might be due to treating potential lovers indifferently as one does a hobby.

83,

She loves celebration and entertainment but it is all high-minded good clean and innocent fun, let’s laugh.

84,

A positive, open-minded willingness to take a chance, speculate or gamble on the basis of a belief in the
goodness of humanity.

85,

Enlargement of ideas to infinity is productive of relaxation and general amiability.

86,

Enlargement or dilation to extravagance or indulgence with revolutionary or bohemian tinges.

87,

Her spouse’s friends could be humanitarian and edifying but also preemptive and bombastic.

88,

Enjoyment in theaters or exhibitions that are scientific, humanitarian or creative are mind-opening and
conducive to benevolent notions.

89,

A tendency to overdo or exaggerate carried to absurd and hilarious nonsense are a danger in pleasures.

90,

Unregulated or releasing activities of an experimental, psychological or transparently intellectual nature,
if sustained, lead to abundant opportunities and open me to an attitude for giving even more.

First variety example (continued)
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Once again it is time to synthesize with the conjunction in the 10th house which is a hinge on which all other
planets in the general aspect complex rotate, this time with Jupiter.

91,

Playful abstract conjecture resolves into understandings of the variety of deep, psychological attitudes
people express in their ambitions.

92,

In my generous, intellectual out-pourings I can preserve spiritual ideals for the good for all of society.

93,

I can be a masterful teacher with a rare and unusual positivity and sustained desire to give in an atmosphere
of change and impersonal uncertainty.

94,

A variety of socially powerful people with a taste for the unusual will uplift me because of my amiable,
humane and grateful attitude.

95,

The objective parent who controls my childhood with an iron hand and who also has unusual notions about
education inclines me toward a secondary education in which I thrive and fosters all of my grand
expressiveness.

96,

Rigorous mental impressionism, rigorous enough to break through to unusual and perhaps eerie thought,
lead to an intellectual perfection in projecting universal ideas in a human-oriented, benefic endowment.

97,

Through unlimited abstraction displayed openly she can triangulate the different strata of society and use
intelligence to penetrate the psychology and motivation of seemingly occult things, even though those
things are before the world for all to see.

98,

A masterful control of the psyche along with and the perspective from above allow her to let loose
outbursts of humor in otherwise staid society.

99,

Officials with their hard cold official ways that are actually absurd and vulnerable to psychological
question can be exposed by abstracting them, exaggerating them and presenting or exposing them.

100,

Because of a strong social position with a quality of spirituality, and a great variety of social experience,
there is an obligation to teach and, perhaps, edify but certainly give my perfected synthesis of life
with celebrant gusto that seems without end.

Then there is the need to add in the trine of Jupiter and the moon between Aquarius and Libra and the 5th and
2nd houses.
101,

I am very free and generous with my emotions, which are rarely personal.

102,

Relating to possessions with light emotionality allows me to be wisely generous, especially with children.

103,

I realize that humor is an emotional feeling and that allows me to exaggerate that sense of feeling by
intellectual means and eventually perfect it to hilarity but it will always be light and airy.
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104.

I am not likely to worry about deposits or to try to determine the material worth of them, as long as the
bank statement balances, I am happy and that happiness could result in wealth with a little fluctuation.

105.

Emotional ownership of another human is a concept I can see through because I have humanitarian, good
feelings toward all people and approve of humanity too much to contain human love.

106.

Investment and speculation find satisfaction in each other and because of a light attitude about both I can
succeed abundantly in both.

107,

Applying imagination to human nature, especially shared human nature, as my raw material I can create
harmoniously and refine lofty principles with which to educate.

108.

I am likely to be very liberal, forgiving and impersonal as a parent and I will have great but not excessive
pride in my children and they should feel good about themselves as human beings as a consequence.

109.

If wealth is an indicator of success, I am likely to feel successful because I feel wealthy, but wealth is much
an idea as a commodity, an ideal which I evaluate in human or intellectual terms.

110.

I estimate the worth of people in terms of how they emotionally and idealistically relate to each other, and
love, individual and altruistic, is the thing I value most and most want to give.

There should be sentences synthesizing the entire grand trine but the instructor did not have time for that. Instead
some sentences will be given looking at the entire pattern, square and grand trine.
111.

From early childhood I have had dark and fearful attitudes about life and this has caused me to see all of
social structure as being based on doubt, and dishonesty but when I evaluate these dark, deceptive and
distorted archetypes and when I express my ideas about them, I become very positive about the hope for the
human condition through idealism.

112.

Understanding aims, ends and objectives and the motives behind them is key to professional success and
even fame; if I box myself in by negativity all I will see in the world are dark selfish things and I will
see society as a hierarchy of deceit and other hidden bad motives; if I balance my character by fostering my
responsibilities and give instead of taking, I will have an extremely positive view of humanity and social
structure that is testable.

113.

I am reaching elemental perfection in all stages of intellectual experience, i.e. I learn contrast by seeing
it psychologically in the upper strata of society and their consistencies and inconsistencies; I learn
comparison by nurturing aesthetic evaluation of objects, and I learn knowledge of wholes by abstracting
from things I see in children.

114.

Though I may begin by having negative thoughts about myself, possibly built in by my objective parent, I
can develop very good thoughts and feelings about my situation by being productive and responsible in
changing material conditions and by relaxing and accepting and giving to others without stint. Such actions
develop respect in one’s self and pride founded in social standards.

First variety example (continued)
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115.

There are checks and balances in my overall character in that I have a complete view of my
mental-emotional perfection so that I do not become unbalanced no matter how positive or famous I might
become, and in that I have sufficient doubt and skepticism to test and measure all of my positive notions
against very exacting social standards and seeing if they meet the scientific rigors of the external, material
world.

116.

Though I might have been psychologically terrorized by my parents and social higher-ups, I am not likely
to pass it on to my children because I always remember my negative childhood experiences in a way that
when seen in perspective, it makes me want to be optimistic and generous with my own children—I am
positive about human things which are not just mental which things cause me to shudder.

117.

All of these things, positive or negative, are more directly influential in my personal sphere of activity such
as my finances, my children, and my own younger years but they are all brought into perspective when seen
with respect to things of the world, things of society, where they are fused into higher spiritual standards
that give objectivity to the attributes of my character for better or for worse but most likely for the better.
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For the following complex combination write as many keyword sentences as you can. The object is to school yourself in variety so that, when looking at a chart, you don’t always look at it the same way. There will be times when
you will have to dig deeply to find the correct interpretation for a combination because people are very creative
about their lives; they don’t always do the same things with the same combinations that others do.
1.

4 in I, 1st

K 6 in T, 10th & J 5 in Y, 11th & a = in W, 7th

At the same time 5 is also L = ; & 7 is in U, 11th J 6 in T, 10th
[male]
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First some variety sentences to look at simple positions from intentionally diverse viewpoints to open up as
many viewpoints as possible, focussing description and interpretation can come later after one has intuitively hit on
something.
The following sentences are for Moon in Virgo and the 1st house.
1.

My personality might seem like that of a fussy woman.

2.

I intellectualize on images of the external world.

3.

Mothering in infancy and early childhood foster perfectionism and my mentality.

4.

Restless, aimless, changeable emotional discomfort due to critical opinions.

5.

Fragmented or particular feelings and emotional sensitivity to the without.

6.

Dust and water produce muddy impressions even though I want to be correct.

7.

Primitive or psychic acute experiences result in thoughtful introspection.

8.

First impressions receive both virgin acceptance and critical negation.

9.

My outward appearances might seem brooding and pensive.

10.

My sentiments are in the present even though things might be tedious and tense.

11.

Even though I might like dry foods I don’t have to worry about lack of fluidity.

12.

The feminine in my surroundings is important and helps me to be smooth instead of hesitant.

The following sentences are for Venus in Gemini and the 10th.
13.

My profession might be a matter of beauty or ornamentation.

14.

Love might be shallow and fickle due to ambition.

15.

Those above me move me to be variably receptive.

16.

Flexibility and agility with charm and taste about protocol or social standards.

17.

Common vulgarity and affectional insincerity or inconsistency could mean scandal or venial social quirks.

18.

A perspective including indifferent fairness and mindful softness.

19.

Renown or fame for polarized harmonies or deductive refinement.

20.

Success depends on honest love.

21.

Affections mastered and regulated through intelligence.

Second variety example (continued)
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22.

Interactions with the objective or direct parent might be lightly coquettish, impersonally sacrificial.

23.

Upward mobility might depend on quick-witted artistry or verbal young women.

24.

Peace must be found in variable or unstable intuition and infatuations may not last in promoting prefer		
ment.

The following sentences are for Mercury in Cancer and the 11th.
25.

A mind at sea in universal relations.

26.

Mental sentimental air castles.

27.

Moody pensive friends.

28.

Thought about exotic internationalism.

29.

Mental activity about nature or biological utopias.

30.

A mind absorbed in pictorial images of a daydreaming nature.

31.

Mental impressions, perhaps subconscious, but certainly personal thought for impersonal creations.

32.

Adherence to drowning emotional memories when the quest is letting go.

33.

Thinking and remembering in pictures to feel or conclude reality as a thing in itself.

34.

Intellectual instability in turbulent emotions produces children of the mind as though delineating a
generally accepted image while standing in a rowboat in the tide.

35.

Thoughtful fostering and nurturing of my spouse’s children.

36.

I mentally brood over and verbally evoke ideals with my associates.

The following sentences are for Neptune in Pisces and the 7th.
37.

A rare and other-worldly counterpart.

38.

Rare compositions of dreamy fine art.

39.

Spiritual ideals distilled to intoxicating refinement sharing for others in general.

40.

Melancholy strangeness at home with itself enough to withstand public opinion.

41.

Alchemical transformations, perhaps convoluted, with intoxicating reversal through the eyes of another.

42.

Dependent compromise because weak and humiliated.
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43.

Recompense, perhaps through perverse or treacherous strangers, it is profound and morbid.

44.

Eerie and uncanny presentments and chaotic visionary experiences of genius prevent teamwork or mutual
finishing of things.

45.

Fraud and deception involving gullibility could mean legal activity.

46.

Madness in fantastic or fatalistic inspirations or supra-rational delusions because of enemies or rivals.

47.

Metamorphic aesthetics and divine genius from feedback in uncanny mediumship.

48.

With alter-egos unusual inversions might occur in pusillanimous and pathetic passivity.

The following sentences are for Mars in Leo and the 11th.
49.

Powerful exertion of force on friends.

50.

Imperious individualism in egalitarian associations.

51.

Royal pride and adventure in taking risks.

52.

Determined virile exertions done playfully in free expressions.

53.

Masterful masculinity applied to futuristic dreams.

54.

Brutal belligerence, willful tyranny in camaraderie.

55.

Hearty bravery in impersonal quests.

56.

Indomitable, daring, challenges in foreign relations.

57.

Seeking a swaggering man’s utopia.

58.

Constructive vitality and zealous mind-children.

59.

Righteous or self-righteous anger and might; wrath with roommates.

60.

Amplified bloody rashes from bloody dreams.

The following sentences are for Moon square Venus.
61.

The two poles of feminine emotionality, maternal and social, are focussing in fields of mental attitudes and
are further conflicted with each other.

62.

He is crystalizing the fundamental vertical and horizontal relational structure between personal emotional
initiation and socializing from or to those above.

Second variety example (continued)
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63.

Building and compounding the imaginative consciousness to manifest concrete thought.

64.

Mother figures present from infancy struggle with love figures with social responsibility.

65.

Nature in is most particular form in the world around me is at odds with fickle and artificial social
organization.

66.

Moral rectitude is challenged by common public attitudes taken from the surrounds and by shallow and
changeable hierarchical structure.

67.

Part of me would like to be as virgin in purity I see around me and that conflicts with a social ambition to
be lovingly coy and dilettantish as a notable.

68.

My personal, maternal fussiness test and measure my practical loving formally.

69.

A constant enervation or nervousness both excites my protective instincts and stimulates my loving urges to
care.

70.

Professional and physical conditions are demanding emotional honesty even if I don’t feel at home with it.

The following sentences are for Moon sextile Mercury.
71.

Images expand my thought and thoughts expand my imagination.

72.

Intellectual friends magnify my particular observations of the world around me as though I was seeing
through their eyes.

73.

Doing things impersonally for their own sake opens thinking with feeling.

74.

My emotional first impressions of the world are abstracted and generalized to universal, defined images.

75.

Associates talk me through emotional crises on the surface of my being since childhood.

76.

Personal primitivity and sophisticated rationality work hand in hand and expand each other.

77.

Mother images and instructor images resemble each other and are inclusive of each other and both are
mutually reasonable and amiable and helpful.

78.

Synthesizing a smooth general personality having the mind, desire nature and physical body supplement
one another.

79.

Mental diversification opens emotional acceptance of the world so that even petty details can be
assimilated.

80.

The GI tract is kept healthy by fluids and good attitudes and habits of hygiene.
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The following sentences are for Moon opposite Neptune.
81.

Earthy personal instincts inverted distilled spiritual idealistic receptivity to produce superstition.

82.

Division between detailed external impressions and broad, nebulous eerie counterpoints.

83.

Emotional and psychological unsteadiness from oscillating between immediate graphic images and
other-oriented exaggerated strange fantasies.

84.

A tendency to compensate for irritable owlish pettiness with convoluted flattery.

85.

Complementation of inspired, genius compositions with tangible, natural, externals.

86.

Extreme sensitivity to rare cultural refinement alternating with receptivity and acceptance of gritty
appearances.

87.

Emotional cowardice about facing nervous situations inverts into fascination with lazy delusions.

88.

Firsthand experience of women and my separate personal experience complemented with divine,
other-derived experience of artists.

89.

Imagining myself as my mother I can teach myself to analyze specific pictures of the without and silhouette
them with indefinite dreams from within as of from a spiritual teacher for a balanced psychology.

90.

I may have dreamy illusions or fantastic preoccupations about my partners as an attempted compensation
for fostering or incubating a perfectionistic purity about my person.

The following sentences are for Venus square Neptune.
91.

I might become famous for my shallow aesthetic and perspective camouflaged by arty pseudo idealism.

92.

The direct parent superficially dotes on him building illusions of unrealistic love.

93.

A frail shaky structure; passive perfection.

94.

Light air-drawn young women set a standard for me as partners of rare fascination.

95.

Cultural events with their chaotic nature spook me and block me from cordial social intercourse.

96.

Deceptive agreements with foreigners test loving impatience and objectivity.

97.

Patronizing false kindness crucifies me in my rare vulnerability to others.

98.

Distorted conditional judgment about strangers demands charming, sweet persuasion to combat favoritism.

99.

Insouciant, lewd scandal rectifies twisted projection onto others as enemies.

100.

Constructing a societal standard of beauty from peculiar, visualization and impractical flattery.

Second variety example (continued)
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The following sentences are for Mercury trine Neptune.
101.

Empathetic knowledge held in consensus triangulates intuitions of universals when talking to myself.

102.

Cosmic super logic in the individuality transcends to intimate logic of universals.

103.

Absorbing conversations with friends harmonize with inspired psychiatric experience reflected from special
individuals and I mentally tune in on cosmic principles.

104.

Spiritual conceptualizations with an alter-ego finds fulfillment in mental fellowship buoyed in a sea of
emotional compassion.

105.

I can locate my thoughts amidst universal solutions by imaginatively triangulating them with para-rational
hunches in sacrifices for others.

106.

A talent at invisibly perfect resonance on waves between mental and emotional activity open insights about
shared interrelations with one or many.

107.

An almost perfect ability to effortlessly manifest psychological understanding in one-on-one counseling or
group therapy dissolves psych-mental problems caused by taking things for granted.

108.

If I can talk sympathetically and reflectively with roommates I can create resolutions to situations arising
from subliminal mind reading in close individual interactions.

109.

Inspired para-rational instrumentality about legal matters stabilizes emotional excitement and mental
fretting and locates nourishing agreements for everyone in general.

110.

Letting go of attitudes drowning or suffocating to thinking completes super-conscious and super-logical
unions with the divine lover and creates intra-psychic agreement.

The following sentences are for Mars sextile Venus.
111.

A variety of vigorous but unattached lovers with position.

112.

The emotional masculine coordinated with the emotional feminine with extroversive attitudes.

113.

Sustained and sincere actions from friendship reflect into adaptable varieties of artistic goals.

114.

Sweet but glib attitudes from those above reflect into ardent heartfelt attitudes with equals.

115.

Light and diversified artistic objectives synthesize with powerful actions in things for their own sake.

116.

Variable quality in my highest fruits may be a reflection of sanguine pride in my assertions.

117.

My passions when aroused by daydreams or hopes are decidedly earnest but do not overlook an objective
delicate, impersonal touch in affections.
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118.

Social popularity derived from an expansive and delicate conversation parlays into acceptance from zealous
dedication with male friends.

119.

Transitory imaginative license learned from my objective parent opens into daring, dominant, creative
assertions that liberate me.

120.

Love and passion and, attraction and repulsion, combined in goals and things done for their own sake in
attitudes of nobility and wit expand everything I do into broad success.

The following sentences are for the T-square of Moon, Venus & Neptune
121.

All aspects of imagination—visual, artistic and spiritual—conflict each other in attitudes of instability
and acute fields of opportunity.

122.

There is a seesaw struggle between primitive instinct and spiritual intuition and when the two are not
opposing each other they are crossed and distracted by emotional refinement.

123.

The petty and passive personality is polarized with a spiritually passive individuality and both block
uncertain, objective, love and goals that could be the making of both.

124.

Emotion-spiritual trials are constant and so is the structure of the relational conflict, but the attitudes within
them are not because there is weakness, instability and a willingness to be vicarious.

125.

All of these aspects of the imagination and emotionality which should be drawing things together are
pulling things apart instead and the uncertainty in these emotions causes a dither of vacillation.

The following sentences are for the sextile-trine of Moon, Mercury & Neptune.
126.

The resolution of the extremism between the high and low ends of the emotional spectrum in matters of
“you and I” is the mind which is able to understand and direct emotions and perfect comprehensive wisdom
from superconsciousness while being a friend to the personality and the individuality.

127.

The concrete mind can be such a goodwill ambassador because it forms complete thoughts and they are
in the form of images rather than imageless abstractions and resonances and this is familiar to both, they
derive from an outside source not common to either and therefore there is impersonal resolution even
though all foci of conscious are highly emotional.

128.

Circular, spinning delineation of issues works in this situation where straight line, polar delineation would
only exacerbate differences because there is inversion in polarization and the emotional and spiritual
imagers see the images of the other backwards while looping through them effects what a tug of war or
vacillation cannot.

129.

A sympathetic mind and memory are effective because it can empathetically expand on personal
impressions and the need to protect and because it can bring a soulful slant to bear cogitatively on vaporous
spiritual consciousness.

Second variety example (continued)
130.
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Thinking with feeling on something that can only be done for its own sake offers a perfect and
perfecting alternative to a standoff of extremes and expands the petty personal desires to something
transcendent while condensing spiritual genius to something of universal good.

The following sentences are for the complex of the T-square and the sextile-trine just studied.
131.

There are more ways to divide the imaginative consciousness and all of its elements are jittery and
sensitive but a few good mental-emotional tools that point actions toward some utopian direction have
a good chance to bring them in line.

132.

The fluctuating emotions provide a test or a measure of the perfection and expansion of the mind which,
in turn, eases turbulence and a crucifying stalemate by perfectly deflecting the spirit toward noble but
emotionally comfortable thoughts.

133.

The mind can get within the feminine emotions by disposing them while, at the same time, spiritual
forces that interpenetrate the mind can get within it by resonance; thus inspiration and mental enthusiasm
can indirectly perfect and reflectively carry out every aspect of this emotional pattern.

134.

This means that balance, poise and peace through impersonal concentration are crucial to overcome the
restlessness and instability which occur without it.

135.

All parts of this complex are before the public, society or anyone in the immediate environment to see;
therefore, even though there may be tendencies to be emotionally shy they must be overcome to solve
this complex—no sneak attacks, mental or otherwise.

The following sentences are for the sextile-square involving Mars, Venus & Neptune.
136.

Actively and ardently loving someone as a friend or someone esteemed deflects and scatters lethargic
fantasies which build up by constant attention to society and the public.

137.

Loving enthusiastically, boldly, nobly, and inclusively as well as delicately instead of putting young
women on a pedestal or making a social icon of them or some kind of sacred, public epitome is healthy.

138.

Partnership may be perverted by some subtle fanciful ideal which may be measured by social images
inculcated by the direct parent or professional or social influence but plain, loyal friendship exposes the
decadent weaknesses of such a construction.

139.

Creating and making beautiful but certainly virile things for their own sake abstracts effete prettiness and
eerie decadence into something clean by purging the emotions in the fire of devotion.

140.

Love torn between spiritually seeming culture and forward, no nonsense sacrifice for a noble utopia can
do best with the latter because it is doing something and is not pinioned on the protocol of doing the
correct thing.
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The following sentences are for the entire complex involving aspects of Moon, Mars, Mercury, Venus and Neptune.
141.

Three positive character traits counterbalance three potential character imperfections so there is likely to be
a lot of struggle and shifts of influence so this complex is likely to produce a lot of character growth
because it is not overwhelmed by trials and not complacent because of so much success.

142.

All of the most potentially redeeming traits focus on friendship or utopian endeavor while the more
unregenerate traits are within fundamental of person against the equal other or those above; therefore,
equality and a dream must always be in this individual’s consciousness.

143.

All of the problematic patterns are constant and they are all very much involved in vacillation and all of
the perfections and positive alternatives involve action sustained and direct, or mental-emotional so this
individual must train himself to act rather than be crucified in uncertainty.

144.

Because of the many aspects and planets in this one pattern, this is likely to be a complicated and
sophisticated individual who will be able to bring many tools to any job but he must be careful to not try
to be too clever and instead work directly and simply.

145.

The mind is the vehicle which directly, indirectly or resonantly [octave of Neptune] affects all of the
troublesome characteristics so control and use of the mind is fundamental to getting the most that is
positive out of this life; moreover, the mind is well attuned to the emotions and feelings and so it can work
from within them or without.

Second example horoscope
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For the following complex combination write as many keyword sentences as you can. The object is to school yourself in variety so that, when looking at a chart, you don’t always look at it the same way. There will be times when
you will have to dig deeply to find the correct interpretation for a combination because people are very creative
about their lives; they don’t always do the same things with the same combinations that others do.
In this case we will be doing something a little different. We will look at several patterns which are interconnected.
In this horoscope every complex is interconnected with every other complex so all of the planets are involved
and you can use as many as you like.
Examples will not be given for every aspect because that is too much but it might be nice for home study.
After the two basic patterns have been finished, compare them to each other. In this case we are trying to solve a
murder mystery. Is this person a murderer?
1.

3 in U, 4th K 7 in R, 12th ( 7 is also K - in U, 3rd. & L 0 in {, 7th
J 8 in O, 5th

2.

= in P, 6th J 5 F ; in I, 4th

&

& K 4 in U, 3rd K 6 in Y, 3rd (which is also K 8)

[female]

During the final editing for the book a double error was found in the data for the horoscope from
which this configuration was drawn. This is a situation which is impossible to correct on tape.
The sentences and the recording are from this data which is valid astrology applied to an incorrect
horoscope. Both horoscopes are included at the end of this assignment for perusal.
The writer deeply apologizes for this error which is so jarring to the consciousness.

Third variety example
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First some variety sentences to look at simple positions from intentionally diverse viewpoints to open up as
many viewpoints as possible, focussing description and interpretation can come later after one has intuitively hit on
something.
The following sentences are for Sun in Leo and the 4th house.
1.

A strong but subjective sense of self.

2.

Someone loyal and high-spirited with nuclear family members.

3.

The personal environment, her room, is of central importance and she feels indomitable in it.

4.

Her strong, extremely positive will is used to solve personal problems.

5.

The subjective or indirectly influential parent is likely to be flatteringly positive with her.

6.

She comes to know herself in self-sufficient retreats.

7.

She might have vehement, energetic self-generated reversals in life.

8.

Relations with mature males foster dedicated, autocratic opinions.

9.

Effusive laziness and tyrannical power arise semi-self-consciously from the subconscious.

10.

Bottoming out or coming to a lowly state might be able to tame a dominating and mighty self-esteem.

The following sentences are for Mars in Taurus and the 12th.
11.

Compulsive or enduring violence could be my undoing.

12.

Energies and desires of an acquisitive nature could lead to privation or exile.

13.

My boisterous, animated zeal in the face of unbudging, ponderous resistance make me feel like a prisoner.

14.

Persistent, intractable influence on young men causes one of us to surrender.

15.

Building or inflammatory actions in a fixed, conventional background interact with societal problems.

16.

Churlish and compulsive attitudes with police or soldiers, perhaps in secret plots, could lead to restriction.

17.

Sustained, arrogant or grinding actions may cause dissociation from desire responsibilities.

18.

Consistent patterns of overwhelming assertions could cause immense sorrows or choking impairment.

19.

Interactions with young men are marked by obsessive earthiness and possible secret intrigue.

20.

Exciting provocative secret desires of an endearment or perfective nature.
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The following sentences are for Saturn in Sagittarius and the 7th.
21.

Difference in age with a generous and/or careless spouse.

22.

Philosophical or abstract blockage or obstruction with regard to sharing another’s point of view.

23.

Ceremonial, judgmental, legalistic open enemies.

24.

Hardened pontification or inhibited righteousness about cultural matters.

25.

Precise teamwork with a very broad perspective.

26.

Mutual or reflexive hatred in the guise of pomposity or generalization.

27.

Reciprocal interactions marked by suspicion or worry and high-blown overconfidence.

28.

Honorable and beneficent but small and one-pointed legal affairs.

29.

Depression or negativity about elaborate defense or agreements.

30.

Dedicated and aspiring give-and-take with older people.

The following sentences are for Jupiter in Libra and the 5th.
31.

A liberal attitude of generous buy judicious giving.

32.

A happy but perhaps indulgent or extravagant attitude about entertainment.

33.

Elation and thankful attitudes in courtships, always with partnerships in mind.

34.

The spouse’s friends are mirthful, accepting and inspire confidence.

35.

A good, broad, expansive education in liberal or fine arts.

36.

Relaxation and restoration of psychological balance through unrestrained releases.

37.

A penchant for speculation based on pride and positivity with an attitude of homeostatic balance.

38.

Big-spirited individuals make persuasive or admiring gifts.

39.

My moral or high-minded values find favorable or supportive public opinions due to publications or
expositions that shine a positive light on me.

40.

I spend my free time in magnanimous, benevolent activities with a cheery, happy, soothing attitude and I
am well received because my ideas or notions complement like those of children or entertainers or other
people who give in non-threatening ways.
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The following sentences are for Neptune in Scorpio and the 6th.
41.

There is an uncanny sense of mystery surrounding my work.

42.

I have a sensitivity and technique for discovering ulterior motives.

43.

Potential hypochondria masking prejudice might be expressed in health matters.

44.

Passive, complex, mysterious and intense attitudes might prevail with coworkers or employees.

45.

Spiritual strength is potentized through routine.

46.

Fraudulence, furtive, conspiracies might be involved in my occupation.

47.

Sensitivity and intuition in redemptive or regenerative service work.

48.

I can make connections between jealous motivations and illusory insinuations with others who are serving.

49.

From laziness I may have a bizarre fascination with pornography and it will affect my well-being.

50.

Conspiracies, suspicions and treachery pervade the workplace and might psych her out.

The following sentences are for Mercury in Virgo and the 4th.
51.

Subjectively defined supreme attitudes toward service.

52.

Deductive and discriminating personal concrete thinking.

53.

Systematic and particular analysis of data from the subconscious.

54.

Studied and fussy organization of the personal environment.

55.

Questioning of complex and neurotic suppressions.

56.

Articulation and delineation with persuasion and logical argument in personal musings.

57.

Slander, gossip, lies and other sickly words from those in my partner’s profession.

58.

Mental health depending on impeccable thinking habits learn from the subjective parent.

59.

Internal interrogation and stream of consciousness inward observation are rational and diverse.

60.

State of mind affects symptomatic acts which will always seem reasonable even when melodramatic,
suicidal or idiosyncratically fragmented.
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The following sentences are for Pluto in Virgo and the 4th
61.

Mental neutrality might seem cold and indifferent to my family.

62.

A dominating, controlling subjective parent who uses threats in the name of reason and persuasion.

63.

A will that keeps facts repressed in unconsciousness.

64.

Someone who must rule the home and tries to do so with logic but who must be careful of being arbitrary.

65.

Will focusses the fruits of pensive deliberation to solve personal problems.

66.

The denouement of things is invisible no matter what attempt to delineate or cogitate.

67.

Forced introspection produces subjective neurosis, not irrefutable proof.

68.

Mental or factual reversals may paralyze mental attitudes or dissolve them in knowledge.

69.

Repressive influence in deliberation could result in uncontrollable habits and repetitive compulsions.

70.

Powerful people, systematic and reliable, clean up personal habits and familial concerns.

The following sentences are for the Moon in Leo and the 3rd.
71.

Strong, bright, practical and communicative maternal figures.

72.

Mature femininity dominates transient dominates interactions with siblings.

73.

Matriarchal, commanding sentiments used in deputation.

74.

Spirited ferocity trumps sympathy in arguments.

75.

A masterful nurturer whose communications direct the neighbors, too proud to gossip.

76.

Opportunities to develop the lower mind through imagination but not pictorial imagination, but imagination
more like speculation.

77.

She can trade, sell or exchange with dazzling emotional positivity.

78.

Even short trips of a set and/or dignified nature produce restlessness or aimlessness that can be playful, vital
and gay.

79.

Moods, too powerful or indomitable for negotiation or discussion.

80.

She might measure things with almost fanatical, instinctual cunning with grandiose egotism.
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The following sentences are for Venus in Cancer and the 3rd house.
81.

The oil of love floating on the waters of emotion communicate fluently.

82.

A maternal attitude with young women.

83.

Smooth, soothing love lubricates silky communications.

84.

Soapy or sudsy familiarity makes for slippery give-and-take.

85.

Dissolving barriers to communication allows a subconscious reciprocity that is charming.

86.

A very arty, pictorial elementary education where in seductive images were fostered.

87.

Not a person given to reading except perhaps picture books or fantasy literature.

88.

A loving attempt to cleanse or solve relations with in-laws.

89.

Kindness and empathy in exchanges, perhaps even superfluous or rhapsodic.

90.

Hyper-emotional sacrifice to her spouse’s philosophy can be copiously fruitful or satiating and gushy.

The following sentences are for Uranus in Leo and the 3rd house.
91.

Quirky, irregular patterns of speech which are powerful in communicating or putting one off.

92.

Eccentric, egoistic disruptiveness in elementary education.

93.

Dazzling displays of heartfelt intuition come across with unique and shocking clarity.

94.

I thrill to imperialistic independence and disruptive interchanges.

95.

Perhaps an open-minded, enlightened, futuristic education in the rudiments of success.

96.

Egoistic self-power produces stuttering or other irregular speech disorders.

97.

The focus of universal love focusing individual love with the result of overbearing and impulsive
statements too strong for ordinary agreements.

98.

Quirky and over-excited expressions too burning for the media.

99.

An almost hysterically bright sense of humor interjected into almost any conversation, non-sequiturs.

100.

Short trips of epic proportions under odd circumstances.
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The following sentences are for the Sun square Mars:
101.

Hard, fixed violent interactions with men of all ages.

102.

Stubborn applications of force pitted against haughty demanding pride could mean destined, involuntary
retreat, personal and societal.

103.

A subconscious need to prove herself and be one off the boys could lead to rash self-undoing.

104.

Perhaps she is trying to prove herself to her father due to a deeply fixed competition from past lives.

105.

Subjectively to herself she feels bright and noble but that doesn’t help much with the feelings of being
boxed in within massive hot walls as though in an oven.

106.

Men are always testing her mettle even though she would like to retreat behind the scenes.

107.

If she can persist in solving powerful personal problems she could be material or substantial in solving
societal problems.

108.

A chronic bad temper from not wanting to succumb to ponderous challenges that seem destined and
personal prideful standards developed in this life through the imperial influence of her subjective parent.

109.

A constant pride which never wishes to surrender on any issue, but a pride which is often beneath the
threshold of waking consciousness which makes it a more difficult problem to solve.

110.

A vehement fire born of constant inner friction that smolders or blazes without stop making for a very
irritable and ornery person to be around—she’s always ready for a fight, even with the guys.

The following few sentences are for the supplemental square of Mars and Uranus.
111.

An exaggerated, fierce tendency to violence sustained long enough to do serious damage.

112.

Sudden, sharp and sustained pain both electric and burning which she may vicariously try to put on others
because pride will not allow her to square it with herself.

113.

Arguments and other shocking communications go beyond arguments and lead to suffocating conditions
which last well beyond the momentary exchanges.

114.

A bad temper which is as sudden and destructive as it is long-lived in carrying a grudge and it demands
satisfaction not from vengeance as much as from boxed up energy.

115.

A creative communication of force to achieve freedom ending in being bound into greater bondage, escape
into new battles.
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The following sentences are for Sun trine Saturn:
116.

With older male partners she can find high-minded, edifying and stabilizing influences.

117.

Her older, male alter-egos help her to feel more at home with herself so that she can respond to
conscience from within.

118.

Blockages from without help her to perfect self-conscious, inward turning, to solve personal problems.

119.

A light but stable co-counselor could help her to plumb the depths of her subconscious to ease her personal
withdrawal.

120.

Taking pride and self-respect in her personal surroundings helps her to perfect deep, philosophical
self-understanding.

121.

Age and seeing the proportion of things with a generous but careful outlook as through the eyes of
another she can build magnificent and grand strength in herself.

122.

A sense of Self as being bright and noble that passes out of subjectivity by taking responsibility for others
in a partnership in life that is carefully optimistic.

123.

A controlled illumination in accommodation gradually sharpens and brightens a dark cave of unknowing.

124.

A Self probing the depths of it personal being with self-generated light transcends limitations by simply
living for another as a gift to their sage philosophical wisdom.

125.

Because my partner is always there for me, I might, in my arrogance, take them for granted because of my
personal preoccupation.

The following few supplemental sentences are for Sun sextile Jupiter.
126.

Expressing myself generously helps me to establish balance while balance reflects back on me so that I am
much more naturally bright in my self probing.

127.

I am almost spontaneously self-illuminant by going within and incubating ideas to give to others in a sense
of play.

128.

A positive sense of family brings out the best and brightest in me by keeping me from becoming too
self absorbed, which restrains me, and by expanding my world with children or creative activity.

129.

I am focussed in the basement of my being but I hold the key to my own release and the key is pouring
myself out expansively with a kind of loving joy.

130.

Big-spirited joy and happiness as long as I can keep reflecting and expanding my sphere into more perfect
ideas and ideals, my life could be a celebration of goodness, though the tendency is not strong.
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The following sentences are for Mercury conjunct to Pluto:
131.

The power of my will is put on focusing my mind to think personally and introspectively in deductive
ways.

132.

I try to solve absolute personal problems by thinking them through linearly.

133.

I may paralyze my mentality by focussing it to narrowly and prejudicing it against some facts by shutting
them out in my mental myopia.

134.

There may be a blind spot, an impossible and imponderable center of gravity, that I cannot discriminate
because it is grown into my being and that might be about dark images from my father.

135.

I may be using my mind to repress a wrath or guilt which my mental perfectionism may no want to
admit to.

136.

I am so heavy-handed and opinionated about some of my personal views that I might freeze my mind-set
even though the truth is of almost ultimate importance to me.

137.

I can withdraw and maintain my systematic and tedious introspection as an island unto myself in my mind.

138.

When I set my mind to something I am unbudging and I am meticulous in my personal logic.

139.

Using Freudian slips and other symptomatic actions as a focus this is a mind that can deduce and
discriminate on the basis of facts and it can get to the bottom of things by isolating things not relevant.

140.

A disciplined mind but perhaps petty and personal.

The following sentences are for the square of Neptune to the conjunction of Mercury and Pluto.
141.

By focussing the mind in a personal, peculiar way with unbudging will, this person can unravel and expand
all sorts of work related mysteries.

142.

This individual may have figured out all of the deep dark secrets, especially sexual secrets, of her
coworkers.

143.

State of mind affects state of health, mental health and even physical health by avoiding or deflecting
potential psychosomatic conditions.

144.

Being able to clarify and purify the mind in the personal retreat known as home, expands into
psychological functioning in general.

145.

Psychoanalysis by other employees might cause me to reflect on a petty mental claustrophobia.

146.

By the power of my mind and its focus I can hex others into illness or my control because I control the
occult forces of nature.
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147.

Because I am so mentally isolated and withdrawn in my mind I might peremptorily disregard facts and
desires that are fundamental to my psychological health.

148.

I can provide excellent psychological service to the world from behind the scenes by holding my thoughts
as though they were permanent as long as they are on critical facts.

149.

I can tell from local atmospheric conditions pondered deeply in great detail how the spiritual motivations
will affect the workforce.

150.

My mind thrives on complex mental and emotional things but some of the complexity is due to petty
personal opinions and the best way to glean the wheat from the chaff is to reflect or mirror everything into
the realm of use—does it work?

The following sentences are for the Neptune square the Moon and Venus.
151.

My uncontrolled imagination builds up stories which I don’t keep to myself and which I share in lurid and
graphic detail whether true or not, gossip and pornography.

152.

I have all sorts of potentially pathological insecurity about my femininity about which I want to talk too
much.

153.

I can communicate well in pictures but I have confused emotions about sex and sexual images.

154.

I may have wild fantasies about my siblings, in-laws and my neighbors that could be ghoulish or
parasitical.

155.

It is important that this person read or record only things with building or regenerative images lest she lose
herself and her health to perverse fascination.

156.

Her maternal femininity is almost mannish in assertiveness and her attractive femininity is difficult to get
and keep a hold of so she may communicate mixed messages about herself as a woman and may appear as
a woman of mystery wrapped in a miasma of deception and even glamour to some.

157.

There may be confusion about her work which she may see more as being investigatory because she
evaluates it in terms of emotions rather than measuring it in terms of information and records.

158.

Communication in distorted, psychological hyperbole.

159.

Negotiations and labor relations might be trying because she slides or glosses over too many things.

160.

Someone who at times wants to pass the illusion of a femme fatal but who doesn’t want to be cornered that
way completely because it is spiritually repugnant to her.

The following supplemental sentences are for Venus square Jupiter.
161.

She lets go and indulges herself in partying excessively,
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162.

Carelessness in both communication and expression builds the wrong ideas.

163.

She loses emotional balance and compounds her problems by exaggerating them and by then she is so
loose and uncontrolled that she has no objectivity.

164.

She emotionally buys into her partner’s philosophy and overdoes prodigal dissipation with his friends.

165.

She overlooks too many and too great of problems with her non-nuclear relatives, her siblings and children
in general because she has a belief in liberty and license which may be because she doesn’t want them to
be contained as she feels contained and she expresses this view whenever she can.

The following sentences are for the Sun, Mars, Saturn, Jupiter, Uranus complex.
166.

This complex is centered on the Sun which is involved with the squares to Uranus and the sextiles
and trines with Jupiter and Saturn and this means that the resolution of the internal conflict that the
pattern stands for depends on self-consciousness, especially with regard to actions, to be accomplished
and this is a problem because the Sun in the 4th can be so personally absorbed or withdrawn that there
is not much self-consciousness—awakening must precede resolution.

167.

Basically it is a conflict between hot pride and violent temper which is deeply ingrained, and the more
positive judicious parts of the character which are temperately high-minded and carefully idealistic, and
(considering the auxiliary Mars-Uranus square) the two parts are of about equal strength.

168.

Because of the planets involved the conflictive aspects seem to point more to sins of youth and the benefic
aspects are with planets that are of a more mature disposition, there is some likelihood that she will
“outgrow” her problematic tendencies—it would seem wise to advise her to associate more with mature
people than young, especially martial young people.

169.

The combinations which mean trouble are more in the eastern part of the horoscope and in Leo while the
benign factors are more in the west and in other-oriented signs thus it seems that the less personally
preoccupied she is and the more she thinks and does things for others, the less likely she is to get herself
in trouble or to stress her faults.

170.

Solving her personal problems by reflecting on others and being judiciously generous seems to be key to
solving this complex and to do that she must learn to be not much withdrawn and if she is she must not
assume too much or act too quickly and it is probably by letting things come to her, while pondering on
others, that she can succeed.

The following sentences are for the Neptune, Pluto, Mercury, Moon, Venus, Jupiter complex.
171.

This complex also focuses on the 4th house and this indicates an important need to overcome subjectivity
especially since the benign aspects focus on the 4th which means that her best tools could be at the mercy
of subjective attitudes. [in astrology redundancy magnifies greatly]
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172.

The benefic aspects focus on Mercury and their origin is with the octave planets which seems to mean
that higher faculties are the source of her best tools in this complex but that the focus of the mind is
all-important for bringing them down to earth which she can do by consciously turning inward.

173.

Since the conjunction of Mercury and Pluto is the focal point of the sextiles, it is important that she be
able to bring the full power of will to concentrate and to do so absolutely so that she will not be distracted
or confused about what is taking place.

174.

The distracting of confusing factors are likely to be the result of undisciplined and excited imagination
in some kind of trouble—one cannot live without imagination but one can learn to trust invisible truth
through logic enough to trust it to test imaginations.

175.

The malefic aspects are constant, conflictive squares and the benefic aspects are deflective sextiles or
concentrative conjunctions which would make it seem wise to deflect and disperse or to concentrate so
deeply so that one can avoid the temptation to engage in combat or to be upset by images of it even though
it may seem to have supernatural fascination in it.

The following sentences are to compare the two complexes.
176.

In both complexes the problems lie in the emotions and the tools to solve them lie with the mind—abstract,
concrete or judicial—so it behooves her to appeal to the mind as much as possible, especially in times of
trial.

177.

Intuition in all lives is the way one ultimately discerns truth but intuition must first be identified and
correctly read before it can be used and there is a problem with that in this horoscope because it is not
clear that she can differentiate intuitions from desire impulses and subtle spiritual life from emotional
excitement or glamor—once again she will have to appeal to the mind to seek ultimate truth if she
wishes to find it and test it.

178.

All of the benefic aspects are in the western (right) hemisphere and all but one of the malefic aspects are
in the eastern (left) hemisphere which seems to be saying something like: if she lives for herself or for
her person she will have trouble as if to discourage her, and if she lives and looks out for others she will
be rewarded as if to encourage her—if this is true, it indicates a young soul who can only learn through
rewards and punishments.

179.

Another indication of the above (178) is that there is so much youthful exuberance that goes so wrong
and so much deep pondering which can go so right; however, it is possible in this that she may already
be old enough in soul to have developed these judicial capacities and is now using them to overcome
the more immature actions from the past—Mars in the 12th might mean that and Venus ruling the 12th
could also confirm that.

180.

This is complex and a simple character simultaneously: complex in that every planet is in one of these
two complexes and the two complexes are joined through the Sun and Jupiter; simple in that all of the
trials are direct conflicts with attendant tools to transmute them. All taken together it seems to indicate
that she must keep her wits about her to not get lost in complexities but she does not need to try to use
abstruse, complicated solutions.
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Variety assignment number four

For the following complex combination write as many keyword sentences as you can. The object is to school yourself in variety so that, when looking at a chart, you don’t always look at it the same way. There will be times when
you will have to dig deeply to find the correct interpretation for a combination because people are very creative
about their lives; they don’t always do the same things with the same combinations that others do.
In this case we will be doing something a little different. We will look at two patterns which are focussed in one
house (the 9th) or one department of life and they are very different from each other. Thus there are contradictions
about 9th house matters.
After the two basic patterns have been finished, compare them to each other. In this case we are trying to determine
what the religion or belief system of this person is.
1.

8 in O, 9th J = in U, 8th

2.

0 in O, 9th K 3 F 5 in }, 1st & K ; in Y, 7th & 4 in {, 11th
[male]
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First some variety sentences to look at simple positions from intentionally diverse viewpoints to open up as
many viewpoints as possible, focussing description and interpretation can come later after one has intuitively hit on
something.
The following sentences are for Jupiter in Libra and the 9th house. (*Please note that since the only aspect to
Jupiter is benefic, most of the sentences are positive.):
1.

Philosophical generosity and charm as an idealist.

2.

Ideals which are open-mined and gracious.

3.

Personal values which are positive, big, forgiving and balanced.

4.

A way of life that is relaxed, kind and cultured.

5.

Judgment that weighs things but gives the benefit of the doubt.

6.

A belief in the goodness of people and their willingness to love.

7.

Ultra abstraction almost to the level of acrophobia.

8.

Generalities about the public which are inclusive and made for the sake of the public.

9.

Plenty of travel for sociable reasons.

10.

A broad contemplative higher mind that librates on issues with consideration.

The following sentences are for Neptune in Leo and the 8th:
11.

Intuitive central diagnosis with reasons.

12.

Sustained uncanny understanding of matters in the absence of things.

13.

Spiritually enlightened and illumined solutions to shared problems.

14.

Confusion and misunderstanding in immense and egotistic losses of attention.

15.

Inspired imagination or zealous genius in seeking for hidden meaning.

16.

Heuristic threshold sensitivity.

17.

Lazy passivity or idle fascination lead to dissolutions.

18.

Compositions with rare connections and adventurous and spirited attitudes in moments of vacant
consciousness.
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19.

Hidden, perhaps undiagnosable, heart conditions could be the cause of death.

20.

Debts and or deficits from overt or blatant fraud or deception in broad daylight.

The following sentences are for Saturn in Libra and the 9th. (*Please note that since most of the aspects to Saturn
are malefic, most of the sentences are negative.):
21.

Elegant and stylish but dark higher ideas.

22.

Recompense and patronization permeate my attitudes toward religion though there is an attempt to be fair.

23.

With anxiety and worry I look at both sides of higher notions again and again, never resting completely.

24.

Deep but air thin abstraction increases with age but the abstraction is never removed from pragmatism.

25.

Cultural history is fascinating and almost a religion as is exact science and it persuasions.

26.

Trying to be concentrated and concrete about abstract aspiration and tasteful appreciation.

27.

Kidney stones from renal restrictions and perhaps from bad food in too much travel.

28.

Skepticism about vicarious sacrifice and hard about generalization.

29.

Charming tact and diplomacy in broadcasting or issuing doctrines.

30.

Hate or intense dislike for transcendent paradigms and goody-goody faith.

The following sentences are for Sun in Capricorn and the 1st. (*Once again an accentuation on the negatives is
called for to be accurate.):
31.

A practical down to earth, self-educated person.

32.

A self-reliant concrete, perhaps skeptical view of the world.

33.

A strict early childhood leads to a need to dominate.

34.

Authoritative luminaries surround him and there may be tendencies to mockery or black humor.

35.

Smug self-esteem in his personal authority.

36.

Keen traditional or pragmatic awareness or observation of the without.

37.

Enlightened or noble leadership or honor through working with limits and calculating the moment.

38.

Great entrances with subdued magnanimity and dignified personal appearances.
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39.

Direct, bright, up-front, stony, confrontations.

40.

Traditional arrogance with penetration but cautious enough to save the appearances.

The following sentences are for Mercury in Capricorn and the 1st. (*ditto):
41.

Cool, concentrated, curiosity about the appearances of things.

42.

Timely and astute articulation of personal inclinations.

43.

Mental precocity and sagacious analysis of prevailing conditions.

44.

A natty, thoughtful, conservative personal appearance.

45.

Clever trickery in restriction or conditional circumstances gets to the basics of things.

46.

Negative criticism and inverted volubility in the early stages meets challenges.

47.

Mental control and a poker-faced appearance masks nervousness and pensiveness.

48.

Suspicious, scientific curiosity and well tried history at argumentation wins debates on the spot.

49.

Bookish rhetoric that approaches blasphemy from the authority of venerable institutions wins contests of
wits.

50.

Deft, finesse in assertions about the surface of things or the appearances and appeal to established authority.

The following sentences are for Pluto in Cancer and the 7th. (*again):
51.

A powerful but emotionally cold partner.

52.

Deep, dark, receptive adversaries that never quit.

53.

Cultish feedback sets the will: dark, depressive indifference.

54.

Brooding reactionary seriousness in instinctive reactions.

55.

A dominating rapport with the public influences heavy sentiments.

56.

Clannish opinions with nostalgic indirection in reserved feedback.

57.

Depressing adjudication with extreme negativity.

58.

Frozen desire and noncooperation in groping, ongoing give-and-take activities.
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59.

Resistance to cultural change and ruthless emotional responses to it.

60.

Subjectively jealous and entrancingly repugnant counterparts.

Fourth variety example (continued)

The following sentences are for Moon in Sagittarius and the 11th:
61.

Lofty nurturing dreams.

62.

Avuncular feminine friends.

63.

Fruitful general ideals and protective friends to carry them out.

64.

Comforting inflated epitomes fructifying light imaginings.

65.

Aimless, exaggerated, wandering daydreams or philosophical wishes.

66.

Benevolent, empathetic humanitarianism in general education.

67.

Life supporting philosophy of collective action and other noble do-good activities.

68.

Light, indulgent public approval as everyone’s nice guy.

69.

Evaporation of natural emotions in impersonal ideals, aspirations and creative activities.

70.

Abstract, universal science from general opinions and empathy to honorable comrades.

The following sentences are for the Jupiter
sextile Neptune:
71.

Inspiration and aspiration expanding on each other hidden within and out in the open on display.

72.

Drawing on sincere, earnest, heartfelt spiritual investigation and reflecting it into expansive scholarship as a
way of life.

73.

Optimism which sees losses as a way to transcendence in aerial levity, spiritual hilarity in rare illuminations
overlooked when off balanced.

74.

Spiritual humors from an inspired heart scattered throughout universal purpose evenly.

75.

A lofty laudable philosophy of cheery optimism and peace developed by deflecting negatives and seeing
through mysteries with the fiery eye of the heart.

76.

Mastery of confusion or delusion expands into sense of purpose in beauty and ethics in sharing.

77.

Youthful, ardent genius synthesizes broad goodwill to be congenially pleasant as if from a hidden source of
power.
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78.

His wife has strange ideas about dignity and possessions which he can parlay into a shared humor in
expanding on their communications.

79.

An irregular heartbeat or some kind of vague energy condition could be resolved through a chivalrous
figure who lives at a distance requiring long journeys.

80.

A willingness to share and appreciation of beauty and joy from the goodness of his heart lifts him out of
this world to some kind of supernal spiritual state which he can preserve to publish abroad.

The following sentences are for Sun conjoined to Mercury.
81.

Self-trained, accurate observer of the world.

82.

He raises himself to authority by his own wits.

83.

Brevity is the soul of wit, and pithy concentration its body.

84.

I am what I think I am and it shows in my penetration into the world.

85.

The appearance of a prudent, thoughtful, self-composed man.

86.

A light bearer who combines mental luminosity and spiritual effulgence in a bright personality.

87.

By focusing the power of self through the lens of mind the external world is looked at in careful detail.

88.

A self-defined, empirical, materialistic approach to the world, a ground breaker.

89.

An ability to needle people without with pinpoint accuracy.

90.

In insecurity he may think the same thoughts monomaniacally hoping to make a break though in his doubt.

The following sentences are for Saturn square Sun.
91.

In balanced, careful philosophical self-analysis he may find himself wanting.

92.

A concentrated self-made man who can never please himself because his ideals of perfection are too high.

93.

Building a symmetric philosophy which may be skeptical from sensory personal observation.

94.

The upper limits of his higher mind measure and weigh his self-styled accomplishments.

95.

A light suffocated by the earth that is boxed in or contained by artful but exacting dicta of scholars.

96.

A personal preoccupation with material earth could cause a fear of air travel that he must do anyway.
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97.

In trying to measure things with hard philosophical ideals he may sell himself short no matter what the
world may think of him.

98.

Building self-esteem by proving himself to himself because of personal doubts instilled by an elegant,
cultural father figure who was strict.

99.

An early childhood with older people cause him to be serous and venerate elders and he carries this gravity
into a waxing adult philosophy of painstaking values.

100.

A man child who can never please himself and is afraid even in age.

The following sentences are for the Saturn square Mercury with some Sun sentences mixed in to get a feel for that
part of the general pattern.
101.

A mind obstructed by its own observations and the limits of the elegant but small principles it works for.

102.

Precocity that does not age well because it fights with perfective pessimism.

103.

Fear and worry for the world that is really a philosophical projection of mental inadequacy.

104.

He lies to himself before some strict standard of intellectual beauty and he can’t see reality because of it.

105.

A mind which will work hard to prove that something doesn’t exist because he doesn’t want it to exist
because if it did his position would be to humble to bear.

106.

Vanity and egoism about intelligence rooted in childhood experiences that put a ceiling on his ability to
soar into aerial spheres.

107.

An intellect that sees beauty and symmetry in principle and has a high appreciation for accuracy.

108.

Constructive or destructive criticism depending on a delicate balance and poise which would be liberal if
the hard facts of reality allowed that.

109.

A worldly desire to be accepted by those he meets directly but though he may have a dignified charm, he
thinks he must put on a poker face to the world so they don’t see what he really is—insecure.

110.

Boxed in by an idealistic upper limit and an earthbound outer limit he struggles to build a consistent
world view.

The following few sentences are for the Saturn square Pluto.
111.

Deep, dark, depressive blockage from imponderables out of reach.

112.

Power struggles with powerful emotional counterparts and negative but cultured religious figures.

Fourth variety example (continued)
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113.

A severely demanding and emotionally draining public life and a cold civil idealism conflict to build an
uncertain heaviness that seems in the hands of others.

114.

Negation that is reliable and trustable because constant and which could construct a philosophy of benign
negativity or elimination if one didn’t buckle under it.

115.

A cold sterility to feeling from a spouse who is emotionally strong, a sterility which blocks moral building
because filial loving in a higher sense he has no alter ego to represent that.

The following are supplementary sentences for the Sun conjunct Mercury and both opposite Pluto.
116.

An individuality forced into mental concentration on the world because balance from an equal but opposite
is dead to participation as a team.

117.

A personal, mental and individual coldness and crystallization in a polarized stance of emotional paralysis
and materialistic hardness.

118.

Isolation from intimacy and inward comfort attention is transferred to a hardened view of the world
reinforced with mental concentration that it is hard to buck.

119.

Specialization and singular occupation on materialism inversely reflects into frozen, arrested, interactive
teamwork.

120.

Crystalline, pellucid mental awareness through concentration on the environment leaves the emotional
development dormant and it in turn is a counter poise to external advancement.

The following sentences are for Saturn sextile Moon.
121.

Tactful moral expression carries into broad-minded friendships with mature women.

122.

A deep cultural style in planned trips reflects into idealistic cosmopolitan associations.

123.

An austere sense of taste and reserved loving emotions expands into excellent emotional control in benign
values for the sake of proper goodness.

124.

Well focussed and balanced ideas lead to an overview of science that is positively positive yet forward
futuristic.

125.

A broad comprehension and a feel for principles carry out a pivotal focus of higher thought which is
reserved.

126.

Open-ended potential in a variety of scattered fields carried out with trepidation.

127.

Adaptability to macrocosmic abstractions about things in themselves and ideas carried out with expansive
emotional gusto and controlled with loving care makes him popular and socially reliable.
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128.

Abstract reflection with a utopian perspective matures compensatory values but also limits them.

129.

Pointed and centered control give poise and peace while stabilizing universalization so that futuristic
feelings do not float of into abstraction like a child’s balloon let loose.

130.

Feelings of equality with the general public in an atmosphere of staid culture and broad association.

The following sentences are Saturn, Sun, Mercury, Pluto, Moon complex:
131.

An excellent concentration and observation building toward cultural morals and values but with so much
darkness and heaviness that even very elevated and abstracted attempts to reflect it into something
egalitarian may not be able to remove it from skepticism and may end up serving material heaviness.

132.

Someone carefully floating above mundane things and trying to guide his values to something ideal leaves
behind and below a heaviness (the attempt to rise above depressing things may even precipitate them more)
difficult to bear as it tries the very core of his being.

133.

Someone basically insecure about himself and his mind who may be selfish in striving for his definite and
poised ideals, and who may be blind to balancing his partner who is strong enough to withstand him, a man
who seeks friends with well-disciplined women for emotional security.

134.

A man deeply focussed in the material aspects of the world so that they seem all that there is and who
counters himself with impossible questions (perhaps chosen for their impossibility) constantly tried by
high and fair but very strict standards and though these higher value tried to organize his bedimmed
experiences into a science or philosophy which may be rigorous but probably serves his emotional bias and
materialistic doubt.

135.

A deadlocked seesaw, horizontal battle between a personality which is self-made and desperately
independent, and a power oriented individuality rooted emotional opinions which is emotionally elusive
enough to counter every open move of the personality; which battle is measured or tested by a coldly
balanced and poised higher mind steeped in ideals and principles but no less concrete that the personality
which higher consciousness seeks relief and expanded approbation from friendships and associations in
which it treats with equal cool rigor and principled discipline, which associations might be fair and honest
but not enough to satisfy the struggling self and dogging doubts.

The following sentences are comparing the Jupiter sextile Neptune with the Saturn, Sun, Mercury, Pluto, Moon
complex.
136.

A being who uses definite, focussed and controlled abstraction, expanding and reflection to try to solve
problems which are very basic and mundane and the result might be highly principled living and a
synthesis of principles to good moral and egalitarian ends but never really overcoming the insecurities and
darkness,some of which is self-made, that make the things of day to day life in the material world filled
with challenge, the challenge to overcome inner and outer darkness. An enlightener who desperately needs
light.

Fourth variety example (continued)
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137.

Someone who can preserve moments of inward spiritual experience brought across the threshold of waking
consciousness and would like to universalize and share them for thoroughly benign ends but when
he does so his well-trained sense of organization takes the spiritual life out of them so that they become
staid universals because the well-trained sense of organization is built on careful, materialistic
observation born of a pragmatism constructed as though his very being depended on it and because he is
afraid of his own personal prejudices which, ironically, he may not see because blinded by the material
facts which are the antithesis of the spiritual experiences.

138.

A basic struggle between self and not-self which is a kind of illusive, unconquerable bogeyman that is an
enantiodromia of a quick, bright, shiny, self-made personality that receives excessive attention from the
outer world, which struggle is measured by a fair but strict and authoritarian set of values, and which
struggles is expanded and distended into universal principles that are transcendently removed from the
personality which is in struggle.

139.

An individual who is constantly seeking an impossible equality with others; on one level it is between a
materialist self and personality against an unbudging, imponderable other, and on another level with
friends and associates in very broad but definite abstraction which is anything but personal with the two
levels being united by a building process that is a struggle because there is so much doubt and darkness
that attaining equality might not be possible or recognized if it were—an inability to see the forest because
of the trees.

140.

A perpetual builder concretizing from abstract principles who is never personally (and the self is seen as the
personality) satisfied and may even be insecure or depressed, and who is always happily fulfilled in some
degree of universal synthesis.
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Part Three
Facet Analysis
Again, there are several objectives in this section. The first is to move the student beyond rigid keyword
sentences and into sentences utilizing the English language as everyone else uses it, i.e., to complete logical
thoughts and to express them in a clear and pleasant form. While keyword sentences are grammatically correct and
can be stylish, they tend to specialized usage, and specialized usage, whether called jargon or, more flatteringly,
patois, always tends to exclude the outsider from the meaning, which is to be avoided at all costs if one is trying to
help someone. There is already too much mystification surrounding astrology. If you cannot say it in clear
language without specialized astrological terminology, you probably do not know it. Strive to understand
until you can.
The second objective is to move beyond mere description into meaning and understanding. The great value of
astrology does not lie in the ability to describe someone sight unseen and “blow someone’s mind.” Description is
valuable to use as a check by observation to ensure that you are on the right track but the great value of astrology
lies in its ability to get at the hidden, inner meaning of behavior. If one understands why behavior is as it is, one
stands a better chance to appreciate the life of the native and to help to modify it which requires changes in tune
with the person’s character. Just understanding the meaning and purpose of one’s life and the facets and phases of it
is a boon in itself. In the example sentences in this section there is a good deal of speculation. Speculation is not
good in the place of a certain understanding but it is an excellent tool to get the intuition working with the
ideational mind in the same way that keywords are a good tool to get the intuition working with both the concrete
and ideational facets of mind.
The third objective is to begin to get a well-rounded view of character. There is a great danger in astrology of
focusing too much on one little pattern and missing the forest for the trees. Sometimes it is necessary to work with
one little pattern because that is the issue at hand but it is the duty of the astrologer to keep the entire character in
mind because it is an integral whole, and little things affect the whole and other parts of the character. One of the
greatest arms in baseball, that of Dizzy Dean, was ruined by pitching with a sore toe which necessitated unbalanced
throwing to alleviate pain and that resulted in stressing the arm muscles beyond recovery. One cannot be complete
because that would necessitate knowing every instant of the native’s life from every angle and every meaning--one
cannot even be comprehensive within the scope of a little workbook like this--but one can be well-rounded, balanced
and see the character with just proportion, which is no small thing in character appreciation.
Dive in and have some fun while learning and becoming creative and independent of authority. Create as many
descriptive and analytical sentences as you can. The examples given in this section begin with very simple sentences
and become progressively more complex and detailed. Some of the sentences are highly speculative and perhaps less
helpful for understanding, but they should be somewhat helpful even in that. Have fun, make errors if necessary but
do something because that is the only way one can ever learn. Someday people will ask you for assistance and you
will realize that it is serious, and then you will be glad to have developed the tools to be able to truly help. Again,
the work done in this section cannot be computerized. There are artificial intelligence programs that can write in the
style of Kafka or other literary figures but they cannot discover meaning and create. Only self-conscious, divine
beings can create. Do have fun unfolding that capacity in yourself!

Facet assignments blind charts

First Male

Second Female

Personality Analysis

First Female

Second Male

The open horoscopes are on the final page of this section.
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First personality assignment

The total character can be naturally subdivided into the following four parts: the personality, the emotionality, the
mentality and the spirituality or individuality.
In the horoscope the astrological indicators of the personality are (by order of priority):
The ascendant
The ruler of the ascendant
Close-orb aspects to the ascendant
Planets in the 1st house
Planets in the east
General familiarity and ease with the dense, physical plane and body are often indicated by the number and nature of
planets in the earthy signs.
You have been given two charts which will be used for the next few assignments.
Write as many sentences pertaining to the personality as you feel comfortable writing. Write about individual
contributors to the personality and try to write a synthesis of what you have concluded from the fragments.
In this assignment the male horoscope is worked with first, then the female.

First personality sentences
1.
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The physique of this individual is likely to be strong, robust and durable with a good deal of stamina and sex
appeal.

2.

This individual is likely to be very much at home with nature and understand cycles of nature and see hidden
things in nature.

3.

The personality is likely to be masterful and exhibit great control and the native will hang onto life with great
tenacity.

4.

The physique of this individual is likely to be muscular, tough and assertive but cautious.

5.

The personality of this native is likely to be very serious, even grave; part of this may be due to a considerable
load of ripe destiny from past lives.

6.

The physique of this individual is likely to be lean and wiry with an almost unbreakable grip on life despite
the likelihood of serious illnesses that require long periods of confinement.

7.

This person is likely to be drawn to power and matters of profound consequence and will have something like
a physical will to carry him through ponderous adversity.

8.

This individual is likely to address the outer world with subtlety but also straight on with great frankness.

9.

The world will always appear a mystery to this individual no matter how much he may know of it and that
mystery will lead him on, much as temptation through desire (which is also strong in his personality) does,
and he will always be fascinated by things around him.

10. This person is likely to intestinal problems of both the large and small intestines due his attitude of analytic
introspectiveness and his habit of liking concentrated foods with insufficient roughage.
11. This personality is likely to be very strong with considerable might in part because of the strength of his
desire, in part due to his strong drive to activity, and in part due the direct and harmonious relationship of the
spirit to the body.
12. The drive to objectify ambitions by active interactions with the world, strengthened by the ambition to be at
the top of things, ensures an active, non-sedentary life that helps to maintain good health.
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13. The observational powers in this personality show a sagacity that might well be founded in an almost ironic
appreciation of things as they are, born of a keen sense of things as they were, which awakens anticipations of
things as they will be, in such a manner that there is an anachronistic struggle between the deep appreciation of
history and the past and an urgent intuitive yearning for the future.
14. Creative urges to new ways of life work into his personality and perhaps bring him to a state of physical
travail as he gives birth to a new outlook of the world but emotional control fostered in him by both parents
will aid him in not getting so upset as to cause frequent bouts of illness.
15. An almost eternal feeling of love combined with great, influential power and optimism (and perhaps wealth),
plus an experiential faith will give his personality a great sense of well-being and preserve him in almost any
situation.
16. He will carry himself in his personality with an uncanny sense of august greatness and attractive, powerful
style.
17. His familiarity and ease with the physical world is above normal and is founded in the fact that he has a good
feel for the world and the forces of nature that work through it.
The following sentences attempt to describe and probe the meaning of the personality in the first (female) chart.
1.

This personality is likely to be beautiful, balanced, symmetric and exquisitely tasteful.

2.

This personality is fresh, variable, bright, colorful, artistic and dainty.

3.

This person is likely to look into social circumstances in the outer world and see the workings of justice in.
them, a justice with mercy and kindness.

4.

The physique of this person is likely to be well-proportioned, symmetric and deft with good reflexes and
responsiveness and she is likely to see beauty in the world and strive to a natural aesthetic in herself.

5.

This personality is likely to be highly impressionable, relate to the environment with emotion, and may
vacillate in interpretation and responsiveness to the world with a general flutter of emotionality.

6.

The childhood that forms the personality of this individual is likely to have been love-oriented, and love will
likely be the first reaction to the world, though it may be a bit gushy and saccharin.

First personality sentences (continued)
7.
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This person will be likely to be sensitive to function in the world, and may have uncanny insights into both
the natural world and the world of society, in both cases likely involving some principle of sacrifice.

8.

The individual may look on the world with nostalgia and other forms of sentimentality and is almost certain
to a fanciful romanticism of some flavor or another—a romantic who believes in sacrifice.

9.

The ability to be responsive and adapt and react to changing circumstances in the immediate environment is
key to the health of this person’s body and personal social growth comes through a compensatory interactive
stance toward the world.

10. This personality needs to be needed in a healthy way to feel fulfilled and thus by interfacing with the world as
a feedback system gains a feeling of self-worth along with an appreciation of her surroundings by seeing both
sides of the system learned in serving needed counterparts.
11. To free herself from ambivalence and indecision about outer circumstances this personality needs to develop a
good sense of objective judgment, which is perhaps better attained through basing it on the object rather than
the subject, with the verification of that judgment found in correlative material success in the ability to make
things manifest.
12. The personal style is likely to be congruent with contemporary fashion, and with taste that can prove fruitful
by recognizing simple feelings of likes and loves from early childhood and taking initiative on them.
13. Health for this individual can be augmented by getting a feel for undulating life rhythms and applying them in
a hygiene based in near spiritual belief in love; a feminine beauty mystique might be a means to this end.
14. The objective, deep and faithful love nature of this individual can be the basis for good health, and the fact
that she is likely to mature slowly in her emotional and physical nature allows her to maintain her
composure, which in turn aids her well-being and the excellent coordination between her thoughts and
feelings.
15. Though somewhat earthy, the traditional values she receives from her home life in early childhood strengthen
her person and provide the security necessary to expose her considerable sensitivity to the world, to feel how
it works and to participate in reciprocal service.
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16. Because she has an appreciation and respect for concrete fact, she can allow her eye for beauty full scope, and
surrender as a slave to the beautiful without fear of distortion, because she can always get feedback about the
accuracy of her thoughts, feelings and observations by communicating what she feels and observes clearly and
persuasively and accepting the judgment of the world as part of a growing process—she is strong in the
subtlety and seeming frailty of love and the adamant nature of fact.
17. Her familiarity with the world and the substance of the world is slightly elevated, as is her strength in a
material sense because the integrity of her love allows her to win by losing.

Second personality assignment
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The second assignment is virtually the same as the first except that there are two new charts.
The total character can be naturally subdivided into the following four parts: the personality, the emotionality, the
mentality and the spirituality or individuality.
In the horoscope the astrological indicators of the personality are (by order of priority):
The ascendant
The ruler of the ascendant
Close-orb aspects to the ascendant
Planets in the 1st house
Planets in the east
General familiarity and ease with the dense, physical plane and body are often indicated by the number and nature of
planets in the earthy signs.
You have been given two new charts which will also be used for the next few assignments.
Write as many sentences pertaining to the personality as you feel comfortable writing. Write about individual
contributors to the personality and try to write a synthesis of what you have concluded from the fragments.
In this assignment the female horoscope is worked on first, then the male.
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Second personality sentences

1.

I am likely to have a positive outlook on the world because I am idealistic about it.

2.

My physique is likely to be taller than normal and perhaps rangy, and I am always enthusiastic with those
around me.

3.

My demeanor will appear cheery and happy because I have a sense of higher purpose about the world around
me, about which I will gladly hold forth generously.

4.

Though I appear fiery I am not without generous and even sensitive feelings of universal import which I can
communicate in great breadth.

5.

My positive view on life may be in part due to positively reinforcing relations with siblings with whom I am
intimate and about whom I am protective.

6.

I am a generalist about the world, about which I see the big picture, and I have a vision of progressively
improving it.

7.

I am adventurous, daring and something of a cowgirl, but not without a flair and a good deal of style and
panache.

8.

Because I relate to the world intuitively and my optimism is futuristic, I am willing to go all out on my
hunches on the spur of the moment—surprising to those around me, but I am sure that I can advance them with
forward-looking insights.

9.

Because I am a bit amazed at the world, it is difficult for me to maintain steadiness and evenness—people
around me think I am irregular and a little too zany and outrageous for my own good.

10. It is difficult for me to form habits, good or bad, and I do things in a swift, jerky manner that attracts a lot of
attention to my person, but I am not certain whether it is intentional or not and don’t have the time to be
introspective enough to find out.
11. I believe there is a higher order in the world but it is not complicated as some would have it, rather it is based
on the simple goodness and abundance of God, and it is ever-expanding.
12. Some days I feel full and energetic and the world seems bright and uplifting, while on other days, when I feel
a little lazy, the world seems deceptively easy—but if my luck runs out, I am still not down about it.

Second personality sentence (continued)
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13. I think the world is an adventure, and our relation to it should allow us the room to treat it as such, and if that
means an aristocracy, so be it—because the big spirits are going to rise to the top anyway.
14. If a person has a big enough scope, all of the differences should wash out or fade into the background and the
uncomfortable restraint of fact and information should resolve itself—though I may not be there now, it may be
any day now.
15. I feel at home with my feelings about the world that cause me to feel big inside, and I don’t care to spoil that
by defining it, but rather I want to preserve and improve upon it.
16. My position in the outer world depends upon the impact I can have on it, and I seem to do pretty well at that
with a just bravado and emotional fluency that is not without objective control, although often I get
feverish and almost berserk in my enthusiasm.
17. I can interact with the world like one of the boys and I am not afraid to be sanguine in my personal
expressions, though some of my partners don’t have the stomach for my fearless style.
18. I can pull off these great, original capers with gusto because I know myself so well—I know what I can express
in the world because I give myself so forthrightly that my self-identification and intuition are as one.
19. An “anything goes” impulse toward life—seeing the world and myself as play, vigorous play—gives me a
spontaneity that doesn’t fail.
20. The reason the world sees big, outrageous, creative ventures as speculation is because the world doesn’t always
know what it is doing—by creative restraint, people limit themselves from what they could be and see in the
world.
The following sentences attempt to describe and probe the meaning of the personality in the second male chart.
1.

This is a mental personality—dry, picky, tedious and petty, but always thinking and considering every last
detail even though this may cause nervous strain.

2.

He is likely to be between slightly tall and middle stature, lean and introspective, and his polite and
considerate manners may mask the fact that he is inward.
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He will always be trying to systematize the world or find some method in it, probably more earthly than
heavenly.

4.

He may be timid and tentative about interacting with the external world, but his reticence can be overcome if
he can be given a reason to do so, preferably a mundane, human one.

5.

He may view the world in terms of mental constructs to the extent that he, sensate though he may be, is
unable to appreciate it as it is—thus he may see the realities of the world as facts or data that vindicate or deny
his own world view, which is more important to him than the reality itself.

6.

He is likely to be withdrawn from the material world as though afraid of it as something that could
contaminate him.

7.

He is something of a paradox in regard to the outer world in that he is coldly factual and objective about the
things of the world yet at the same time highly subjective and personal about what it means to him.

8.

Because mind is dominant in his outer personality, the culmination of his personality should come in his later
years when time has allowed him to gain mental control and his mind has matured to its full powers.

9.

To calm his nervousness, retreats are important to his physical well-being, but since he is so time conscious
he may not wish to take them and would take his worry with him if he did.

10. Having a snug nest with well-defined surroundings and things that he has had with him for a long time
contribute greatly to his physical disposition, as he needs things related to from his personal history in order
to feel secure.
11. Engaging his personality in function (how things work) is an excellent way for him to maintain personal
hygiene, but because he sees the sensible world as all there is, he may take it for granted and stop inquiring
into it, viewing function as a means to worldly ends, assuming they are also just part of the only reality.
12. Because he likes particulars, little bits of significant information, his personality can be distracted so that he
can’t see the forest for the trees, but he still should be able to see the salient features of things from the facts.
13. His peculiar attachment to particulars may lead to specialization which, though satisfactory for his calling,
may not be good for his physical health, and he is fussy about his food and selects it according to particular
tastes and not because of general needs.

Second personality sentences (continued)
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14. If he can see his body as a process that requires certain things and actions to work well he can maintain good
health provided he does not get too mental about it all—regularity in processes is important to health.
15. He must avoid gossip and dishing dirt if he is to avoid personal disparagement and this means that he must be
careful about criticism and pettiness—it is difficult to feel good about one’s self with such preoccupations.
16. He is not without the capacity to see the world in a broad general sense because of the fine relationship
between his concrete mind and his ideational mind with which he can appreciate the outer world in large; he
can see outer, material reality exactly as it is because he understands the limits that define it.
17. He does have some enthusiasm and personal pride but the enthusiasm is so caught up in the mind set of pomp
and circumstance, and keeping up appearances and protocol, that it gets constrained and muffled to the extent
of stiffness.
18. He tries to define his personality in terms of power and influence but cannot come off as august because of
always trying to prove himself as such—always trying to gain or sustain prominence actually keeps him from
living in prominence in the grand style of august power.
19. He appreciates accurate facts about the world and situations in it and can handle massive amounts of facts or
data and grasp their salient features quickly, but if viewed personally or in terms of personal power he can get
their implications all wrong, setting off a sullen, explosive and debilitating temper.
20. Taken on his own terms and his own values (which are earthly or worldly), he can deport himself with
considerable dignity because of the mental attitude pervading his personality, which has been developed
from an appreciation of historical examples of serious respectable demeanor.
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First emotionality assignment

The total character can be naturally subdivided into the following four parts: the personality, the emotionality, the
mentality and the spirituality or individuality.
The emotionality includes: feelings, emotions, desires, passions, urges, motivations, moods, etc.
In the horoscope the astrological indicators of the emotionality are (by order of priority):
The Moon, which indicates the base or general emotionality;
Venus, which indicates the sacrificial, feminine loving, socializing and refining emotionality—attractive 		
desires;
Mars, which indicates the demanding, masculine driving, passionate, asserting emotionality—
repulsive desires (Female humans seem to be more responsive to Venus and the Moon than male humans
who are more responsive than females to Mars).
Other planets also contribute to the emotionality but not so fundamentally and overtly.
General familiarity and ease with the desire world and the desire body are usually indicated by the number and
nature of planets in the watery signs.
You have been given two sets of two charts which will be used for the next few assignments. For this assignment use
the first set which includes the male.
Write as many sentences pertaining to the emotionality as you feel comfortable writing. Write about individual
contributors to the emotionality and try to be both descriptive and explanatory even if you must speculate in the
latter. If there is time, compose a synthesis and synopsis of the fragments.
Again, begin with the first male horoscope.

First emotionality sentences
1.
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The basic emotionality of this man is delicate and refined with qualities of sensitivity and other-worldly
emotions so broad and farsighted that he has the compassion to understand in his feelings almost any
sentiment or mood of nearly anyone.

2.

His feelings are so inward and experienced so personally that even the universal character of the things he feels
could suffer from subjectivity if he is not careful about removing the personal element and getting them out in
an objective manner.

3.

His imagination is capable of incubating visions of spiritual things by bringing together and holding symbols
from the poles of universal extremes by binding them with an attitude of fatal necessity lest they slip back
into chaos.

4.

His purely artistic emotions exhibit discriminating literary taste that is objective and exemplary.

5.

He is capable of giving care and love to every little detail and doing so in finished presentations for all the
world to behold and love, even the critics.

6.

His desire for love is also open for all the world to see in either celebrity or scandal and he could suffer from
infamy because his love for intellectual and artistic freedom might not coincide with the petty social mores of
his time and place.

7.

He has a good handle on his passions and could even be said to be master of them so that he can channel them
into productive activities and derive full benefit from his labor.

8.

He has a healthy desire or ambition for the things of the world but not carelessly, such that he would spend
his energy and his money as though it were going out of style, as people with material desires often do.

9.

He is driven by an interest in practical things from which he expects products that work efficiently and he
applies himself methodically and with control to attain them with definite ends in mind.

10. This man has an emotionality significantly higher than usual and it seems to encompass all levels and
directions of human feelings.
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11. His basic emotions are plagued by inconsistency, an internal inconsistency of shy, inward, mystical feelings
that are highly personal but which belong to the world yet are simultaneously inhibited by a habit of quaint,
subjective reserve, and an encompassing inconsistency between his withdrawn sympathies and his mental
professions and consequent fame and masculine radiance objectively expressed in society—a compound
inconsistency no doubt fostered or renewed in his character by parental contrast redoubled in some role
reversals.
12. He is able to resolve this potential emotional vacillation by developing a strict emotional discipline (probably
developed sufficiently in a past life to be well-established in this one) that applies stern control of a classical
nature to fleeting evaporative or partially condensed impressions that occupy his personal subconsciousness,
and this control is no doubt also implanted and represented in classical parental figures.
13. Spiritual perfection, through continuing maturation and through perfecting refinement by referring to the
stubborn objectivity of emotional facts from the past, is the predominant factor in his basic emotionality—but
it is almost always hidden from the world, and the constant work of it is not obvious except in mental
perfections given to the world, about which he is as ambivalent as he is about the shallow values of the world.
14. He is likely to look upon lovers as archetypal embodiments of literary, perfect ideals, and though his first
attraction may be sexually obsessive he will persevere and, if not cowered by gossip, will redefine the relations
with the full power of irony in literary perfection that immortalizes both the loves and himself, with mutual
social and professional benefit.
15. There is always a great danger of getting carried away in excessive popularity and social activities, and though
he may well indulge himself in them, that will serve to awaken emotional ambivalence and necessitate
generous times of personal retreat.
16. Love awakens fantasy in him, yet not necessarily a base, self-gratifying fantasy, because there is a good chance
that through love he can recognize, by feeling, some kind of transcendent ideal that unites humanity in
sympathy and love.
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17. His relations with men are also positive and less mixed with temptation than his relations with women
(maternal or amorous) because they are based in respect and a clear self-knowing that can only come by doing
something self-consciously and carrying it out together to objectified completion and perfection.
18. Mature, masculine influences in his life are likely to be with people of prominence, renown or authority, and
they are likely to promote his wealth by giving him the opportunity to focus his drive in very exacting,
worldly or earthy activities for him to master with benefit to all.
19. His masculine emotions are more likely to be more formal and less fluent than his feminine emotions because
they will be addressed to more professional or socially restrictive relationships and will have a more scientific
or pragmatic feel about them, but they will be every bit as perfect and stimulating.
20. There is a good deal that is classic about the entire emotionality, both in experiencing the classic stuff of
emotionality and in the subjective venues in which the fluidic emotions are felt, and this classic quality allows
him to rise through the emotions to spiritual experiences, which one would not expect with such an abundance
of earthly, personal and potentially passive occupation.
The following sentences are to describe or explain the emotionality for the female chart in the first emotionality
assignment.
1.

This person is a bit cool and aloof in her emotions, tending to few specific objects that personally motivate
her detachment from those that do move her.

2.

Perhaps her distance from her feelings is due to experiencing them in personal memories that allow room for
intellectual activity and intuition, both of which dissipate tendencies to cling.

3.

The childhood nest in which she developed her emotionality is well-feathered with many elements of security,
maintained by provident but not moistly intimate parents, who would tend to cultivate a similar emotional
reserve in her—highly excitable she is not.

4.

Her artistic emotions are like distilled nectar and she has an aesthetic feel for sublime beauty with supernal
taste.

5.

Her love is a give-all, sacrificial type, whereby she learns the practical utility of winning by losing.
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Her delicate affections leave her prone to illness as sensitive people often are, but by following them to their
natural conclusions she should be able maintain a regimen adequate to the need.

7.

She is attracted to quite virile young men with considerable sex appeal and adequate means, which they are
willing to spend without restraint.

8.

Her desires are quite strong and objective, and she has no hesitancy about doing the work necessary to fulfill
them, evaluating them by their own standard: intensity.

9.

Staying power is key to her drive, and keeping the prize in view she will sustain her passion as long as is
necessary to achieve it, yet after she possesses it, she is likely to drop it—not from detachment, but because it
no longer holds the excitement of conquest.

10. Because she is well-balanced in all facets of character, her emotionality does not stand out more than any
other facet—she probably enjoys her feelings, but not too much.
11. Her emotionality is likely to be subservient to her individuality which, being humanistically and altruistically
inclined, spreads her emotions so thin they seem virtually dispersed, while subconscious mulling removes her
from them even more.
12. She is at a stage of individuation where intuitions move her but, because she is egoistic, the immediacy of
intuition develops in her as impatience, and her emotions can be stirred to frenzy but not hysteria because she
is too unattached and unemotional for that extreme.
13. It may be that she was nurtured so well that intentional nurture is transparent to her and she takes it for
granted, so that it doesn’t occur to her to participate in it herself while dwelling in the balm of reminiscence.
14. Though sublime, her love is not shallow (though it may seem vapid to the undiscerning)—it has great depth
and sincerity and is slow to develop, because she evaluates it in the context of history; when she does love,
she does not give up.
15. Her penetrating mind, which can pick up the crucial and salient features of social functioning and social order,
exerts a good deal of influence on her love nature and keeps her in physical and emotional health by reminding
her of the significant details.
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16. The thing she most likes about young lovers is their proud feeling of self-sufficiency in their own being; in
her case the pride is likely to be great but not excessive.
17. She also enjoys the daring young lovers awaken in her, urging her to leap beyond restraint even if that means
temperamentally and pain (physical and emotional), and this impetuous urgency saves her from an
emotionality that might otherwise be too careful or other-worldly to come to its full desire potential: the rose
never smells as sweet as when it is crushed, and a little self-crushing isn’t all bad—it might even awaken an
awareness outside of that subjective stance.
18. She is likely to treat pride and passion as commodities to be spent freely and without stint, and eventually the
more sober feelings in her will help her to realize that one never satisfies desire by yielding to it; but that same
sobriety may not appreciate that even though bankrupt of satisfaction, desire is still a bottomless well for
experience because of personal bias in fact.
19. Her entire emotional nature, though not dominant in her total character, has within itself a good balance and
range, from bacchic, impetuous passion to prudent, rational skill at poetic love to a more transcendent,
personal concept of feeling; though she is not an emotional titan in quantity or quality, she is no slouch
either.
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Second emotionality assignment

The second emotionality assignment is virtually the same as the first using the other two charts, Luce and Nixon.
The total character can be naturally subdivided into the following four parts: the personality, the emotionality, the
mentality and the spirituality or individuality.
The emotionality includes: feelings, emotions, desires, passions, urges, motivations, moods, etc.
In the horoscope the astrological indicators of the emotionality are (by order of priority):
The Moon, which indicates the base or general emotionality;
Venus, which indicates the sacrificial, feminine loving, socializing and refining emotionality—attractive 		
desires;
Mars, which indicates the demanding, masculine driving, passionate, asserting emotionality—
repulsive desires (Female humans seem to be more responsive to Venus and the Moon than male humans
who are more responsive than females to Mars).
Other planets also contribute to the emotionality but not so fundamentally and overtly.
General familiarity and ease in the desire world and the desire body are usually indicated by the number and nature
of planets in the watery signs.
You have been given two sets of two charts which will be used for the next few assignments. For this assignment use
the second set, beginning with the female chart.
Write as many sentences pertaining to the emotionality as you feel comfortable writing. Write about individual
contributors to the emotionality and try to be both descriptive and explanatory, even if you must speculate in the
latter. If there is time, compose a synthesis and synopsis of the fragments.
Again, work with the female horoscope first.

Second emotionality sentences
1.
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The basic emotionality of this individual is gentle and socially-oriented and its high activity will not only be
a motivation to progress, it will also be applied to maintain and nurture the status quo.

2.

The basic emotions will not be limited to nurture and protection, they will also be applied to social and
professional ambitions, and she may be seeking prominence, fame and celebrity status—being a patroness of
the arts and society would suit her fine.

3.

Because she is so strongly bent toward social activities and because her nurturing nature is more that of a
votary of art, she may not be the best mother and may spoil her children or try to promote them in society.

4.

Her love is solid and firm and the people she loves will not lack for its demonstration nor will it be flippant,
even though she is so socially inclined.

5.

She knows how to oil the wheels of society with indubitable charm, to maintain and coax those with whom
she shares her labor of love.

6.

Caring for others in patient, definite and long-suffering love is a large part of her service to the world, and she
is likely to be sure of herself in those activities, though not beyond needing physical or material appreciation
for her love and its deeds.

7.

Her basic drives are not consistent; she may be very desirous of things, yet not always follow through
because successful, forward-going activities require more balance than she has, a lack perhaps due to
sentimental looking-back that pulls her off-center.

8.

Her desire to fight her way to the top is not consistent with the grace and social decorum expected there and
her bold, garish tastes from her past may make social acceptance difficult, without taking a few burning but
socially acceptable rebukes.

9.

Established status and youthful, dynamic desires are not compatible—so while her brash style may seem chic
and fashionable as a social phenomenon for a while, she may have to labor to maintain social composure and
durable position by retreating to rework her emotionality with new stylistic elan that recreates her social
image: ongoing, redemptive social restatement.

10. She is not especially at home in the socio-emotional sphere because she is too busy using desires for her
ambitions, and she does not take time to repose in emotion to feel and appreciate it for its own sake.
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11. The most prominent feature of this emotionality is a cool, objective, impersonal discipline and control,
whereby the general intellectuality predominates over the emotions, colored by a strong ambition to
prominence and selfish desire for the fruits of social power, with the ironic consequence that the strict control
may limit the rewards or at least the appreciation of them.
12. The principle of conservative limitation also controls the passions, which are consequently fluent and carefully
expressive with a natural, instinctual vigor that can be turned toward social ends with some success.
13. Her objective desires to project an image of herself as a socially and artistically strong woman of the world
may, perhaps, be why her maternal emotionality is not as strong.
14. The loving side of her emotional nature is archetypical in character but it is also not strong and, though she
may be interested in loving service, the opportunities and abilities for that may be few—she will have to
create them or find them on her own without astrological impulsion.
15. If her methods for finding love and the means to express it prove too inertial to satisfy her needs, she may
have to turn to friends or appeal to social contacts, where her forward and dashingly bold emotionality proves
an asset rather than a liability.
16. In any case, finding love or active artistic skills and functions is important, lest she turn to rich living and/or
personal inertia which could impair her health, despite being otherwise highly active and outward.
17. The excellent control of her basic emotionality (which also carries over into her passional nature) is beneficial
in channeling and facilitating fluent instinctual expression, and lessens her tendency to get carried away in
frenzies of other-worldly anger that could lead to social disgrace and scandal.
18. When she does let go, her tendency is to relapse into primitive, psychic behavior, social ritual replete with
involuntary clairvoyance and berserk explosions, possibly in reversion a wanton rebellion as a response to
much more control than her pride will allow.
19. In her aggressive emotions she seems to fuse masculine and feminine into a psychological gender ambiguity
which in some weird spiritual way defines extreme and peculiar relations with her partners and which could
threaten the fame she covets—for her conservative restraints are benign.
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20. While the emotionality is not strong and in most facets not standard, control and a proclivity to uncanny
psychological violence are pronounced and they are landmarks in the totality of her personality.
The following sentences are to describe or explain the emotionality for the male chart in the second emotionality
assignment.
1.

This basic emotionality is likely to be cool, even insipid, and though inclined toward humanitarian works, is
too weak and ineffective to motivate much action in them.

2.

He is not a nurturing individual, and while nurture may be some kind of transcendent ideal for him, he is too
distant to be comforting where nurture is needed.

3.

He is likely to be impartial in his general emotional or instinctual nature, but that quality does not benefit him
where more personal feelings are called for—it may be good for public service and protocol but not for downto-earth functionality.

4.

His loving nature is also focussed outside the earthly sphere of feelings, where he is highly sacrificial and
exceedingly soft and compassionate.

5.

His love is likely to be expressed in service and idealistic endeavor, and when love is the primary motivation
he is willing to bow to others so things can function smoothly.

6.

He is usually understanding toward those that serve him and his love could come to its highest, special
expression in shared, sacrificial, voluntary service.

7.

His passionate nature is another matter, for it is highly charged with pride and may even be pugnacious,
though usually suppressed in his subconscious nature.

8.

He is daring and willing to take large leaps of faith with an aggressive stance, much to the chagrin of the more
feminine aspects of his emotionality and his conservative personality.

9.

His subconscious feels something like trying to sit on a balloon to hold it in, only to have it bulge out
somewhere else, and this may be due to a home life of religious training that gave him both overblown
confidence and religious restraint; or it may be due to having a father that both encouraged him and who was
himself repressed and passed it on, or both.
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10. General attunement and emotional ease is not strong in this individual—what little sympathy exists, is of a
rare spiritual ilk much different from his earthiness, it is probably not a large factor in his general personality.
11. A cold and indifferent mother may have stunted his emotional development making him a cool humanitarian
servant, but also too removed and inhibited with both coworkers and subordinates.
12. His best hope for intimacy is with friends with whom he shares spirituality and who can thereby awaken
sensitivity in him, if he can only keep from opposing them by an insecure need for ego assertion.
13. Developing his creative and expressive nature is a key to reawakening emotional functionality and learning
new emotional skills and the means to work with others in the altruistic ideal that is dear to him.
14. With those he loves, things are not so difficult because he is generous, subjectively communicative and even
vigorously projective with affections, drawing on cherished memories of parental sacrifice to guide his
sacrificial, serving love impulses.
15. His love is also relatively steady for one so inclined to idealize its rarer forms, and some of that stability
might be the result of a firm, demanding parent who established in him a sense of long-suffering sacrifice to
obtain an objective—sacrifice that borders on obsession, but with benign and salubrious effects on his
emotions and his general health.
16. Unfortunately, some of the seeming stability is due to feeling frozen in insecurity about his incapacity to love,
and feelings of inadequacy before his strict and dogmatic religious or moral ideals.
17. His masculine, impetuous emotions are strong and pushy, perhaps from being repressed sufficiently enough by
the demanding parent or the will to power to become explosively charged—one can never completely repress
desire, and attempts to do so often only intensify it in what is called the “pressure cooker effect.”
18. His desire for power in particular, and his wide ranging desires in general, drive his mind—already ambitious
in its own right—so that he is astute, comprehensive, eager for learning, and can communicate his thoughts
forcefully, even the large and distinctly defined ideas.
19. His desires do include passionate emotions, but since he is idealistic and high-minded about them, they
provide the means and method of release from desire strictures resulting from powerful but demanding and
conflicted parental inhibitions.
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20. The emotionality is certainly not the most pronounced dimension of his character, as much of it may be
inharmoniously skewed from archetypal emotionality, but he is strong in his masculine desires and
expressions and his emotional tools are not all base or perverted—there is potential for emotional and moral
redemption if he can free himself from an excessive mental valuation of reality and surrender to love.
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First mentality assignment

The total character can be naturally subdivided into the following four parts: the personality, the emotionality, the
mentality and the spirituality or individuality.
The mentality includes: the concrete mind, the abstract mind and the instinctual mind.
In the horoscope the astrological indicators of the mentality are (by order of priority):
Mercury, which indicates the concrete mind and the center of mentality;
Jupiter, which indicates the abstract or ideational mind;
The Moon, which indicates the instinctual mind.
Opportunities to develop the higher (abstract) and lower (concrete) mind are indicated by the 9th and 3rd houses
respectively.
General familiarity and ease with the world of thought and the mind, and intellectuality in general, are usually
indicated by the number and nature of planets in the airy signs.
You have been given two sets of two charts which will be used for the next few assignments. For this assignment use
the first male and female charts beginning with the first male.
Write as many sentences pertaining to the mentality as you feel comfortable writing. Write about individual
contributors to the mentality and try to be both descriptive and explanatory, even if you must speculate in the latter.
If there is time, compose a synthesis and synopsis of the fragments.
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1.

The concrete mind of this individual is bold, direct and inclined toward giving in massive expressiveness.

2.

This mentality also has great staying power born of pride and is assertive, but must resist the temptation to
play with thinking or to force thoughts onto others.

3.

The opportunities for developing concrete thought coincide with the opportunities for developing the higher
mind, and the flavor of those thoughts, ideas and opportunities is positive and noble.

4.

Applying concrete reasoning to matters normally approached by ideation may prove somewhat unsatisfactory
for both functions, in that the concretion might be a bit too stretched or inflated to be useful and the
opportunities to develop ideas a bit too pointed and direct to be universal.

5.

The concrete mind will always strive to fly higher and improve in its service to the divine and there is little
chance of it being purloined by his lusty desires or his fussy individuality—he wants to be high-minded even
in his lower mind and he wants his mind to be shining and bright.

6.

His ideational mind is most at home ideating about spiritual feelings that are universal so that he has a
wonderful, compassionate understanding with which he feels intimacy, comfort and at-homeness.

7.

His ideas are likely to be tinted by subjectivity and personal biases because he is trying to abstract the
emotional essence from the content of his personal subconscious and may not be able to soar free from
subjectivity because the subconscious content may cause him to always look back on his personal life
memories.

8.

Universal concepts on universal ideals of the character of germinal emotions preoccupy his reflective
consciousness so that he seems absent-minded or removed while trying to solve his emotional dilemmas in
terms of universals.

9.

His instinctual mind often also seems to operate below the threshold of waking consciousness in a sea of
spiritually-toned emotions from which he seems to react with superstitious automatism.

10. His responsive memory-thought seems to be occupied with vague, indefinite, primary relational structure that
makes reflexive emotional responses seem normal or even distilled and, if he doesn’t account for subjective
perspective, he may emote impulsively from untried assumption.
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11. His rational thought, though highly aspiring and directed to transcendent ideals, may be suspended, fixated or
paralyzed in a struggle with powerful, passionate, instinctual urges obsessed with desires for things in the
outer world, and this may result in intellectualizing and rationalizing two very different world views; it will
also manifest in a battle to determine the use of libido.
12. In his concrete mental awareness he may also feel suspended because it feels like he lacks a toe-hold for the
mind in a fiery element that is foreign to it, and this feeling of suspension and inability to fully access the
concrete mind will continue until he can sufficiently fulfill a contingent faculty of spiritual vision so as to see
through images and not be limited to imageless content with no traction.
13. It is important that he have full access to his thought processes and through them make progress toward his
ideals, because his thoughts and their higher products are also key to performing his worldly duties and
achieving his very definite ambitions, and his self-image (which is mental) is his instrument of wielding
positive power toward those objectives—ironically, the mentality is interlocked with self-image in a tight,
interdependent, syndrome spiral that could wind either upward or downward.
14. If he can keep from trying to solve the resistant problems of the unknown (which he can see in the inner
worlds) by applying exclusive, predetermined, mental idealism, and if he can keep from using desire to
kidnap the mind, it is possible that he could use the mind in research to build a bipolar framework for
understanding the threshold between the inner and outer worlds and how they function together.
15. In his ideational consciousness he senses a commonality between spirit frozen into matter as an interface to the
unknown and semi-waking conceptual consciousness well enough to unleash its considerable power within
his own personal being as well as in the outer world, over which he can potentially exhibit an almost magical
influence.
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16. With such personal power available to him he must be very careful not to come to careless, misjudgment
about his abilities or he could harm himself in excessive personal indulgences born of lax misestimating, or
luxuriant distractions of overwrought popularity, or extreme, earthly, feminine favors—good habits are a good
idea for him.
17. The ability to sustain memories of dreams as vehicles of both personal subconscious content and higher
spiritual forces from his own higher mind (present and becoming) long enough to reflect back on them in ways
to which he can relate personally allows him to comprehensively understand and manipulate the powers within
and behind nature in a manner that is not accessible to him if he tries to think through and direct them with
the concrete mind.
18. Very practical, prudent reflexive responses augment or facilitate his ideation comprehension of the fluidic
nature of outer reality through a cunning born of much intense and demanding past experience.
19. He has the ability to live out nature forces in controlled circumstances in his own personal bubble of natural
imagination in ways that parallel greater nature and that are also not foreign to either ideational or spiritual
consciousness, and this ability opens the higher, transcendent spiritual sight that is contingent to gaining the
access to his concrete mind needed to achieve his life goals.
20. Though a very mental individuality with a power-oriented mind, he is not perfectly attuned or accustomed to
airy, indifferent intellect at large—he is too passionate and too fascinated with the stuff of the world to want to
float through life like an albatross when he can participate in and feel the world.
The following sentences are to describe or explain the mentality for the first female chart in the first mentality
assignment.
1.

Her mind is directed to hard facts but its comprehension of the facts is in relation to the local environment, the
more personal context.

2.

Her mind is coldly objective about subjective circumstances and it is very condensed to the degree of being
crystalline and there is nothing indefinite about its function though it may be a bit nervously brittle.
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A good deal of the strength of her mind is due to her very strong memory—she may even be in touch with the
photographic, etheric memory which she accesses through a personal association system rooted in specific
examples.

4.

Thinking objectively about what is normally experienced in the flow of the subjective continuum is normally
very difficult, but because she knows exactly what she wants and has great mental patience, she can either
wait until it is manifest or mentally slow time until it is at her disposal.

5.

Because her mind is so attuned to earthy things, it is likely to be very close to the senses; thus, earthy sensory
experiences are her best avenue to total recall—her memory skills are not purely mental but also natural and
perhaps atavistic to evolutionary roots.

6.

Her ideas are apt to be big and bright and have a feeling of warmth about them that attracts others into
generous associations.

7.

Because there is some egocentric association with her ideas they may not always be as forward looking as she
would like in her utopian quest for human associations that are completely open and ebullient.

8.

Her great-spirited friends provide ample stimuli for open-ended ideas expressed in open-ended opportunities
for the greater good, with a quality of greatness, ardent devotion and personal love.

9.

Her electric, waking self-consciousness, though subjective, does not allow for much automatic, instinctive
thought and if it does, it is expressed as though it were intuitive or deliberated (instinctive consciousness can,
after all, be conditioned unconsciously to mimic the functionality of higher consciousness).

10. Reflective or reactive activity proceeding straight from the subconscious can be perfectly representative of the
consciousness of the masses, provided artificiality is minimized and provided she maintains a shoot-from-thehip psychic state.
11. Control is the dominating factor in determining the accuracy, depth and relevance of the concrete mind and the
control of the personal environment; moreover, the ordering of subconscious psychic content is key to opening
the concrete mind even though there is some risk of mental manipulative tendencies due to insecurity in the
isolation involved in separative, subjective control, both rational detail and general, feelingful understanding.
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12. By sensing and watching her own subconscious processes mentally, she begins to understand psychological
processes to the degree that she can reflectively and persuasively expand on them by drawing mental images of
emotional moods or aesthetic experiences that have both rational detail and general, feelingful understanding.
13. Even though the rational function can apperceive the salient features of subconscious activity with chary
caution, the concrete mind is at odds with higher, super-rational, spiritual knowing, most likely because such
understanding would require a daring leap of faith into the perspective of the other, which her generally
personal orientation finds disorienting, even though she may recognize that such experiences are the way of the
future when she can accommodate herself to them; until then it may all seem like the mad, tyrannical and
irrational partners to whom she attracts herself.
14. Despite having to deal with an enantiodromic irrationality that is nascent and severe, her lower mind is not
completely adverse to other-worldly experiences, of which she has many opportunities to explore, with a
budding ability to will them across the threshold of waking consciousness.
15. While her rationality is very strong and is a strange admixture of extreme, almost ponderous, control, alongside nearly insane irrationality and uncontrol—all of which is augmented by, and attached to, a beneficent,
sacrificing love nature—it is focused in opportunities to be inward and away from the world; however, the
expectable religious experience does not seem to be strong, even though religion could be an indirect means
to rationalize the more trying aspects of immediate psycho-mental experience—perhaps she fears excessive
religious control.
16. The ideational side of her mind is not as potent or demanding as the concrete, neither is it as bound up with
opportunities for super-physical experiences; however, it is clear of obstruction and distraction and it is more
in harmony with the source of what would otherwise be overwhelming and disorienting psychic phenomena,
so that by associating with friends who help direct her attention more with ideas than hard, but materially
illusional data, she can relieve some of the disorientation and integrate these phenomena into the general
consciousness.
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17. Strangely, ideas are readily applied to opening up to practical notions of how to gather practical information
and methods to cope with most mental activities, concrete or abstract, and it is likely that the information and
the technique will involve some kind of impersonal, vicarious stance.
18. It seems as though she is deliberately and self-consciously trying to bring light into the normally dark
subconsciousness which has the effect of nullifying automatic, instinctual responses to things and that
produces disorienting spiritual factors into her concrete mind—as much as she loves and rationally relates to
nature, she is removing herself from it.
19. Another effect of diminishing the instinctual facet of the mind appears to be that, in her case, it also accelerates
the consciousness and activity of the impulsive intuition into rash, impetuous influence in her general
consciousness.
20. Even though her mind is strong and is most likely the dominant function of her character, she is not a pure
intellectual thinker who appreciates the things of the intellect for their own clean ways, because she directs her
mind so much to concrete nature and supra-rational experiences.

Second mentality assignment
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The second mentality assignment is virtually the same as the first except that you use the second set of charts.
The total character can be naturally subdivided into the following four parts: the personality, the emotionality, the
mentality and the spirituality or individuality.
The mentality includes: the concrete mind, the abstract mind and the instinctual mind.
In the horoscope the astrological indicators of the mentality are (by order of priority):
Mercury, which indicates the concrete mind and the center of mentality;
Jupiter, which indicates the abstract or ideational mind;
The Moon, which indicates the instinctual mind.
Opportunities to develop the higher (abstract) and lower (concrete) mind are indicated by the 9th and 3rd houses
respectively.
General familiarity and ease with the world of thought and the mind, and intellectuality in general, are usually
indicated by the number and nature of planets in the airy signs.
Write as many sentences pertaining to the mentality as you feel comfortable writing. Write about individual
contributors to the mentality and try to be both descriptive and explanatory, even if you must speculate in the latter.
If there is time, compose a synthesis and synopsis of the fragments
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1.

Hers is a very aggressive mind: bold, daring and vigorous.

2.

She likes to think while on the move; kinetic activity is invigorating to her inward processes.

3.

Her concrete thought is personal and perhaps it is like fighting out of a paper bag because she is so subjective;
this may mean that some of her thought may not be true to greater reality—she needs to outwardly check her
thinking.

4.

Even faint impressions set her mind off and running; memory impressions can do it too, but because of the
strength of the input from her sensitivity and the vigor of her mental optimism, she must beware of
preemptive conclusions.

5.

She is fierce in her mental competitiveness and she probably likes to argue or debate; however, some of her
lines of thought are likely to take a course known only to her, which doesn’t daunt her conviction in them—she
may entrench her mind and fight it out.

6.

Her ideas might seem like vague, foggy generalizations but that doesn’t keep her from representing them as
practical.

7.

Her ideational mind is oriented toward matters of emotion and, though it is at home with the ideas of feeling,
feeling itself is not an area of strength for her; when one adds the fact that she is applying abstract tools to
matters that are purely concrete, she may seem like she is emotionally carried away and imprecise in her
communications—while the latter may be true, the former is not.

8.

The way she functions in the abstract is not harmonious to the way she functions in the concrete: it is like
water and fire, like indistinct fog formations versus crackling flame.

9.

Her instinctual mind or automatic reflection is ideally suited to immediate response and feedback for others.

10. Her reflective mental behavior is more refined than most and too refined to be optimal to the instincts; added
to that is the fact that the circumstances of her life demand or are subject to more objective scrutiny than
normal; thus, her responsive behavior may be strained or aired out too much to be effective.
11. Automatic responses to numerous professional demands and highly visible social situations may expose more
of her subconscious nature than is healthy and make it difficult to maintain equilibrium.
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12. The opportunities for developing the higher and lower minds are harmonious, and both depend on unique
individuation in both the personality and the spirit.
13. Her concrete mind is active in matters of identification in general and self-identification in particular, and
much of its development comes via home-life and children, about which she thinks with deliberate selfconsciousness.
14. Her concrete mind seems to act as an advance guard for the self-incubating, seminal mental impulses that find
full dramatic expression and exposition with almost offensive force—impulses designed to forceful change.
15. Power is frequently, if not constantly, on her mind and she needs a partner of power through whom she can
develop her thoughts and get feedback, whereby she will develop her own will-power and expand her mind
into a variety of issues.
16. Though her mind has clear tendencies to being self-centered it is not exclusively so because her mind is
naturally drawn to public, social and societal concerns in which she is keen on expressing her mental influence
in a synthetic, creative manner, using people of power to elevate her and broaden her scope.
17. Though her mental fascination and her ability to think on ponderous issues is extremely well-developed, there
is some possibility that it may deceptively appear that her thoughts are simplistic, as she is prone to approach
every issue with the same technique and because she chooses variety and practicality over eternal and farreaching precedents.
18. Her concrete mentality has an unusual blend of newborn fervor, utilizing echo-like, reflective analysis and
synthesis to appreciate old, and even reactionary, principles and values and give them birth and expression in
manifold superficial applications for the good of society: she is a new mental voice for old, conservative
thought, but she is genuine in her mental enthusiasm and probably does break down, transform and rebirth it.
19. Her abstract mind, though at home in character with the nature of germinal ideas of feeling, is not strong, and
is not a tool she chooses to use often; neither is it applied to opportunities to which abstraction is well-suited;
and when it is used, it seems to get stymied in ideological conflict, battles of power and even some slight,
political prejudice, and without the patience of her concrete mind.
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20. The abstract relationship her ideational mind bears to her concrete mind seems to be one of a ripeness and
home-coming that, in its understanding of soul, has brought forth a new concept of self and a mind with fresh
new thoughts to serve it, so that the ideational mind can now retire to rest in more superficial activity and be
used to dissolve and assimilate old prejudices.
21. The focus of instinctual mind is stronger and more frequently used than the abstract mind, but it is not any
better integrated with the concrete mind; neither is it of matching quality and reliability with the concrete
mind, though it does share parallels in strict control and, sometimes, the lack thereof.
22. Because she has such strong control of her basic emotionality she also has control of her instinctual mind, but
the very controlling activity that makes it a reliable tool also denaturalizes and brings it to more of an
intellectual state, where it doesn’t function true to nature on one hand, and brings it to react with the selfish
cunning of the controlling agency on the other, the general result being something of a double parallel to the
concrete mind, where extreme control tends toward “one trick pony” predictability as well as the tendency to
pour new wine into old bottles exhibited in the concrete mentality.
23. This dichotomy in the instinctual mind is further complicated by almost violent, instinctual upsurges that may
be the result of repression (control is not the same thing as taming and transmutation), which are complicated
by intermingled nascent spiritual impulses, the result being that automatic reflections may be a curious
mixture of intuition and desires or truths and superstitions; thus, while the instinctual mind may be reliable or
bland in some cases and exciting, unpredictable and unreliable in others, there should be no difficulty
distinguishing one manifestation from the other, even though there might be in differentiating intuition from
impulse.
24. While the intellectuality and appreciation of mental organization and method is reasonably strong, it does not
appear to be that of a true intellectual because of over-emphasis on primitive, mechanical function and
expedience with a strong reactionary and controlling bent that dulls both appreciation and curiosity: a
conservative, yes; a classicist, no.
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The following sentences are to describe or explain the mentality for the male’s chart in the second mentality
assignment:
1.

This concrete mind is very concrete, very oriented toward things of the earth and prefers to see things in
definite terms and distinct limits.

2.

The lower mind is also likely to operate beneath the threshold of waking consciousness unknown to himself
and others, lurking in a sometimes shadowy obscurity not always under his control.

3.

He is likely to prefer rigid mental structure and organization which can lead to crystal-clear thought but it can
also become brittle or tight.

4.

Even his subconscious memory is likely to be referenced in terms of classical mental, images or legalistic
precedents, which he respects because of their determination of history—he would probably like to participate
in such a determination to ensure his own historical place.

5.

His is another case of a mind set upon incubating mental material to support the self, but so extremely
cautious, careful, strong and dominant in his entire character that it becomes a thing unto itself, working for
its own ends.

6.

His abstract mind can barely be called that because it has also been subverted to material ends, to such an
extent that it loses the universality of principle to limitation in the manner of pigeon-holing for expedient
ends, rather than universalizing, thus potentially losing some of the moral principle that comes with
boundless, divine proportion.

7.

His ideational mind is also in the cellar of his character rather than at the supernal heights where it is more at
home, and his opportunities for edification suffer because of it.

8.

His ideas are likely to be conventional and seen in personal terms, in which he might ideate from fragments of
historical artifacts—an archaeologist to himself as a representative historical or political figure.

9.

The instinctual mind is very weak in his overall character and it is also out of character, being aired out and
dried up, when it functions best as support, by instinct, in the moist, psycho-biological, natural part of
character.
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10. Any cunning he has is not in the personal mind, nor is he automatically reflective—it is as if in a state of
suspended animation, perhaps because he is so mentally deliberative and also because even his raw intuition is
so materially controlled that both lower and higher spontaneity are lost.
11. What few opportunities there are for expressing the instinctual mind come through care-giving, toward which
he does have some inclination, most likely with his children.
12. The material orientation and controlling limitation of both the higher and lower minds are so pronounced that
they carry over even into the very opportunities available for utilizing and developing those facets of the
mind—opportunities for developing and using the higher mind are especially earth-bound and deny access to
soaring.
13. The higher and lower minds (the ideational and concrete minds) are so bound together that they must be
considered as a unit, and it is the concrete facet that dominates, not only because it is stronger but also because
the whole character of the mind is earthy and concrete, enforced in this tendency by being closely allied with
perceptions and other activities relating to the outer, material world.
14. The mind, in general, is strong—not only because of being a unit, but also because of being concentrated
(which always strengthens the mind), and because all of the passion of the desire nature behind urging it on to
greater ambitions, with an enormous mental pride that is competitive enough to be pugnacious.
15. This is a mind suited to a background, support person who does detailed research work quickly and efficiently,
but because there is an almost hypnotic, mental fascination with power and because there are influences from
dark powers in high places, he finds himself catapulted into positions of fame or notoriety (not that he ever
resists such actions) no matter how definitely he may seem to be relegated to obscurity.
16. His mind, especially the abstract facet of it, is not closed to compassion and he is, in fact, sympathetic to the
plight of the down-trodden, to labor (unlike modern day conservatives) and women, which sympathy could
redeem him if the darker aspects of the mind did not dominate with the convenient excuse of expedience.
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17. Because his mind operates beneath waking consciousness so extensively, it is more subject than normal to
direction from the selfishness of the lower nature, no matter how he may see himself in his waking
consciousness, and the fact that the mind is so permeated with desire indicates there is a strong nexus of
control between the lower mind and the desire body (of which he may also not be aware) and, since the lower
nature always seeks power, it is very likely that he is mentally driven by he knows not what.
18. His mind is drawn to the appearances of the outer world and a too mental obsession with prominence, both of
which give him many opportunities to think and worry about the primary horizontal and vertical relationships
of life, so that he may think that he has a grasp of most of the important things of life, which he carefully
coordinates into a personal system.
19. The ideational facet of the mind is more directed to opportunities to respond and to the more subjective
stances of life, which he may see as his being caring (an alibi), rather than to face up to the fact that idealism
is scarce in his nature and that he has subverted or inverted his character to petty, personal ambition.
20. The character of the primary elements of his mind is dominated by the same philosophical attitude that
pervades the religion and/or philosophy of his upbringing, and that opens the opportunities to develop his
higher mind—a tough, strict, suspicious, acquisitive and certainly negative philosophy or world outlook.
21.

Despite the character flaws and being subject to the lower nature with an almost fiendish drive, the mind does
work very well and it is a much-utilized instrument that is the better for the use; in fact, it is so strong and so
dominant in the character that it is an almost autonomous element, persuasive and fascinating enough so that
the individuality cedes control of it and serves it (and by proxy the lower nature) instead of willfully taking
control and having it serve him—he loses himself to his mind by being preoccupied with details and
circumstances instead of principle.

22. The preoccupation with urbanity, worldly wisdom and saving the appearances, while covertly chasing
ambition, no doubt has a good deal to do with the stultification of the instinctual nature—he has earthly desires
and ambitions but not the natural, earthly, psycho-biological nature to appreciate them in their most basic state,
so they become caricatured as pseudo-earthiness.
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23. Friends with more feelingful personalities and even a nature-oriented mystical bent might be his only hope of
re-establishing familiarity with the biological reality of his being and finding ways to functionally react to
wholesome instincts.
24. Even though this is a very strong mentality that dominates the entire character, he is not an intellectual with
an appreciation for the mind for its own sake, or the sublime, aerial realms because his expedience in the quest
of fulfilling earthly ambitions keeps him in a cave, and the opportunities to be in touch with pure intellect are
diverted into vehicles of consciousness that can’t appreciate it or that are otherwise occupied.

First individuality assignment

Individuality Analysis
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This is the first assignment to study the individuality, spirituality and creativity in a horoscope.
The total character can be naturally subdivided into the following four parts: the personality, the emotionality, the
mentality and the spirituality or individuality. The individuality includes the transcendent Self and the personal
ego. The spirituality includes the threefold attributes of the transcendental spirit focused through the Self.
In the horoscope the astrological indicators of the individuality and spirituality are:
The Sun, which indicates both the focus of Self and the pseudo-self or ego which counterfeits it (the astrologer
		
must interpret);
Neptune, which indicates the Human Spirit and the magical powers it exhibits in the phenomenal realms, the
		
occultist;
Uranus, which indicates the Life Spirit and its altruism of universal love and the pure intuition it exhibits, the 		
		mystic; and
Pluto, which indicates the Divine Spirit and its will power and the imponderable determination it exhibits.
Because the octave planets have an effect in both the phenomenal and transcendental realms, the astrologer must
be careful to recognize which is being considered. Neptune represents the spiritual masculine (the occultist) and
octave of Mercury, but in the phenomenal realms it is passively feminine. Similarly, Uranus represents the spiritual
feminine (the mystic) and octave of Venus, but in the phenomenal realms it is actively masculine, especially in
electro-mechanical matters.
Opportunities to be in touch with these mostly unconscious realms are indicated by the 4th, 8th and 12th houses.
The 4th: opportunities to work with the subconscious;
The 12th: opportunities to work with the super-conscious;
The 8th: opportunities to work with the threshold consciousness as it relates to either the subconscious or the
super -conscious.
Tools and opportunities to develop spiritual faculties and abilities are indicated by Uranus and Neptune and the will
to do so, by Pluto, but the invisible Will to BE is beyond astrology.
General familiarity and ease with the intentional powers of the spirit are indicated by the number and character of
planets in the fiery signs.
You have been given two sets of two charts which will be used for the next few assignments. For this assignment use
the first set of charts beginning with the male.
Write as many sentences pertaining to the individuality, spirituality and creativity as you feel comfortable writing.
Write about individual contributors to the individuality and/or spirituality and try to be both descriptive and
explanatory even if you must speculate in the latter. If there is time, compose a synthesis and synopsis of the
fragments.
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First individuality sentences

1.

He discovers his individuality through the eyes of the world, which are always on him.

2.

He tends to be morally meticulous and may be self-conscious, vain and egoistic to save appearances, and
he may preen his virtues before the world.

3.

He tries to maintain a sense of perspective about himself by self-consciously realizing what things are more
important than others, and how he can serve practically, which he sees as his profession in life.

4.

Manifestations of the lower nature may come in the form of pettiness and tedium and he may tend toward
practical politics to better his position in the world; he may have to overcome a tendency to sycophantic
groveling to improve his status—egoism takes strange forms.

5.

His sense of self as a spirit is derived from the perspective from the top of the mount of worldly hierarchy, yet
his humility may prevent him from looking down on others, while the scope of his vision allows him to tend
to and administer authority with careful detail; he is likely to be thoughtful and considerate in his selfexpression.

6.

He has ample opportunity to withdraw from the world, which he will do to both think and emote, and by
harnessing his personal feelings he will come to understand the depth, seriousness and tenacity of societal
problems, which will assist him in solving his own personal problems.

7.

Pure intuition in him, while true to its nature, is in a somewhat suspended state caused by the need to
overcome through experience some hard emotional problems that are ripe and undeniable—pure, creative
intuition feels crucified by necessity.

8.

Thinking is so well-developed and part of his being that his super-rational intuition is integral to his religious
nature and his ability to bring will and desire to work together gives him magical power.

9.

His will is ponderous and immediately available, such that one would be immediately struck by the power of
his charismatic and enigmatic personality—direct manifestations of the spirit always have an air of mystery.

10. Though he is well-developed spiritually with splendidly realized powers, he is not what one would call a
spirited individual because those faculties and talents are deeply integrated into the personal elements of his
being, instead of abstractly expressed transcendentally.
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11. His emotions and his mind are both well-developed, and he uses the balance and interaction between them to
heighten his self-conscious awareness, combining vigorous enthusiasm to know himself through doing
(facilitated by his feelings and directed through intellect. with a high-wire, balancing act to guard against
losing himself by too forceful self-assertion.
12. Seen another way, he struggles between a highly objective, mental self-image for all the world to see and
correct, and an elusive, emotional, subconscious reflection of personality (often even hidden from himself),
where the only way he can approach certainty about himself is through action—productive action, masterful
action, self-directed and self-initiated, as well as emotionally and instinctively fluent and satisfying—but he
must guard against jamming acts of will or he will stymie himself both spiritually and personally.
13. Seen another way, his identity is a product of internalizing the outward interactions of the objective parent (in
this case the father), who was influential but inflexibly dry and pedantic and the subjective parent (in this case
the mother., who was sensitive, romantic and imaginative, thereby perfecting an alternative character of
controlled, energetic objectification and vigorous, emotional expansiveness.
14. Seen another way, a plethora of far-fetched emotional images in his subconsciousness reflectively galvanizes
an emotional enthusiasm and a very definite ambition that manifests in the individuality as an almost volcanic
drive to serve authorities in power and to become so himself.
15. Seen yet another way, ambition and maintenance of ambition to rare and tenuous heights, has drawn images
and other emotional content from the depths of the subconscious that cause ambivalence about his otherwise
earthy and mental self-image which, however, is strongly sustained by unambivalent drive and energy to
accomplish which prevails—ultimately he sees himself as a being of action who builds and produces products
and energetic ambitions for the tangible good of society.
16. Because he is so logical, the irrational intuition is either blocked by a personal, mental orientation, or
misdirected or misinterpreted into crack-pot thoughts and theories whose novelty and impracticality make even
their communication difficult.
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17. Rigid and concentrated adherence to deeply ingrained sexual habits inhibit access and openness to intuitive
impulses and unconditioned creativity so that in his creative free areas he may feel travail that is difficult to
communicate.
18. His spirituality is experienced through his feelings and emotions and he has opportunities to experience it
through channels of religion and/or philosophy, but it is through personal assertion and sustaining of will that
it is brought to full experience, to be preserved in its fullness in his subconscious memory after the fact.
19. His faith and will are strong and experienced through demonstrations of power—he is a living power for the
good through his rare ethical meditations of a psychological nature and experiential feelings of compassion and
liberal forgiveness that permeate his unconscious—his faith and spirituality are not as much a work in progress
as a living, functioning, spiritual perfection that feeds on itself and keeps flowing into his emotionality.
20. Feminine figures of love, compassion and beauty in symbol and in fragile reality are the symbols and the
living practical pinnacle to which he attaches his spiritual lifeline to rise in the world and to spring from the
earth to the celestial realms: he doesn’t worship women but he does esteem them highly and spiritually
understands how the spiritual feminine expresses its mystic magnetism and transcendent levity to redeem us
from our materialism.
The following sentences are examples for the first female individuality, spirituality and creativity for the first
assignment.
1.

Her individuality is not readily apparent to outside observers or to herself because she is withdrawn within the
confines of her personal subconscious where she can suspend herself in intellectual impressions.

2.

Another reason her individuality is difficult to discern is that it is so transparent—she possesses an unattached
clarity that allows her to see through her memories, dreams and recollections with little distortion.

3.

One difficulty with such a subtlety is that in one’s egoism one can feel that egoism is not present and beg the
issue of humility; a cool, impersonal indifference can also increase that tendency.
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4.
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Another problem is that a self-understanding based in knowledge and the transparent observation of the
behavior of others and founded in the personal subjective sphere, is likely to be contented with a psychological
or intellectual knowledge and the self-satisfaction therein and, therefore, is unlikely to go beyond to spiritual
insight—humanism, good and bad.

5.

Unless one is thoroughly imbued in the selfness beyond the Self, which is the basis of altruism, the paradox
of finding one’s Self in a definition of not having a self becomes very tricky and difficult, leading to a selfconception that is quirky and irregular, though perhaps brilliant and insightful at the same time: it is like a
game of hide-and-seek between self and not-self, or Self and ego.

6.

She learns the instrumentality of the spirit by boldly leading partners while giving the impression of being
actively responsive, but the irony of it is that she then needs the partners—yet if she can raise the entire
principle beyond personalities she can use it to actively unfold her spirituality open-endedly.

7.

Unlike her individuality, her intuitive function is objective and out-in-the-open for all to see, and since it is
bound up with attitudes of individual love where it is not the most free, she may have to cope with scandalous
infamy and much more attention than she would like, with her dramatic impulsive responses upping the ante.

8.

While most of the elements of her individuality and spirituality are active, assertive and dynamic, the higher
will, or potential, is not—instead, it is stubbornly resistant and pigheadedly contrary, possibly because it is
inverted and instinctual—because she loves and gives attention to the other attributes of the spirit so much, the
will function has been left behind, to function inertly in the invisible, secret subtlety true to its nature,
awakened or unawakened.

9.

She has copious opportunities to retreat from the world inwardly to solve or resolve problems, with many of
these opportunities almost mandatory—she must to beware of getting into an attitude of feeling imprisoned,
which is intolerable to her freedom-loving individuality.

10. She does have ample experience to understand the active character of spirit which is animated spiritedness, and
that characteristic spiritual attitude is experienced through functional foci of a nature similar to the
experience—she can experience classical spirituality if she chooses.
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11. The process of her self-awakening is something like a spiritual melee, a fierce, protracted battle with elements
of fiery and explosive temperamentality: she is a perfect example of the credo that freedom must be won, and
for her, that credo includes identity.
12. Her individuality is in a budding stage of a new cycle of development, making it difficult for her or others to
determine what or how she is going to become in her spiritual being; it is as though there was a gaseous
expansion deep in her soul pushing up a transparent bubble of identity whose shape is yet undefined.
13. The contingencies to spiritual self-unfoldment are dark, heavy and highly mental, feeding the intellectual
nature of her identity with cold, hard facts, yet in a curious way they foster a limpid, intellectual intimacy
based on shared thought—a “hymn to intellectual beauty” which she can share with positive, enthusiastic
friends in generous, but not smothering, closeness.
14. Lest she be smothered by time and darkness, she must struggle for spiritual individuation which she seeks so
much that she is impatient and temperamental—she wants to be herself, be it now, and will blow up if it
doesn’t happen, which consequently defines her to the world as a passionately fierce and angry individual.
15. She must compound a very healthy dose of libido with a shocking creative elan and ambition, and also with a
shy and withdrawn selfhood filled with extensive, experiential knowledge (burgeoning, but not without subtle
egoism), and she must do it all from an unbalanced stance: it is like trying to build an edifice to creative
beauty out of explosively expansive gases and fluids while standing on one leg in a hole and surrounded by
numerous distractions.
16. Some of the opportunities to build a lively selfhood and creativity are aided by the stability of social and
professional institutions and forms, while some come from the more subjective, personal sphere—but all have
a fixed and even fated quality, so that despite her more volatile elements of character, she is not without a good
deal of stability—though she will always have to put forth a good deal of effort in the process—subtle, spiritual
effort.
17. As is often the case with overly mental individuals, the imbalance spills over into the spirituality in the form
of morbid depression—her keen intellect perceives enough facts to see how bad it all is, especially
regarding partnerships.
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18. However, in her case there is compensation in the form of a positive, enthusiastic, spiritual optimism capable
of lifting her out of her doldrums, if she can perfect the holding of her attention in its rare and faint influence,
which is likely to come through an expansive friend with whom she can abstractly transform the dependent or
interdependent nature of the partnership relationship into the more nonconditional, friendship relationship
where she feels much more at home.
19. It is not a bad thing to have to realize the supernal dynamism of the spirit through very active struggle, nor is
it wrong to have to learn the unity of spirit through transcending the intricate interconnectedness of massive
amounts of fact, but it is important that the activity not get off on the wrong foot by starting with an egoism
that must have its own way, and that substitutes coercion for patient, spiritual compounding, or subjective
withdrawal for transcendence.
20. The demanding necessity to solve shared problems (which she may resist in a reactionary manner) may bring
her to utilize her will to hold her mind in deep concentration to solve both her personal and shared
problems—the former by presenting clear, unsentimental facts to her self-consciousness for intuitive and
creative treatment, and the latter, by finessing a stone-wall prejudice with ponderous mental precision—all
assuming she can avoid sentimental attachment to the past and a personal, indulgent melancholy.
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This is the second assignment to study the individuality, spirituality and creativity in a horoscope.
The total character can be naturally subdivided into the following four parts: the personality, the emotionality, the
mentality and the spirituality or individuality. The individuality includes the transcendent Self and the personal
ego. The spirituality includes the threefold attributes of the transcendental spirit focused through the Self.
In the horoscope the astrological indicators of the individuality and spirituality are:
The Sun, which indicates both the focus of Self and the pseudo-self or ego which counterfeits it (the astrologer
		
must interpret);
Neptune, which indicates the Human Spirit and the magical powers it exhibits in the phenomenal realms, the
		
occultist;
Uranus, which indicates the Life Spirit and its altruism of universal love and the pure intuition it exhibits, the 		
		mystic; and
Pluto, which indicates the Divine Spirit and its will power and the imponderable determination it exhibits.
Because the octave planets have an effect in both the phenomenal and transcendental realms, the astrologer must
be careful to recognize which is being considered. Neptune represents the spiritual masculine (the occultist) and
octave of Mercury, but in the phenomenal realms it is passively feminine. Similarly, Uranus represents the spiritual
feminine (the mystic) and octave of Venus, but in the phenomenal realms it is actively masculine, especially in
electromechanical matters.
Opportunities to be in touch with these mostly unconscious realms are indicated by the 4th, 8th and 12th houses.
The 4th: opportunities to work with the subconscious;
The 12th: opportunities to work with the super-conscious;
The 8th: opportunities to work with the threshold consciousness as it relates to either the subconscious or the
superconscious.
Tools and opportunities to develop spiritual faculties and abilities are indicated by Uranus and Neptune and the will
to do so, by Pluto, but the invisible Will to BE is beyond astrology.
General familiarity and ease with the intentional powers of the spirit are indicated by the number and character of
planets in the fiery signs.
You have been given two sets of two charts which will be used for the next few assignments. For this assignment use
the second set of charts beginning with the female.
Write as many sentences pertaining to the individuality, spirituality and creativity as you feel comfortable writing.
Write about individual contributors to the individuality and/or spirituality and try to be both descriptive and
explanatory even if you must speculate in the latter. If there is time, compose a synthesis and synopsis of the
fragments.
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Her opportunities for self-discovery and self-becoming come through self-expression; the more she expresses
of herself, the more she knows herself.

2.

She also considers self-knowing an educational matter, but for her, education is not as much of an academic
activity as it is a matter of immediate, direct experience—the more impact to the experience, the more clearly
she learns the lesson—she wants clear-cut knowledge, nothing wishy-washy for her.

3.

She may express her ego in head-butting contests and try to jam things through in a headstrong manner, and
that is not unpleasant for her, but rather good, clean fun.

4.

One of her ego problems may be lack of depth, not because she is incapable of it, but because there is no
variability to provide contour—everything is done with maximum intensity as though it were an all-important
crisis—when a writer italicizes and capitalizes everything, those tools become meaningless.

5.

If she can experience everything as fresh and new and as play or self-expansion, she can overcome a lot of
searing scars or ego bruises due to competition, though it might require more self-control than she has to
avoid the temptation to competition—yet not all competition is detrimental to her self-confidence, because she
does frequently win and doesn’t gloat when she does.

6.

She is not one to retreat to develop her spirituality and, consequently, she does not have many opportunities
to do so, but if she should choose to, it would have to come through her somewhat neglected, feeling nature.

7.

Through the school of experience—immediate personal experience, learning by doing—she has learned to
follow her imageless intuition to do things on the fly, many which are lofty and beneficial.

8.

Her super-rational insights are a more difficult matter—they depend on subtle, sensitive feelings which she
likes like a cat likes water—but by learning to lend an ear to her collaborators and rely on their help as
sounding boards or echos, she can learn to develop those spiritual insights by reflection.

9.

Subtle, spiritual will and the ability to apply its power also comes through relations with partners, and she can
succeed in learning to express will in its natural indirectness in otherness if she can avoid using the principle
of polarization as mere stubbornness, instead using it in leverage or expressing it as though she were an alterego doing the bidding of those she engages.
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10.

She knows the spirited nature of spirit very well in intuitive, first-hand experience, in philosophy and in selfconscious self-assertion—she doesn’t need a Fire Sermon because the world is ablaze in spirit to her.

11. Her access to Self and the nature of ego should be clear, open and healthy, seeing as the best implement of the
Self, is the mind which for her is positive and close to her Self and also because she should have vigorous,
untainted intuition and fine, healthy opportunities to express spiritual will.
12. Youthful enthusiasm prevails in her self-consciousness because she has been able to maintain a childlike
attitude of wonder through which she can discover herself through intuitive hits, like a child at play in some
ever-rejuvenescent wonderland.
13. Though her mode of thought might be subjective and not completely deliberate, it is foresightful, and her
intentional application to thinking awakens self-consciousness which, in turn, produces new thoughts,
fresh self-consciousness and encouragement to keep the process open.
14. The youth and vigor of her selfhood reflect positively on her partners who, though powerful, tend
to be a bit dry and stuffy, and in recoil the stability of her thoughts in a variable world and their special
quality of impersonality help her to hang on to her impetuous, foolhardy and tender selfhood with a will that
is courageous, adaptable and fiercely independent.
15. Her entire selfhood might be described like a bright light bulb suspended on a conveying clothesline,
electrified from one end through a stream of broad, intuitive hunches that feel like they come right from her
body, and held up from the other end by a sky hook as strong and sustained as it is subtle.
16. Since she is always changing via rapid-fire thoughts and intuitions, her character is not likely to much
egoism (even though there is plenty of pride as a seedbed.—but if she begins to believe that she is the sole
reason for her considerable success in life instead of the divine source of her intuition (which is possible
because the intuition is so tied up with somatic experience that it feels personal., she could become flagrantly
egoistic, never missing a chance to dramatically exhibit and express herself.

Second individuality sentences (continued)
17.
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Philosophy is apt to be a strong source, as well as an important expression, of her selfhood and egoism, and
her philosophy is likely to emphasize some elements of competition, education and assertive outwardness;
however, that philosophy is not likely to be an intricate, evolutionary sort but more likely a light social
Darwinism, with elements of positive thinking a little above Horatio Alger.

18. Her divine spirituality, perhaps because left unattended, is of a different nature from her individuality and
in difficult straits because it is bound up with the more primitive elements of her character—the rash,
emotional elements though which she seeks to fulfill her ambitions—so that she elevates passion to a frenzied
level of hyper-activity and furious rage that approaches ecstasy (one must take care to not carry a philosophy
of individual activism too far into the spiritual realms, lest it become something magically dangerous).
19. Cleansing her subconscious of lingering, emotional mine fields (consequent to ongoing competitive living
with little time for contemplative meditation) by bringing probing, reflective thought to bear with almost
eternal, unflinching mental discipline could go a long way to correct her berserk rages, and she could be helped
to this by a powerful and respected partner who is as non-judgmental as he is stern, aloof and exalted.
20. Though her irrational intuition seems to always be with her, she can increase its fluency, give it useful
expression and downplay some of the extravagance that sets her apart as someone too “different,” by applying
it to communicative technique—not necessarily as a creative writer (though she could do that), but just by
finding ways to determine what her intuitions actually are and how they can be used practically and shared
clearly.
The following sentences are to describe or explain the individuality for the second male chart in the second
individuality assignment.
1.

This individuality is cold, serious and, along with the personality, almost completely concerned with the
material world and its organization and activities.

2.

The opportunities to know and evolve Self and ego present a paradox, in that the opportunities come through
self-expansion and self-broadening activities while the character is small, narrowing and even negating, with
the only compromise possible along the lines of terse expression or limited broadening and incremental gains.
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The tendencies to egoism are obviously most likely to come in the form of selfishness, of a childish,
controlling or manipulative kind.

4.

What the self-concept lacks in range and scope is compensated for in depth and penetration and this individual
is likely to develop whatever degree of a sense of Self that he does by virtue of careful self-control and
appreciation of the value of limits, especially the undeniable limits of the material world.

5.

There is something of an outlook of pragmatism, precedence or expediency in the development of Self and ego
and the forms of education and presentation that carry out that philosophy: in the Self he may consider
himself a man of destiny with a plan for what needs to be done, or a link in a series of people called on to
direct the course of history; in the personal ego he might be a smug “me first” individual who would do
anything practical to ensure the pleasure of power and direction.

6.

The immediate impression intuition, while at home in altruistic attitude, is starved for vehicles of expression
and out of place in the personally-oriented field of life-expression allotted to it, and even there it is of distant
secondary influence to the self-seeking, earthy, egoistic preoccupations of the individuality—one cannot be
extremely self-centered and unselfishly intuitive simultaneously.

7.

His focus of divine, super-rational intuition is at home in a sea of spiritual feeling with the salts of the earth
dissolved in it, and while given opportunities to seek spiritual ends for their own sake, it does appear to be
retrogressive in action and also contrary to the more self-centered elements of the individuality or spirituality.

8.

In a similar matter, the focus of spiritual will in his character is at home in its natural unbiased extension,
with its opportunities coming through the higher estates of social direction where power can be used well, yet
its backward looking direction of attention might well manifest in renegade, antisocial behavior with an
attitude of “I am on top and I can do what I want.”

9.

He does not have a good feel for the live, dynamic nature of spirit and what little focus he does have in that
central attitude of spirit is juvenile, boisterous and belligerent.

10. Familiarizing himself with the piquant, vibrancy of spirit is important to him, in that it is key to
successfully entering into retreative states and positively utilizing those opportunities.

Second individuality sentences (continued)
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11. He has a difficult time really knowing himself because he can’t always distinguish himself from the
speculative or promotional image of himself published or expressed abroad—he is stiffly uncomfortable with
himself and extends wish images of himself that he would like to believe.
12. His friends may be treacherous and psychologically and emotionally deceitful, knowing that he is not much in
his feelings and that it is easier to get to him that way than through his mind—they may even play on his
personal insecurities by acting as though they were addressing his strengths, which he is eager to hear to
assuage his self-doubts.
13. He is so divided against himself, with an ego image that is almost like an independent entity, that he may be
in danger of serious psychological imbalance, even to the extent of projecting paranoiac, delusional fantasies
cloaked in the form of secret enemies opposing his destiny to rectify the nation.
14. The key to the development of his Self is rooted in a strict, staunchly moral and rigid philosophy (perhaps
from his childhood) that is too material to satisfy the imprisoned spirit penned in stony cell and whose
values are too strict to live up to; the psychic energy not given play in spirituality is then turned (probably
unconsciously. into guilt embodiments or other personal demons, while the selfish thoughts that form them
rebound to his self-undoing as he falls to a self-created fate, where he would be a man of history or
destiny—the spirit will be satisfied no matter how deep we go into materialism to escape.
15. He is cautiously conservative about himself, sneaky and two-faced in his conservative ego nature, and because
he is so sure of his education in conservative philosophy, he feels that he can challenge the dragons of the
other extreme and extend himself into unexpected foreign relations, where he can be successful to the extent
that he balances his fanciful projections with studied self-analysis and individual responsibility.
16. His divine spirituality is active in association with friends, with whom he shares retrogressive fantasies and in
whose hands he places his soul in partnership, hoping for the intimacy that he cannot find in the cold,
political life, which has stunted his openness that otherwise could have provided relief in charity and the
divine feeling of goodness born of doing something for its own sake instead of political expedience.
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17. His individual philosophy and his individual preoccupation with history, destiny and timing has closed his
mind to novelty and innovation, such that his creative and intuitive life, while open and at home with itself,
is left in a state of suspension or expressive abeyance—what few new things he is willing to entertain are
borrowed from enemies of the left, and because expressed only with caution and control, they lose their
essential freedom.
18. He understands will as worldly power and authority and is a cool to cold reactionary about its expression,
making him likely to revert to anything without guilt to reestablish the old ways, which are the “right” ways
in this very unstable world.
19. His divine will, expressed as will to worldly power, is so reactionary and absolute that it represses not only
the activities of both the lower and the higher mind, but also the basic energy that drives all things—which
bottled up, creates a dangerous pressure in an already unstable selfhood and introduces mental instability and
passional metastability in a chunky, subconscious slurry.
20. His regressive and repressive absolute control and its effects on the mind and desire nature in the personal
subconscious could be relieved by extended personal retreats, whereby he gets in touch with his inner spiritual
nature by definite reflection and gets it all out of himself by writing and delineating his psychological
pressure; however, there is always a danger that his personal delineations will be turned into delusional, selfjustifying, self-expressive polemics or vain political treatises which he will bestow to posterity instead of
merely getting to know himself and relieve his tensions.

First summary assignment
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First we did “fill in the blanks” sentences to build a database of keywords and to have a means for the intuition to
play on. Next we bricked together simple keyword sentences just to get used to the idea of building with keywords
the intuitive ideas we developed by them. Then we used more generally expressive sentences with keywords as part
of their fabric to describe and speculatively explain character while looking at the four primary facets of character:
the personality, the emotionality, the mentality, and the individuality and spirituality.
Now we are going to write a different kind of sentence, a summary sentence. The next assignment is to summarize
the general character of the first male and female horoscopes from the information gained from studying the four
facets of character in those horoscopes.
Write as many summary sentences that you feel comfortable with until you think you have made a general summary
of the entire character. Use your own ideas or you may use the sample sentences used in class. You may add more
interpretive material if you like, but the emphasis should be on summation and producing an integral whole.
There are several ways that summation can be accomplished using the horoscope and its implications as a guideline.
Use whatever method that seems appropriate to you. The examples will utilize several methods to familiarize the
student with various ways to do it. Begin with the first male horoscope.
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First summary sentences

By most astrological standards of judgment, this is a generally balanced character, causing one to wonder
whether general balance is a prerequisite to general genius, or to any genius for that matter.

2.

He has about as many adversities as benefactions and as many flaws as talents, so he has enough to struggle
with to keep him alert and not fall asleep, but not so much as to overwhelm him and deny success, and enough
evidence of imperfection to prevent vanity and to spur him on to self-improvement by means of his talents.

3.

His strengths and weaknesses are usually inter-locking so that the former can readily be applied to the latter
and few departments of life will be of unmixed joy or sorrow.

4.

Pin-point concentration does not appear to be his forte, but control and discipline seem to be the predominant
modes of attainment, with the control usually benign and moderate, and even when it isn’t, there are few
indications of dangerous or explosive repression or suppression.

5.

The only stand-out imbalance is that he is far more likely to choose attitudes of receptivity, imagination and
introversion than bald assertion, invisible meanings and outward attachment or identification; he might even
doubt the complete validity of the outer world as the ultimate standard of reality.

6.

Though balanced, he is more likely to be engaged by the very fixed and the very fleeting things in life—by
eternal imponderables and rare theoretical things—action and execution are important to him but not as much
as the former two outlooks.

7.

He is not preoccupied by or inordinately concerned with either attention to his personal life or with the
activities of the world, but in the former he is an epitome of subjectivity just as he is an epitome of
objectivity in the latter.

8.

While there are slightly more opportunities for him to initiate activities than for him to respond to activities
initiated by others, he is slow, careful and cautious about initiating and may even have to overcome obsessive
blocks when he does choose to do so.

9.

He is well-founded in opportunities to express, educate and enjoy himself, as well as in professional work and
chances to withdraw or retreat to contemplate the inner meanings of things, but he has fewer opportunities and
inclinations for interacting with others as equals: partners, friends and kin.
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10. The general character is likely to be practically applied to concrete, visible matters even though the ultimate
authority for him is inward, and he is likely to see life as an ongoing, balanced struggle through which
progress is attained, even though he might not always appreciate the most spirited attitudes and purely
intellectual things for their own sake: he is a balanced but slightly introversive character firmly grounded in
the things of the world, which he sees progressing in an orderly manner through an ongoing struggle that is
neither overly emphatic in divine order nor materially disorganized and anarchical, but with elements of both.
11. His youth and early life are likely to be occupied with a struggle of overcoming shyness and dealing with
sexual obsessiveness that has a tinge of darkness; his middle life and his life objectives are likely to be
devoted to self-responsible fame and worldly responsibility as well as art and matters of love; his later life is
likely to be enjoyed in imaginative retreat pondering mystical and emotional matters almost to excess or to
personal discomfort.
12. Perfection and spiritual finesse are more likely tools for him to use for improvement rather than expansion and
reflection, but he is just as likely to polarize and oppose one factor against another as he is likely to block and
test one quality with another in the less perfect parts of his being.
13. He is slightly more likely to be careful than careless, but when he is careless (which is most likely in social
situations and in personal retreat), he is excessive, and while his caution does tend to curb his dynamism to
his betterment, it may squelch his free-form intuition to his detriment.
14. Aside from his distrust and curbing of the irrational intuition, he is more likely to be attracted to the spiritual
things of human nature than to the primitive basic matters of life, his spiritual inclination being on a par with
his interest in social and human matters.
The following are a few examples of summary statements for the female chart from the first set:
1.

The personality of this individual is roughly of the same strength as the emotionality; though emotional, the
outward person has fewer flaws than the inner.
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Beyond the fact that they share components that indicate depth and seriousness, the personality is similar
in many respects to the emotionality because they both have a character of great delicacy and refinement that
even her temperamentality cannot diminish—she feels and somatically experiences with misty, air-drawn
sensitivity.

3.

Even though they share the same seriousness, the personality is probably not quite as strong as the mentality,
but it is less likely to the flaws of coldness and radical confusion.

4.

The personality is more likely to be reflective, or even light, about the heavy feelings and emotions with
which it deals, while the mentality is more likely to be deeply concentrative yet disoriented about the things it
can’t anchor in sensible earthly ways; while the ideational mentality is lighter, more spiritual and reflective, its
influence is too weak to greatly affect the general composition of the mentality.

5.

Though they may not share all the same tools, the personality and the mentality are actively integrated, with a
common depth of understanding and persuasion and the ability to put both to practical use, and they also
have a similar tone of maturity, sobriety and caution.

6.

The personality appears to be stronger than the individuality because the latter is in the initial stage of a cycle
of development integrating intuition into self-conscious, and in that nascent stage is easily upset, unreliable
and immature, especially in temperamentality, while the personality is exceedingly mature and culturally
sage—which may be why she felt strong enough to open up to radical, intuitive reformation yet still needed to
shelter her personality and emotionality in the early years, while the individuality ripened.

7.

Her personality is similar to her individuality in that both are open, air-drawn and liberty-loving, and
dissimilar in that the personality is more likely to appreciate control, caution and conservatism, while the
individuality is more likely to a wide-open “anything goes” attitude.

8.

The emotionality is just about on an equal footing with the mentality in both strength and tone quality; both
share the pattern of deep pondering and near obsessive seeking for the solution of social and emotional
problems, both personal and shared, and a means to apply those solutions in a graceful manner even though
this might require sacrifice, and each has a lighter but weaker side that interfaces imperfectly with an aspect of
the spirituality.

First summary sentences (continued)
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The emotionality is more likely to be sacrificial or altruistic, even in radical, inventive sexuality, and the
concrete mentality is likely to be more selfish, and even though there are tools of expansive compromise
between these outlooks, the innate irreconcilability of the two attitudes causes her to look for other, more
neutral solutions including irrational intuition which be why she is in the new cycle of intuitive individuality
that she finds herself.

10. Even though the emotionality is somewhat integrated with the individuality with the basic feeling nature
being united with the core of her individuality to develop new intuitive sensibility, it is not generally similar
in character or in strength.
11. The emotionality is stronger than the individuality and it is different in character, being traditional (except for
radical social and sexual experimentation. and sophisticated, while the individuality is much more modern,
different and free from convention and able to break from the historical limitations of culture, even to the
degree of being occasionally outrageous.
12. The mentality is even more disparate from the individuality in both strength and character because its strongest
influences are more near-sighted, and it almost violently struggles with fresh, new spiritual influences from a
vantage of personal nostalgia for history and tradition.
13. Since there is also no direct link between the mentality and the individuality (unlike between the emotionality
and the individuality), she must communicate between these facets of character indirectly or utilize each in
relative isolation.
14. The will is the only focus of the spirituality that is positive and unobstructed—probably because she sees it as
practical and useful to healthy functionality in all aspects of her character—but the other, more intuitive,
spiritual foci are not so pleasantly disposed and prove disruptive to the stability which other facets of her
character seek; this is often the case with spiritual interruption in our lives, only in her case the intrusions are
sharply upsetting (which may be intentional for her new stage of self-becoming).
15. In general, all facets of her life have remarkable similarities that are frequently and directly integrated and
balanced in strength, with the theme of well-ripened and sage, cultural maturity versus the radically new and
spiritual elements running consistently throughout.
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Second summary assignment

The second summation assignment is virtually the same as the first. The only differences are that different charts are
used and different rationales for summation have been utilized. First we did “fill in the blanks” sentences to build a
database of keywords and to provide a means for the intuition to play on. Next we bricked together simple keyword
sentences just to get used to the idea of building with keywords the intuitive ideas we developed by them. Then we
used more generally expressive sentences with keywords as part of their fabric to describe and speculatively explain
character while looking at the four primary facets of character: the personality, the emotionality, the mentality, the
individuality/spirituality.
Now we are going to write a different kind of sentence, a summary sentence. The next assignment is to summarize
the general character of the second set of horoscopes from the information gained from studying the four facets of
character.
Write as many summary sentences as you feel comfortable with until you think you have made a general summary
of the entire character. Use your own ideas or the sample sentences used in class. You may add more interpretive
material if you like, but the emphasis should be on summation and producing an integral whole.
There are several ways that summation can be accomplished using the horoscope and its implications as a guideline.
Use whatever method seems appropriate to you. The examples will utilize several methods to familiarize the student
with various ways to do it.
Begin with the second female horoscope.

Second summary sentences
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The central purpose of this chart is immediate satisfaction in direct, vigorous self-expression, in ways that are
harmonious with her higher values and with a freshness about them that makes them always feel new.

2.

Her fresh, receptive attitude opens her to intuitions to which she responds immediately, with strong support
from her similarly aggressive mind, which seems to anticipate her direction with bully bravado.

3.

In contrast, her love nature, while at home with itself, is not particularly strong, neither detracting nor
advancing her central purpose except perhaps to add a little stability to an otherwise driven, fierce and
sometimes quixotic life bent.

4.

Her concrete mentality is a bit subjective because partisan, but it is certainly supportive of her central purpose
and it may be the surest soldier in the camp because of her iron-fisted control of it.

5.

She is likely to think along the lines of a ponderous paradigm derived from the influence of others in
positions of power and dignity with whom she collaborates and consults, and that world-view seems to
influence the direction of her central purpose.

6.

Temperate she is not in her emotional and motivational support of her central purpose in life, but her desires
do seem to have a life of their own beyond self-expression.

7.

Her basic emotionality is well-controlled, deep, disciplined, and directed toward ambitions and
pretensions beyond mere expression—she wants fame and social prominence and she is willing to conserve all
of her resources to get them.

8.

Control, restraint and forbearance are not consonant with her central focus in life, but she nonetheless utilizes
them very well to support both central and ancillary ends.

9.

The youthful enthusiasm at the heart of her character seems to be well-founded in age and maturity from
the past, which serve her ambitions in this life by providing objectivity and conservation of all resources.

10. Expansiveness and abstraction are not well-integrated into the central theme of her life, as their character is too
unlike the fiery drive of the general character; what she does experience of optimism and enlargement is
completely in character with that mode of experience, but too weak, ineffective, and misty for her otherwise
choleric temperament.
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11. To attain her central purpose and other ambitions she must interact with men in a man’s world “as one of the
boys”, wherein she can even get carried away to the degree of temporary psychological instability.
12. So driven is she by ambition that she summons paranormal psychic powers which she cannot control and
which are likely to express in an almost psychotic frenzy that only detracts from her ends and central purpose
in life—an overdrive, but not one purposefully directed.
13. It is her intuition that is key to success in her central purpose, for she has the kind of optimism and expressive
largess that fringes on spirituality, and with which she so identifies that she feels it somatically, trusting it
completely enough to ride it to success and achievement.
14. What makes her intuition so important to her central purpose is that it is her vehicle to self-knowledge—she
must be successful because she knows intuitively just what she wants and what she is capable of doing, with
just that little edge of optimism and enthusiasm to keep her moving forward and never permit complacency.
15. Though the higher, spiritual facilitation is directly interactive with ambitions and elements of the central
purpose of life, it is not clear or well-developed—rather, taking its cue from the impetuousness of so many
elements of her character, it is impatient and dangerously imprudent; it may be that, because so many things
of her character do function so fluently and because spiritual things feel like they should work magically,
she just doesn’t take the time and trouble to discipline.
16. Fortunately, she does discipline her Self and her mind so that she can, indeed, attain the self-expression she
centrally seeks, expanding it into other areas of cultural and social activity by sharing with others of power and
influence.
17. Power is also a good part of what she seeks as a central purpose in life—she has a good sense for it as she
experiences it in herself, and while she will wield it forcefully and even dramatically, she will not do so
injudiciously—she has the wisdom to realize that power is best expressed indirectly.
18. In general, most of the organs of character are harmonious with the central purpose of life, while those that
are not aren’t greatly distracting from its ends, since they are not so strong as to significantly deter her
aspirations, thus yielding a generally healthy and coordinated overall character.
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The following are a few summary sentences for the second male chart:
1.

The end and goal of this life is power, though the power may be uncertain and unstable, with many reverses
and an inability to maintain it.

2.

The strongest facet of the character directed to attain this end is the fiercely driven mentality, with its good
balance of concentrated, concrete specifics and broad, general ideas (provided they remain within the political
and historical realm.)

3.

There is a strong bent in the quest for power to willful discipline, so that all energies and the concrete and
abstract facets of the mentality are held in check by and to the end of power; however, this obsessive drive for
control tends to drive much of the mental function underground into the unconscious, where the control
becomes an unstable matter of hide-and-seek, allowing many symptomatic thoughts to squeeze out.

4.

While this most powerful mentality in the service of power has ample means to express itself persuasively, the
opportunities to do so most often come in corrective responses or damage repair, and their sacrificial quality is
not always conducive to or consistent with the bald quest for political power—it is too emotional in its appeal,
except to women.

5.

Almost equally as strong as the mentality is the outward personality, which is likewise focused on political
order and the tedious workings of the world.

6.

There is, in the personality, the mentality and the general character, a fascination with how things work that
seems to prevail over the understanding of why things work and to what end they work—which causes an
internal dichotomy in the strong personality and even stronger mentality, making their end of power
problematic due to internal inconsistency and detracting from appreciation of the end of power even when
achieved.

7.

The common, material, mental bents of both the personality and the mentality produces a common,
subjective, earthy, materialistic or political bias on the world and direct observations about it, which is likely
to be taken in a personal way—and, because subjective and repressed, is likely to go beyond merely
conservative toward suspicion and paranoia.
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8.

The general emotionality is weaker than the personality and not so integrally bound up in the desire for power.

9.

The basic emotionality is cool and out of character and not strongly motivated to the nurturing and biological
things that normally occupy it and this may be due to the ambition for power which in its dry, dominant
mental nature may have dried up these normal emotional ends.

10. Since the loving emotionality is strong, in character, and integrally bound up with the mechanism for power,
it might even redeem and heal the character if it were utilized and appreciated for its own ends—but since it is
likely to be considered servile, feminine and associated with losing, that is not likely to be a first option.
11. While the passional emotionality is also strong and closely connected to the quest for power, it does not have
the dignity of character or the sustaining power to contend with the controlling will to power, whose primary
object is control, and so it loses its character to the mentality and the mental will to power.
12. The individuality/spirituality is probably the weakest facet of the general character, which may give him the
inward appearance of a ghostly specter behind the machinations of a power-driven mental juggernaut which he
no longer completely controls.
13. Because of this lack of central control, the innately neutral mentality, can be subverted into an amoral,
expedient and unprincipled vehicle to power, unfettered except for the vacillating internal contradictions that
usually afflict the mind, which in his case are extreme because of the repressive pressure.
14. In his individuality he is likely to doubt and second-guess himself because he has detached his identity from
his basic spiritual nature—when presented with that fact of it, he vacillates and speaks to it as though it were
not his own being.
15. Because he is so caught up with the world of material fact and a basic materialistic (historical and political at
best) outlook on reality, he is not likely to trust any kind of intuition presented to him, even when valid (as
he may realize in hindsight., and he is likely to dismiss intuition as illusion.
16. The only facet of the spirituality that he is likely to appeal to is the power of will, which is appreciable in his
character even though indecisive due to the acceptance of internal mental contradictions that it strives to
control completely—he can endure and will himself through all sorts of highs/lows or ups/downs
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17. Thus, his is a character that is bent toward power; a character not balanced in its primary facets, not balanced
internally in its strongest facet of choice and not balanced internally in its individuality (which should be its
strongest central facet, but isn’t)—and, thus, unlikely to be ultimately successful, instead finding only
short-lived triumph before encountering yet another reversal.
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Johan von Goethe
August 28, 1749; 11:59 a.m.
Frankfurt am Main, Germany
First Male

Clair Booth Luce
April 10, 1903; 10:00 p.m.
Long Island New York
Second Female

Facet Assignments Open Charts

Colette
January 28, 1873; 10:00 p.m.
Saint Sauveur, France
First Female

Richard Nixon
January 9, 1913; 9:44 p.m.
Yorba Linda, California
Second Male

Part Three-A
NewFacet Analysis
These talks and exercises are for the recordings for the new version of this course. They follow the same format and
and style of presentation. Whether you are using the new or old version, having more examples and exercise is sure
to be beneficial.
Again, there are several objectives in this section. The first is to move the student beyond rigid keyword
sentences and into sentences utilizing the English language as everyone else uses it, i.e., to complete logical
thoughts and to express them in a clear and pleasant form. While Keyword sentences are grammatically correct and
can be stylish, they tend to specialized usage, and specialized usage, whether called jargon or, more flatteringly,
patois, always tends to exclude the outsider from the meaning, which is to be avoided at all costs if one is trying to
help someone. There is already too much mystification surrounding astrology. If you cannot say it in clear
language without specialized astrological terminology, you probably do not know it. Strive to understand
until you can.
The second objective is to move beyond mere description into meaning and understanding. The great value of
astrology does not lie in the ability to describe someone sight unseen and “blow someone’s mind.” Description is
valuable to use as a check by observation to ensure that you are on the right track but the great value of astrology
lies in its ability to get at the hidden, inner meaning of behavior. If one understands why behavior is as it is, one
stands a better chance to appreciate the life of the native and to help to modify it which requires changes in tune
with the person’s character. Just understanding the meaning and purpose of one’s life and the facets and phases of it
is a boon in itself. In the example sentences in this section there is a good deal of speculation. Speculation is not
good in the place of a certain understanding but it is an excellent tool to get the intuition working with the
ideational mind in the same way that keywords are a good tool to get the intuition working with both the concrete
and ideational facets of mind.
The third objective is to begin to get a well-rounded view of character. There is a great danger in astrology of
focusing too much on one little pattern and missing the forest for the trees. Sometimes it is necessary to work with
one little pattern because that is the issue at hand but it is the duty of the astrologer to keep the entire character in
mind because it is an integral whole, and little things affect the whole and other parts of the character. One of the
greatest arms in baseball, that of Dizzy Dean, was ruined by pitching with a sore toe which necessitated unbalanced
throwing to alleviate pain and that resulted in stressing the arm muscles beyond recovery. One cannot be complete
because that would necessitate knowing every instant of the native’s life from every angle and every meaning--one
cannot even be comprehensive within the scope of a little workbook like this--but one can be well-rounded, balanced
and see the character with just proportion, which is no small thing in character appreciation.
Dive in and have some fun while learning and becoming creative and independent of authority. Create as many
descriptive and analytical sentences as you can. The examples given in this section begin with very simple sentences
and become progressively more complex and detailed. Some of the sentences are highly speculative and perhaps less
helpful for understanding, but they should be somewhat helpful even in that. Have fun, make errors if necessary but
do something because that is the only way one can ever learn. Someday people will ask you for assistance and you
will realize that it is serious, and then you will be glad to have developed the tools to be able to truly help. Again,
the work done in this section cannot be computerized. There are artificial intelligence programs that can write in the
style of Kafka or other literary figures but they cannot discover meaning and create. Only self-conscious, divine
beings can create. Do have fun unfolding that capacity in yourself!

Facet assignments blind charts

First Male

Second Female

New Personality Analysis

First Female

Second Male

The open horoscopes are on the final page of this section.
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New Personality Analysis

New personality first assignment

The total character can be naturally subdivided into the following four parts: the personality, the emotionality, the
mentality and the spirituality or individuality.
In the horoscope the astrological indicators of the personality are (by order of priority though there may be
exceptions):
The ascendant
The ruler of the ascendant
Close-orb aspects to the ascendant
Planets in the 1st house
Planets in the east
General familiarity and at-easeness with the dense physical plane and body are often indicated by the number and
nature of planets in the earthy signs.
You have been given two charts which will be used for the next few assignments.
Write as many sentences pertaining to the personality as you feel comfortable writing. Write about individual
contributors to the personality and try to write a synthesis of what you have concluded from the fragments.
In this assignment we are not looking for variety but instead to tune in on the character by intuition focussed by
astrology. Try to describe, explain and think about helping the individual if the person came to you.
Save the horoscopes because we will be using them for a long time.

New personality first sentences
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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Unfortunately, this lesson suffered a
double whammy loss. The first part of
the class was not recorded. Also all of
the written material was lost. The
writer is sorry but things like this do
occur in an informal, unprofessional
setting.
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13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
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New first personality sentences (continued)

Unfortunately, this lesson suffered a
double whammy loss. The first part of
the class was not recorded. Also all of
the written material was lost. The
writer is sorry but things like this do
occur in an informal, unprofessional
setting.

The following sentences attempt to describe and probe the meaning of the personality in the first (female) chart
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

New first personality sentences (continued)
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Unfortunately, this lesson suffered a
double whammy loss. The first part of
the class was not recorded. Also all of
the written material was lost. The
writer is sorry but things like this do
occur in an informal, unprofessional
setting.
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New first personality sentences (continued)

Unfortunately, this lesson suffered a
double whammy loss. The first part of
the class was not recorded. Also all of
the written material was lost. The
writer is sorry but things like this do
occur in an informal, unprofessional
setting.

New second personality assignment
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The second assignment is virtually the same as the first except that there are two new charts.
The total character can be naturally subdivided into the following four parts: the personality, the emotionality, the
mentality and the spirituality or individuality.
In the horoscope the astrological indicators of the personality are (by order of priority):
The ascendant
The ruler of the ascendant
Close-orb aspects to the ascendant
Planets in the 1st house
Planets in the east
General familiarity and ease with the dense, physical plane and body are often indicated by the number and nature of
planets in the earthy signs.
You have been given two new charts which will also be used for the next few assignments.
Write as many sentences pertaining to the personality as you feel comfortable writing. Write about individual
contributors to the personality and try to write a synthesis of what you have concluded from the fragments.
In this assignment the female horoscope is worked on first, then the male.
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New second personality sentences

1.

She has a commanding personality, proud and powerful.

2.

She has enormous energy in part because of her positive attitude about life.

3.

Her impressions of the world, and she is highly impressionable, are light and bright and there may be
tendency to personalize things.

4.

She sees the external world as a challenge, a challenge which she can master, and when she does it is
because of her individual strength and because she loves absolutely, as long as she loves.

5.

She has remarkable recuperative powers, again because of her positivity which tends to be utopian, which
ability to recover she will need because she is subject to accidents and intense pain.

6.

Her inward attitude toward her personality is concerned with image and images and the outer image she
presents to the world is imperial and demanding.

7.

She tries to have absolute control of her personality, even in the variety and expansion she seeks for it, and
she does so to present aesthetic standards through her personal being.

8.

She does see beauty in the external world and the beauty she sees is both static and simultaneously vibrant.

9.

She may be excessive about how her individual nature dominates her externalizations and in the excessiveness
she might seem radical and/or unorthodox.

10. She likes to have men in her immediate environment and when she does, they will be men of power (social
power, cultural influence and the power of fame) and they will also likely be daring lovers as well as friends
and comrades in arms.
11. Her childhood, like her personality, is likely to be characterized as sensitive, impressionable and of a
self-styled spirituality, but it is by no means tame for all of its sensitivity.
12. It is important that she has this almost arrogant outward personality because without it her inner being might
be too retiring and emotionally turbulent—this way the consuming challenge of the without causes her to
respond to the world which may not solve the internal turbulence but it will externalize it.

New second personality sentences (continued)
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13. Because she meets the world with sincerity and willfulness, the images which form within her may be of the
character of her environment and her personality may take on the ethnic flavor of her environment.
14. Her first appearances might be of exuberant friendliness but once one has known her longer or if one follows
those appearances inward, one meets someone quite tender.
15. Her magnanimous ebullience might be an outcropping born from an extreme, utopian idealism that has inner
zest, spiritual enthusiasm and a radical freshness about it.
16. Her seemingly indomitable outer strength might be the result of strong spiritual and idealistic aspiration and it
now serves her as a shield while she can develop a delicate inner sensitivity, but even within she is vulnerable
to dynamic emotional onslaughts which make their way to the surface because she cannot hide her true inner
nature even if she might like to.
17. She projects light and warmth and she can sustain a standard of beauty that is certain to bring her fame and
professional influence with dominant figures so that she will be more than just the ball of sunshine she seems.
18. Her pride in her forwardness has a daring and defiant quality about it that might oppose traditions or
social stratification and this might bring a fiery pride to her exterior even though she may inwardly have
more tender, preservative feelings that also reflect into her exterior—a very complex person.
19. Some of this spirited rebellion, the creative liberty, and the imperious conceit that issue from it, might
seem cruel or even like psychological toying to the external world—strong determined personalities often
do not know how strong they are or how they appear to the world.
20. One of the strongest factors in her appearance might be a tendency to scowl, sneer and roar at the world
like a wounded animal, fierce and feral—a personality brimming with creative energy set on overturning
staid traditional values may beam out no matter how strong the will to hold herself in an artistic archetype.
21. Thus though she may inwardly be concentrating on incubating images of ideals for their own sake, her
inability to control her own youthful charge might poison it and she could then be seen as manic or haughty.
22. She might thus seem a dazzling light which is at the same time oscillating with electric rapidity that might
be famous and admired but best done so at a distance.
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New second personality sentences (continued)

The following sentences attempt to describe and probe the meaning of the personality in the first (male) chart:
1.

This is a personality which believes almost anything with an peculiar openness to new things.

2.

This is personality which doubts almost anything with an emotional, dyed-in-the wool kind of doubt
established in the past.

3.

This is a personality which tries to fuse belief and doubt, a personality which seems refreshingly
old-fashioned.

4.

This is a personality which mentally introspects about everything it receives from the external world
with a brooding quality of introspection.

5.

This is a personality which thinks and writes with depth and precision, also with feeling, about every
impression from the external world.

6.

This person must be very careful about what he eats because his body is sensitive and his digestion is
slow and does not function, he should be especially careful of spicy foods.

7.

He is awed by things in the external world, especially things in nature, because he has such an original
curiosity.

8.

Family tradition, ancestry and well-established conditions from before his birth offer him great freedom if he
can overcome his clannish feelings.

9.

He is likely to have an odd early childhood education and as a consequence he might appear to the world as an
eccentric which he would secretly find embarrassing and limiting to his personal esteem.

10. The subjective parent has a lot of influence in the formation and because there are differences and divisions
between both parents, his peculiar personality might develop fixated and escapist imagination as a means to
cope with inharmonious parental influences.
11. It is difficult to tell whether his ingenious personality is a consequence of his sensitive discrimination which
feels things out, or a rebellion from a heritage he found to staid, or too experiencing sudden changes in his
environment which perhaps occur during travel.

New second personality sentences (continued)
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12. His first impressions of things might be startling and he may hold them and ruminate on them and carry them
in his subconscious as peculiar images.
13.

He has a unique style of presenting himself to the world but it is not haphazard, instead it is more of
displaying in his attire in an assortment of things sentimental to him.

14. His personality thrives in nature settings and he sees nature as pure and as an expression of creation, even its
limits.
15. His approach to things is novel but it is orderly although his conception of order might be a bit peculiar
and personally fussy.
16. His personality is easily stimulated and the lightning strokes from without are sustained in his feelings with
almost masochistic tenacity because he requires that to brood over them.
17. His genius comes from direct raw experience but it is not a radical departure from accumulated culture because
he endeavors to integrate it with things of the past because he believes in tradition and because he has a
basically conservative and preservative personality, he does this even when new things don’t fit with the past.
18. This is a personality that tries to feel its way through life, some of the feelings are sharp and some are blunt
but all are valued as his subjective, personal being.
19. His feelings are conceptualized in thoughts and in words but not for the truth of the thoughts or the words
but to expose and convert the world to his relative view of it which his personality feels is true, his mind
with his thoughts and words serve his feelings which are paramount in his personality.
20. His personality is fraught with intuitions all of which are a consequence of firsthand experience and all of
them have a factual component if one realizes that emotions and feelings are facts just as much as
mathematical data are facts.
21.

Outwardly he might seem to be moody and excitable if his moods are suddenly disrupted but his ruminant
moods are productive of religious, moral or philosophical concepts which are dear to him.

22. Though his personality is coy and sometimes unpredictable it is not insincere unless in his personal
preferences he superstitiously confuses subjective things with objective things because he wants it that way.
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New first emotionality assignment

The total character can be naturally subdivided into the following four parts: the personality, the emotionality, the
mentality and the spirituality or individuality.
The emotionality includes: feelings, emotions, desires, passions, urges, motivations, moods etc.
In the horoscope the astrological indicators of the emotionality are (by order of priority):
Moon with indicates the base or general emotionality.
Venus which indicates the sacrificial, feminine loving, socializing and refining emotionality--attractive desires
Mars which indicates the demanding, masculine driving, passionate, asserting emotionality--repulsive desires
(Female humans seem to be more responsive to Venus and the Moon than male humans who are more responsive
than females to Mars).
Other planets also contribute to the emotionality but not so fundamentally and overtly.
General familiarity and at-easeness with the desire world and the desire body are usually indicated by the number
and nature of planets in the water signs.
You have been given two sets of two charts which will be used for the next few assignments. For this assignment use
the first set beginning with the female horoscope.
Write as many sentences pertaining to the emotionality as you feel comfortable writing. Write about individual
contributors to the emotionality and try to be both descriptive and explanatory even if you must speculate in the
latter. If there is time, compose a synthesis and synopsis of the fragments.

New first emotionality sentences
1.
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The basic emotionality of this woman can be cold and objective but in a way which is striking, so
conventional that it is unconventional.

2.

Her basic emotionality, beside being cool and controlled from a writer’s discipline, is copious and almost
overdone in its expression.

3.

While being emotionally disciplined for communication she is at the same time generous and expansive in her
emotional expression.

4.

Her emotions feed her self-image and enlarge it so that even though she might consider herself as a writer to be
intellectual, it is with her emotionality that she leads.

5.

The strongest and most pronounced tendency in her basic emotionality is to enlarge on her feelings and to
expand upon them for reflection and synthesis and this capability is facilitated by an almost paradoxically
opposite tendency to concentrate and focus her emotions—it is as though the maternal and paternal principle
are fused in the basic emotionality.

6.

She tries to universalize and abstract emotions and it is that generalized state that they are given out with
brightness and greatness, and with considerable self-understanding.

7.

If this was all there was to her basic emotionality it would be fine but it isn’t all there is and the introduction
of spiritual or psychological or psychically foreign elements into her emotionality introduce considerable
confusion and misunderstanding, almost to the degree of superstition.

8.

The ability to abridge emotions or contain them so that they can be used practically and communicated with
exactness is a fine talent but there are some feelings and emotions, usually the transcendent ones as it is in
her case, which cannot be communicated and trying to pigeonhole them puts one a-sea rather quickly.

9.

Introduction of spiritual things into the emotions which are unruly, even for her with her emotional discipline,
is more than most people can handle and often there is a seesaw conflict between base and basic emotions and
loftier spiritual sentiments, and this vacillating tendency is almost impossible to resolve, especially since she
also has irrational intuitions that are equally unsettling—she must defer to self-conscious reasoning to do this.
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New first emotionality sentences (continued)

10. In her artistic emotionality she has an unusual almost preternatural tendency to sacrifice, i.e., love means
sacrifice to her.
11. Coupled with this is a mild tendency to love obsession, not so strong in either its sacrificial or obsessive
tendencies that she would give herself to bondage and discipline but strong enough to sacrifice herself to a
demanding ideal.
12. The idea that love requires sacrifice to be at its very best and the idea that ideals can be absolute but if there
is an element of demand or compulsion they become destructively impossible; ideals are by nature impossible
to manifest materially and compulsion compounds the impossibility and sometimes there is a tendency to
compulsively want them to be impossible so one can fail because one is familiar and comfortable with failure
in a kind of artistic or emotional martyrdom.
13. There is a philosophy of a kind of an active negativism in the love emotionality with a kind of purposeful
passivity before demands and this is, no doubt, related to the confusion in the basic emotionality, and both
are probably the result of spiritual influences coming into the emotionality which in its selfish ways is not
ready to receive and understand spiritual things—who is ready for it?
14. The assertive emotionality is consistent with the basic and attractive elements of the emotionality in that there
is a gentleness and an artistic flair to it and, unfortunately, a bit of vacillation.
15. There may be more style than courage or bravery but there is discipline enough to take strong stands in action
and to keep herself healthfully active.
16. She may try to show off with bravado but she will follow through and stick with her assertions until there is
some degree of success.
17. In general there is a health balance of positives and negatives in the emotionality though there is a slight tilt
toward the positives so it should be a nip-and-tuck emotional life, certainly a life with many active emotional
experiences and certainly no complacency with regard to motivation.
18. If she persists in her motivations she should succeed provided she does not get caught in indecision between
antithetical emotions or blocked in love or artistic obsession.

New first emotionality sentences (continued)
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The following sentences attempt to describe and probe the meaning of the Emotionality in the first male chart:
1.

This is not a very emotional individual; the Moon is in Aquarius which tends to be a bit dry and
unemotional; there are four planets are in water signs but two, Saturn and Pluto, are restrictive or limiting,
and one is Mercury which is certainly more mental than emotional.

2.

The basic emotionality is up front and out before the world for all to see which is not usually conducive to
emotional expression.

3.

Many of the emotions are assertive, combative or impulsive and though the purpose of desire is to motivate,
this is not the fashion in which desire would prefer to motivate.

4.

This tendency in the emotionality has been present since very early childhood and part of the tendency may be
due to some kind of progressive or experimental form of child rearing or a political philosophy of such a
nature.

5.

Assuming this is true, it is likely that is more due to the influence of the mother or the more overt and
objective parent who also influenced his assertive and expansive individuality.

6.

Though some might find him emotionally combative and a bit vexatious, those challenging, forward-looking
emotions are harmonious to his character and consonant with his individuality, all of which are more positive
than negative.

7.

The masculine assertive emotions which are part of bluster and boisterousness are strongly inclined toward the
positive, especially in pride.

8.

He is motivated to act for the good and to objectify the good and because of it he has very good feelings about
himself.

9.

He has a lot of daring in his drives for public service and in expressing himself in that fashion self-respect is a
natural emotion for him to experience—bottled up emotions tend to stagnate and fester while actively
expressed emotions usually lead to emotional health.

10. From this we can conclude that what some might consider to be irascible, cranky or contentious emotions, are
more likely to be indignation, disaffection or dissatisfaction with inadequately idealistic principles.
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New first emotionality sentences (continued)

11. The outward, masculine and assertive qualities are prevalent in the emotionality.
12. This prevalence is primarily directed to his work and professional life which has a lot to do with changing the
external world.
13. These same factors of the emotionality are conducive to leadership: though not a touchy-feely person his
sentiments and emotions are strong enough and are of such a nature that they induce pride in others as well as
an inclination to follow his assertions—“if the trumpet sound an uncertain note, who shall come to battle?”
14. His attractive emotionality, while not as strong and not similar to the general character, is good and it has
few hitches to it.
15. The attractive emotionality is a classic, a classic in that he loves things and that love draws things to him.
16. Those drawing propensities are likely to manifest as composition, i.e., drawing things together in order to
communicate them in either writing or speaking.
17. This part of the emotionality is harmonious with the mentality in a manner similar to the way the other
parts of the emotionality are harmonious with the individuality and personality, except that there is even
more concord here.
18. His attractive emotions work through an extraordinary ability to persuade people by blending emotionally
charged thoughts with rich, full-bodied emotions which can be communicated with ostensive clarity and
almost tangible examples.
19. Like all of us, his is a character in the making and in his case some of his difficulties in his emotionality
derive from trying to blend the assertive emotionality with the attractive emotionality.
20. It seems that his enthusiasm and assertion, through which he expresses his pride and principled nature as well
as his sometimes harshness in impatience, has influenced his attractive emotionality in such a way that he
romanticizes on principles and sometimes gets carried away in flights of fancy.

New first emotionality sentences (continued)
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21.

He seems to be becoming an altruist but is not quite there yet.

22.

Overall his emotionality is a mix; there are more negative tendencies than positives but the positives are
stronger and more accessible—attaining eternal principles and ideals requires emotional patience.
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New second emotionality assignment

The total character can be naturally subdivided into the following four parts: the personality, the emotionality, the
mentality and the spirituality or individuality.
The emotionality includes: feelings, emotions, desires, passions, urges, motivations, moods etc.
In the horoscope the astrological indicators of the emotionality are (by order of priority):
Moon with indicates the base or general emotionality.
Venus which indicates the sacrificial, feminine loving, socializing and refining emotionality--attractive desires
Mars which indicates the demanding, masculine driving, passionate, asserting emotionality--repulsive desires
(Female humans seem to be more responsive to Venus and the Moon than male humans who are more responsive
than females to Mars).
Other planets also contribute to the emotionality but not so fundamentally and overtly.
General familiarity and at-easeness with the desire world and the desire body are usually indicated by the number
and nature of planets in the watery signs.
You have been given two sets of two charts which will be used for the next few assignments. For this assignment use
the second set of horoscopes beginning with the female.
Write as many sentences pertaining to the emotionality as you feel comfortable writing. Write about individual
contributors to the emotionality and try to be both descriptive and explanatory even if you must speculate in the
latter. If there is time, compose a synthesis and synopsis of the fragments.

New second emotionality sentences
1.
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This is an emotionality with great diversity and all factors in the emotionality have something to do with the
spirituality or genius in some direct way.

2.

The basic emotionality is very rich and thick, almost clotted, and there are strong emotional attachments to
family, especially through her mother.

3.

She has a very rare feel for genius which should bring her renown and the fame will not be evanescent
because she has emotional staying power which is almost obsessive.

4.

She is paradoxical in that in her innermost being she is sensitive and easily hurt but in her purely emotional
life she is stolid and firm even with her genius.

5.

Her creative feelings seem to come when she is at the end of things, when something has come to a
disastrous ending and are just passing on to new things.

6.

She has more than one paradox to her emotional nature because in her assertive emotions and desires she is
masterful in the control of her assertions while at the same time impulsive, irregular and inconstant—the
control is an old, well seasoned character trait, the impulsiveness is new and unprecedented.

7.

It is from an impassioned desire to give that she is impatient, she is so excited and revved up with the new
discoveries within old cultural standard that she can’t wait to pour them out.

8.

There is considerable indiscretion in her assertive emotionality and she is so radical that many, especially
men, might find her repulsive and maniacally out of bounds.

9.

One thing that kept her from having more serious accidents than she did and that kept her from being in a
perpetually explosive state is that she was always at odds with herself and her selfhood was more emotionally
reserved, even shy or coy.

10. Another restraining factor was a strange, self-contained, spiritual imagination that was so self occupying that it
absorbed her and damped the desire to charge out with half-cocked intuitions that were not completely
developed and that were sometimes preemptive.
11. The rational and irrational intuitions were active in the assertive emotionality and both gave trouble.
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New second emotionality sentences (continued)

The rational or super-rational intuition was more active in associations with friends who in their positivity
were soothing and protective to her, they gave approbation to her in a way that was calming.

13.

The assertive emotionality is egocentric, maniacal, competitive in a not always straightforward manner, and
highly charismatic.

14.

With her friends and associates she is sympathetically and indulgently supportive and with her lovers she is
highly competitive as she is with men in general.

15.

Her attractive and love emotionality is so different from the assertive emotionality that it is almost
incomprehensible and it requires much thought and intuition to understand.

16.

With her artistic emotions she seeks for power and influence and will make any changes necessary to get it,
including fickle fawning.

17.

She is repressive or controlling of her artistic emotions and the repressive tendencies might be due to fear
and insecurity which bring her to restrain and manipulate her love to prove to herself she is in charge of
love and not a pawn to it.

18.

Despite all of this emotional darkness and heavy-handed restraint she tries to love absolutely and never stop
loving which is her way of telling herself she really does love because there is doubt of that in her.

19.

She is likely to be jealous and to evoke jealousy in others—insecurity has that way about it.

20.

One way of looking at these heavy control and insecurity tendencies in the attractive emotionality is that
they are a sacrifice she makes in deference to the expressive, creative drives.

21.

With regard to her art the darker attractive emotionality brings perfective attitudes to her professional work
which might be too slap dash if left up to the assertive emotionality; however, it does add a few darker
shades to her work.

22.

In both the assertive and attractive emotionality there is an element of unpredictability, in the former
because of the creativity, in the latter because one doesn’t always know when she has reached her
repressive capacity.

23.

The basic emotionality has something in common with the other elements: restraint for perfection like the
the sacrificing emotionality, and rare genius with the assertive emotionality.

New second emotionality sentences (continued)
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The following sentences attempt to describe and probe the meaning of the Emotionality in the second horoscope:
1.

This individual is feelingful with regard to the environment and he has awe for what he feels in the outer
world and this excites creativity which, in turn, arouses more feelings; however, this pattern can never become
a syndrome because there is restraint and forbearance gained from past experience.

2.

Outside of these feelings stimulated by the environment, he is not highly emotional in any other facet of the
emotionality.

3.

His basic emotionality and inner feeling nature is dry, picky and perhaps a bit tedious, his personal preferences
may dominate the scope of what he actually feels and not what he thinks he feels—emotional neurosis.

4.

His petty feelings do not prevent him from exaggerating his feelings out of proportion to what his actual
sentiments are—it is possible to be excitable even with a small scope, perhaps it might be more likely with a
small emotional scope.

5.

Part of the reason for the emotional turbulence is an ongoing, back-and-forth struggle over matters of belief
and knowledge between his inner individuality and his instinctive emotionality.

6.

He is emotional in matters of knowledge about which he is quite subjective and he has an intuitive, super
self-knowledge through intuition about matters of belief about which he tries to be objective and he tends to
exaggerate both and justify both as he swings back and forth between the self and pseudo-self.

7.

Because of the unreliable but very positive feeling of truth in his intuition which are skewed by his indecisive
emotional nature and because of a kind of double inversion [by sign and by aspect opposition], he is likely to
superstition and may often get things backwards which can be frustrating because he is so excellent at seeing
paradoxical antinomies.

8.

The attractive emotionality is not very juicy and it may often be dry, though it can be poetically romantic, but
its expansive, generous qualities and positive qualities compensate for not being highly colorful.

9.

He is always looking for some perfect ideal or he is always looking for some purpose in the nature of things.

10. One ideal he holds very high is the ideal of friendship in which he endeavors to be positively useful and
beneficent though some may have considered him aloof and unaffectionate.
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New second emotionality sentences (continued)

11. Though religious his religion is more likely to be humanitarian than theocentric because of his education in
natural science which is ironic because in his individuality he is theocentric, yet another inversion.
12. His loving emotionality, which is of high quality, might seem vague or tepid because it is widespread and this
is probably due to humane emotions learned in extensive travel through which his love learned tolerance.
13. Because of his love for humanity, he is likely to be very forgiving but because his loving emotions are so
impersonal, they may be considered to be from weakness or perhaps even vague incomprehension.
14. The assertive emotionality is not strong in this individual, he is not driven, he does not desire many things,
and he may even be considered weak by many.
15. He does not have a good deal of incentive into which to channel his energies and in this regard he could be
viewed like a rocket passing through space with no particular intention.
16. He does have enthusiasm for friends and humanity which is a constant throughout his emotionality and
character in general but he is not likely to be demonstrative of it but rather to keep it secretly to himself.
17. His main outlets for desires are friendships and service, humanitarian service, and he excels in both of these
fields of endeavor and he may even express a little egotistic pride in them.
18. He certainly is not macho in his martial emotionality but rather he is likely to be emotionally androgynous
and human rather than bestial even in the most instinctual aspects of character.
19. The emotionality overall is lofty almost to being aloof and it is tinged with spirituality and attitudes different
from the norm, enough so to be set apart or to set himself apart as different.
20. The overall emotionality is sensitive, not very intense though it is subtle, and it is permeated and directed by
the intellect, his mind is in his feelings and the exchange is influential to both.
21. There is one unusual peculiarity about this emotionality in that it is overt and out in the open for all to see or
it is subjective and secret, perhaps even to himself.
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22. The more humane things of his emotional nature are the things which are in the open and the more primitive
elements are hidden—it is not clear that this is intentional according to the catholic philosophy of showing
one’s virtues and hiding one’s sins, or whether it comes from moral aspiration and resulting repression.
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New first mentality assignment

The total character can be naturally subdivided into the following four parts: the personality, the emotionality, the
mentality and the spirituality or individuality.
The mentality includes: the concrete mind, the abstract mind and the instinctual mind.
In the horoscope the astrological indicators of the mentality are (by order of priority):
Mercury which indicates the concrete mind and the center of mentality.
Jupiter which indicates the abstract or ideational mind.
The Moon which indicates the instinctual mind.
Opportunities to develop the higher (abstract) and lower (concrete) mind are indicated by the 9th and 3rd
		
houses respectively.
General familiarity and at-easeness with the world of thought and the mind and intellectuality in general are usually
indicated by the number and nature of planets in the airy signs.
You have been given two sets of two charts which will be used for the next few assignments. For this assignment use
the first set of horoscopes beginning with the female.
Write as many sentences pertaining to the mentality as you feel comfortable writing. Write about individual
contributors to the mentality and try to be both descriptive and explanatory even if you must speculate in the latter. If
there is time, compose a synthesis and synopsis of the fragments.
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1.

The concrete mentality of this individual is very concentrated.

2.

The concrete mentality of this individual seeks to be cool and objectively indifferent about her personal
concerns, matters which are normally quite subjective.

3.

Her concrete mentality is not well integrated into the rest of her character and in some ways seems to
approach a psychological solipsism, she may in her mind live in a world unto herself which she thinks is
scientifically accurate.

4.

She occupies her concrete mentality with deep and ponderous matters which have intimations of being
quite intellectual but which prove to be elusive either because they are beyond her grasp or because she
tries to concretize things which are actually abstract so even her excellent mental control is insufficient for
the things with which she seeks to apply it.

5.

Her concrete thinking might tend to be dark and grim and may even be based in some kind of personal,
psychological determinism—doomed by her intellectual and psychological past.

6.

She is afforded numerous inclinations to exercise her intellectual mentality in all three of its
facets—contrast, comparison, and eclecticism—she is something of a natural intellectual.

7.

She also has many opportunities to express her mentality both concretely and abstractly.

8.

Her concrete mind is especially well suited to communication in which she tries to combine or unite the
very new and the very old in unprecedented ways.

9.

Her abstract mind is also quite strong, stronger even than her concrete mentality.

10.

Unlike the concrete mind with which she seeks scientific accuracy, the abstract mind is given over to
things of feeling, psychological things, spiritual things and even positive flights of fantasy.

12.

Where the concrete mind is given to pellucid clarity, the higher mind is wont to deal with obscurities and
nebulous matters.

13.

The nebulosity of her subject matter does not affect the quality of her ideation which is of excellent quality,
one might say she is a natural at giving herself to the big picture in all aspects of her mind.
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Where the concrete mind is given to communication, at which it excels, the abstract mind is given to
expression at which it excels.

15.

She is intuitively insightful in seeing herself in the idea of herself which (that the self is an idea) is a great
spiritual truth that she may only apperceive psychologically though she is capable of as much spiritual
experience as she wants.

16.

Her broad appreciation of higher ideas gives her a very positive view of herself as does her abundant
giving forth in generous expression.

17.

She has an unusual facility in her abstract consciousness to imagine or conceive ideas.

18.

The imaginative ideation is not visual, though she does try to concretize it for the sake of communication.
Rather it is an apprehension of the essence of general psychological states through the flavor of that small
part she self-consciously experiences in a manner similar to the manner one can get the flavor of the ocean
through one sip of it.

19.

This means of experience causes difficulties in the instinctual mind which might superstitiously think that
the concrete bits of experience are really the thing itself rather than concrete expressions of it.

20.

This might also cause problems in the instinctual mind by leading her to believe that visual, sensible
imaginations are the abstract reality.

21.

In general, the automatic or instinctual mind is taxed by two varieties of intuitive experience, rational and
irrational, both of which she would like to view almost as tangibles, and the result of the intuitions being
thus mistaken is impulsiveness—she is quite unpredictable which she would like to describe as
spontaneous; sometimes it is really is spontaneous.

22.

The instinctual and concrete facets of the mind struggle with the other worldliness of new things and the
indubitable verity and concrete reality of old things and this struggle is at the root of her creative activity
but the ideational mind is happy to absorb itself in universal spiritual or psychological truths and the
positive peace they bring into the center of her being.
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The following sentences attempt to describe and probe the meaning of the mentality in the first male chart:
1.

The concrete mind of this individual is dreamy, it feels out of place with the world around him, is more
suited to a poet than a politician.

2.

This concrete mind is excellent for communication in which it is eloquent.

3.

Though of a good quality, the concrete mind is out of sync with the individuality, the self, it serves which
would prefer a more assertive and less persuasive mind.

4.

The tone of the concrete mind is emotional while the self which directs it is interested in getting things done,
it wants to see progress and definite, objective accomplishments.

5.

Fortunately, the emotions which anchor the concrete mind are loving and very stable and practical so the
concrete mind is not indigent but rather imaginative in its service—he is capable of well written bills or
proposals which have some style to them.

6.

The concrete mentality is not well integrated into the rest of the character, it does not have a toehold in the
departments of life, it is as though it is vague and removed and there is too much for it to do for it to get
anything done.

7.

The other elements of the mentality, the instinctual and the abstract, are directly integrated into the character
and what it wants to do.

8.

Though integrated into the personality, the instinctual mind is out of place in its own way.

9.

The instinctual mind is combined with direct intuitive impulses, little bundles of truth on vast topics about
the world immediately around him.

10. He has immediate instincts around him in their most basic nature but his instinctual consciousness is
not limited to cunning but is well-permeated with his humanism, thus he seems to be very down-to-earth
and simultaneously humanistic simultaneously.
11. The instinctual consciousness has become so civilized or humanized that there is little primitivity in it, the
only exception being a moderate tendency to not restrain biologically oriented emotions most likely in an
unconscious retaliation to sudden input to things in the immediate environment.
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12. The reason for his humane qualities seems to be that he has a lot of positive self-respect due to the fact that his
self-image is affected by his ideational mind which has a self-conception too lofty and dignified to allow itself
to be debased.
13. Because he is so enthusiastically open minded and bubbling over in emotions and thoughts, he is also quite
creative and conceives responsible and practical ideas which come from pondering on conditions found in the
external world.
14. It is a general tendency throughout the mentality to think about things immediately before him in the world
around him and to not be too abstract or other-worldly about life.
15. He does adhere to some kind of ideology which is directed to human welfare and though it is liberal and even
left-leaning, it is not outside of the sphere of action and basic responsibility.
16. He is likely to favor new and progressive ideas and things based in the past or reactionary things are foreign
to him and his struggle with ideas, he considers things to be impediments that derive from the past, history is
likely to impair his judgment.
17. The instinctual mentality is most accessible even though he is not really an instinctual man, his abstract mind
is the strongest and most central factor of his mentality, and the concrete mentality is least likely to errors
even though it is asked to function in a manner with which it is not at home.
18. The instinctual and abstract factors of the mentality are likely to be proactive and are likely to even instigate
for change with a philosophy of progress.
19. The concrete mentality is more likely to be passive and think in terms of accepting things but in the service
of the individuality, which is aligned with the self, it proves to be skillfully adept at rhetoric and it has a kind
of gentle tact which softens the effects of the other parts of the mentality which on their own would tend to be
blunt, irregular and even offensive as seen by others.
20. The mentality is clearly stronger than the emotionality but it is not aloof from it as it might seem to some, in
fact, every factor of the mentality is integrated with a factor in the emotionality, he thoughts and feelings are
in several ways working toward common ends and neither is without imperfection.
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The second mentality assignment is virtually the same as the first except that you use the second set of charts
beginning with the female.
The total character can be naturally subdivided into the following four parts: the personality, the emotionality, the
mentality and the spirituality or individuality.
The mentality includes: the concrete mind, the abstract mind and the instinctual mind.
In the horoscope the astrological indicators of the mentality are (by order of priority):
Mercury, which indicates the concrete mind and the center of mentality;
Jupiter, which indicates the abstract or ideational mind;
The Moon, which indicates the instinctual mind.
Opportunities to develop the higher (abstract) and lower (concrete) mind are indicated by the 9th and 3rd houses
respectively.
General familiarity and ease with the world of thought and the mind, and intellectuality in general, are usually
indicated by the number and nature of planets in the airy signs.
Write as many sentences pertaining to the mentality as you feel comfortable writing. Write about individual
contributors to the mentality and try to be both descriptive and explanatory, even if you must speculate in the latter.
If there is time, compose a synthesis and synopsis of the fragments
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This individual is not likely to have the mentality as its faculty of choice and may not call on the mind first
when encountering or seeking experience.

2.

This does not mean that she has a weak or an ineffective mind, only that she prefers other faculties, most
notably the feelings and emotions.

3.

When she does choose to think concretely, it is usually after the fact, after the surge of emotions has calmed
down.

4.

In her feelings and emotions she is reflective but in her concrete thinking she is luminous and expressive as if
the flurry of emotional activity has provided food for thought.

5.

She thinks best when she is in retreat, when she can be so deeply absorbed in sustained thought that it is
almost like sensory deprivation.

6.

Her thought is likely to be sensitively spiritual and certainly assertive but it will be of such a quality that
it seems foreign to what she is in the heart of her being.

7.

Her emotions and her imagination are likely to be fresh, new and original but her thinking may have been
well established in past lives which is perhaps why it is steady, stable and reliable backstop but necessarily
she wants to explore the world now.

8.

The source of her thoughts may seem obscure but the thinking itself will be direct, clear, straightforward and
generous and she will not easily change her mind.

9.

She will not shrink from thinking about money matters and her thoughts in them will be a bit more
careful but she will still be generous.

10. She may not always be in touch with her thoughts, perhaps because of preoccupation with memories, perhaps
because they are buried beneath detritus of emotional efflux, but they are key to self-knowledge when she is
awash with emotions.
11. Sometimes she may be so inundated with emotion or preoccupied with imagination that she might find it
difficult to find her voice but it is elegant and noble when she does.
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There are ideas about emotions just as there are ideas about thoughts; in this individual ideas about the
things she emotes over or the emotions themselves are the subjects of her ideation.

13.

In this individual there is disinclination to ideate just as there is to mentally concentrate—feeling is the
all—however, her willingness to ideate will follow her feelings more readily than her concrete mind which
acts as an external checkpoint to the turbulent emotionality.

14.

Her ideas are loosely associated with or integrated into her self-image and her personal pride between
which things there is a fierce internal struggle often drawing in friends and lovers which makes it difficult
to be serene enough to appreciate and utilize the higher mind.

15.

She is capable of getting the gist, the idea, of spiritual fluency which is so different than the outer world we
see around us where so many things are discrete; this capacity causes her to idealize looseness and fluency
as a virtue in itself which would be alright if she didn’t use the same tendency to indulge herself to extreme
in desires for which her ideational mind has to work very hard to approbate, if that is possible.

16.

In a similar way she may have a vague sense of emotional judgment through which she can form excellent
ideas but she must first be able to withdraw and find stability which is not an easy matter for her but
she benefits greatly when she can do this.

17.

She can have excellent control over her instinctual mind through which she can ken the basal desires of
others, their dark secrets, with an accuracy that can be almost faultless, in an unsettling uncanniness.

18.

Her basic instincts serve her well in society and can bring renown and she will enjoy the richness of both
and could be a stable fixture before the eyes of the world.

19.

A propensity to be famous as some kind of strong, archetypal maternal figure, a grand woman to whom all
can relate in the basic substance of her being, a social matriarch.

20.

She has fine understanding of the fundamental instincts upon which all society is built and this is because
she is conservative and does not allow herself to be emotionally distracted by her own turbulent emotions,
passions or desires when reflectively responding on society, it is her secret means to penetrate to a creative
core.
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The following sentences attempt to describe and probe the meaning of the mentality in the second male chart:
1.

Though he has an excellent concrete mentality, it is somewhat out of place: he tends to concretize
universals where ideation is called for, he tries to think on emotions which can be elusive and not the forte of
the concrete, and he has opportunities to develop the higher mind that come through the concrete mind.

2.

His concentration, even within the emotional sphere, is very good and it seems that it has been developed in
a past rebirth so that it is reliable now.

3.

He develops his concrete thoughts when traveling, through religious aspiration, or through flights of fancy
and he anchors them by trying to solve universal problems which present themselves before him in undeniable
ways so that he is a prisoner of fact, often the painful facts of life.

4.

His thinking processes are in a state of change and he is facing change of function of which he is aware and
which seems to produce some kind of minor impediment which may be no more than a slight hesitancy.

5.

He uses his mind and the data he gathers in traveling to perfect a state of reserve in his emotions which is
the natural effect of the mind on the emotions and he carries this process out to the degree of emotional
skepticism, especially in matters of religion and religious emotion. [In fact he was a faddist and skeptic.]

6.

Because his mind was keenly aware of limits due to his skepticism, because he constantly struggled with
misty religious ideas, and because he was aware of universal suffering, he became modest and humble
in his thinking processes.

7.

The analytical abilities are focussed on emotional belief systems and because he deals with them as
universals he thereby develops his abstract mind which has an excellent coordination with the concrete.

8.

The abstract mind is at home with itself and he can ideate well and relate generals to particulars even though
it is asked to serve by ideating on functioning which is not very expansive.

9.

The concrete mind and simple love are about the only things with which the ideational mind is in harmony
because it is in a five planet grand square of Jupiter with Sun, Moon, Neptune and Saturn.
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Because he tries to expand abstractly about mundane function while simultaneously trying to be concrete
and particular about universal problems and limitations, he has an inconstant ability to judge and he often
reverses

11.

One of the things he expands upon most is himself.

12.

Abstract self-reflection is an magnificent means to self-knowledge but because spiritual experiences in the
form of seemingly rational intuitions enter into the process and give a false feeling of truth which causes
him to jump to conclusions about his self-worth which he will probably over play, thank goodness he has
the humble and accurate bent of consciousness in the concrete mind or he would be way out of bounds with
himself.

13.

There is also not a good coordination between the abstract mind and the instinctual mind which seems to be
due to becoming emotionally excited and exaggerated about concrete matters due to approaching them so
subjectively but with the illusion of factuality that may only be personal attachment to their
details—fussiness.

14.

The abstract mind is well-suited to idealism which he has an ability to put into practice though he can never
quite seem to bring into perfect control.

15.

The greatest problem with which he struggles in the higher mind is the problem of false optimism, he gets
a feeling of divine or higher truth and he tends to be slavishly apologetic to that feeling, that he had to serve
illustrious and famous people in support of their beliefs was not conducive to changing this habit.

16.

Because in many things his personality was so grave and serious, and because he was struck with wonder
about things which he observed in the world, he perhaps felt a psychological need to compensate for the
grimness and irregularities of the world with something amusing or with some sort of pseudo-piety.

17.

The instinctive mentality is at home in functioning behind the scenes in the personal subconscious but it is
not at home in that it is dried out for focussing of the minutia and a petty fussiness or finicky attitude
about things in his home life in opposition to the grandiose abstract matters in other parts of his life—
enantiodromia.
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This is the first assignment to study the individuality, spirituality and creativity in a horoscope.
The total character can be naturally subdivided into the following four parts: the personality, the emotionality, the
mentality and the spirituality or individuality. The individuality includes the transcendent Self and the personal
ego. The spirituality includes the threefold attributes of the transcendental spirit focused through the Self.
In the horoscope the astrological indicators of the individuality and spirituality are:
The Sun, which indicates both the focus of Self and the pseudo-self or ego which counterfeits it (the astrologer
		
must interpret);
Neptune, which indicates the Human Spirit and the magical powers it exhibits in the phenomenal realms, the
		
occultist;
Uranus, which indicates the Life Spirit and its altruism of universal love and the pure intuition it exhibits, the 		
		mystic; and
Pluto, which indicates the Divine Spirit and its will power and the imponderable determination it exhibits.
Because the octave planets have an effect in both the phenomenal and transcendental realms, the astrologer must
be careful to recognize which is being considered. Neptune represents the spiritual masculine (the occultist) and
octave of Mercury, but in the phenomenal realms it is passively feminine. Similarly, Uranus represents the spiritual
feminine (the mystic) and octave of Venus, but in the phenomenal realms it is actively masculine, especially in
electromechanical matters.
Opportunities to be in touch with these mostly unconscious realms are indicated by the 4th, 8th and 12th houses.
The 4th: opportunities to work with the subconscious;
The 12th: opportunities to work with the super-conscious;
The 8th: opportunities to work with the threshold consciousness as it relates to either the subconscious or the
superconscious.
Tools and opportunities to develop spiritual faculties and abilities are indicated by Uranus and Neptune and the will
to do so, by Pluto, but the invisible Will to BE is beyond astrology.
General familiarity and ease with the intentional powers of the spirit are indicated by the number and character of
planets in the fiery signs.
You have been given two sets of two charts which will be used for the next few assignments. For this assignment use
the second set of charts beginning with the female.
Write as many sentences pertaining to the individuality, spirituality and creativity as you feel comfortable writing.
Write about individual contributors to the individuality and/or spirituality and try to be both descriptive and
explanatory even if you must speculate in the latter. If there is time, compose a synthesis and synopsis of the
fragments.
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1.

The individuality is strong and it is reliable.

2.

The strength of this individuality lies in subtlety and delicacy not in brute strength or force of will, hers is
the strength of an aesthete not an athlete.

3.

She knows herself in giving and growing, and she is generous of giving of herself in both avenues of
endeavor.

4.

She is right at home giving forth abstract poetic utterances and though she has excellent communication
skills, she feels most herself when she is expressing herself as expansively as possible.

5.

The talent that is possibly the strongest feature of her individuality is the ability to know herself objectively
through the vehicle of a spiritual or psychological philosophy which may be a carryover from the past and
to which she is returning with gusto.

6.

There is strong testimony that she reflects on herself when writing and expressing in such a manner that she
abstracts, absorbs, and assimilates soul material which she synthesizes into psych-spiritual self-knowledge.

7.

In all of her self-knowledge and seeking there is a sense of reason or super-reason through which she comes
to understandings which are not of this world; these insights are not mere speculations, though she is
certainly not without a widely speculative nature, but rather a rare kind of knowing in wholes which she
verifies to herself through connections within the wholes that give her understandings which are more than
mere presentments.

8.

Since self-knowledge and psychological knowledge are so other, so rare and subtle, it is always wise to have
a more mundane criterion to indicate their validity, and in her case that indicator is happiness: when she
truly is herself and knows herself, she will be happy.

9.

The central purpose and the higher purpose in her individuality is along the lines of expression, edification
and education, in this regard she is something of a woman with a mission.

10. Her success in knowing, expressing and becoming herself is in a large part due to an excellent analytical
balance between the divine masculine and the divine feminine, will and imagination, which is remarkable
because the imaginative abilities are so strong and the will isn’t especially so, but fortunately because she is
working with such mutable inner things that a good deal of will may not be required.
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11. One must not get the idea that everything is well in the spirituality just because she has a good understanding
of part of it through her individuality—our spirituality is in its nascent stages and very disruptive to ongoing
mundane activities—because there is plenty of upset between the spirituality and other facets of her
character, especially the emotionality.
12. The two types of intuition, the rational and the irrational, are in conflict which seems to indicate that she is
focussed enough in both to have them active in her consciousness but not active enough or mature enough to
appreciate each in terms of the other without having internal conflicts about the nature of truth.
13. On one hand she is likely to be literalistic about imaginations and accept them as truths without checking
them out and on the other she is likely to be impulsive because urges seem to be impelling her to action.
14. The former condition might be as it is because she has not yet learned to discern the truth as different from
the form though which truth is expressed, the imagination in its formative activity may not be under
control and is producing forms mildly deviate from the true intent because of being too material.
15. The latter condition might be as it is because she has not learned to discriminate between intuitions and
desire impulses and, if so, it might be because she is so heavily invested in emotions, feelings and desires
and likes them so much that she doesn’t want to let go of any of them.
16.

Romance in its highest estate is a property of the spiritual worlds, it is the feeling quality of those worlds,
and romance in poetry and other arts is an expression of the spirit of which they are an embodiment, but
with Anais it is likely that she carries romance into mundane male-female relations in which she is quite
romantic, again because she likes the feel of anything and everything coming from the emotional realms.

17. She does apply higher will to physical discipline in order to carry out creative and artistic desires in her
dense physical body and she places value in personal culture and control even for its own sake.
18. In a manner similar to her inability to always discriminate intuition and emotional impulse, she has difficulty
telling the difference between will and desire and may be compulsive and obsessive about love.
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This individuality is fresh, forceful, enthusiastic and exuberant and it begs work and responsibility to
harness it.

2.

He has a healthy self respect, thinks well of himself and has self-esteem without getting carried away in
egoism though he may be subject to that in the desire nature.

3.

Personal achievement is important throughout the character and it is so especially in the individuality where
where he is centered on productivity and objectification as signs of success.

4.

Because he is so spirited and has a high view of himself, the objectification is not likely to be seen in terms
of wealth and personal fortune as it often is, instead he objectifies for utilitarian ends.

5.

His view of self and spirit is dynamic, one is never the same, one is always doing something and in the doing
one becomes and one knows that one is becoming, and one is always expanding.

6.

Spiritual growth and growth in self and self-knowledge is a matter of reflection, absorption and assimilative
synthesis as much as it was for Anais Nin but for him the vehicle was observation of the outer world instead
of the self in introspection during the creative process of writing.

7.

His self-knowing is exciting and very positive because everything feels new to him and when things are new
they tend to seem bigger and more wonderful.

8.

It is good that he has such a positivity or else he might succumb to self-doubt and self-denigrating under
estimation of himself and what he can do, doubt that lingers from the distant past.

9.

One gets the feeling of an individual starting fresh with a vigorous new outlook but with lingering doubts
and dark remembrances and perhaps a little jaded skepticism hanging over his consciousness.

10. This is someone bursting out of the starting gate with a confidence that can overcome anything and this
draws to him many responsibilities which he finds sobering but at which he is willing to work hard at
to fulfill.
11. He is proud of his work ethic and his accomplishments.
12. His self-confidence and optimism are likely the product of positive and progressive images of himself
bestowed on him by his mother who was probably realistic in her estimation of him.
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13. This is probably not the horoscope of someone highly religious and spiritual but there is no doubt but that he
believes in intuition probably from having been introduced to him in the form of what is called feminine
intuition from his mother and it took in him.
14. His intuition is aligned with his observation of the world and it is likely to be associated with some kind
of progressive political idealism.
15. He may be a bit high strung and he may have been a hyperactive child and remained so throughout his
his adulthood but it would be too much to say that he was sensitive—intuitive and moody, yes but
sensitive, no—some might consider him unorthodox or peculiar and even brash but not sensitive.
16. Because he is an active, practical man who gets the things of the world done, and because he is so engaged
and expansive in his actions, he is not in touch with other-worldly things and he is not what would be
considered a spiritual man.
17. He was a published poet but his poetry was a matter of reflecting on his life experiences or nature, not an
intimation of higher meaning or spiritual purpose.
18. His individual accomplishments are a matter of drive and energy and maybe a little momentum but they are
not likely a product of will and determination because the higher will is not a strong factor in his makeup.
19. To the degree that he is spiritual, his spirituality is seated in the spiritual feminine, the imaginative function
rather than the spiritual masculine will, this is because all three of the transcendental planets are in some way
disposed by the Moon or Cancer.
20. The central focus of his individuality is masculine, assertively masculine, and the masculine elements of his
character are significantly stronger than the feminine elements and it is probably because of this over-emphasis
that both the feminine and the spirituality associated with the feminine are not well-developed.
21. Even his self-blocking or impedimental self-negation are bound up in the struggle of the extreme masculine
with the feminine; if one is almost exclusively assertive, there is little place in one’s consciousness for
what might be seen to be idle receptivity—perhaps assertion raises up internal resistance from a different past.
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This is the second assignment to study the individuality, spirituality and creativity in a horoscope.
The total character can be naturally subdivided into the following four parts: the personality, the emotionality, the
mentality and the spirituality or individuality. The individuality includes the transcendent Self and the personal
ego. The spirituality includes the threefold attributes of the transcendental spirit focused through the Self.
In the horoscope the astrological indicators of the individuality and spirituality are:
The Sun, which indicates both the focus of Self and the pseudo-self or ego which counterfeits it (the astrologer
		
must interpret);
Neptune, which indicates the Human Spirit and the magical powers it exhibits in the phenomenal realms, the
		
occultist;
Uranus, which indicates the Life Spirit and its altruism of universal love and the pure intuition it exhibits, the 		
		mystic; and
Pluto, which indicates the Divine Spirit and its will power and the imponderable determination it exhibits.
Because the octave planets have an effect in both the phenomenal and transcendental realms, the astrologer must
be careful to recognize which is being considered. Neptune represents the spiritual masculine (the occultist) and
octave of Mercury, but in the phenomenal realms it is passively feminine. Similarly, Uranus represents the spiritual
feminine (the mystic) and octave of Venus, but in the phenomenal realms it is actively masculine, especially in
electromechanical matters.
Opportunities to be in touch with these mostly unconscious realms are indicated by the 4th, 8th and 12th houses.
The 4th: opportunities to work with the subconscious;
The 12th: opportunities to work with the super-conscious;
The 8th: opportunities to work with the threshold consciousness as it relates to either the subconscious or the
superconscious.
Tools and opportunities to develop spiritual faculties and abilities are indicated by Uranus and Neptune and the will
to do so, by Pluto, but the invisible Will to BE is beyond astrology.
General familiarity and ease with the intentional powers of the spirit are indicated by the number and character of
planets in the fiery signs.
You have been given two sets of two charts which will be used for the next few assignments. For this assignment use
the second set of charts beginning with the female.
Write as many sentences pertaining to the individuality, spirituality and creativity as you feel comfortable writing.
Write about individual contributors to the individuality and/or spirituality and try to be both descriptive and
explanatory even if you must speculate in the latter. If there is time, compose a synthesis and synopsis of the
fragments.

New second individuality sentences
1.
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The central identity of this individual is very spiritual, it is almost as though she is perpetually in a state
of rapture, feeling toned rapture.

2.

The central identity of this individual is very high energy, she is always revved up and eager for something
to do, something exciting to do.

3.

This individual sees herself as unique and different and sees the individuals, off of whom she plays herself,
the same way, there are no vanilla people in her life.

4.

Compiling all of the above strong tendencies one can see this is a very complex individual who may present
a different face every time one encounters her, and this is because she is so creative, but whatever way she
choses to express herself, one can be sure that it will not be tepid.

5.

Because the center of her being is so multiplex, she requires many friends and associates of many stripes, and
many lovers some of whom are likely to be outrageous.

6.

Some of her lovers may try to dominate in a vigorously paternalistic way and she will respond in kind but
with a style that is unexpected.

7.

In her innermost being she has a delicate peace filled with productive diverse imaginations which, in turn,
excite in her a metamorphic reverie in such a way that subtle deflections of consciousness become whirlpools
of emotional excitement.

8.

The generosity of her personally impersonal emotional outpourings attract exciting people to her, many of
whom thrive on excitement for its own sake, and if she extends herself too them too extremely, she may find
herself drawn out in such a way that she loses her more contemplative center and seeks for excitement itself—
this is a likely syndrome of behavior, an emotional seesaw with all sorts of highs and low of action and
peace through which she sees and becomes herself.

9.

Some things she does she does for their own sake but those same things are also expressed outwards and when
they are, they are stimulating and that stimulation reflects back to her and, in part, she is motivated by
external excitement and sometimes cannot tell the difference, until she is empty and implodes for a new cycle.
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New second individuality sentences (continued)

This is a person who is in turmoil in the heart of her being because she is trying to unify so many things and
some of those things are not given to unification and would rather explode in independence than come to
rest in concord, thus these outward tendencies produce a strong individualism as well as a strong
individuality.

11.

She probably sees herself as a peaceful, reflective, spiritual individual; those who interact with her and who
are her feedback people, probably see her as unpredictable, supercharged, driven and even demanding;
both are correct and both have only a partial view.

12.

Like many creative and expressive people, she has an extremely divided character, an extremely divided
self.

13.

The greatest difficult this individual faces is inconsistency. We are all very different people but not so
radically different that we are fundamentally divergent in our inner being. We all need variety but if there
is too much variety and it is too extremely varied, it becomes difficult to accomplish anything. This is a
character that begs for unification but also a character that may resist unification being in love with radical
changes, especially of old ways, and addicted to swoons of emotional enthusiasm.

14.

She rides an a pendulum of joy and sorrow and the sources of both are uncertain and may even change
places.

15.

Between or within mood swings she gets glimpses of herself and her creative abilities; she is very hard to
keep up with because one doesn’t know whether to expect uncanny insights into one’s soul as a result of
her friendship or flashes of creative eclat amidst violent outbursts or destructive amusement, all these are
party to her self-discovery and unfoldment.

16.

The specific will is another story, in it she is generally dark and heavy and even emotionally obsessive and
she doesn’t let go of any of these tendencies even though there may seem to be minor, buzzing oscillations
of a desire to change.

New second individuality sentences (continued)
17.
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It is as if her will is dedicated to the purpose of loving and that she has an almost fatal destiny to love
which all may be an obsession to compensate for the incapacity of personal love to match what she
experiences in higher creative love, so she hunkers down and fixes herself in something in her more
mundane personality to weather the storm of radical discovery of self and creativity.

The following sentences attempt to describe and probe the meaning of the individuality in the second male chart:
1.

This is the horoscope of another in the throes of discomfort as part of the process of being born into
selfhood.

2.

This individual strives for the mists of the loftiest of spiritual spheres and he must do so before the eyes of
the world, especially of the higher classes, a spiritual celebrity if that were possible.

3.

He cannot conceive of himself as being anything other than a spiritual being, as a being sensitive to and
part of spirit in ways of which he has a vague understanding that is decidedly otherworldly.

4.

Because of his experience of the divine presence in his central being, he may suffer delusional beliefs about
himself in his manifest and available self, which delusions are born of false optimism.

5.

In his inner being he may experience euphoria and the contentment of divine felicity so that he will almost
always seem inwardly upbeat, if not with a good sense of relevancy, so that he is pleasant company even
when leading one astray.

6.

Because of his fascination with the big picture, even to euphoric excess, he may try to gloss over details
but his subconscious will not allow that and through it he may even become fascinated with detail, but not
without trying to gloss over or tendentiously try to bend some aspects of it.

7.

He may constantly try to fit things into the boxes of his belief system but he will probably be unsuccessful
because it is always changing and some of the change comes because of his almost constant vacillation
about what his belief system really is.

8.

His view of himself, of society, and of the world is large and big-spirited, so much so that it may be
distorted and if it is, it will bizarre.
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He might be so internal in his self-consciousness that the only way he has any concept of himself is through
the eyes of the world which can help him to have an impersonal, spiritual self-image but it leaves him
without a lot of opportunity to know himself in his personality unless he can retreat into his home life and
deflate his over-blown self-concept with down to earth chores, about which he can become equally overblown.

10. In his ability to spiritually adapt he is like a fish that can swim at any depth because it can inflate or deflate its
bladder to match whatever the external pressure may be and he does this by psychically attuning himself to
his psychic or spiritual environment, one would think that this would make him vulnerable to being swept
away, which is a real possibility and would even be likely if he did not have a secret reserve of will to
control his sensitivity and to determine his course objectively—the salvation of self in this horoscope lies
in the power of will.
11. The power of will does not extend, however, to the picayune tendencies of the subconscious mind that gets
carried away with details that nag at the divine self-image, so they may run rampant until they run amok.
12. The patience brought into the consciousness by deliberate use of will introduces an element of science to
his misty self-consciousness that may direct him away from an otherwise overly churchy predisposition.
13. Similarly his intuition and creativity seems to be introducing new impressions into the world as a relief from
deep set old ways of thinking that are accurate but backward-looking.
14. His mind is captivated with ingenious new ways of stating things in a personal but different way, an intuitive
way, and while he may think he is thinking of orthodox things, he is actually introducing radical new
impulses.
15. In the central spirituality and in the raw creativity we see personal subjectivity, albeit unusual subjectivity,
so that his expressions and his presentation of himself will always have a homey quality about him which
will probably be endearing because comfortable.

New second individuality sentences (continued)
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16. The spirituality and the creativity will also have an emotionally smooth way about them which will also
make them more acceptable—when he is an authority, he is accepted as such because his authority can be felt.
17. His mental precision is fine but not enough to completely overcome the vague and indefiniteness of his
overall spiritual consciousness which carries an uncanny truth about it despite its nebulosity.
18. It is not clear whether his tendencies to generalization and exaggeration help to convey the immensity,
grandeur and power of things of the spirit or whether they distract by making them and his individuality to be
something clownishly absurd, a buffoon—after all, there are some things that are so glorious that they
cannot be exaggerated and he may well experience them.
19. He is at home with his spirituality despite the internal division through which it develops.
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Work space

New first summary assignment

New Analysis Summary
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First we did “fill in the blanks” sentences to build a database of keywords and to have a means for the intuition to
play on. Next we bricked together simple keyword sentences just to get used to the idea of building with keywords
the intuitive ideas we developed by them. Then we used more generally expressive sentences with keywords as part
of their fabric to describe and speculatively explain character while looking at the four primary facets of character:
the personality, the emotionality, the mentality, and the individuality and spirituality.
Now we are going to write a different kind of sentence, a summary sentence. The next assignment is to summarize
the general character of the first male and female horoscopes from the information gained from studying the four
facets of character in those horoscopes.
Write as many summary sentences that you feel comfortable with until you think you have made a general summary
of the entire character. Use your own ideas or you may use the sample sentences used in class. You may add more
interpretive material if you like, but the emphasis should be on summation and producing an integral whole.
There are several ways that summation can be accomplished using the horoscope and its implications as a guideline.
Use whatever method that seems appropriate to you. The examples will utilize several methods to familiarize the
student with various ways to do it. Begin with the first female.
Have fun!
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The personality of this individual is in most ways delicate and aesthetic and it has overtones of extreme
romanticism. There are also tendencies in the personality to artistic obsession and emotional martyrdom.
There are also very strong tendencies in the personality to vigor and physical culture. It is a very unusual
combination. While there are more tendencies to subservient romanticism and magnificent obsession, the
single tendency to physical culture is strong and is likely to be very strong in the personality and her outlook
on the outer world as well as how she presents herself. It is a complicated personality with a lot of unexpected
surprises and the positives are well-balanced with the negatives so that it is difficult to determine a
predominant quality in the personality.

2.

The personality is most closely associated with the emotionality and not so much with the mentality or the
individuality and spirituality.

3.

The emotionality is also bound up with the spirituality and individuality so there is likely to be some
pass-along, indirect influence of the individuality and spirituality on the personality but it is likely to be
subtle and not easy to put one’s finger on.

New first summary sentences (continued)
4.
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The strongest tendency in the emotionality is generosity, she is likely to be a very giving individual. She
also has discipline in the emotionality as she does in the personality but it is not so dominant and it is more
a matter of expedient setting of limits than a matter of applied will power as it is in the personality. The base
emotionality is involved with communication and expression, especially self expression. Through
communication and expression she tries to emotionally synthesize her being through her accomplishments.
Because of a tendency to emotionally analyze coupled with a rare spiritual sensitivity she seeks to discover
and know herself through expression and this brings more flavors to the emotionality than its base simplicity
would like to deal with. Because of that there is a struggle between the basic emotions and very fluent
spiritual emotions and the struggle leads toward psychological instability that can only be resolved by an
accurate self-knowledge gained in self-expression—it is psychologically dangerous for her to stagnate or
bottle up her emotions—so she must always give out. The base emotionality is also mildly influenced by the
creativity with which she is mildly upset and uncomfortable. The creativity and intuition are, in turn, the
source of romanticism in their blend with the attractive, artistic emotionality. The romanticism is moderately
strong but its flavor is delicate and changeable and is the source of her aesthetic and of her being an aesthete.
The loving and attractive emotionality is the source of her sweet disposition in the personality. While the
assertive and the attractive emotionalities, both affect the personality, the attractive, is a more direct and it is
more likely to be a positive factor in the personality. There are various indirect conflicts between the martian
and venusian emotions so nothing is certain.

5.

The interplay and connection between the personality and individuality have more to do with the martian
and venusian emotions than with the basic emotionality and all of its associations with the transcendent
emotions. From this it seems safe to conclude that vigor and beauty pervade her personality and the higher
emotions, whether healthy or unhealthy, are more internal and private until they are expressed but by then
they have been transformed by artifice and spiritual struggle—what she expresses is highly refined.
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The spirituality and individuality is highly feelingful in its own right as well as through the association with
the emotionality. The spirituality is probably stronger than the personality but probably not as strong as the
emotionality. The emotionality is the common ground for all of the parts of the character but the concrete
mentality but even that is mildly influenced by the emotionality indirectly.

7.

The spirituality is focussed on the individuality, the self, and there is a an ongoing resolution of the
disparate forms of intuition and spiritual experience in the self in a very positive way. The self is the
central focus for an alchemical psychological transmutation and a creative or regenerative engine of
spiritual becoming, provided she keeps expressing—expression or giving is the most important factor in
this horoscope, this life.

8.

The mind is cool, calm and controlled so much so that she must be wary of it coolly manipulating facts and
thoughts. This is so because it operates unseen in the unconscious and selfishness or vanity can operate
there with wide scope undetected by the waking consciousness. The mind could very well be important to
this individual because it is potentially indifferent and capable of scientific understanding which is very
important because everything else in the character is under the sway of the feelings BUT she must learn
basic honesty.

New first summary sentneces (continued)
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The following sentences attempt to summarize the first male horoscope using recent assignments as a basis:
1.

The strongest part of this horoscope seems to be the individuality. It has the most and the strongest aspects.
The strongest feature of this individuality seems to be pride and self-respect, both are expressed in a very
positive light. Though strong they are not without challenge because there is plenty of self-doubt to be
overcome to establish the self-esteem. The overcoming is accomplished by hard work about which he is
enthusiastic. He excels in every aspect of work: responsibility, occupation and execution, though he prefers
to work privately away from the public eye. His impetuous self-application is undeniable and he must win
or keep working until he does. He is very likely to have productivity as a central focus in life and he is likely
to be generous when he is productive. Bold simplicity and simple openness are major factors for the
establishment of his individuality and, because he is so honorable about all that he does, he is a very likable
and respectable individual.

2.

The next strongest facet of the character seems to be the outward personality. This is so because the drive
that springs from within carries into the personality even though it is not completely harmonious with it. It
seems there is a strong and sustained dissatisfaction with the outer would and this seems to be because he
expects much from the world with his inward optimism and “can do” attitude.
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In the personality the forward looking, progressive ideals from the individuality become expanded into
broadly humanitarian, futuristic notions. In the personality the swagger from the vigorous positivity and
dissatisfaction with circumstances might become careless or haphazard and even radical so that he is not
completely comfortable with the outer world nor it with him. The personality is a bit too odd or different to be
generally appealing and the only way that in can be more so is if he expresses emotions that broadcast the
the positivity of the individuality, in which case he can be popular. The personality is intimately connected
with the individuality in that observations of the world (even though they might be mildly ideologically
slanted) register immediately in the individuality where they are abstracted and generalized as well as
synthesized into the heart of his being. Though not highly spiritual he has a good intuition and the intuition
is integral to the personality and its presence is what may make him seem odd, especially since he has some
odd romantic notions about what he sees—his idealizations of his observations of the world may have a slant
that is more than a political ideology.

4.

The emotionality is not as strong as either the individuality or the personality though it is connected to both
through the basic and assertive emotionality, and it is even integrated into the mind through the attractive
emotionality. Through its connection with the individuality the basic emotionality is taken out of character in
that the inspirational and aspirational fire seems to dry it out from it normal moist nurturing ways. On the
other hand, the emotionality does not suffer the doubt that the individuality does and for that reason might
convert its dissatisfied energy into a searing swagger.

New first summary sentneces (continued)
5.
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The emotionality seems to have more endurance, steadiness or stolidity than the individuality but that does
not mean that it is without conflict or perpetual vacillation which it surely does because the dissatisfaction
which is in the personality is also found in the emotionality from whence it may originate—again, work
inspired by the idealism of the individuality is of supreme importance for resolution of this and other things
in the character. Work limits the endless emotions so that he isn’t carried away with politically toned
ideology or compensatory, humanistic romanticism. A general factor in the emotionality manifest in both the
basic emotionality and the attractive emotionality (which is tied in with the concrete mentality) is synthesis,
synthesis of fostering feelings into productive ideas, for example, and of fuzzy thoughts into palpable
sentiments. Combining these observations with other things mentioned above, it seems that the function of
the emotionality is not so much motivation (its normal function) because motivation seems to derive
from the inspired individuality, instead, it seems to be primarily a function of feeling and impression.

6.

The feeling and assertive emotionality seem to be integrated into the abstract mind while the attractive
emotionality seems to be integrated into concrete mentality. The abstract mentality seems to be stronger than
the concrete mentality.

7.

The concrete mentality seems to be characterized by one dominant characteristic. It has a remarkable ability
to synthesize diffuse and broad notions into almost graphic communications which are extremely persuasive
because they are gentle and not forceful, and feelingful and pleasant in their unusual rationality.
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Second summary assignment

The second summation assignment is exactly the same as the 1st. The only difference is that you are asked to try
to do it a different way. One always grows in trying to do things in a new way because then one sees the
information anew. Be inventive. Try something different from what has been done by the instructor.
First we did “fill in the blanks” sentences to build a database of keywords and to have a means for the intuition to
play on. Next we bricked together simple keyword sentences just to get used to the idea of building with keywords
the intuitive ideas we developed by them. Then we used more generally expressive sentences with keywords as part
of their fabric to describe and speculatively explain character while looking at the four primary facets of character:
the personality, the emotionality, the mentality and the individuality and spirituality.
Now we are going to write a different kind of sentence: a summary sentence. The next assignment is to summarize
the general character of the second two horoscopes from the information gained from studying the four facets of
character. Begin with the female.
Write as many summary sentences that you feel comfortable with until you think you have made a general summary
of the entire character. Use your own ideas or you may use the sample sentences used in class. You may add more
interpretive material as it comes out of this summation process but the primary emphasis should be on summation
and producing an integral whole.
There are several ways that summation can be accomplished using the horoscope and its implications as a guideline.
Use whatever method that seems appropriate to you. The examples given will utilize several methods to familiarize
the student with various ways to summarize.
Have fun!

Second summary sentences
1.
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There are more trials and difficult circumstances in this life than there are pleasant and easy things, she must
make the best of difficult circumstances and problems in her character.

2.

Most of the trials are of an adversarial nature making it very difficult for her to distinguish which problems
are in her, which are in the people she plays off of, and which are in both.

3.

The other trials are blocks or obsessions and they are of a dark and heavy nature, mostly emotional but
they are framed in an intellectual background.

4.

The character traits or talents at either end of her vacillations or mood swings are intense, pointed and
concentrated.

5.

The extreme in her vacillating character that has to do with how she sees herself is likely to be moody,
imaginative and spiritual.

6.

The extremes of her vacillating character are about her lovers and they are external, fierce, explosive and
radically expansive, and they are about what she considers archaic conventions and traditions.

7.

She is highly unpredictable, even to herself.

8.

There are many layers of inversions, reversals and contradictions in the heart of her being, for example, she
tries to be revolutionary in her impersonal attitudes about her personal lovers and personal
about what are normally impersonal relationships such as friendships.

9.

She is likely to be highly spiritual in her inner being but she is way too radical and innovative to be a religious
individual, though her political philosophy and theory of art may seem like religion to some.

10. She is highly creative and her creativity is born in seeing things from very different viewpoints as she
passes through her mood swings.
11. Outwardly she seems bright but in her brightness she seems different from the world and she may not see
the difference because in the truth of intuitive experience her difference seems natural and true to her, if
anything, it is the world that has it all wrong and it needs to wake up.
12. She is highly intuitive and the outer world is just another source for intuition.
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Her intuitions might not always be true due to the turbulent nature of her life inwardly but she is likely to
act on them impulsively anyway.

14.

Even the nature of intuition and the truth of which intuition is an expression are a matter of contention
because she relies on both the first “thought” intuition which is born whole on the fly while she is doing
things, and the more connected intuition which she experiences in imaginative processes.

15.

The irregular, vacillating and impulsive tendencies are stronger than dark, obsessive blocking
characteristics.

16.

The darker trials may be a consequence of the more preemptive pattern of her being, from exhaustion if for
no other reason.

17.

The darker trials also have relief through a well controlled imagination that is nothing short of creative
genius.

18.

The fire and water impulsive turbulence does not have relief and is likely to be self-perpetuating.

19.

Imagination is the common factor between the two patterns and when operating from either she is not likely
to let go of it. In the heavier imaginative pattern she is likely to obsess about the object of her imagination
and in the more dynamic imaginative pattern there is a need to not let go until she has proved herself.

20.

Unlike most imaginative people she is not highly nurturing though there are plenty of opportunities to be
so, either she is so preoccupied with things on which she obsesses or she is so caught up in the flurry of
contrary turbulence, that she does not take the time to give the care necessary for nurture.

21.

From her life we know that she was intelligent but from her horoscope it can be seen that the concrete
mind was not her first, or even her second, choice of faculties.

22.

The dominant imaginative part of her being might consider a lot of thinking as something tasteless and the
more intuitive or impulsive part of her being might consider a lot of thinking as unnecessary (highly
intuitive people are often like that).

23.

As a consequence of this attitude about thought, she is likely to repair to it only after the
excitement is over and she is isolated alone with the consequences of her impulses.

Second summary sentences (continued)
24.
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This is a life of enormous suffering and self-generated instability both of which are highly productive of
intuition and creativity.

The following sentences attempt to summarize the second male horoscope using recent assignments as a basis:
1.

This individual is likely to be very much before the eyes of the world as someone famous who has the
ears of higher ups, as someone who is known through travel, and someone with many strong friendships.

2.

This individual is someone who is generally emotional: in person, in individuality and even mentally.

3.

The general demeanor of this individual is not masculine, there is a gentleness that is almost feminine and
perhaps even androgynous.

4.

Despite being illustrious, famous and well-traveled, this individual may be shy and retiring and may have
peculiar ways about himself, both inwardly and outwardly.

5.

The trying circumstances or problematic parts of the character are likely to be equal to the positives and
the talents and they are also likely to be more intense—in general the balance between trial and ease is well
balanced which should make for a well-balanced life and character.

6.

In the entire character, with the exception of the concrete mind, there is a tendency to exaggeration or
excess or carelessness, though not vigorous he will not stint in anything.

7.

The general character is likely to be both spiritual and religious and, though he would like to be orthodox in
both, he is more likely to be different in both.

8.

His general unorthodoxy is not a matter of intention, instead it is a consequence of intuitive experience in
his inner being and in response to things in the outer world.

9.

Because of his concentrated intellectual focus on the outer world, he is able to see differences and noticing
things in a new way, he is suddenly open to streams of intuition much to the chagrin of the focal agency
which is intensely seated in the past—he is an anachronism whether he likes it or not.
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Inwardly he also tries to focus to a point and also awakens intuition but when he does so he waxes
expansive and enthusiastic, and he gushes forth with all sorts of ideas which, though general, are very much
about himself and how he sees things as an individual.

11.

His optimistic expansions tend to get out of bounds and he may tend to neglect details in a way that is
almost superstitious which, when they recoil, may cause him to be punctilious, especially in his home life.

12.

Though generally emotional his emotions are most likely to be of a religious or spiritual nature, he is not
apt to passion, he is not strong in filial love, nor is he likely to an abundance of male-female romance, but
he is strong about friendship in which he is very generous almost as though it was a religious duty that
has taken hold and become second nature to him.

13.

He has half of the planets in two signs (Aquarius and Pisces) which are most universalizing signs and this
again reiterates the tendencies in attitude to universalize and expatiate, and since astrological
redundancy magnifies tendencies, this shows him to be a generalist while the aspects to Jupiter show him to
be an exaggerated generalist.

14.

However, though he may have his personal peculiarities, and he may tend to exaggerate things, it would
not be correct to consider him a wide-eyed fanatic or anything like that because he is too much of a genteel
gentleman to be that—he is noble, noblesse oblige and all.

15.

Though he is not a Hercules of will, he does have a hidden source of will which he can draw upon that is
sufficient to keep his character from losing form and to keep him from drifting into decadence.

16.

In general there is a clearly defined restraint and cautious definition in mind and in self that, while not
dominant in the character, is strong enough to tone the general character and enable it to be useful and
functional where exaggeration and carelessness might not do so—his research and especially his writing
are the vehicles for bringing these factors into play.

Second summary sentences (continued)
17.
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His personal and subconscious subjectivity are instrumental in keeping him down to earth and in it he
will feel inwardly uncomfortable in ways that are undeniable if he tends to drift off in too much spiritual
reverie.

18.

This is a character that is in general lofty and cultured with gentle, generous sentiments, high ideals,
and sufficient intellectual interest to be socially acceptable without being tedious and boring.

19.

His spirituality and religiosity approaches superstition but if it becomes excessive, a plaintiff scholasticism
engages to prevent him from becoming a fool
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Open horoscopes

Anais Nin
February 21, 1903; 8:16 p.m.
Paris, France
First Female

Eugene McCarthy
March 29, 1916; 4:00 a.m.
Watkins, Minnesota
First Male

Frida Kahlo
July 6, 1907; 8:30 a.m.
Coyoacan, Mexico
Second Female

Michel Montaigne
March 10, 1533; 11:25 a.m.
Chateau St Michel, France
Second Male

Part Four
Images And Metaphors
The objective of this section is to practice a different way of thinking and presentation. That way of thinking is to
think in terms of images and metaphors. Image thinking is a more completed form of thinking than imageless
thought. The thought has been brought into form where it can be easily checked objectively. We are not speaking
of an empty, meaningless form but a form that has been molded by the meaning. Therefore, it is a direct
representation of the thought and meaning, just as a physical body is a direct physical expression of the spirit that
molded it through the thought process. In most instances, imaged thinking is healthy thinking because it is carrying
something to completion. The images need not be graphic images as we see with our eyes, they can be poetic
images that appeal to the imagination and stimulate the thought process.
A metaphor is a way of thinking in terms of analogy. As such, it is a form of abstract thinking that is an attempt to
express the ideas behind behavior that the spirit, the Thinker or Ideator, is trying to work out--the horoscope is as
much a statement of the creative experiment of the native as it is the sum total of ripe destiny being worked out in
this rebirth. Since metaphors represent ideas they are a rich source of thought and understanding.
Forming poetic images and metaphors is not an easy task and the student is not expected to be immediately
successful, but continued work and practice is well worth the effort. It requires putting one’s mind into a different
state than keywording, which is a more concrete process. Even the brain, through which the mind functions in
the physical world, is constructed such that one hemisphere (the right) is more suited to images and the other is
more suited to words. Delineating images and metaphors utilize the best of both hemispheres. Reading poetry and
learning to draw can enhance the ability of the student to learn to develop metaphors and images.
Give it a try and have fun. Only those who develop new talents can progress in serving others.
The examples in this section are not of especially high quality because the writer, like everyone else, is still learning
and growing.
Since this section is so short, the old and new examples are both included.

First image assignment

Image Exercises
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From time to time in these assignments poetic images or verbal tone pictures have shown up in the examples. Such
images are an excellent means to understand a chart, and forming such images is a good way to understand character
and have a means to express that knowledge simultaneously. For example, in the Nixon chart the opposition pattern
that dominates the mentality, and the entire character, from the 10th and 4th houses could be described as a yo-yo
that bobs up and down, from the invisible and subconscious to visibility before the whole world to see with objective
consciousness.
Another tool to understand and delineate character is to see character patterns as examples of general principles that
can be expressed as adages or maxims. For example, the same pattern in the Nixon chart could be described in the
maxim: psychic energy cannot be repressed indefinitely and the inconsistency of it will make itself known for all to
see.
On the accompanying sheet you will find the horoscopes of four famous people from history. Your assignment is to
take any element, any pattern, any major facet of the character or the entire chart, if you wish, and to describe it in a
poetic image, a tone picture or a maxim of life or psychology. Do as many examples as you like and enjoy yourself
while developing a new tool.
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First image horoscopes

Mary Todd Lincoln
August 10, 1874; 10:47 p.m.
West Branch, Iowa

Oliver Wendell Holmes
March 8, 1841; 10:15 p.m.
Boston, Massachusetts

Mary Baker Eddy
July 16, 1821; 5:38 p.m.
Bow Center, New Hampshire

Joseph Stalin
January 2, 1880; 3:35 p.m.
Gori, Russia

Examples for image assignment one
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The following are images or adages for the alleged Mary Todd Lincoln chart:
1.

This is like retreating to a tide barrier and seeing another wave coming in and heavy, gloomy clouds overhead.

2.

Too much sensitivity and emotionality unsettles the mind. Trying to corner sensitivity blocks will.

3.

Her identity is like a floating, bliss sandwich with dainty idealistic topping.

4.

An undeveloped will can block any sensitivity and aspiration to idealistic service.

5.

This chart is like an eccentric preoccupation with asceticism come home to roost as perpetual illness to teach
taking care.

6.

When you hitch your mind to a cloud be sure to have your umbrella ready.

7.

Going back to love can bring security which leads to love.

8.

Persuasion may lead love back to faith but one must trust in it implicitly to find patience in impatience.

9.

An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.

10. Wandering emotions can carry a mind with them . . . take harbor in faith.
The following are images or adages for the Oliver Wendell Holmes chart:
1.

This individuality is like relaxing in a cushioned cellar, keenly self-aware, watching the spiritual and mental
powers strut their stuff just beyond the reach of the Self—the Allegory of the Cave.

2.

Too much optimism and confidence lets things get out of hand.

3.

If we don’t center ourselves in our spirituality, it will seem a thing apart from ourselves.

4.

One can fruitfully probe subjectivity intuitively and objectify it but it will still always be subjective and
symbolically speculative.

5.

This emotionality is like a teeter-totter with a weight of blind passion counterpoised by a substantial lump of
love.

6.

Responsibility is the proof of love and the fulfillment of desire objectified.

7.

This mentality is like a lunging sword fighter expressing himself against a fluttering, flighty friend who
counters by retreating.
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Examples for image assignment one (continued)

8.

Possession has no place in friendship or courtship except to thwart them both.

9.

Controlled anchoring of the love and desire nature in prudence is pivotal to any hope of taming a fierce and
flighty mind and cunning.

10. Self-divination in personal memories can build into kaleidoscopic patterns that will always reflect to an
objectivity in personal experience.
The following are images or adages for the Mary Baker Eddy chart:
1.

Irony: immanent perfection of impersonal sensitivity in the body by active subjective judgment in the soul.

2.

Fiery aspirations to mental healing against inverted flighty, material imaginations resolved in oscillating
energy assertions: a flying bird in contrary, ill winds and humming energy patterns.

3.

Suspended in a sac of subjective misunderstanding of self and others, thrashing about blindly.

4.

Smiling outside, sad inside.

5.

Sensitivity abounds with opportunities for illusion and calls for sound judgment.

6.

Sensitivity and will are rarely happy bed partners—too much sensitivity weakens resolve.

7.

Quivering with fearful misunderstanding she tries to take flight on the beating wing of empty thought and
ends up backed into a corner of inner fear.

8.

Sensitive to the great things of the world and asking big questions, she has little social and universalistic
capacity to express them: the frog who would be an ox.

9.

A crystal radio tuned to a bad news station hearing issues too far-fetched for relevance.

10. Running in place to keep up with an undisciplined mind as the best way to stay healthy.
The following are images or adages for the Joseph Stalin chart:
1.

Extremity as a way of life.

2.

You can’t cure fear with speculation.

3.

Joseph Goebbels with Hitler’s power.

Examples for image assignment one (continued)
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4.

Expanding a halo of speculative, societal light around a contracting black hole of inner darkness.

5.

A sickeningly sweet, sticky, bird-lime personality: a taste for power and death.

6.

A mind like a balloon let loose floating hither and thither, higher and higher in the wide heavens, going
nowhere.

7.

A man with a radical mission for society carried out with a personal vengeance in insecurity.

8.

Faith like a sterile bitch with no pups to nurture.

9.

A zealot for methodically carrying out a faulty philosophy.

10. Obsession, fear, speculation, vision.
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Second image assignment

From time to time in these assignments poetic images or verbal tone pictures have shown up in the examples. Such
images are an excellent means to understand a chart, and forming such images is a good way to understand character
and have a means to express that knowledge simultaneously. For example, in the Nixon chart the opposition pattern
that dominates the mentality, and the entire character, from the 10th and 4th houses could be described as a yo-yo
that bobs up and down, from the invisible and subconscious to visibility before the whole world to see with objective
consciousness.
Another tool to understand and delineate character is to see character patterns as examples of general principles that
can be expressed as adages or maxims. For example, the same pattern in the Nixon chart could be described in the
maxim: psychic energy cannot be repressed indefinitely and the inconsistency of it will make itself known for all to
see.
On the accompanying sheet you will find the horoscopes of four famous people from history. Your assignment is to
take any element, any pattern, any major facet of the character or the entire chart, if you wish, and to describe it in a
poetic image, a tone picture or a maxim of life or psychology. Do as many examples as you like and enjoy yourself
while developing a new tool.

Second image assignment horoscopes
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Francisco Franco
December 4, 1892; 0:30 a.m.
El Ferrol del Caudillo, Spain

H. P. Blavatsky
August 12, 1831; 2:17 a.m.
Ekaterinoslav, Russia

Elizabeth B. Browning
March 6, 1806; 7:00 p.m.
Kelloe, England

George Marshall
December 31, 1880; 12:05 p.m.
Uniontown, Pennsylvania
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Examples for image assignment two

The following are images or adages for the Francisco Franco chart:
1.

Instability squared—a juggler balancing an oscillating top on a pole on his thigh.

2.

Dark, demanding religious images and icons of impalement suspending a weak, divided soul—a Byzantine
darkness shrouding an insincere penitent.

3.

An accurate scale weighing the balance of tradition in the world to stabilize an unbalanced world view—a
finger in the wind to see how to set sail.

4.

Provocative, sexual creativity bolstering the function of a weak, struggling masculinity—love liquor
intoxicating a weakling.

5.

A constructive rectangle rectifying a compensatory struggle for power—keys locked in the casket with the one
locked into its realm.

6.

The navigator suffering suffocation and altitude sickness in a cave lost from the crew.

7.

Intoxicated in ego, desire, force and power, and never satiated.

8.

A dark view of the world cannot become bright by force while denying generosity.

9.

A cold morning (childhood) condensation (strictness) becomes afternoon (adult) ice (discipline) that freezes
the shivers it creates.

10. God as a ruthless, repressive task master.
The following are images or adages for the Madam Blavatsky chart:
1.

A strong sun beneath a shining sea.

2.

Personal gains balanced with impersonal losses—gaining by giving up. Generosity redoubled.

3.

Compressed creative fluid steaming and streaming forth in a jet of acid vapor.

4.

Compulsive action transformed to ambition—a shy restrained maid become a conqueror—Joan of Arc.

5.

Tools strewn around a workshop in no particular order: integrate!

6.

Lightning lights a cave and strikes a mountain top.

7.

Desalination to see what’s there and showing and sharing a crumbling mass.

Examples for image assignment two
8.

Combination and transformation of fire and water in enantiodromia.

9.

A hidden intelligent electrical fuse releasing compressed nitroglycerin.
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10. One cannot give without getting more than given—progressive evolution.
The following are images or adages for the George Marshall chart:
1.

Condensed beneficence birthing objective, organized nurture—Abraham and Sarah start a lineage.

2.

A cautious start ends in general mastery of tools—control ab initio bears expressive fruits in maturity.

3.

A dead, old-growth spring cover protects fragile seeds that become delicate flowers.

4.

A sensitive cameo carved by precise new chipping.

5.

Old, conservative ideals compacted into a small corner of a newly-opened box springing forth and expanding
with irrepressible, self-undoing expansion and happiness—expecting a memento when opening a jack-in-thebox.

6.

Deliberate mental containment on the edge of deathly, destructive explosion—old control births new radiant
energy.

7.

General contraction and expansion and concentration and explosion.

8.

An impassioned, persuasive air barely condensed by restraint.

9.

A fireworks canopy exploding and exploding out of a tiny pointed rocket.

10. The large of things built, expanded and perfected out of the small of things—a fractal.
The following are images or adages for the Elizabeth Barrett Browning chart.:
1.

A bowl of flowers beginning in petals and ending in fragrance.

2.

A pirouette of new things born of old remembrances.

3.

Intoxicating power in subtlety.

4.

Delicate images produced and perfected out of expanding perfume.

5.

Categorical universals emitting intangible shock waves.

6.

Seeing the power of Self in subtle, serving surrender—taming the untamable.
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Examples for image assignment two (continued)

7.

Witty self-delineation in condensed vapor trails.

8.

Dusty impressions become piquant, potent perfume.

9.

Dark circumstances can become opportunities for inspiration through service.

10. A rose leading everyone out of the underworld.

First new image assignment

New Image Exercises
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From time to time in these assignments poetic images or verbal tone pictures have shown up in the examples. Such
images are an excellent means to intuitively tune in to a horoscope and understand it. Forming images is a good way
to loosen one’s consciousness and to simultaneously provide a means to express what one intuits. For example, in
the Nixon chart in your book the opposition pattern that dominates the mentality, and the entire character, from the
10th and 4th houses could be described as a Yo-yo that bobs up and down from the invisible and subconscious to
visibility before the whole world to see with objective consciousness.
Another tool to understand and delineate character is to see character patterns as examples of general principles that
can be expressed as adages or maxims. For example, the same pattern in the Nixon chart could be described in the
maxim: psychic energy cannot be repressed indefinitely and the inconsistency of it will make itself known for all to
see.
Below are elements from the horoscopes of famous people. Your assignment is to take the element and describe it in
a poetic image, a metaphor, a simile, a tone picture or a maxim of life or psychology. Try to do as many as you
can. If the whole pattern given is too much, do only part of it or assemble several images from parts of the example.
1.

3 in O, 1st J 7 in {, 3rd (female)

2.

3 in }, 1st L 0 in I, 9th; = F 5 in }, 1st J 6 in P, 11th ({ ascendant), (male)

3.

- F 5 F 3 in } , 2nd a = in Y, 8th (female)

4.

8 F 0 in P, 6th a 6 F 7 in R, 12th K ; in U, 8th ( a T- K) (male)

5.

0 in I, 1st K = F ; in T, 10th and 0 in I, 1st J 6 in P, 3rd (female)

6.

5 F 3 F = in Q, 4th J ; in E, 6th (male)

7.

5 in T, 12th a 7 in {, 6th (T ascendant) (female)

8.

- in U, 1st a 0 in Q, 7th (almost exact), both K ; in R, 10th and both K 5 in P, 4th
(no aspects between ; and 5) (male)
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3 in O, 1st J 7 in {, 3rd

First new image examples
(female)

		

A. intense peppermint candy, Altoids

		

B. potent perfume with the revival power of smelling salts

		

C. energetic aspiration promotes equipoise like thrust helps balance a bicycle

		

D. the art of bright colors and blatant ideals screams at you

2.

3 in }, 1st L 0 in I, 9th; = F 5 in }, 1st J 6 in P, 11th ({ ascendant)

(male)

		

A. a cold, rigorous, trying atmosphere creating darkly beautiful images—Gothic

		

B. dark religious serious expanding to grave elegance

		

C. stringent humility opens the mind to spiritual understanding and imagery

		

D. burnished persuasion seductively shares deep moral tales

3.

- F 5 F 3 in }, 2nd a = in Y, 8th (female)

		

A. flint and sparks contained in vapor

		

B. brilliant light in a crystal shrouded in a cloud

		

C. cold, hard truth like a lone rock obscures emotional complexity tangled seaweed

		

D. a bright stark sparkling out of an indistinct nebula, which created which?

4.

8 F 0 in P, 6th a 6 F 7 in R, 12th K ; in U, 8th ( a T- K) (male)

		

A. blocked in deciding between the greater of two evils

		

B. a greedy beast in heat redoubled

		
		

C. obsessed with unsatisfiable passion and gratification he drives himself to torment
like a bull penned up in front of a herd of cows in heat

		

D. everything evil—dark, diehard sin and evil

First new image examples (continued)
5.
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0 in I, 1st K = F ; in T, 10th and 0 in I, 1st J 6 in P, 3rd (female)

		
		

A. dark, paranoid suspicion about perverse powers in high places seeking peace
in lurid relief

		

B. tedious attention to detail in perfectionistic art

		
		

C. intrigue as elusive and subtle as a handful of air but still one can
communicate the feel of it like one can draw an image of an unseen feeling

		

D. artful shadow figures acting out a secret pantomime in a slow communicative dance

6.

5 F 3 F = in Q, 4th J ; in E, 6th (male)

		

A. throwing light into dark corners within and finding strength in utile projections

		

B. no secrets for me from me and objective functional evidence to prove it

		

C. necessity is the demanding parent of invention

		
		

D. sitting in the dark patiently until one can see the least of light and the greatest of
of obstructions

7.

5 in T, 12th a 7 in {, 6th (T ascendant) (female)

		

A. quick responses from slings and arrows in all directions

		

B. repetitive impulses like sticks on a snare drum

		

C. health and its loss through tense exercise, a horse running tense strains itself

		

D. aggressive service and responses from the past

8.

- in U, 1st a 0 in Q, 7th (almost exact), both K ; in R, 10th and both K 5 in P, 4th
(no aspects between ; and 5) (male)

		

A. occult crucifixion of the mind from powers, enemies and his own daring

		

B. new discoveries to evade old enemies

		
		

C. rationalization of imponderables, build a better mouse trap and produce a smarter
mouse—a life of variety in lies

		

D. a brilliant light flashing out of deep and deeper darkness
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1.

Julie Andrews

2.

Gustav Dore

3.

Simone de Beauvoir

4.

Gary Gilmore

5.

Agatha Christie

6.

Thomas Edison

7.

Stefi Graf

8.

Aleister Crowley

First new image people

Second new image assignment
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From time to time in these assignments poetic images or verbal tone pictures have shown up in the examples. Such
images are an excellent means to intuitively tune in to a horoscope and understand it. Forming images is a good way
to loosen one’s consciousness and to simultaneously provide a means to express what one intuits. For example, in
the Nixon chart in your book the opposition pattern that dominates the mentality, and the entire character, from the
10th and 4th houses could be described as a Yo-yo that bobs up and down from the invisible and subconscious to
visibility before the whole world to see with objective consciousness.
Another tool to understand and delineate character is to see character patterns as examples of general principles that
can be expressed as adages or maxims. For example, the same pattern in the Nixon chart could be described in the
maxim: psychic energy cannot be repressed indefinitely and the inconsistency of it will make itself known for all to
see.
Below are elements from the horoscopes of famous people. Your assignment is to take the element and describe it in
a poetic image, a metaphor, a simile, a tone picture or a maxim of life or psychology. Try to do as many as you can.
If the whole pattern given is too much, do only part of it or assemble several images from parts of the example.
1.

6 F 4 F 5 in 1st, } all K - in 4th, E and all L 7 F 8 in 9th, I (female)

2.

3 F = in 9th, U both K 0 in 12th, P and both a 8 in 3rd, Q ( a T-K )

3.

3 in 9th, Q K 0 in 12th, R (T ascendant) (female)

4.

7 F ; in 9th, T and 6 F = in 9th, Y (male)

5.

; in 9th, U L 3 in 5th, E (female)

6.

3 F 0 in 8th, E both L - in 4th, { and both a 8 in 1st, O (male)

7.

7 in 6th, I a 8 in 12th, W and J 0 in 3rd, Y which is L 8 also
3 in 5th, U J 4 F - in 7th, O (female)
Tell a story with this one if you like.

8.

7 F 6 in 7th, R both K 0 in 10th, U (male)

(male)
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Second new image examples

6 F 4 F 5 in 1st, } all K - in 4th, E and all L 7 F 8 in 9th, I (female)

		
		

She thinks herself the perfect woman in her appearances which are a matter of
religious pride to romantic excess.

		

A conventional ornament serving the masculine dharma so well that it glares.

		

She spouts party line very well but at home look out!

		

A garrulous, energetic parrot with a bad streak.

		
		

A style and fashion freak with noble higher intentions—dressing with tinsel and
spangle to go to church and be seen as a somebody.

		

A closet of glitzy clothes designed to show a life of opulence. (hint image)

		
2.
3 F = in 9th, U both K 0 in 12th, P and both a 8 in 3rd, Q ( a T-K )

(male)

		

Religious charisma rigidified by intense pride.

		

An idolized beach toy deflated in an excessive out-flowing stream.

		

A trek to the mountaintop results in self-doubt and darkness.

		

I am the saviour of human darkness and suffering and I will extol that to you at length.

		

Building a sun castle out of air and prolonging the miseries of passion.

		
		

A priest turned ideologue who gives long-winded speeches and ignores ideological
flaws in his self-righteous certitude. (hint image)

3.

3 in 9th, Q K 0 in 12th, R (T ascendant) (female)

		

Ivory tower loneliness and isolation.

		

Doubt made religious and small in commensuration.

		

Trying to soar in a glider with a heavy lead weight.

		

The church of mind built in materialism.

		

Elaborate expostulation of materialistic lack.

		

The ivory tower is a lighthouse and the box and isolation are internal (hint sentence)

Second new image examples (continued)
4.
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7 F ; in 9th, T and 6 F = in 9th, Y (male)

		

Principles of power and might juxtaposed with dainty fantasy.

		

A thing and its opposite serving each other with contrast but not conflict.

		

Chivalrous honor broadcast with an emotional reverie.

		

Absolute intellectual principle beside quintessential feelings of love.

		

Total verbal control enables expression of the most delicate psycho-spiritual images.

		
		

He sang of psychological love and fantasy in a world of mortal competition to high
ends. (hint image)

5.

; in 9th, U L 3 in 5th, E (female)

		

The power of religion enables daring self-expression.

		

A ram charging up the mountain impossible to scale making it all the more fascinating.

		

The bishop commands the single supplicant to give forth.

		

Frozen fire thawed by rejuvenescent self-seeking—aspirational spontaneous combustion.

		

Might in the fire of absolute self-devotion.

		
The religion of the F(f)ather born in the energy of the daughter. (hint image)
		
6.
3 F 0 in 8th, E both L - in 4th, { and both a 8 in 1st, O (male)
		

A secret driving force from within tries to push things out more copiously than possible.

		

If you misjudge, you have to find creative solutions to correct.

		

Concentration transmutes or sublimates self-conscious into hidden creativity.

		

Headstrong hidden deeds beget abundant external oversights resolved in deft innovation.

		

By their fruits ye shall know them but there may be too much fruit to know.

		
		

A secretive man hidin’ in tempestuous streams of creative styrn und dutm until
excess takes him off balance unless he can come up with a new creative period.

		

(hint sentence with intentional misspelling)
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Second new image examples (continued)

7 in 6th, I a 8 in 12th, W and J 0 in 3rd, Y which is L 8 also
3 in 5th, U J 4 F - in 7th, O (female)
Tell a story with this one if you like.
		

Pride and passion, age and youth, lovers and partners in a jumble.

		
		

To be myself I have to be in a relationship to know myself and the more unusual
the better, preferably with an older man.

		
		

She seeks romantic relationships as the ultimate and acts in lurch deeds of foolish
optimism into self-undoing redeemable only in paternal time and patience.

		
		

The heart knows its wants but impetuous desire oversteps itself and into isolation where
it learns studied wisdom.

		
		

A detached soul floats without conscience over a rude, proud petulant ripsaw with
temporary loss of control.

		
		

Fishing for an ultimate other she acts in a lurch and lands herself and her butt in jail
where she learns I am a bad girl and grows up. (hint image with intentional misspelling)

8.		 7 F 6 in 7th, R both K 0 in 10th, U (male)
		

Frustrated love leads to a drive for power and position.

		

Ambition blocks relationships and buries passion.

		

If I can’t love you, I want the world.

		

Ares and Aphrodite coupled and encased in ignominy.

		

Choking passion choked, the glutton blocked his passage and his heart.

		
The chocolate fanatic under its stimulation tries to conquer the world unsuccessfully
		(hint image).

Secone new image people
1.

Corazon Aquino

2.

Fidel Castro

3.

Virginia Woolf

4.

T. H. White

5.

Aretha Franklin

6.

Franz Joseph Hayden

7.

Amy Fisher

8.

Adolph Hitler
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Work space

Part Five
Problem Solving
The objective of this section is to practice everything that has come before.
Spiritual astrology is not a matter of giving readings. It is to help people to understand themselves in order to solve
the problems they have in life. This requires self-knowledge which is what astrology is all about. In this section
various problems are put before the students to give them the opportunity to try apply astrology as though serious
matters were at stake.
There are no written materials. There are only horoscopes and assignments. The rest is done orally so this section
cannot be done without the recordings. There is plenty of class participation which should be encouraging to
students using the recordings to learn.
The first few minutes of the first recording did not use the ceiling microphone to capture the voices of the students
so there will seem to be long silent spaces. Unfortunately this cannot be corrected.
Have fun!

First problem solving assignment

Problem Solving

367

Below are two horoscopes, one male and one female. Study these horoscopes and determine what you think the
main problem is in the individual. Describe the problem and explain what you think about the problem. Describe
the dangers of the problem if it is not attended to. Say what you believe would be a positive way of working with
the problem. Give an estimate of the prognosis for success.

male

female
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James Coburn
Judy Garland

First people

Second problem solving assignment

Problem Solving 369

This assignment is something like the converse of the first assignment. Below are two horoscopes, one male and
one female. Study these horoscopes and determine what you think the main talent or capacity of the individual.
Describe the indications and explain what you think about that talent or ability. Describe some of the possible
potentials of this ability. Describe what you believe would be impediments, problems or resistance to unfolding the
ability. Give an estimate of the likelihood and degree of success.

female

male
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Maya Angelou
Paul Cezanne

Second people

Third problem solving assignment

Problem Solving 371

This time we are doing something a little different. We are trying to understand how personality traits affect each
other. We are looking more at character traits than talents this time.
Below are two horoscopes, one male and one female. We will work with the male’s horoscope first because it is
simpler for this exercise.
Study the horoscope carefully. First determine the most pronounced positive character trait, the greatest virtue, and
then the most pronounced character flaw, the most likely sin or vice.
Then describe the best or worst case scenario for the positive and the negative if left unattended with no impediment
or drawback to its development.
Then describe how the two traits potentially interact with each other.
Then describe how each changes due to their mutual interaction.
Then describe the most likely interaction of their outcome.

male

female
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Jimmy Hoffa
Jane Austen

Third people

Fourth problem solving assignment

Problem Solving 373

The fourth assignment is identical to the third except that it uses different horoscopes.
We are trying to understand how personality traits affect each other. We are looking more at character traits than
talents.
Attached are two horoscopes, one male and one female.
Study each horoscope carefully. First determine the most pronounced positive character trait, the greatest virtue, and
then the most pronounced character flaw, the most likely sin or vice. You may bring in secondary traits if you like
but be specific and not general.
Then describe the best or worst case scenario for the positive and the negative if left unattended with no impediment
or drawback to its development.
Then describe how the two traits potentially interact with each other.
Then describe how each changes due to their mutual interaction.
Then describe the most likely interaction of their outcome.

female

male
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Princess Diana
Dick Chaney

Fourth people

Part Six
Observation Tools
Modern astrology has three primary functions. The first is to act as a guide to the intuition. The first four parts of
this workbook are dedicated to methods to use astrology as a guide to the intuition through keywording and verbal
creation.
The second function of modern astrology is to serve as a guide to observation. This very short section is dedicated
to that function. It should be much longer but after three years at a beginning course, this instructor did not feel it
wise to continue longer and try the patience of the students any farther.
Therefore, only two kinds of observation studies were offered before the end of the third year, both of which rely on
the recordings that accompany this workbook to be understood.
The first is a very simple method of astrological journaling with the sole objective being to get students to begin to
see the horoscope in all of the daily events of life. Though easy to explain, the exercise is exceedingly difficult to do.
It is extremely difficult to merely be aware of ones thoughts, emotions, actions and events to say nothing of carefully
noting the flavor or character of them and, farther still, to note their astrological correspondence. It is an activity,
like all activities dealing with awareness of consciousness, that will take many lives to perfect but it is certainly a
worthwhile activity to work on.
The second observational study is to take field trips. That is, to do things that are done everyday with full awareness
of their astrological significance and noting archetypal astrological correspondences. In this workbook several
archetypal astrological field trips for each of the mundane houses are suggested because the houses appear the be the
best place to begin such a study. More for each of the houses could surely be found and this writer would appreciate
feedback on that matter. One example for each of the houses is briefly discussed on the corresponding recording.
Similar field trips for the other astrological elements could be designed to great benefit for astrological students--it is
an area of study that has not properly been addressed in these very inductive times (more feedback please!).
The third function of modern astrology is to provide a basis for good sound judgment about the intuitions and
observations gained through astrology, a means to test them and find their worth. Coming to good sound astrological
judgment and life judgment seems to this writer to go beyond the beginning level of this course and it is treated
in higher level courses. Again, dive in an participate in these studies because that is the only way you can really
learn. There is no substitute for experience. Each of these activities provides opportunities for the student to be an
astrological innovator ab initio, from the beginning. You are on the ground floor of the future of astrology, make it
count.

Astrological journaling assignment

Journaling

Date, day:

1. Sun by sign & house:

2. Moon by sign & house:

3. Mars by sign & house:

4. Sun by degree & natal aspect (F & a):

5. Moon by degree & natal aspect (F & a):

6. Mars by degree & natal aspect (F & a):

7. Moon phase:

8. New moons, full moons, eclipses:

9. Planetary day, hour:

10. Outer planet transits (F & a) (use color):

11. Astrologically unexplained phenomena:

12. Miscellaneous ephemeral phenomena:
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Astrological journaling sheet for photocopying

Date, day:

1. Sun by sign & house:

2. Moon by sign & house:

3. Mars by sign & house:

4. Sun by degree & natal aspect (F & a):

5. Moon by degree & natal aspect (F & a):

6. Mars by degree & natal aspect (F & a):

7. Moon phase:

8. New moons, full moons, eclipses:

9. Planetary day, hour:

10. Outer planet transits (F & a) (use color):

11. Astrologically unexplained phenomena:

12. Miscellaneous ephemeral phenomena:

Field trip suggesions

Field Trips
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The purpose of this exercise is to attune the intuition to direct observation of life experience. Astrology, in this
case,is used as an intermediary between raw, unassisted observation of life and pure formless intuition. The
objective is not only a better understanding of astrology but a better of understanding of life, astrology being
secondary and auxiliary to that objective. In traditional astrology there is what Paracelsus called the Doctrine of
Signatures or the “principle of correspondences,” whereby mundane things correspond to heavenly rulerships. This
doctrine is a statement of the principle of analogy or the hermetic axiom: “As above, so below. What has gone
before in heaven will follow after on earth. Know this and rejoice.” It is also a statement of the astrology of
cosmogony, whereby the cosmos was created by principles and beings now symbolized by astrological elements
before those elements existed as stars, planets and so on.
In this very simple exercise, which is extremely abbreviated and limited strictly to the houses, a very few archetypal
examples of things ruled by each of the houses have been selected as suggestions for observational field trips. Using
astrology one can see the functioning of these departments of life better and, conversely, by looking at life
circumstances one can see the principles behind astrology more clearly. It is not an easy exercise. We take so much
of life for granted that we “have eyes but see not.” It takes a lot of practice and a certain knack to drop presumptuous
attitudes and begin to see things for what they are. If we are fortunate to do so, even momentarily or sporadically,
innumerable insights into the workings of things, astrology included, seem to populate the world as though they
were never there before. It is a lifelong exercise but well worth the effort.
Some of the examples that follow are impersonal, so that one can look at life and astrology impersonally, and some
are personal so one can see for one’s self how astrology works into one’s life. All are extremely brief, so a good
deal of the work of understanding the activity is up to the student (you are going to have to learn on your own
anyway because there are no books on most of the school of life that you need to learn to be able to help others).
An endeavor has been made to give hints in the examples to help the student to begin this kind of thinking but that
endeavor is far from thorough or even sufficient, so that the student may have the joy of working and discovering
without having everything laid out and precooked.
1st House:
1. Make an impartial survey of your outer appearances. Your hair style, your posture, your favorite expressions, and
especially your style of clothing, and relate them to your rising sign or other sign in the first house, the ruler of the
ascendant and planets in the east. You may do the same thing with facial features and body shape, but these aren’t
always reliable indicators.
2. Make a brief study of physiology with a special focus on the senses. The object of this study is to learn how the
body responds to and is a product of the environment. The 1st house and ascendant indicate our interface with the
external world, and our bodies are the archetypal vehicle of that interface. They are designed to relate directly to it.
Aries as the abstract ruler of all ascendants indicates the immediacy of this interaction and the desire for activity and
motility.
3. Do a biographical study of your early childhood. Ask your parents, relatives and other adults in your life at that
time for impressions of standout characteristics. Look at early childhood photos, artwork and other things that
would indicate idiosyncratic features of your developing personality to indicate the roots of your personal behavior
and its astrological correlatives.
4. Start a do-it-yourself project or a self-educational activity or watch people go through on-the-job training so you
can learn that facet of the 1st house. Try to note how your personality responds to self-reliance, challenge and the
steepness of the learning curve as well as the exhilaration of heuristic activity.
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2nd House:
1. Do a survey of your personal possessions. Note the relative quantity, relative worth, the kind of things they are,
the real necessity for them, their quality, their style and things of that nature. Note how possessive you are of
them, how secure you are about them and what they symbolize in your nature. Of course, try to relate all of the
above to the relevant features of your horoscope.
2. Go to the bank and take out a loan. Note things like the physical nature of the bank itself and the people working
in the bank. Become familiar with things like securities, collateral, accrual of interest, regularity of repayment, the
detail of the forms and so on. Then relate them to the 2nd house in general and its abstract rulers Taurus and Venus.
3. Do a biographical study of the history of your behavior with regard to responsibility. Relate your reliability and
your attitudes and behavior to the relevant 2nd house astrological factors in your horoscope. Note what kinds of
things you are responsible for and to what other departments of life such as children (5th), profession (10th) or
health (6th) your responsibilities are closely related.
4. Visit an assessor, appraiser, estimator, assayer or other valuator and learn how the material worth of things is
determined, what factors are involved and how general value is composed from these elements. Do this with a
general and impersonal attitude to determine the general nature of 2nd house evaluation and not some special niche.
3rd House:
1. Study your relationships with horizontal relatives—not with parents, grandparents and children which are vertical
but with siblings, cousins, aunts, uncles, in-laws and other more extended or horizontal relatives—and note their
character. Compare it with similar relationships that your friends have. Look for stand out astrological
characteristics that help you to relate it to your chart.
2. Visit a telephone company. Learn how the switching systems work and how connections are made and broken or
how calls are metered and all of the other technical support involved. Also, observe the protocol and methods of
phone company representatives both within the company with the maintenance staff and with the public. Do this
with an eye to understanding the clear, direct, cross-checked, practical communication that is indicated by the 3rd
house.
3. Start a pen-pal correspondence or go over the history of a long-term correspondence from the past. Note what
worked and what didn’t in your communications. What kind of topics did you choose to write about? Were you terse
and brief or did you ramble? Did you write with feeling and intimacy? All of these are things that should relate at
least vaguely to your horoscope and to the 3rd house in general.
4. Take a short trip such as in a taxi cab. Note what routes are chosen and why. Note communications on the
two-way radio. Note relations with the driver. All of these should help to understand the archetypal nature of short
trips ruled by the 3rd house.
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4th House:
1. It is a vast psychological study beyond the bounds of simple astrological field trips but dream journaling is an
excellent way to understand your personal 4th house and the personal subconscious and its content. The personal
subconscious is a hidden and very subjective thing with a personal language all of its own, but it is extremely
important to understand, with or without astrology, because unless it is relatively clear everything else in life will
be colored and distorted. The horoscope is an excellent vehicle to begin probing this area of the unconscious or
semiconsciousness.
2. Take a field trip with a realtor from the time a home is put on the market until it is sold. Determine the
subjective evaluation of real estate on the part of the seller that is due to attachment. Note the relationship of
property to the locale of the neighborhood. Note the sentimental, emotional and psychological side of real estate.
Try to see all of these things in terms of the archetypal 4th house.
3. Take a survey of your room, your personal space. What is in it, what is missing that is often found in a personal
space? What kind of things do you cherish and how do you preserve their memory? Is it neat, clean and orderly or
is it more chaotic with sacred dust that must not be touched? How does this relate to the astrological elements
relevant to the 4th house of your horoscope?
4. Visit the kitchen or food preparation area of a large restaurant or food service facility. Observe things like
standards of cleanliness, refrigeration and food preparation methods. Note the degree of strictness versus subjectivity
in recipes and other matters that give one a sense of the 4th house in society.
5th House:
1. Visit a fair, carnival or amusement part. See what kinds of people seek entertainment there are how they find it.
Then visit a playground and see how children define play and its spontaneous nature. Note the relationship between
tension, relaxation and play. Note the expressive element of play and all of the other things that suggest universal
5th house rulership.
2. Try to objectively observe your relationship with your children. Are you strict or lenient? Do you relate to them
with feeling or intellect or with kinetics or tactile sensation? Are you authoritarian or avuncular? In doing this try to
find your horoscope in your living relationship and how it can be improved. If you do not have children, observe
your friends with their children via their horoscopes.
3. Take a trip to Las Vegas and try to get an understanding of speculation and gambling. Note all the gala
entertainment and numerous distractions to concentration on the gaming. Try to note the basic attitude of risk
addiction as differing from alcohol or other addictions. Try to see the relationship of the abstract rulership of the
Sun to the 5th house and how it manifests in speculation and speculators.
4. Do a biographical study of your years in secondary or general education. Try to see how the 5th house of your
horoscope modified your experience to make it unique from that of others. Try to see how effective that broadening
experience is affecting the rest of your life and in what area of education you were most opened up to the future
benefit of your general character.
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6th House:
1. Do a brief study of pathology or epidemiology. See if you become subject to the classic, queasy hypochondria of
the Virgo abstract rulership of the 6th house. Try to note the relationship to hygiene and health or of nutrition and
health and the part that attitude plays in both. Note the part that rhythm and studied exercise and training plays in
health.
2. Review all of your previous occupations (not bread and butter jobs which are ruled by the 2nd and not
professional positions which are ruled by the 10th) or work that you have done where performance or labor or skill
or technique is important. Note if they relate to the 6th house of your horoscope. In this review also note your
attitudes and relations with co-employees and whether the horoscope helps to understand them.
3. Visit an assembly line, note its regularity and routine, note the specialization, note the efficiency, note the
organization and the need to rely on others. All are of Virgo the abstract ruler of the 6th house. Also note the
humdrum routine nature of the work and the tendency for it to promote boredom. Note the sacrifice of overall
control for specific function and the potentially dehumanizing effect of it. Note all of the human engineering that
goes into providing safety and lack of strain on the workers. All are archetypal of the 6th house.
4. Try doing various forms of voluntary service. See which types are agreeable to you and whether they relate to the
6th house of your horoscope. Note the freedom and power that comes from being a servant and doing things because
you want to do them, i.e., how attitude determines active freedom. Try to note what forms of participation help you
to feel the most like you belong to something and how they fit into the 6th house of your chart.
7th House:
1. Take a trip to an art museum. Note the taste with which everything is done. Note how everything is done to
accommodate the viewer vis-a-vis the objects of art. Note the people in attendance, their tastes and attitudes. Note
the Venusian vanities as much as the appreciation.
2. Review all of your committed partnerships, i.e., partnerships that had a strong element of legal or social binding.
Did you see things from the other person’s vantage? What were the key elements to reciprocity in the relationship?
Was there equality? If not, what were the things that compensated to approximate equality? Did (does) your partner
bring out your hidden individuality? How well are your 7th house experiences described by the horoscope?
3. Visit several court sessions in several kinds of court (traffic, divorce, criminal, etc.). Note the measures taken or
not taken to ensure fairness. Note the legal language to the same end. Note the workings of the agents (attorneys),
clerks and especially the judge. Try to understand if and how all of these things serve justice. Is everything treated
with impartiality? How does all of this relate to the archetypal principles of Libra, the abstract ruler of the 7th
house?
4. Do a survey of all of your past participation in teamwork, such as an athletic team or in an orchestra or any
activity where teamwork is vital to attain to an end that is not possible for an individual. Especially note how you
fared in the matter of individual effort versus teamwork. Were you able to restrain individualism for the good of the
whole? Were you able to balance focus on your role and emphasis on the developing whole? Is this described by
your horoscope and are the life lessons made easier by astrology?
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8th House:
1. Follow the process all the way from a death through the grief and funeral rites to the final settlement of the
estate. Note the cold solemnity of it and how people deal with something they can no longer see or approach with
their senses. Note the whole phenomenon of a will continuing beyond death and how people relate to the
possessions of others as their own. Try to see how Pluto and Scorpio, the abstract rulers of the 8th house, permeate
the whole matter.
2. Take an astrological inventory of losses and absences in your life. Is there a common thread that runs through
every loss you have encountered? Did you tend to cling to the loss in mourning or were you able to understand the
meaning the object held for you in its absence? Were you able to see your loss as someone’s gain? Is your
relationship to loss or absence emotional or intellectual? Does loss or absence help you to intuit the invisible? How
is all of this indicated in your horoscope or how does your horoscope help you to find the meaning of this
department of life?
3. Do a brief study of the idea and process of taxation of various types. Note the relationship between individual
sacrifice and the funding of things for the common good. Note the cold, impersonal nature of taxation as well as the
individualistic nature of tax rebels. Note the relationship between taxation and the recycling of wealth. Try to see
how these things are better understood by understanding the 8th house and its abstract rulers Scorpio, Pluto and
Mars. Also try to do the converse and see how studying taxation helps to understand archetypal astrological ideas so
one can apply that understanding to nonstandard cases.
4. Do a historical study of any work you have done solving problems shared with others (not personal problems,
which are shown in the 4th, or societal or universal problems, which are shown in the 12th), such as marriage
counseling, disputes with neighbors or struggles within a team. Was arbitration necessary in lieu of the lack of
cooperation and compensation? Did your horoscope indicate a key to finding such solutions? How?
9th House:
1. Visit churches. Note the expansiveness, generosity, pomp and love of orthodoxy of Jupiter, the abstract ruler of
the 9th house. Notice if there are, indeed, edifying feelings shared by some in the congregation. Note if repetitive
ritual does foster religious sentiments. Is open-ended aspiration the keynote of religious experience? Do religious
ideals have the effect of lifting one beyond earthly attachments?
2. Study your personal value system. Is it suggested by your 9th house, or is there some significant factor of the
9th house that is key to living by your values? Are your values mundane with earthy practicality, or are they
intellectual or emotional or intuitive? Does your horoscope indicate a highly idealistic nature? Does it indicate what
kinds of practices would lead to a life of striving for a higher purpose?
3. Visit with a theoretician. Observe how a person who thinks in terms of abstract ideas differs from an individual
who thinks only about specifics. Try to get the sense of how apparently contradictory facts are resolved in
universals and how details actually anchor ideas for an abstract ideator. Try to get the sense of proportion that is
fostered by ideation, indicated by Sagittarius as the abstract ruler of the 9th house.
4. Take an inventory of your long trips. Were they long in time or in space or both? Is there some idiosyncrasy that
characterizes the nature of long trips that is indicated by the horoscope that would never be guessed by any other
means? Is your preferred medium of transport indicated by the horoscope? If so, does the horoscope also help to
interpret why it is preferred in terms of your psychology?
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10th House:
1. Study a hierarchy or a chain of command in action, such as the military, whose abstract ruler is exalted in the
abstract rulership of the 10th house. Note the effect of the efficiency of the pyramidal structure of simplification as
well as the competitive struggle for progressively fewer positions and the Saturnian loneliness and isolation at the
very top. Note the totality of the view from the top as well as the distant removal from what supports it.
2. Review your interactions with your superiors, your bosses, your objective parent, professional and authorities. Is
there a common attitude and a lesson indicated by that attitude? If so, does your horoscope indicate a means to sidestep or fulfill or work with the pattern indicated? Does your horoscope indicate that you will be squelched or
uplifted or both by those above you? Does your horoscope suggest a means to attain to your ambitions?
3. Study a practice where professionalism is important, such as a doctor’s or lawyer’s or administrator’s practice.
Note how corners are cut for the sake of efficiency and done so with professional power. Note how authority
dominates activities for better and worse and how it both impels and impedes one in relationship to the objective.
Note how important specific goals and objectives are to professionalism. Try to see the interplay between the
abstract astrological elements of the 10th house and the archetypal structure of 10th house institutions.
4. Try to observe your position in society, even if yours is a very little societal sphere. What is your relation to fame
or notoriety in that sphere? Are your means to attain your position in that sphere blatant or subtle? Does this
coincide with the indications of your horoscope? Are you likely to be popular and if so by what means, and if not,
does your horoscope indicate a reason for striving for an elusive and futile end?
11th House:
1. Visit a “do good” organization where things are done for their own sake such as a humane organization or a
temperance union or something like that. Note the spirit and attitude that surrounds such an organization and the
work done by it. Note the Uranian altruism, the spirit of camaraderie, the utopian vision. All are Aquarian and
Aquarius is the abstract ruler of the 11th house.
2. Do a retrospective study of your friendships. See if astrology indicates a key attitude in successful or
unsuccessful friendships you have had. Are your friendships the epitome of unconditional friendships or are there
tints to the light of friendship? If so, what are they and from whom do they originate, you or your friends? Do you
have many friendships or few, enduring friendships or transitory? Are these things and their meaning shown in your
horoscope?
3. Interview step-children and step-parents and, using Aquarius and the other abstract elements behind the mandalic
11th house, try to come to an understanding of the age-old problems that tend to surround step-parenting. Are those
problems due to Aquarian impersonal feelings or the more removed attitude derived from thinking “these are my
spouse’s children?” Are strained step-relationships due more to the stern, saturnine abstract rulership than that of
Uranus?
4. Using the horoscope and self-observation, try to come to an understanding of what freedom means to you. What
kind of freedom is most important? Is it intellectual freedom or personal freedom or financial freedom, etc.? Is
freedom more an inner matter or an outer matter? Does freedom depend more on me or upon others? Does freedom
come from avoiding responsibility, or through responsibility?
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12th House:
1. Visit a penal institution or some other place where people find themselves because it is detrimental to them or
others for them to be in society at large. Note the relationship of self-undoing attitudes and severe limitations that
ensue from them. Note the detrimental effects of isolation from society. Note the Neptunian, psychological stress
and distortion that all suffer and which permeates the consciousness of all involved, as heard in the common phrase
“in the real world things are different.”
2. It is a highly speculative venture, but by studying the 12th house of your horoscope, try to determine
circumstances that are ripe to over-ripe destiny from past lives that have resulted in seemingly fated events in this
life. Using your horoscope, try to understand attitudes and actions which are buried so deep in past experience that
you are blind to them in this life. Try to understand how to clear away this destiny refuse to be able to heal
consequent unhealthy behaviors.
3. Visit a scientific laboratory or an atelier or some other place where universal problems are solved. Note the ironic
relationship of limitation to facilitation of universal understanding. Note the weird, unexpected connections that are
found in this controlled chaos. Use Pisces, Neptune, Jupiter and other abstract rulers or factors to the 12th house to
explore how universals are understood in this realm of limitation.
4. Use your horoscope to try to understand the seemingly involuntary service we call duty. Explore duty in terms of
past lives and destined conditions set into motion then. Try to understand the relationship of duty and other
seemingly fated situations to new starts in this life’s early childhood as indicated by the ascendant and 1st house.
Try to understand the contingency of fulfilling duty to self-reliance and self-determination using similar reasoning
and intuition.
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Work space

Part Seven
Keywords
Finally, the keywords themselves. They are set apart so the student can view them while trying to fill in the blanks
or compose sentences. It might be a good idea to duplicate them and put them in loose leaf format so they can be
laid out before you when working.
The keywords are the most difficult and the most imperfect part of this workbook. This is because it is difficult to
both have keywords that resonate to a given astrological element and to have many keywords. The endeavor in this
workbook has been to develop a good-sized vocabulary of keywords, and, as a consequence, not all of them are
perfectly resonant to their parent element. This imperfection is magnified when doing a lot of descriptive work
because descriptive keywords are not usually as key as deductive keywords. The language itself introduces other
difficulties. A given word can be used with different meaning and different rulership in different parts of speech.
Some words have many meanings, some of which belong to different astrological elements. That to which astrology
points is not rigid so several astrological elements may resonate to the same keyword.
Because of all of these difficulties, it is wise to study the examples and listen to the tapes to get the sense in which
the keywords are given. Some have strict usage, such as the word “opportunity” signifying a house or the word
“quality” signifying a sign or planet. Verbs and gerunds often indicate aspects.
Some combinations are closely associated with words such as “persuasion” with Venus-Mercury, or a kind of
cowardice with Mars in a Venusian sign. In the more generalized direction, there are words common to an element
such as “pride” or “cruelty” for fiery planets in fiery signs. Similarly, keywords for a planet usually also apply to
the signs it rules and vice versa, and very often keywords for a sign also apply to the other sign ruled by the same
planet, e.g. many keywords for Gemini also apply to Virgo.
Each student will have to develop his/her own keyword vocabulary to work comfortably and effectively. Again the
student is encouraged to do so. Dive in and work at it. Read, do word studies, observe and find the keywords that
are key, that resonate with your intuition. Picking words out of a dictionary doesn’t usually work because one must
be familiar with the use of a word and with astrology to determine its effectiveness as a keyword. Nonetheless, do
work on establishing a large keyword vocabulary because you will need it. The next person you work with may be
creating with the character elements differently from any other person you have worked with, requiring a different
set of words to get at the meaning of the astrological symbols of the horoscope.

Aries keywords
belligerently
fighting
domineeringly
confrontations
aggression
war
engineering
proudly
victory
energy
crude
arrogance
testing
leadership
participation
constructive
mightiness
deeds
enforcement
temper
flashy
singularity
dashing
fervor
insurgent
thrust
vivid
immature
masculine
cheering
excitement
straight-forward
commencement
chivalrous
meanness
penetrating
attentive
noble
candid
military
esteem

Sign Keywords
a spoil
tools
pioneering
start anew
precociously
superiority
carpentry
initially
brash
terror
haphazardness
building
bravery
forthrightness
valor
change
effort
reckless
action
enthusiastic
cocky
bold
overdone
over-exerted
para-military
primal
architecture
sanguine
identification
men
incisive
inciting
zealous
verve
patriotic
commanding
pride
overweening
extreme
cheeky
daring

machinery
force
juvenile
respect
doing
youthful
policing
showy
martial
motivating
blunt
immaturity
Darwinism
vigor
self-motivation
strive
dynamic
frontiers
challenge
eagerly
incentive
audacity
charisma
impetuous
demand
reactive
temerity
industrial
springy
forthright
naturalistic
alert
feisty
ready
strategic
headstrong
foolhardiness
eyes
forcefully
churlish
enthusiasm

simple
the military
novelty
Spartan
new development
cock/bird
exertion
on-the-job
keen
enforced
outright
refreshing
majestic
offensiveness
medals
industriousness
rashness
plunging
aggressive
individualism
affirmative
now
spirited
offensive
urgent
heavy-handed
violent
honor
gingerly
piquant
sharply
cerebral
danger
feverish
vehemently
sinuses
exuberance
active
simplicity
flame

active use
hard work
emergency
impact
leaders
self-reliance
self-assertion
unbalanced
independence
directly
impulsiveness
self-centered
identifying
push
sweat
defiance
assault
exercise
rejuvenescence
initiation
fevers
events
renewal
positivity
introductions
autonomy
tiring
furniture
triumph
combat
bellicose
strength
self-consciousness
experience
fiery
bold
violence
athletic
dominant
protein
immediate
blatantly
searing
optic nerve
frenzied
alarmingly
fiendish
complexion
defiant
intentionally
exhorting
teeth
fiercely
courage
flares
fresh
encouragement
shameless
stimulation
preemptive
frankness
intrepid
cranky
oppressive
recklessly
bestial
arresting
directing
self-restraint
impatient
preemptive
discipline
haughty
gallant
glaring
construction
savage
direct
police
athletes
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heavily
thorough
resistantly
possessions
augmentative
singing
finance
deliberate
collateral
ceramic
acquisitiveness
accumulation
obstinacy
wealth
perfection
accord
gratifying
reserves
dull
slow
absorbing
integrity
artful
absorption
unswerving
pig-headed
reliable
quality
pasty
profound
vocal
solidity
certainty
adamantly
throat
richly
stolid
containing

sweets
forms
greed
solidify
mastication
bonds
composition
peacefully
solid
founding
responsible
irrefragability
Marxism
possessive
consistency
thoroughness
surfeit
grinding
tasteful
form
gravitational
immobility
observing
grotesquely
materialistic
harmonious
perseverance
endearment
reliability
composure
clannish
fullness
indeterminate
retention
neuveau riche
resourceful
larynx
overwhelming

Taurus keywords
tangible
land
density
formality
rumination
depth
evaluation
long-suffering
weighty
bargains
materialism
earthbound
endurance
stonewalling
choking
intractable
presence
regular
money
patience
basal
hoggish
continuous
dense
steady
surely
steadfast
stodgy
doggedly
intense
attached
assuring
restraining
dogmatic
over-inclusive
gross
momentous
neck

durability
resistance
practicality
sturdy
agricultural
turtle/dove
attachment
silent
earthy
steadfastness
composing
assurance
ownership
budgets
faithfulness
concord
contain
inertial
phlegmatic
perpetual
densely
compulsive
unconditional
unconsciousness
hypostatic
collection
integrity
demonstration
deliberating
accrued
caring
coherent
ponderousness
tenacious
sensuous
mounting
opinionated
strenuous

attraction
culture
economics
determination
diet
continuity
stabilizing
income
responsibility
harmony
pondering
steadiness
momentum
milling
saving
contentment
things
obsession
starches
momental
grave
artful
obsessive
predisposed
enduring
jarring
all-inclusive
underground
resilient
underwriting
sticky
sustained
sober
determining
conservative
forceful
churlish

love
objectification
intensity
thick
sweetly
durables
tedious
fidelity
substance
massive
defensive
weighing
anchoring
consuming
consolidation
comprehensive
bribery
stability
stubborn
sweet
irrefragable
hypostatic
bullying
resistant
voice
compulsory
rich
unending
unarguable
fundamental
coagulating
persistent
stony
stingy
grand
heavy
supportive

Gemini keywords
variety
percepts
garrulousness
irregular
information
knowledgeability
intelligence
truth
versatility
loquacious
smoking
breath
stealing
vacillatory
books
variant
polarities
communication
science
shallow
adapt
reason
oscillation
cogitation
news
informed
literature
running
breathing
variably
reciprocity
negotiation
indifferent
poetry
tricky
lies
elusive
changing-mind
interchanging
brotherhood
jest
flippant
sparkling
glib
discussion
cutting
sharp
superficial
comparison
mentation
linearity
detached
conception
bland
scientifically
foster
elusiveness
para-mental
fuzzy
unstable
terseness
literary
adaptive
feelingless
deduction
alert
germane
sly
manipulation
repetitive
middling
fickle
air-drawn
flexible
zippy
hokey
light
unsteady
delicacy
flighty
rigged
lungs
internal dichotomy

Sign Keywords 391
witty
verbally
brain-storms
fraternities
ambidextrous
deduce
falsification
exchangeable
levity
imitation
multi-use
wooded
monkey
writing
intermittently
quick
honest
deflection
thinness
phenomenology
reasoning
publicity
mimicry
adaptability
mental activity
literal
vibrant
mindfulness
dichotomy
induction
syllogistic
rethinking
negotiating
alertness
honesty
brotherly
alternates
reflexiveness
sprightly
rehearsing
repetitious

alibis
communications
trucking
tools
diversification
libraries
irresponsible
discipline
speed
relations
talk
neighbors
alternatives
irregularity
verbal
multiple
trade-offs
dialectic
jerky
automatic
neutral
thought
temporary
outspoken
indecisive
literary
vocal
wispy
double-dealing
changeable
trans-mental
insouciant
abbreviated
correct
fleeting
scientific
charged
lenient
sublime
mental
induction

nervous
flippancy
measuring
explanation
association
rumor
shirkingly
paper
debating
reading
clear
dexterously
transitory
conversation
adroitly
agile
detachment
hyperventilation
intellection
commuting
foolish
lax
dry
flickering
polarized
neurons
intellectual
coy
counterfeiting
uneven
bribing
proclamatory
divided
bipolar
mercurial
quickness
unreliable
startling
dexterous
delightful
agitated

greens
public
racing
discourse
mutable
kin
mentally
facts
tritely
data
contradiction
trivia
poor
inconsistent
handy
documents
repetition
memory
practicality
controversy
nerves
lightly
shoulders
quickly
clearly
plural
ligament
thinking
thoughtful
schismatical
thorax
premeditating
lungs
patchily
deftly
mentality
duplicity
bookish
insouciant
wavering
thought-filled
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comfort
sentimentality
imagination
unction
hospitality
gormandizing
fretting
exotica
maternal
developing
retrospect
cycles
dream origin
biology
water
tenderness
my home
integral
submerged
inverting
waxing
comforting
evocativeness
fluent
cloaking
folksiness
superfluidity
clannish
true dreaming
smooth
emot.reduction
dark
prudence
gelling
imaginative
imagery
instinctively
exotic
natural
fostering
receptive
spurting

pictures
excitable
receptivity
continuance
withdrawn
passivity
house-holding
domestic
family
soapy
empathy
sleep
nurturing
cooking
familial
nepotism
spinning/weaving
timidity
negation
mother-love
swooning
superfluous
acid
sweaty
psychic
subconscious
mawkish
personal
grotesque
emetic
photography
insatiable
groping
emotional retard.
drawing
feminine
loony
slip-shod
maudlin
seductive
torpors
rhythm

Cancer keywords
sympathetic
motherhood
retreatively
home
internal
interior-design
psychic-sensitivity blends
femininity
conception
digest
naturalization
harboring
depression
sentiment
care
intimacy
shyness
review
neighborhood
homey
brooding
waterside
protection
lemming/hamster tenaciousness
shelter
excitability
smoothly
bustling
backward
emotional
feeling
conclave
absorption
rapport
cultishness
nature-oriented
monadology
shy
soothing
lush
slack
effluent
sounding
swimming
motivating
enticing
discernment
silky
memorizing
musing
liquid
rife
unctuous
tenacity
dissolving
entrancing
fruitful
ultra-receptive
pulling
influential
revulsion
absorption
demotivating
abating
tradition
sober
nurture
salty
protecting
sentimental
hyper-emotional dark
paradoxes
casual
smoothness
instincts
consoling
photographic
wet
curious
opulent
caring

weak
maternity
containment
coherence
impressionability
instincts
tenaciously
real estate
sympathy
caring
sticky
inconspicuously
personally
personalization
subjectively
recreative
concern
somnambulistic
retreating
cleansing
torrential
fecund
suggestible
turbulently
reflective
creamy
copious
exciting
slippery
curious
under-towing
preserving
reverse
viscous
accepting
icy
splashing
digestive
prudent
rhapsodic
treacherously
rain

liquids
modesty
internal-affairs
console
inner
genetics
protectively
food
clannishly
illustrations
images
reminiscences
excellent
moody
responsibility
estates
incubation
reflection
fluidity
retirement
mammaries
sailing
chest
moist
motivations
torporific
wary
pictorially
preservative
defensive
upper liver lobes
repressively
breasts
reservedly
motheringly
fluids
nourishment
treacherous
maternally
slurred
emotionally
reservedly

Leo keywords
sunshine
cruelty
success
conceit
sincerity
tyranny
forcing
fierce
self
education
overcome
glowing
luck
art
self-will
singularity
will
arrogant
contempt
loving
royalty
open-hearted
integrity
enthusing
oratorical
inspiration
aggrandizement
earnest
irradiation
ardorous
willfulness
all-out
conscience
compelling
magnanimous
consuming
self-awareness
flaring
dazzling
effulgence

Sign Keywords 393
power
dominant
honor
praise
imperious
self-mastery
imperial
great
solar-energy
flattering
forwardness
self-arousal
regal
directing
leadership
mastery
oratory
laziness
burning
self-dedication
immense
forced
vehement
haughty
manic
flattery
immature
powerful
blind
grandiose
consuming
sterilizing
egotistical
chronic
pompous
powerful
self-centered
showy
chest
stately

august
bravely
toys
self-display
agape
relax
scorning
quality
domination
expression
bright
mansion
lion/cat
recreation
performance
royal
encouraging
staunch
zealousness
monism
enlightenment
gaiety
living out for
command
lazy
rhetorical
tireless
truculent
illuminating
cherishing
intensifying
stamina
enduring
decorum
optimism
rousing
total
heartache
sounding
sincerity

games
strong
self-pride
loyalty
heating
wisdom
ego-extensions
vitality
order
amplification
solarium
celebrities
esteem
magnanimously
pride
speculative
responsibility
illumination
stars
teaching
playing
gay
children
whole-heartedly
giving
generously
sunlight
acting
condescending
play
dazzling
indomitable
arbitrated
positivity
direct-enlighten. auto-generated
fulfilling
reward
effusive
proud
illustrious
playful
puissant
genuine
dignified
macho
demanding
grand
shining
epic
promotional
heuristic
benign
youthful
mighty
supportive
vitalized
glossy
dedicated
fanatical
creative
impelling
effusive
self-potential
enfranchised
dominating
loyal
transductor
determined
noble
animal
hearty
originals
self-evident
promotive
total
sincere
tyrannical
well lit		

seeds
grandeur
entertainment
enjoy
positive
theatrics
domain
subjects
prima-donna
declarations
egoism
myself
okay
autocratic
dominion
eminent domain
self-control
self-sufficient
respectability
auto-suggestions
heart
mightily
back
hardily
brightness
fairing
forceful
matriarchy
heartbeat
wildly
aorta
intolerably
spine
hard-hearted
nobly
fires
heart-beat
full-blooded
ardently
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cleanliness
gossip
skill
rigor
subservience
drugs
perjury
service
innuendo
attendance
introspect
finicky
labor
science
diet
distinction
work
reasonable
procedural
listening
drollness
optimizing
petulance
deft
perfectionistic
ministration
fussiness
caring
sensory needs
timid
interrogation
compulsive
figuring
meticulous
thoughtful
concentration
invention
studious
considerate
appropriateness
stewardship
dependable
tentative

order
methodical
servility
detail
didactic
paradigm
sickly
wages
clerical
tedious
specificity
opinionated
systematic
volunteering
naturally
delineation
drama
slander
wave-forms
correctness
practical
glib
spurting
strained
picky
humble
melodramatic
bickering
suicidal
festering
knowledgeable
brittle
fragmented
supportive
detailed
observant
particular
neurotic
gossipy
function
uterus
cogitative
grading

Virgo keywords
knowing
cowardly
chores
helpfulness
unionization
repair
cheating
in word
definition
tone
neat
dust-bowl
parrot
nervous
meticulously
logical
helpful
factual
argumentation
perfectionism
dependable
analysis
self-observant
scientific
discrimination
accounting
grading
lowly
petty
spiritual discrim.
fault-finding
rectification
minimalizing
detail
specializing
complex
sparkling
efficient
puritanism
processing
reduction
overdone
orderly

hypochondria
consistency
sand-blasting
literal
virginity
research
bureaucracy
planning
schemes
nit-picking
deduction
sound
nervousness
dust
totals
dirty
precise
sounding
scheduled
mundane
voluntary
deliberating
lurching
clear
introspective
verbal
routine
pensive
chemical
trans-rational
blocked
irrefutable
minor
grammar
truthful
studious
technical
facilitating
patterned
dusty
versatile
logical
petty

skinny
roughage
regimen
volunteerism
mapping
nursing
efficiency
correct
verification
peculiar
fallacies
commodities
analytically
use
exact
words
purification
acrimoniously
apprenticeship
refutation
itemized
pettiness
restraint
health-foods
thoughtfully
scanty
discriminating
critical
systematically
fulfillment
prepared
wording
self-analysis
detail
illness
keywords
study
mental
maintenance
directions
vociferous
liver
cognitive
effectively
paunch
acrimonious
effective
clever
bureaucratic
usefulness
purifying
enervated
orderly
tentative
selective
patterns
dishonest
intestinal
hermetic
idiosyncratically
enslaving
abdomen
proving
rigidly
gritty
intestines
political
piecemeal
careful
pettily
serving
organized
pseudo-intellectual nerves
sticking
precisely
concerned
gentle
droll
human engineering
particulate
deftly
rigorous
detail
dusty

Libra keywords
beauty
indecisiveness
elegance
advice
polish
flirtation
log-rolling
my-spouse
justice
law
compromise
liberating
appreciative
humanities
air
waffling
team-work
divided
frivolous
luxuriant
dainty
complementary
defense
chivalrous
lilting
positive
style
coquettish
spiritual response
refined
resistlessly
modest
regulations
appropriate
loving
accommodation
liberality
fashion
halcyon
stylized
responsive
partnering
beautifying

Sign Keywords 395
comparisons
other-oriented
cordiality
luxury
ambivalent
love
plush
balanced
mercy
vain
fairness
aesthetically
soothing
drawing
socially
feedback
voice
irresoluteness
public-opinion
florid
largess
consigned
swishing
licentious
cheery
poetic
mild
vapid
indecision
romanticized
transferred
unbalancing
adversarial
tit-for-tat
inconstant
artistic
prudent
unbalanced
libration
luxuriant
stylish
romantic
kind

suave
diplomacy
translating
reciprocity
free-love
sooth
abatement
tender
sharing
delicacy
obscure
open
peacock
decoration
finishing
fickle
compensatory
acceptance
vicariousness
sacrificing
felicitous
liberal
counter-poising
sincerity
persuasion
defending
silken
looseness
simulating
fancy
enchanting
hopeful
mitigating
fidelity
fanciful
sociable
anticipating
serenity
cheer
poised
cosign
refinement
supportive

art
symmetric
encouragement tenderness
baking
substitution
light
participative
composure
compliance
partners
the public
pacifism
for-others
perfectionism
public-works
pleasantness
transference
public-morality weighing
converting
in-laws
peace
indirectly
jealousy
wantonly
imbalance
levity
free
perfection
grappling
teamwork
compacts
grace
transposition
Orphic
cultural
finesse
leverage
homeostasis
pragmatism
replenishing
queenly
joyous
accouterments
mirthful
beau geste
poising
tasteful
diffident
negotiating
judging
delicate
cultivated
glamorous
designing
charming
cosmetic
admiring
slick
fulcral
plying
reactive
prudent
illegal
individualized
moderate
liberty
pouty
endearing
candy
coyly
counter-cultural disorienting
congenial
beckoning
cherishing
symmetry
artist’s
serene
pancreas
sharing
fashionable
soft
transaction-analysis

flowers
tact
apparel
recompense
promising
litigation
cooperatively
textiles
indecisively
treaties
license
wrestling
poor
flighty
interaction
civil-rights
equipoise
fair
compensation
kindness
over-balanced
lavishly
ovaries
reactively
fairly
dilettantish
diuretic
colorfully
balance
liberation
uterus
partisan
kidneys
jealously
gently
decadence
shock
arm-chair
wobbly
largess
finishing
indulgent
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nature
destruction
passion
reactionary
reserve
individualism
psychology
absolution
reconstruction
pornographic
charisma
creative
omnipotence
repentance
displace
isolation
recalcitrance
severity
taxed
subterranean
resolve/dissolve rebellion
conjuring
destructive
disaster
stern
probing
alchemy
bowel-copious
convolutedly
reaction
opposition
solutions
etching
spendthrift
jealousy
subtlety
magic
zeal
healing
zest
lascivious
deterring
opinionated
ferocity
impetuous
excavating
self-righteous
stealthful
sarcastic
shrewdness
oblique
covetousness
illicit
sour
wicked
spiritual command dominance
secretive
underground
potentializing
self-destructive
decimating
insinuating
discipline
opprobrious
grueling
icy
vindictive
discordant
ultimate motives Luciferic
eliciting
racy
psychological
lewd
forbearance
salacious
withdrawing
brooding
provocative
exploratory
emotional
zealous
rage
negative
reliable
driven
ultimate
sardonic

Scorpio
sex-appeal
mystery
secretively
respect
self-defeating
exterminating
resentment
urgency
probing-nature
extreme
adversity
sin
character-analysis disdain
poison
sarcastic
ruthlessly
loss
medicines
occult
frugal
deduction
swamp
veto-power
snake/skunk
reproduction
waste
resentfulness
self-spitefully
demanding
furtive
demagogic
regenerative
conspiracies
motive
feeling
prejudice
incognito
threats
refractory
copious
resolve
parody
vigorous
surviving
sinful
august
intense
disenchantment jaundiced
defying
scrutinizing
regressive
gutsy
kinkiness
resentful
compelling
fascinating
wrath
mesmeric
deep-seated
naturalistic
willful
overpowering
denying
bitter
intensity
tenacious
suspicion
degenerative
introversive
surreal
intense faith
caustic
discretion
hardy
examining
pro-creative
inquiring
temperamental
redeeming
sincerity
protective
industrious
suspicious
uncooperative
potentializion
opinionated
devastating		

sturdy
vehemence
disagreement
elimination
creating
remorse
extension
self-torture
vice
sex
magnetic
sourly
secretly
negation
cunningly
counter-attacks
deep
demand
investigation
compunction
ponderous
delving
compulsive
poisonous
questioning
blunt
sexual
yearning
motivation
severely
chthonian
redemptive
harsh
frustrating
distasteful
vehement
painful
disengaging
risque
jealous
discordant
forbearance
ruthless
treacherous

roots
influence
disgrace
spitefully
deaths
repulsive
tantric
hidden
desire
steady
lust
renovation
fertilizer
acidic
taxation
death
power
acid
solving
revival
genitals
oppressive
testes
vehemently
psychoanalytical
buffoonery
colonic
provocatively
energetic
reductive
prostate
supremely
pelvis
devastatingly
imperiously
colon
menacingly
lustily
lurid
industry
diligent
serious
discerning
negating

Sagittarius
expansion
goodness
bombast
optimistic
farsightedness
amiability
confidence
admiration
splendor
slack
over-reaching
magnification
neglect
popular
ponies
generous
higher-purpose
travel
general
westerns
transcend
ethics
enthusiasm
carefree
indulgent
elephant
distended
archery
belief
dissolute
overlooking
principle
positivity
epic
impractical
overconfidence
inflationary
invocation
allegory
ease
aspiration
roguish
bestowing
inflated
inflated
flashing
spirited
prodigal
stretched
exaggerated
pondering
bombastic
over-doing
biased
idyllic
elaborate
metaphysics
preoccupied
revelatory
laissez faire
faith
jovial
orthodox
noble
reverence
stuffy
dedicated
pompous
pondersome
sporty
transcendence
speculative
pontificate
big
projective
overstatement
merriment
stuffed
broad
displace
cheery
sporty
philanthropic
arrows
generalizing
supportive
supportive		

Sign Keywords 397
aspiring
openly
shallow
exuberance
improvement
improve
pretentiousness
edification
emulation
tales
massive
mountain
humor
publications
lazily
lofty
inspiring
elevation
pomposity
Platonism
idealized
light
stimulate
boastful
theurgical
hopeful
jocular
stoic
striving
ostentatious
ceremonial
peerless
deferring
ritualistic
happiness
playful
credulity
buoyant
extolling
divinely
boundless
thankful
gigantic

religion
teachers
sports
uplifting
extroversion
church
levity
ideals
relaxation
largess
abstracting
room
opulently
carelessness
grand
religious
honorables
theurgy
long
excessive
sects
benevolent
high-blown
intrepid
extensive
jesting
affirmative
loose
theological
lazy
insurance
dogmatic
wise
decorous
positive
divine
avuncular
courtly
gay
easy-going
sloppy
jocund
light

big-boned
extension
ratios
growth
beneficence
exaggeration
lightly
large
proportion
abstraction
happy
awkwardly
average
mathematics
universally
gallant
belief
higher-self
scholasticism
education
expansive
righteous
cavalier
billowing
narrative
teleological
blase
opportune
sophist
overdrive
priestly
replete
tolerant
instructive
enlightened
incredible
heightened
favoring
high-minded
expatiation
well-intended
slothful
fully

fats
nobility
pedagogy
laugh
tremendous
ranging
limitless
ideas
haughtily
churches
debauch
anything
philosophical
priggish
opportunity
orthodoxy
projection
bloat
benevolence
relief
thighs
positively
butt
confidently
educational
apoplectic
manic
munificently
false optimism
unboundedly
ilium
academically
hips
deliberately
easily
sciatic
generally
fully
parody
inspired
spiritual
academic
generalizing
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tradition
hate
class
efficiency
prestige
paranoia
uneasiness
status
structures
sorrow
historialize
concentration
nothing
crystalline
schedule
paternalism
doubts
contractive
sly
calculating
timely
polite
inhibited
establishing
astute
forethought
suspicion
judicious
diplomatic
specialized
depressive
stressful
impeccability
two-faced
well-defined
composure
fatalistic
melancholy
conservation
priggish
tactful
singular
despondent
lonesome
shy

perspective
careful
protocol
recognition
dark
negation
curtailed
limited
management
stuffy
diplomacy
recollection
executive
gems
dignified
grandfathers
ballet
scheming
rules
humility
segregation
gratifying
hateful
patronizing
shady
sneaky
dead-pan
clammy
black
insecure
sad
over-lording
deceitful
slick
usurious
urbane
inverted
compressed
dapper
consolidating
grim
pragmatic
austere
stately
plotting

Capricorn keywords
cautious
vindictively
ultimate
expedience
doom
specify
smugness
time
age
veneration
frugal
mining
rat
accuracy-work
mastery
pensive
dedicated
authority
mercilessness
objectivism
select
mockery
instigating
conscience
circumspection
accurate
legitimate
tacit
focused
reverence
isolating
power-politics
quietly
prizes
caution
deliberate
overseeing
simplicity
distinction
control
limiting
power-seeking
coyness
practical
notorious

fatherhood
security
leather-craft
concise
longevity
solitude
institutions
foresight
limitation
organization
pin-pointing
privacy
propriety
worry
rigid
deep
loop-holed
penetration
slow
venerating
lordly
cultivated
officers
efficient
precise
selective
demur
woeful
espionage
conventional
somber
authoritarian
formal
stately
respectful
traditional
objective
inflective
solicitous
exact
particular
obstructive
proprietary
cagey
patient

hard
inscrutability
attainment
hierarchy
sincerity
subtlety
seriously
blue-chip
separation
social-position
strict
socially
calculatedly
restriction
position
experienced
sobriety
brief
establishment
deliberation
restrained
modest
frustrating
mechanical
concentrate
discrete
controlled
devoted
Jesuitical
manipulative
destructive
belittling
discreet
standard
planning
confidentiality
imperial
tricky
prudent
fearful
ranking
favor-seeking
finesse
slow-maturation
negating

minerals
professionalism
politics
direct
reserved
patronage
goals
crystals
selfishly
dates
fear
figures
conditional
cold
social-advances
precedents
focus
compartmentalize
heritage
ambition
knees
reserve
bones
masterfully
sagaciously
black-hole
prudish
geometrically
skin
darkly
hair
exclusively
silent
expediently
administration
paranoid
tension
demandingly
elegantly
dignified
confidentially
containment
exclusive
simple
ambitious

Aquarius keywords
freedom
unchangeability
human-welfare
human-potential
expectancy
exposure
spastically
gadgets
intuitions
sci-fi
let-go
spacing-out
self-forgetting
weather
every-possibility
clear
altruistic
universalization
fanaticism
field-theory
modern
libertarian
mania
enquiring
awareness
sublime
parallelism
epitomized
delimitation
preconceived
androgyny
hypostatized
fair
evolution
noble
bohemian
far-fetched
technology
dispassionate
unconventional
apparently
maniacal
synchronizing
artificial
creatively

opportunity
futuristic
dispassion
viability
fitful
satori
disengaging
irregular
invention
process
ingeniousness
inductive
homunculus
cosmopolitan
humane
light
loose
transcendentalism
people-oriented
eccentric
all-out
speculative
explosive
chancy
pretentious
innocent
displaced
romantic
unconscionable
fair
different
panicky
New Age
exhibitionism
ankles
syndication
theatrical
psychology
preemptive
carelessness
cosmically
serendipity
panicky
quaint
irregularly

Sign Keywords 399
shy
unpresumingly
open-ended
impartiality
telepathy
shock
association
utopian
friends
internationalism
unique
international
romanticism
depersonalization
experimentally
innovative
suspension
metamorphic
airy
distraction
unrestrained
overstatement
arousing
anticipating
lucid
nonchalant
evolutionary
surmise
apparent
over-seeing
savvy
agonizing
guessing
gas
wisdom
radiance
elaborate
removed
collective
composed
romance
eliciting
agonizing
vacuous
nonsensical

friendship
regularity
appliances
revolutionary
cosmic
people
fellowship
modesty
electricity
curiosity
knowledge
atmosphere
carefully
aloof
comradery
liberty
baptism
erudition
human need
fascination
welcome
socialistic
disrupted
odd
unpredictable
irregularities
charged
coy
confounding
evidential
reserved
courteous
technical
gay
equal
electronics
progressive
calm
unexpected
flighty
egotistical
exploratory
courteous
queasiness
detachedly

cool
unpredictability
random-associat’n
epigenesis
eclecticism
devices
impersonally
human-resources
broad-interests
discoveries
distant
ethnically
anthropological
dryness
democracy
day-dreams
utilitarian
emancipation
questing
nonsense
hilarious
scientific
unlimited
eclectic
elective
holistic
unsettling
angelic
arbitrary
total
synoptic
random
universal
generous
risky
visionary
serendipitous
expansive
fanatic
preconceive
originality
indifferent
statistical
balmy
science

fruits
inventiveness
bohemianism
speculate
transparent
acquaintances
faithfully
statistics
indifferently
open
wishes
pin ball/video
radio
unitedly
anonymously
air-gun
hunches
explosion
impartial
intellectual
veins
expansively
joints
academically
experimental
offhand
circulation
shockingly
reflexes
feelingless
erudite
detachedly
freely
flexibility
naturally
quirky
flamboyant
anticipation
electric
impersonal
casual
friendly
exhibitionist
free
fresh
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subtlety
God
melancholy
lethargic
commonality
dependency
mysterious
resolution
holiness
languid
alcohol
fusion
shirking
culminating
welfare
fated
dreams
psychiatry
retreats
escapist
meditate
ceremony
repression
praying
metaphysics
hiding
researching
TV/wine-making
diffusion
shyly
delicacy
vagueness
imaginings
films
gullible
vicissitudes
procrastination
obfuscation
devotion
piety
concern
mystic
overflowing
exaggerated
delusion
steaming
penitent
derelict
dispersing
convoluted
deranged
timorous
deification
pusillanimous
futile
baroque
introspective
unrealistic
apocalyptic
chaotic
dissolution
perversely
demented
extremely unusual
humility
other-worldly
discerning
damp
gulls
pessimistic
faint
rare
clairvoyance
debasing
believing
wavering
slavish
glamorous
saintly
holy
distorted
traitorous
adoring
meek
subtle
fogged
submissiveness
imaginative
torporific
feeble
emotional respons. kind
unbelievable
resistance

Pisces keywords
weird
protectively
lost
suffering
totality
disperse
traitorousness
inner-meaning
misunderstanding
fantasy
symbolic
sea-side
fish
sympathetic
trance
effusive
compassionate
sensitization
para-rationality
relativity
inspired
exaggeration
provoking
faith
preoccupation
genius
unusual
negligent
superconscious
visions
stealthful
Jesuitical
consecrated
moist
hunches
vicarious
exploring
yearning
obsequious
condensation
possessed
sorrowful
mild
motivation
surrender
secretive
procrastinating

spirituality
emotional
resorts
bizarre
quintessential
cloisters
acceptance
understanding
uncanniness
mediumship
withdrawing
variability
deception
moisture
dutiful
psychic
conciliatory
divination
treacherous
deluded
beatific
pious
revival
gushy
vague
cowardice
heavenly
ugliness
poetic
sacrificial
disintegrating
divinely-ordained
subdued
saintly
fanciful
exotic
exhaustive
wishy-washy
spectral
zany
commiseration
receptive
messy
uncanny
timid
retreative

sensitive
tears
instrumentality
uncertainty
effusiveness
collusion
inspirationally
visionary
visualization
intuition
strange
chaotically
superstitiously
disorganization
mystically
internally-divided
necessity
common
touch-stone
metamorphosis
macabre
consoling
delirious
terrified
mirroring
cosmological
intoxication
noetic
elusive
unconditional
disengaging
credulous
commiserating
tiredly
spiritual
emotional adapt.
peculiar
spooky
yielding
terrifying
dreamy
refined
dramatic
mediumistic
delicate
resistless

herbs
soulfulness
espionage
humiliate
restrained
depletion
illusory
feelings
sloppily
impressions
other-worlds
fog
fine
lazy
escape
fraud
sublimation
multifaceting
fatalism
omnipresence
toes
abundantly
weakness
minimally
gestalts
eerie
tearful
passive
slippery
unbelievably
fibrin
inhibition
feet
slovenly
superstitious
sublime
discerning
perverse
fantastically
humbly
impractical complex
synthetic
fake
disintegrating
devoted
diffident

First house keywords
environment
personal idiosyn.
beginnings
first hand exper
births
attire
raw experience
physically
onsets
carnality
basics
fronts
actualization
acclimatization
appearances

external world
external image
starting things
challenge
personal style
immediacies
first impressions new things
fads
1st impressions
external conditions initiation
complexion
surfaces
surroundings
the present
the without
infancy
symptoms
approaches
confrontation
individual efforts
leadership
somatic cond’tns
up-front
opportunities
aboriginal
contests
precocity
personal inclin.

House Keywords
early childhood my body
diet
early development personal image
senses
the face
outward appear’nce ground floor
moves
querents
initiators
my personality
direct experiences blocks
entrances
projections
openings
vistas
introductions
childhood
contact
nascent stages
constitution
self-authority
on-the-job-training atmospheres
trials
primacy
corporeal
immanence
acute experiences precedence
facades
frontal
contenders
outcroppings
inauguration
the moment
questions
advances
self-education

401

402

House Keywords

responsibility
things
capital
possessive
holdings
keeping
necessities
attachments
objectifying
interest
foundations
obtainments
inducements
basis

possession
savings
source
work
objects
wealth
hoarding
procurement
presence
poverty
reserve
merchandise
production
situated

Second house keywords
money
dependents
form
purchasing
substance
banks
products
matter
finance
requisitioning
verification
depots
warehouses
clinging

income
investments
acquisitions
consolidation
cellars
texture
stuff
accumulation
earnings
compositions
basics
allotments
reserves
settlements

spending
materials
compounds
deposition
stabilizing
resources
steadying
riches
nouns
gains
allowances
credit
revenue

value
objectify
quality
ownership
grip
collections
qualities
deposits
buying
worth
guarantees
obligations
composition

Third house keywords
siblings
practical
technical edu.
transient
facilitation
vicarious
journals
writings
early education
lower mind
notes
discussion
dialog
negotiations
measuring
shipping

relations
thought
intellectual
letters
conversation
interchanges
walks
mate’s religion
gestures
speaking
words
literary
deputation
mail
repartee
communications

House Keywords 403
short trips
reading
adaption
deliveries
readings
transience
documents
papers
hearsay
arguments
interchange
training
anecdotes
neighbors
solicitation
media

communication
elementary ed
talk
brothers & sisters
street corners
reciprocity
relays
cataloging
fraternal
information
2nd hand
documentation
transits
terminals
telephones
lists

reciprocal
exchanges
rumors
knowledge
practical education debates
near relations
expedience
delineation
speech
applications
inter-human
mental
connections
relay
transportation
partner’s philos. delivery
records
jaunts
data
gossip
rudiments
books
agreements
in-laws
treaties
give-and-take
correspondence delegation

404

House Keywords

latter life
subjective parent
family ties
household
local environment real estate
local
locale
kitchens
mothering
unwinding
denouements
laundry
estates
conclaves
mining
routines
withdrawals
living quarters
barracks
blood lines
housekeeping
personal opinions nurture
brooding
musing
stream of consc. attachments
venue
comforts
atmospheric
familial concerns
uncontrolable habits

Fourth house keywords
domicile
subconscious
domestic
parents
cooking
ties
personal symbols
instincts
parenting
nearby
remembrance
Freudian slips
reunions
suggestibility
hand-me-downs
protectorates

residence
memory
retreat
my father
submission
partner’s profess.
the lowly
paternal
old age
intimacy
background
impressions
traditions
psychic debris
customs
bottoming out

indirect parent
incubation
subconsc. mem.
hereditary
family
dreams
repression
solutions
reversals
conclusions
reverses
development
clans
cleaning
unraveling
basements

personal problems
subjective
home life
symptomatic acts
moods
home
suppression
sleep
personal darkness
aftermaths
roots
step-parents
instinct
retreats
accommodations
lowly

Fifth house keywords
expression
giving
creations
presentation
broadening
festivities
publication
gratuities
entertainment
affection
kids
oratory
teachings
unregulated
releases

recreation
child-bearing
relaxation
exhibitions
venting
demonstration
child-rearing
fulfilling
spouse’s friends
enjoyment
expositions
parks
babies
prize seeking

House Keywords 405
speculation
general education
love
self-expression
suitors
donations
theater
laughter
indulgences
letting loose
broadcasting
adducing
celebration
extravagances

children
intermediate edu.
playground
vacations
gambling
avocational
college
sport
displays
free time
accomplishment
fun
presentations
publications

pets
hobby
the childlike
outpouring
offspring
personal contrib’s
teaching
hobbies
creative
games
youth
proteges
theaters
overflowing

courtships
avocation
school
love affair
generosity
parties
lovers
happiness
pastimes
gifts
toys
pleasures
sports
arcades

406

House Keywords

occupation
co-workers
work
process
slavery
execution
conditioning
purification
disrepair
programs
planning
tools
upkeep
expertise
clinics

illness
practice
functioning
repairing
sickness
repair shops
flaws
methods
proficiency
sickness
being busy
workmanship
doing
processes
assistance

Sixth house keywords
volitional acts
service
details
exercises
volition
efficiency
small animals
means
specialization
employment
servitude
volunteering
useful
menial
inconvenience

patients
technique
diet
recovery
routine
hygiene
self-care
voluntary
fixing
aid
operation
condition
routines
care
fabrication

servants
skills
surgeries
hygienic
workers
jobs
application
help
therapy
systematic
slaves
injury
craft
breakdowns

health
labor
my job
helping
method
correction
performance
organizing
hum drum
cohorts
utility
manufacture
criticism
unions

Seventh house keywords
marriage
opponents
treaties
my mate
rivalrous
accommodation
merger
etiquette
merging
contracts
complementation
rules
manners
recoils
interactions

conditional
lawsuits
bridges
counterparts
public display
special ones
ongoing
cultural events
anyone
luxury
reciprocity
feedback
betrothals
vows
antagonists

House Keywords 407
commitment
sharing
responsiveness
alter-egos
reflexive
complementation
reflections
the law
my spouse
teamwork
rivalries
frills
enemies
decency
significant other

partners
fine arts
public affairs
laws
legality
galleries
receptions
deals
recompense
culture
cultivation
returning
codified
marital
defense

the public
individuality
compensation
weddings
interactive
counter-position
passive options
legal
frou frou
mutual
indirection
finishings
others
defendants
decorations

open enemies
agreements
publicly
recompense
mates
mergers
adjudication
advocacy
judgment
refinements
matrimony
subject of question
promises
compromise

408

House Keywords

death
out-of-body
invisible
funerals
divorce
dumps
inheritance
secrecy
separation
restoration
deductions
debtors
tariff
paring
wills

regeneration
astrology
secretly
family problems
dowries
transformation
legacy
welfare
trusts
lethal
wakes
entitlements
solutions
losses

Eighth house keywords
shared finances
taxes
waste
mystery
withdrawals
stool
disagreement
absences
dissolution
thresholds
bonds
testing
withholding
vacancies

loss
subsides
debts
the occult
abandon
hidden things
disengagement
taxation
reformation
breakups
public finance
retaliations
purgation
deficits

shared problems
elimination
disbursement
refuse
hiding
diagnostic
diagnosis
fatal
renovations
blind trust
poverty
mortality
magic
remodelling

hidden meaning
recycling
transitions
public works
rendering
decay
destructions
schemes
things missing
feuds
loans
arcane
reductive
after events

Ninth house keywords
religion
aspirations
ceremony
self-broadening
dogma
public speech
upliftment
cruises
belief
abstracting
once removed
scriptures
inspirations
wayfaring
contemplative
pardons
personal values

travel
higher education
highest values
principles
ritual
higher mind
proportion
values
cults
higher purpose
judiciary
doctrines
journeys
high-blown
abstraction
public gossip
appreciation
pedagogy
cultism
beatitudes
academics
tenets
mantras
estimation
professional sch. excursions
universal assert’ns sacraments
prayers
thankfulness
convocations
notions
dogmatism
judgment

House Keywords 409
goodness
theory
ideational mind
edifying
travels
casuistry
gratitude
transcendence
mutuals
paradigms
striving
the divine
elevation
rites
orisons
ministers
creed

insurance
philosophy
expansion
prelates
morality
ideation
faith
teachers
wandering
convocation
publication
blessings
theology
ways of life
idealism
testimonial

purpose
orthodoxy
generalization
church
theoretical
blessed
partner’s siblings
grad school
scholarship
holy
ivory tower
platitudes
forgiving
meditation
good works
projections

410

House Keywords

objectives
profession
business
management
recognition
institutional
role models
regulatory
directing
scandal
protocol
targeting
decorum
preferments
events
veneration
society

vocation
authorities
perspective
executive
societies
organized
notoriety
hierarchy
authority
regulation
dominant parent
statecraft
bureaucracy
success
career
superiority
rank

Tenth house keywords
standards
employers
objectivity
highest fruits
professionalism
social influence
customs
objective parent
the top
formal
secular
upward mobility
pretense
politics
direction
patronage
social conscience

social position
direct parent
supervisors
goals
fame
honor
ambitions
high society
status
government
my mother
administration
chain of command social quirks
specifics
attainment
advancement
managers
stratification
mastery
bosses
renown
position
significance
rank
times
acclaim
rule
fetes
parameters
specifications
execution
social behavior
foremen

those above me
ends
reputation
superiors
popularity
clubs
celebrities
social acclaim
partitioning
formality
structure
pecking order
officials
prestige
preeminence
institutions

Eleventh house keywords
friends
futurism
the general good
community works
freedom seekers
comradery
behavior
consensus
confederations
disinterest
displays
secular
mutual recreation
buddies
internationalism
visitors
chums

mind-children
utopia
for its own sake
humanism
wishes
universals
democracy
other’s kids
roommates
whims
ultimates
ideal states
impersonal expres. impersonal relat’n theaters
epitomizing
quests
altruism
creation
public displays
acquaintance
thing-in-itself
risk taking
shared giving
elections
communes
air castles
fantasies
impersonal ass’ns. pals
hopes
do-gooders
scenari
liberation
novelty
unconditional
humanitarian
peers
creative
balloting
general opinion humanity
fellowship
commonwealth cronies
utopianism
egalitarianian
risky
co-ops
detachments
transcendence

House Keywords 411
collectives
free expressions
daydreams
collective action
letting go
universal
translation
science
happenings
chance
dispersion
impersonalization
prognosis
step-children
equality
everything

spouse’s children
general knowing
associates
future
social-science
foreign relations
convocations
universalization
releases
freeing
joint expression
general acceptance
forecasting
iffing
detachedness
impersonal

412

House Keywords

self-undoing
ripeness
restriction
exile
labs
viscissitude
sacrifice
catastrophes
withdrawal
suffering
dereliction
weaknesses
prisons
totals
delinquency
privation
sacrificial

super-conscious
hang-overs
confinement
involuntary svc.
social problems
behind-the-scenes
decadence
blind conditions
intrigues
relapses
espionage
escape
overall remedies
redemption
at large
mental hospitals
unfortunates

Twelfth house keywords
universals
retreat
destiny
habit
the past
prebirth condit’s
duty
secret emotions
hidden conditions dutifulness
criminals
the gods
social chaos
clandestine acts
chaotic conditions gen. solutions
subliminal exper. confusion
recidivism
collapse
secret plots
renunciation
overlays
studios
dissociation
surrender
obligations
sorrows
blindness
jails
asylums
overwhelming
hospitals
reverses

asylum
secret enemies
limitation
handicaps
persecution
past lives
neglect
misfortunes
retreats
limitations
acceptance
uncontrollables
unbeckoned things strangers
secret sins
deprivation
impairment
detainment
fate
unknowns
disorganization
monasteries
ripe
restraints
entropic
piety
salvation
internal influences
detention
excess
prisoners
deference

Sun keywords
self-image
life
light-awareness
active will
luminaries
central signif.
eye problems
generous
power
rulership
sincerity
wisdom
folly
vanity
strength
responsibility

Planet Keywords
essential being
vitality
awakened
pride
authorities
life purpose
authority
outpourings
centering
dependability
enterprising
reliability
happiness
seeing
self
fulfillment

I am-ness
conceited
stamina
mature males
self-consciousness rule
light
laziness
importance
enlightenment
centered
accomplishment
energy
fame
noble
shine
tyranny
sunny
cowardice
dazzle
puissance
radiance
arrogance
awareness
directing
central purpose
largess
self-confidence
aristocratic
magnanimity
might

self-important
masculine parent
dominate
self-esteem
honor
achievement
true inner nature
inner depths
conscience
auto-erotic
constancy
generosity
playful
loyalty
despotism

rejuvenating
ego development
strong people
positivity
nobility
vision
manifest
conceptions
ambition
pivotal
vigor
boastful
self-reliance
endurance
enjoyment
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414

Planet Keywords

love
socialized
beauty
merciful people
vanity
decorators
complementary
round
saccharin
fairness
earthiness
devoted
conjugality
lewd
coalition
pouty
gracious
favor

comfort
refined
higher feelings
tenderness
fickleness
designers
long-suffering
oils
harmony
infatuation
schmaltz
captivation
art
mirth
craft
gentle
emotion
kitsch

Venus keywords
enjoyment
cultured
peace
kindness
jealousy
taste
sacrificing
estrogen
fickle
liberties
regularity
sacrifice
indulgence
union
satiation
partnership
jealous

license
girls
compromise
affection
care
ornamentation
sentiments
ovaries
charm
stylish
coquettish
cherishing
refinement
drawing
irenic
sticky
ornament

pleasure-seeking
young women
accommodation
responsiveness
perfection
decoration
smooth
female hormones
lilting
flirtatious
tactile
sensuous
cheer
sensual
merriment
sweet
suave

vulgarity
grace
attraction
quality
artists
cheerfulness
soften
thymus
sentimental
design
serenity
mercy
riches
sentiment
full-bodied
aesthetics
soft

Mercury keywords
think
slander
intellectuals
persuasive
thoughtfulness
honesty
verbalization
bribery
tics
persuasion
glib
knowledge
swift
smarts
commutes
questioning
blasphemy
verbosity
clarifying
spin
alternatives

concrete mind
logical
thinking
perception
adaptability
writers
neutrality
theft
enervation
observation
forgetful
nimble
bookish
profanity
eloquence
reading
constructs
mentality
chatty
concrete

Planet Keywords 415
shallow
scientific
cognitive
discriminate
dishonest
speakers
clarity
nervous
neural
oration
consistency
ratiocination
delineation
conveyance
analysis
variable
logic
talkative
antsy
mediation

surface
conversant
facts
witty
indecision
readers
deduce
thyroid
stimulation
literary
intelligence
duplicity
changeable
quickness
volubility
prolix
hearsay
tentative
clumsy
demagoguery

lies
gossip
diversified
mental
conscious memory descriptive
clever
curiosity
vacillation
truth
articulation
communication
plotting
trickery
gestures
jitters
reason
definition
bargaining
memory
indifference
serving
criticism
study
absent-minded
fact
signals
words
flexibility
deft
data
inventive
vocabulary
wit
discrimination
recollection
pitch
restless
cogitation
writing

416

Planet Keywords

feelings
sympathetic
nature
imagination
protectiveness
cleaning
instinct
fluids
birthing
excitement
defensive
changeable
growing
fluid
settings
feminine
public
imaging

emotions
empathetic
motive
mother image
receptivity
comforting
diffuse
natural
littering
aimless
productive
comfort
women
washing
people
motivating
nurturing
surrounding

Moon keywords
fretful
dreamy
animating
fostering
permittivity
plastic
withdraw
biological
fecundity
drawing
softening
cleansing
trivial
homely
basic
animation
fertile
gloomy

moody
psychic
active
nurture
instinctual
females
attachments
indecisive
supple
receptive
procrastinating
dogmatic
nocturnal
broody
maternal
feeding
impatient
vacillating

aimlessness
subconscious
fructifying
maternality
negativity
mature women
stomach
dissolving
instinctive
pictorial
forming
protective
primitive
kenning
liquid
life-supporting
smothering

changeability
general public
impressionable
domesticity
developing
fertility
breast
cunning
distractible
sucking
wandering
negative
refreshing
matrons
consummating
attitude
activating

Saturn keywords
discipline
darkness
age
conscience
veneration
manipulate
fate
focused
austerity
ambitions
colds
criminal
practical
crystallizing
denial
somber
afterthought
mineral
destructive
diplomatic
remnant
diminution
specific
stingy
blocks
malice
lonely

Planet Keywords 417
control
mastery
ignorance
fear
history
maturation
dignified
authorities
respect
concentration
obstruct
delay
obligation
caution
cunning
shrewdness
efficiency
deep
judgment
grim
deposits
worry
endurance
avarice
methodical
past
severity
solidity
vengeance
constriction
understatement
shy
judgment
blocking
compartmentalizing secrecy
inhibition
economy
icy
paternalism
hard
stable
vanity
sluggish
safety
dour
protocol
detail
coy
freezing
persistence
justice
timidity
reluctance

separation
selfishness
patience
paternal
contraction
negate
reserve
secretive
silent
legalistic
melancholy
ambition
hermits
segregation
abhorrence
expedient
faithful
anxiety
insecure
records
obstruction
petrifying
statesmanship
timely
thrift
secret
forms

limitation
hatred
forethought
patriarchal
consolidation
mandatory
circumspect
scheming
serious
deliberation
depression
small
binding
silence
acquisitive
calculating
hardening
isolation
prudence
treacherous
cynicism
repression
containment
fossils
age
cold
pessimism

singularity
time
faithfulness
elders
one-pointedness
destiny
suspicion
frugality
security
calculation
no
tact
retribution
negation
covetous
foresight
penury
patience
grave
dark
consolidating
sparse
maturity
set
particular
jealous

418

Planet Keywords

generosity
oversight
help
laughter
religion
generalization
progress
goodness
exaggerated
preservation
higher minded
indolence
enlargements
idealism
showy
prodigality
creed
game
superfluous
unrestrained
theology
exaggeration
happy
transcending
jovial

giving
abstraction
relaxation
high-minded
philosophy
grandness
success
pardon
prodigal
good
abstract
roughish
dilation
edification
light
thankful
liberality
amateur
accepting
speculation
flaccid
overstatement
values
helpful
expansion

Jupiter keywords
benevolence
carelessness
lightness
beneficent
morality
inclusive
great
sportiness
inflated
right
ideational
gambling
bombast
totality
enlargement
confidence
popular
over-valued
over-confidence
fulfilled
wide
puissant
personable
pleasure
lazy

thanks
dissipation
joviality
big
opportunities
judgment
bright spot
carefreeness
overdoing
lofty
abundance
bias
giddy
prevalent
sporty
excess
open-minded
debauch
extravagance
procrastinating
greatness
plenty
gluttony
approval
bragging

gratitude
sloppiness
happiness
spirited
expansiveness
open
positivity
greed
pride
edifying
opulence
bigotry
folly
amiable
aspiring
elation
largess
gracious
magnanimity
general
jocular
broad-minded
pedagogy
wealth

misjudgment
sloth
humor
orthodoxy
broadness
encourage
optimism
extravagant
honor
educating
full
swellings
aspiration
ideation
inflation
benignity
ease
positive
overflowing
fat
uplifting
preserving
enthusiasm
carefree

Mars keywords
energy
constructive
competitiveness
youthful
temptations
conquer
trial
violence
application
soldiers
valor
tasteless
coarse
scrapes
lesions
boisterous
victorious
manly
direct
injuries
drive
animated
wild
doing
aggressive
fearless
arrogant
military
cocky
struggle
feral

Planet Keywords 419
action
temper
preemptive
fresh
emergencies
dominate
decisiveness
aggression
push
police
strength
frenzy
crude
strains
contusions
vicious
industry
plain
cruel
enthused
assertive
active
gallant
fiery
bellicose
gross
vulgar
danger
temerity
fresh

vigor
lust
pride
straightforward
friction
overcome
cruelty
strife
motivation
athletes
fool-hardiness
excitement
tactless
breaks
irritations
iron/steel
candor
menace
zesty
building
strong
engineering
intrepid
virile
vying
swagger
combative
zing
toil
obstreperous

industriousness
desire
challenge
gallantry
combat
courage
ferocity
belligerence
young men
rivals
fights
blunt
arrogance
burns
flushes
sassy
force
cheek
harsh
ferocious
base
brave
undaunted
careless
inflammatory
work
offensive
bloody
domineering
impulse

work
passion
respect
frankness
provoke
bravery
anger
warfare
sanguine
deeds
egotism
brutish
cuts
rashes
bleeding
mean
tough
anger
kinetic
hairy
nasty
charged
eager
brutal
violent
labor
adventure
impetuous
rivalry
attack

effort
impulsiveness
assertiveness
fitness
activate
daring
meanness
initiation
masculine
virility
gaudy
brazen
bruises
hemorrhage
overbearing
painful
blatant
audacious
mechanics
frank
foolhardy
contentious
mighty
mobile
valiant
bully
belligerent
lewd
challenge
assail

420

Planet Keywords

genius
abstract
eternal
tricky
symbolic

infinite
divine
subtle
supersensible
deceptive

Octave planet keywords
spiritual
magical
sensitive
hidden
psychological

timeless
intuitive
uncertain
unpredictable
elusive

creative
boundless
illusory
sudden
preemptive

immediate
indefinite
complex
invisible
rare

Uranus keywords
creativity
improvisational
unexpected
feeling
bohemian
new things
liberate
revolutionary
irregular
stubbornness
vampirism
paradox
mechanics
scientists
upsetting
spastic
miraculous
lightning
outlaw
self-reliant
unconditioned
divine love
change

Planet Keywords 421
ingenuity
uncontrolled
irresponsible
receptive
artists
novelty
rebel
libertarian
freedom
unconventionality
mania
intuition
tinkers
genius
irregular
stuttering
random
odd
independent
new
technology
stubborn
instantaneous

inventiveness
hysterical
upsets
direct-knowing
romantics
intensity
free
anarchical
independence
licentious
crack-pot
irrational
fixers
wisdom
haphazard
over-excitement
grace
license
fanatic
shocking
intuitive
agile
demanding

innovation
unpredictable
essence
faith
open-mindedness
electric
socialistic
awakening
impersonal
impulsive
hunches
infinite
technicians
wonder
opinionation
shock
altruism
inconstant
unique
opinionated
quirky
novel

spontaneous
unreliable
mystical
cosmic feminine
originality
explosiveness
communistic
explosive
progressive
egoism
speculation
electrical
practical
vivid
fixity
accidents
universal love
stimulating
altruistic
anarchic
speculative
accidental

irregular
sudden
spiritual
oddballs
acceptance
violence
radical
awareness
perversity
fanaticism
satori
electronics
jokers
striking
irresponsibility
quick
chance
unusual
science
humane
futuristic
surprising
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Planet Keywords

rare
genius
receptivity
psychic
alchemy
spiritual teachers
memory-of-nature
unreliable
unusual
uncanny
healing
darkness
convolution
stupor
interweaving
ecstasy
faeries
eerie
deceptive
baroque
misleading
allergies
homeopathy
sorcery
mind-reading
prophecy
foreign
delusion
out-of-body
hallucinations
fraud

inspired
dreamy
mediumship
occult
cosmology
poets
superconscious
imagine
mysterious
compassion
clairvoyance
morbidity
habit
torpor
metamorphosis
reverie
disincarnates
macabre
counterfeit
ghoulish
flattering
intoxication
Invisible Helpers
illusion
spooky
poison
invisible
misrepresentation
flattery
habits

Neptune keywords
visionary
weak
hallucination
spiritual intellig.
cosmetology
composers
confusion
visualize
profound
understanding
divination
twisted
inspiration
laziness
schemes
foreigners
entities
disgust
fake
fakery
glamorous
insanity
healers
passivity
intuitive
mediumistic
the gods
clandestine
strange
perverse

idealistic
comprehensive
will-less
passive
superstition
illusions
conceptualization instrumentaliz.
spiritual masc.
psychiatrists
spiritual ideation super knowledge
vagueness
uncertainty
picture
dream
ascetic
aesthetic
subtlety
connections
recondite
arcane
inversion
dislocation
magical
convoluted
parasitical
spiritual wholes
spiritual project’ns manifestations
strangers
obscurity
fascination
intrigue
divine
fantastic
fraudulent
ugly
espionage
treachery
hypochondria
psychol. illness
addiction
undiagnosable
devotion
intricate
disappearances
alien
supernatural
melodramatic
impractical
fears
uncertain
slander
asceticism
super-conscious
phobia
ultra-idealism
instrumental
vague

connected
sensitivity
uncontrolled
magic
prophets
holistic
diffidence
symbolize
weird
chaos
gloominess
melancholy
dependence
compositions
creations
demons
bizarre
sneaky
fiendish
traitors
trance
psychiatry
complex
elementals
distorted
creative
chaotic
rapture
composing
seclusion

Pluto keywords
will
insistence
brutality
rebuilding
plutocrats
determination
syndication
evil
fascism
cold
desire
immovable
cruelty
rejection
darkness
uncooperation
wealthy
syndicates
attention
destructive
degradation
demands
paralysis
creation
poisonous
degeneration
conservation
reformation
mergers

Planet Keywords 423
power
opinionation
ruthlessness
remodelling
godfathers
discipline
fixation
iniquity
recycle
removed
zeal
unbending
rage
repugnance
hypnotic
negativity
trustees
corporations
dominance
dissolving
dense
sexual
deep
alchemy
rape
lethal
dissolution
repression
wealth

potential
prejudice
rapaciousness
renovation
potentates
mastery
obsession
decadence
fix
indirect
overwhelming
unyielding
wrath
repellent
magnetic
resistance
august
combinations
permanence
transmutation
final
death
rooted
potency
destruction
isolation
demanding
obsessive
cruel

megalomania
bias
regeneration
dictators
complete
influence
fetishes
conserve
stationary
grave
overpowering
steady
bitterness
isolating
tough
reactions
nuclear
drive
obligation
crime
frozen
decay
unbudging
healing
ignoring
opinion
first mover
plutocracy
elimination

irrevocability
bigotry
reconstruction
strong people
absolute
domination
perversion
preserve
statics
serious
extreme
static
jealousy
mystery
reaction
reactionaries
large
depth
stern
disintegration
unfeeling
rot
faith
glacial
self-sufficiency
depravity
freezing
frigid
ruthless

absoluteness
coldness
redemption
authorities
control
gumption
sin
keep
indifferent
passion
emotions
reliable
repulsion
secrecy
rebellion
heirs
influential
diligence
sinister
disgusting
unlimited
eliminative
will-power
profound
secrets
mega-organizations
guilt
instinct
compulsion
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Aspect Keywords

concentrate
combination
raw potential
cutting
nuclear
ends
myopia
focus
narrow
points
atomic
particular

deepen
blinding
beginning
simple
identity
breakthroughs
eccentricity
lenses
steadfast
definition
detailed
commonalities

Conjunction keywords
fusion
singleness
ending
oneness
congruency
fulcra
punches
melding
single-minded
attention
drones
blindness

indistinguishable
power
penetrating
union
locus
turning points
needles
ignorance
monomania
equality
penetration
confusion

unity
limited
accuracy
eccentric
simplification
data
pins
segregation
universality
primary
probing
sameness

specializing
pointed
piercing
puristic
beginnings
specifics
purification
pointing
smallness
instants
depth

Opposition keywords
dualities
versus
adaptive
extremes
unsure
either-or
juxtaposing
split
turn-arounds
wires
alternatives
one-on-one
ramification
plurals

dichotomies
fulfillment
polarizing
delineate
indecisive
reversals
argument
see-saw
differentiation
roads
vacillation
rivalry
variability
transference

Aspect Keywords 425
distinctions
balancing
opposition
weigh
complementing
inversions
counterpoint
decision
multiplication
boundaries
two-timing
duality
diversion
tangents

differences
comparison
counter
separating
compensating
renegade
unsteadiness
extension
poles
balance
oscillation
segmentation
argumentation
divisive

duplicity
paradoxical
silhouettes
dividing
mitigate
leverage
irregularities
delineation
lines
fairness
extremism
division
direction
switches

ambivalent
contrast
profiles
pitting against
polarities
plying
equalized
diametric
stripes
weighing
ups and downs
dissection
connectors
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Aspect Keywords

efficient
natural
transcendent
effortless
minimal
completion
enclosure
triads
creativity
satisfaction

ease
talent
abstract
invisibility
enjoyment
purposeful
tempered
inclined planes
elementation
stabilization

Trine keywords
attainment
rest
resolve
artful
elemental
fulfillment
sufficiency
wedges
projection

take-for-granted
luxuriate
refining
simplicity
sameness
composition
synthesis
stairs
minimalization

concord
triangulating
smooth
spiritual
plane
transcendence
cones
blades
abstraction

harmony
slant
ability
perfection
creative
location
chords
spirituality
agreement

Square keywords
manifestation
difficulties
squared-off
generate
demand
fundamental
crosses
justice
building
testy
static

Aspect Keywords 427
resistance
block
constant
crystallize
corner
structure
quadrature
square
materialization
rooting
blunt

obstructive
matter
demanding
materializing
crucifying
area
right-hand-rule
rectitude
standards
rectifying
cornering

constructive
tested
objectification
dimensional
obstruction
test
normal
externalization
volume
countering
right

build
measured
measurement
trial
stabilization
box
orthogonal
logical
combating
intervening

crossing
harsh
unbudging
conglomerate
experience
intersection
cartesian
correctness
force
space
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Aspect Keywords

reflect
light
budding
multi-dimensional
supplements
promotion
indirect
differential
referred

expand
shallow
exaggerated
peremptory
scattered
adaptability
reflection
gears
extra-disciplinary

Sextile keywords
universalized
diversification
complications
overconfidence
overlook
inclusion
deflection
enlargement
open

macrocosmic
magnify
abstraction
generalization
distracted
kaleidoscopic
atmospheric
expansion

overview
abundance
assimilation
synthesis
variety
expanding
mirroring
comprehension

precocious
appreciation
complex
re-enforces
exposure
obtuse
prismatic
hexing

